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ABSTRACT

An invened body posture is not common. During unusual situations (e.g.
overturned helicopters or motor vehicle accidents) when the body is inverted. the
neuromuscular responses can change. In order to manage these situations. it is necessary
to examine changes in muscle force output and activation.
Although the exact mechanisms arc unknown. it is believed that both centra! and
peripheral factors can contribute to changes in muscle force output. Increase in cerebral
blood pooling,

inc rea~

in hydrostatic pressure. and decrease in sympathetic activity

during rapid and slow transitions from upright to inverted seated position are considered
to be the main central factors leading to decrease in inversion-induced muscle force
output. Peripheral factors such as decreased blood flow to the contracting muscle
resulting in decrease perfusion pressure and oxygen deficit within the muscle are most
likely to summate along with central factors inducing neuromuscular impaimlents during
rapid and slov,'er inversion rotations.
There is no evidence examining possible impairments in neuromuscular
functioning with more rapid versus slower inverted rotations as compared to an upright
seated position. Maximal voluntary contraction (MVe) and electromyographic (EMG)
activity were recorded and analyzed in biceps and quadriceps, concurrently and
individually. lor maximal lorce output and activation with upright seated position, and
inverted within Is and 3s rotations. It was anticipated that changes in muscle force and
activation within 1sand 3s inversion rotations would suggest impairments in the
functioning of neuromuscular system. as compared to the upright position. In addition.
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INTRODUCTION
The human body is adapted to work in an upright position. In situations when an
individual is required to manage circumstances where the body is forced into inverted
positions (e.g. completely overturned helicopter or motor vehicle accidents).
physiological responses can change. [t is important to know the neuromuscular and
cardiovascular responses when a person is inve rted from an upright position.
Only two studies have been published which exam ine the elbow flexion (Hearn
ct. al. 2009) and the knee extension (Paddock and Behm 2009) torce and activation
during inverted seated position. Both studies were performed to detennine the changes in
neuromuscular responses between upright and inverted seated positions. The results for
both studies illustrated decreases in neuromuscular performance with an inverted scaled
posture. Also, both studies exhibited significant decreases in heart rate and blood pressure
in the inverted position attributed

to

alterations of sympathetic nervous system

stimulation. [n addition, Neary et al. (20 1I a, 201 1b) demonstrated a tendenc y tor
quadriceps maximal voluntary contraction (MVC) force to decrease in inverted position
but no significant difference was found for biceps brachii MVC between upright and
inverted positions. They also found a significant decrease in heart rate as well as cardiac
output with inverted position as compared to upright position. which v,.ere in accordance
with the results from Hearn et al. (2009) and Paddock and Behm (2009). Hence. it can be
established that an inverted seated posture results in neuromuscular and cardiovascular
system unpmrments
There are a number of physiological mechanisms involved whcn the body
responds to an inverted position. Hydrostatic pressure (pressure exerted by a tluid due to
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the force of gravity)

i~ con~ idered

as one of the major contributing factors related to the

decline in the muscle force output during inversion. Mechanisms to reduce hydrostatic
pressure in the lower body when upright, such as respiratory

mu~cJe

pump (Miller ct ai.

2005). skeletal muscle pump (Delp and Laughlin 1998), and veno-vasoconstriction
(Vissing et ai. 1997) offsct the effect of increased lower body hydrostatic

pres~ure

and

ensure adequate venous return to the heart. Bosone et ai. (2004) demonstrated ten
minutes of 30° head down tilt caused a significant increase in arterial

prcs~ure

at the

(fanial level due to the development of the hydrostatic pressure gradient between the
heart and brain leve ls. It is speculated that the inversion-induced increase in hydrostatic
pressure could have a negative impact on the ability of the brain to function
appropriately. This n:sponse could afTect optimal perfonnance during sport, and
occupational tasks or emergency situations
Furthennore, inhibition of sympathetic activity during head down body tilt
(Bosone ct ai. 2004: Cooke and Dowlyn 2000: Cooke I:t al. 2004: Fu et al. 2000) is
associated with decreased heart rate (Schneider and Chandler 1973), blood pressure
(Bosone et a!. 2004), and total peripheral resistance (Goodman and LeSage 2002). This
inhibition orthe sympathc!ic

nervou~

system adversely affects the peripheral perfusion

(Thomas and Segal 2004). resulting in decreased muscle force output. Head-down tilt
postures also lead to decreased oxygen supply to the working muscle via compensatory
increases in the inspiratory muscle cOlllraction force (Aleksandrova et ai. 2005),
decreased lung compliance (Donina et ai. 2009). impaired gaseous exchange (Prisk et al.
2002). and increased airflow impedance of the respiratory

~ystem

(Donina et al. 2009),

which further adds to the factors causing reduced muscle force output with inverted
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position. However. all inversion studies 10 date have involved slow and delibe rate
transitions from upright 10 inverted positions. In most situations such as overturned
vehicle accidents and ditchcd heliwptcrs. these events will occur rapidly. Duc to thc
rapid transition of the body from an upright to inverted position. there is the possibility
that force output will be augmentcd abruptly due to the activation of the sympathetic
nervous systcm (fight or fligh t phenomenon). However, it is unknown whcthcr the typical
inversion·induced decrements are more predominant than possible sympathetic system

Consequently. it is important to observe the changes in force output, muscle
activation and cardiac functioning when invcrted at diffcrcnt rotationaitimcs comparcd to
an upright seilted position. The following sections will provide a critical and in-depth
evaluation of the physiological responses and undcrlying mechanisms related to inverted
body posture

I. EFFECTS OF INVE RS ION O N NEUROM USCULAR PROPERTI ES
An inverted seated position is nO! a common body posture. Neuromus(;ular
re~ponses

(;hange with an inverted position as compared to an upright position. Hearn et

al. (2009) and Paddock and Behm (2009) demonstrated decreases in force production and
muscle activation. Hearn et al. (2009) found significant decreases in elbow flexor MVC
force. voluntary rate of force development. and biceps electromyographic (EMG) activity
with complete inversion. A similar study by Paddock and Behm (2009) focusing 01110wcr
limb quadriceps muscle activation. showed a significant reduction in maximal voluntary
contraction force, rate of force development. and EMG activity with seated inversion. In
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addition. Ncary et al. (201Iu. 2011h) also found a tendency for quad riceps MVC 10
decrcase in invcrted position but no significant difference was fou nd for biceps MVC
between upright and inverted positions. Hence. it can be inferred that the inverted
position genemlly has a negative impact on an individual"s neuromuscular fu nc tioning.

2. PERFUSION PRESSURE
Inversion-induced muscle performance impediments may be auributcd to a
number of mechanisms. Peripheral perfusion pressure: a graded difference between
artcrial blood pressure and venous pressure (Ganong 2003). is an important factor
affecting muscle force output During activity. regulatio n of blood pressure plays a vital
role in optimizing perfusion to the worki ng muscles and supplying essential nutrients and
oxygen needed for proper functioning. Hobbs and McCloskey (1987) found a decrease in
blood flow ami force production near maximal workloads when an isolated cat so leus
muscle was treated with a reduced mean blood pressure. This suggests that the amount of
workload is associated with the altcrations in the perfusion pressure and force production.
Perfusion pressure in the muscle can increase or decrease depending upon the distance
the muscle is /i·om the heart. Raising the arm above the heart level leads to a decrease in
the perfusion pressure in hand, resulting in lower force production (Fitzpatrick et al.
1996). Sundberg and Kaij ser (1992) found the same effect in lower limbs. They found a
decrease in muscle perfusion followed by a decrease in muscle force when a positive
pressure of 50 mmHg was applied.
All the above-mentioned studies support the changes in neuromuscular responses
demonstrated by Hearn et al. (2009) and Paddock and Behm (2009). These studies
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exhibited decreased elbow flexion (I-Ieam et al. 2009) and knee extension ( Paddock and
Dehm 2009) muscle force when upright se3ted position was compared with inverted
seated posture. Doth the studies attributed inversion-induced reduction in peripheral
perfusion in contracting muscles as a major contributing peripheral factor.

3. HYDROST ATIC PRESSURE

Hydrostatic pressure is defined as a pressure change caused by fluid changes in
the capillary network (Guyton and Hall 2006). A number of studies on animals and
humans have demonstrated a significant effect on working capacity of the muscles due to
alteration in hydrostatic pressure with or without changes in body position. The majo ri ty
of the studies related \0 hydrostatic pressure are conducted on animals. Both rabbit psoas
(Fortune et al. 1994) and rat extensor digitorum longus (Ranatunga and Geeves 1991)
muscles have responded with decreased tetanic force when subjected to high hydrostatic
pressure. Ranatunga and Geeves (1991) also found that the peak tension. the time to peak
and the time to half-relaxation of a twitch contraction increased when the muscle fiber
bundles isolated from the rat extensor digitorum longus of the rat were exposed to
increasing hydrostatic pressures. However. when a maximally calcium activated rabbit
psoas muscle fiber was subjected to high hydrostatic pressure. a 15% decrease in
isometric active tension was repo rted (Geeves and Ranatunga 1987). It was hypothesized
that a lower number of active-cross bridges or decrease in the force per cross-bridge was
responsible for this impaimlent due to an increased pressure. Alternatively, twitch tcnsion
was potentiated with an increase in hydrostatic pressure in response to enhanced release
of calcium ( Vawda et al. 1996). High hydrostatic pressure causes pulsing acetylcholine
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receplor release. decreasing muscle firing frequency (Heinman el at. 1987). and
enzymatic activity of lactate dehydrogenase (Schmid el al. 1979). Therefore, based on
animal research. the increased hydrostatic pressure can have adverse effecls on
neuromuscular performance
In humans, a number of mechanisms work in vh'o in uprighl position to
compensate for the effect of increased hydrostatic pressure and consequent blood pooling
in the lower limbs. These mechanisms. such as respiratory muscle pump (Miller ct al.
2005). skeletal muscle pump (Dclp & Laughlin 1998), and veno-vasoconstriction
(Vissing et a1.1997) ensure adequale venous relurn to the heart. [n addilion,
vasoconstriction triggered by venous distension and a local neural veni-arteriolar
response is important for counteracting increases in capillary hydrostatic pressure during
upright posture or limb dependency (Henriksen 1991). Bosone el al. (2004) found that 10
min of 30° head down li[t caused signiticant increase in arterial pressure at the cranial
leveL dw: to the development of the hydrostatic pressure gradient between the heart and
brain. Furthermore. minimal changes in hydroslatie pressure and perfusion pressure arc
observed in a supine position (Laughlin and Scharge 1999).
In conclusion. previous published studies related to complete seated inversion
(Hearn ct a!. 2009; Paddock and Behrn 2009) illustrated decreases in muscle activation
and force production with an inverted body position. Neither of these studies investigated
hydrostatic pressure directly. but suggested it may be an important central factor leading
to impainnents in neuromuscular system responses.
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4. LOWER BODY NEGATIV E !' RESSURE AND BARO RECEPTOR REFLEXS
A lower body negative pressure (LBNP) is the application of an external negative
pressure below the waist under well-controlled conditions. LBNP is most often used as a
perturbation to the cardiovascular system and has been applied to simulate gravitational
stress (Levine et al. 1991; Savard and Stonehouse 1995: Zhang et a1. 1999). During
upright body posture. vasomotor sympathetic activity plays an essential role in
maintaining arterial pressure via the baroreceptor reflex mechanism (Fu et a1. 2006).
Daroreccptors arc the stretch receptors that are located in the aonic arch and the carotid
sinuses (Fo .... 2006). These receptors playa vital role in maintaining the blood pressure
within limits. With the change in position from lying to standing there is a shift of blood
from the veins in the thorncic cavity to the veins in the lower extremities. This results in
lower blood pressure due to decreases in venous return and cardiac output, which is
counteracted via activation of the baroreceptor retlex (Fox 2006). Thus. it helps in
maintaining homeostasis by playing an imponant role during changes in body posture
I-l ughson et a1. (1993) investigated the effect of cycling exercise in upright and
supine positions. and compared it with -40 mmHg lower body negative pressure in supine
position. The:: baroreceptor retlex was activute::d during supine exercise. as LBN P caused
more pooling of blood in lower extremities as compared \0 upright position. Cooper and
Hainswonh (2001) determined that -40 mmHg LBNP has no effect on cardiac responses.
However. they illustrated a significant increase in vascular resistance response during
LBNI' afong with the increase in the peak gain of the baroreceptor retlex. They also
suggested that an increase in baroretlex gain may help in maintenance of blood pre::ssure
during orthostatic stress.
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Baroreceptor reflex also helps to maintain <ldequatc cerebral perfusion (Ponte and
Purves 1974). The sensitivity of the baroreflex control of sympathetic nerve activity
decreases from upright to tilted position due to an increase in central venous pressure
(CVP) (Clmrkoudian et <II. 20(4). Hearn et al. (2009) and Paddock and Behm (2009) have
illustrated significant decreases in blood pressure. both systolic and diastolic with
complete seated inversion. A subsequent study from the same laboratory reported similar
inversion-induced decreases in mean arterial pressure and cardiac output (Neary et a!.
20 II a, 20 II b). Thus, it can be hypothesized that with the increase in hydrostatic pressure
du ring inversion, CVP may also increase, resulting in reduced sensitivity of the
baroreceptor reflex with inverted body posture. However, no research has been conducted
to determine the role ofbaroreceptors during complete seated inversion: therefore, the
adjustments made by baroreceptors have not been fully clarified.

S. VESTIRULA R SYSTF. :\-l
The vestibular system assists with the control of balance and equilibrium. It
accomplishes this function by assessing head and body movement and position in space,
generating a neural code representing this information. and distributing this code to
appropriate sites located throughout the central nervous system. Vestibular function is
brgely retlex and unconscious in nature (Ganong 2003). The otol ith organs and semicircular (;amlls arc the two main components of the vestibular system associated with
postural adjustments. The semicircular canals respond to rotational movements of the
head. whereas oto lith organs sense linear motion (Ganong 2003).
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Gravity also plays an important role with the vestibulosympathetic reflex. Tanaka
et al. (2006) found that vestibular deficient rats are less able to regulate blood pressure as
compared to gravitational stressed rats with the inner ear intact. Therefore, it can be
proposed that the vestibulosympathctie reflcx is vital to maintain homeostasis during
gravity related changes with inversion. However. further research is necessary to
determine the possible mechanisms andlor adjustments. and the role played by thc
vestibular system during complete inversion.
Ray (2000) found that the vestibulosYillpathctic rcflex, via an incrcasc in
sympathetic outflow. plays an important role in maintaining orthostasis in humans.
During upright standing, vestibulosympathetic reflex assists in regulating blood pressure
changes in humans (Ray and Carter 2003). Kerman et al. (2000) also suggested that the
vestibular system plays a role during postural adjustments by regulating aU/onomic
oUiflow. Thcy illustrated. that based upon the anatomical location and innervation target
ofa particular sympathetic nerve; the vestibular sympathetic reflexes may result in local
blood Oow changes. Though none of these studics werc dircctly related to rapid and slow
scated inversion of thc human body. they would insinuate that changes occur in
neuromuscular performance during downward rotation.

6. SYMP ATH ETI C N ERVOUS SY ST Ei\'1
In order 10 maintain arterial blood pressure, sympathetic nerve activity decreases
blood tlow to the active muscles via vasoconstriction (Fox 2006). However. it has been
notcd that even though the sympathetic neural discharge increases with the increase in
intensity of the activity, the muscle blood flow also incrcascs. indicating a reduced
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responsi\'eness to sympathetic activation (Thomas and Segal 2004). Wallin and Sundia l"
( 1982) reported vasoconstriction in skeletal muscles during a standing upright posture.
During standing. an increase in the sympathetic activity to the vessels is accompanied by
an over-activity of the sympathetic system leading to an exaggerated increase in the heart
rate (Furlan 2001). As the response of muscle nerve sympathetic activity is not directly
swdied in inversion. it is reasonable to expect thc opposite (decreased heart rate) with an
inverted body position
The sympathetic nervous system also influences muscle force contractility.
alertness through stimulution of the reticular activuting system, glycogen utilization. and
muscle tone (Martini and Nath 2008). Additionally, a decrease in heart rate (Schneider
and Chandler 1973). blood pressure (Bosone et al. 2004). and total peripheral resistance
(Goodman and LeSage 2002) are also attributed to inhibition of sympathetic nervous
system acti vity. Significant increase in intracranial pressure and inhibition of sympathetic
outflow (Bosonc et al. 2004) may reduce thc ability to sustain maximal force output by
decreasing the neural outflow to the motor neurons.
Furthennorc. tilt studies have also shown a decrease in sympathctic activity.
Acute head down body tilt studies have reported lower sympathetic nervous activity
(Cooke and Dowlyn 2000: Cooke et al. 2004). which could play a role in the ability of
the central nervous system 10 adequately activate motor neuron activity (Roatta et al
2008). DUring 6" head down tilt the muscle sympathetic ncrve activity decreased by 27%
(Fu et al. 2000). A recent study by Wang et al. (201 I) also demonstrated that a 6· headdo wn bed rest decreased the working capacity of the muscle. Additionally. Bosone ct al.
(2004) have re portcd that 10 min of 30· head down tilt inhibit the sympathetic nervous
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system response along with a decrease in hean rate and arterial blood pressure. Hean rate
and cardiac output dccrcased significantly (Yao et al. 1999) with 24 h- 6· head down
body tilt bed rest. Kawanokuchi et al. (2001) demonstrated that vcstibulosympathetic
reflcx rather than cardiopulmonary baroreceptors suppress sympathetic outflow with 6-8·
head down body-tilt with LBNP
Howevcr. when encountering vulnerable situations in which the human body is
forccd to be invcrtcd (e,g. overturned helicopters, motor vehicle accidents etc.). the
sympathetic nervous systcm will typically be highly activated (fight or flight
phenomenon) (Guyton and Ha!l 2006). Stimulation of the sympathetic system results in
an incrcascd hcart ratc and blood prcssure to provide better perfusion of the vital organs
and muscles, and decreases the threshold in the reticular formation, reinlorcing the
arousal and alcrt statcs (Ganong 2003). 1·learn ct <II. (2009), Paddock and Bchm (2009),
and Neary et al. (2011(1, 2011b) have illustrated significant de(reases in heart mte,
systolic, and diastolic blood pressure with complete seated inversion. They have
suggested that changes in heart mte and blood pressure during inverted body posture are
due to the alterations in sympathetic nervous system stimulation. Since seated invcrsion
has shown significant reductions in cardi ovascular activity, which have been proposed to
be due to altered sympathctic activity. it would be of inter cst to cxaminc the
(ardiov<lscular responses with mpid and slower transi tions from upright to in verted
positions to determine whether the more rapid and slower rotations elicit a sympathetic
response that may overcome typical inversion-induced decrements
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7. UEA RT RATE AN D BLOOIJ PRESS URE
An inverted seated posture alters the cardiovascular responses. Hearn et al. (2009)
and Paddock and Behm (2009) demonstrated significant decreases in heart rate. systolic
and diastolic blood prcssures with complete seated inversion. Furthennore, two published
abstracts (Neary et al. 201 la. 20 11b) also demonstrated significant decrease in heart rate
and cardiac output with inverted position as compared to upright position. These studies
attributed this decline in heart rate and blood pressure with reduction in sympathetic
nervous system activity.
In addition to the studies performed with seated inversion, a number of studies
have been pcrfomled
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demonstrate the changes in cardiovascular responses with anti-

orthostatic posture. Anti-orthostatic posture is defined as a posture in which the body is
upside down or inverted at an angle with head down and feet unsupported. Antiorthostatic posture has s hown an association with alterations in systemic circulation in
both humans (Gavrikov and Isupov 1999) as ""CII as rats (Osadchii ct al. 1997: Byc hkova
et al. 1990). In addition, Bychkova et al. (1990) have also illustrated changes in skeletal
muscle blood flow during anti-orthostatic position.
Moreover, 8alueva and Sergeev (2010) found that 45' head-down tilt decreases
blood pressure and cilrdiac output in rats. Bosone et al. (2004) also illustratcd decrcase in
heart rate and blood pressure during 10 min of 30" head dO\VT1tilt. due to the inhibition of
sympathetic nervous system. Vestibular system also plays an important role in
maintaining arterial pressure during changes in body postures (Tanaka et al. 2009).
During upright body posture, the baroreceptor reflex counteracts the decrease in blood
pressure due to gravity and maintilins adequate cerebral perfusion. However. it is still

unknown whether this retlex adequately regulates the changes in blood pressure during
seated inversion
In contrast to the aforementioned studies. Yao et al. (1999) and Butler et al
(1991) demonstrated an increase in cardiac output and decrease in stroke volume (SV)
with head down tilt. 80th these studies suggest an increase in heart rate, which proposes
that some other cardiovascular mechanisms are also present which assist in regulating thc
changes during alterations in body position. RafTai ct al. (2009) also showed an increase
in heart rate and blood pressure after 45' head down tilt in rats. Therefore. it would be of
interest to investigate the functioning oflhe cardiovascular system to respond to possible
changes during rapid and slower seated inversion

S. RESPI RATO RVSVSTEM
lIead down ti lt (HOT) position impairs functioning of the respiratory (Henderson
ct a1.2006) and cardiovascular (Soubiran el al. 1996) systems. Aleksandrova et al. (2005)
found Ihat HOT posture decreases orthostatic stability and leads to contractile failure of
the diaphragm musculature due to alteration in excitation- contraction coupling. In
addition. impaired gaseous exchange (Prisk et al. 2002). decreased lung compliance
(Oonina et al. 2009). and increased airllow impedance ofrcspiratory system (Donina et
al. 2009) also contribute to the changes in the ventilatory system functioning during
1lOT. Furthennore. there is a possibility that inversion may lead to an augmentation of
intrathoracic and/or intra-abdominal pressure, resulting in increased work for inspiratory
and expiratory musculature followed by fatigue. These responses could lead to
difficullieswithbreathing.
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Lu et aL (2000) proposed that HOT might lead to a reduction in pulmonary
vcntilation :lr1d lung capacity, but an incrcase in pulmonary difTusion. They suggested
that this rise in the pulmonary diffusion might be associated with the uniform distribution
of the pulmonary blood flow and increased effectiveness of the pulmonary vascular bed
On thc contrary, Hillebrecht ct al. (1992) found alterations in the pulmonary blood flow
due to HOT
Acute HDT posture also causes compensatory increases in the inspiratory muscle
contraction force (Aleksandrova et a1. 2005). Reduction in oxygen supply may n:sult in
altemtions in the force production capacity of the muscle due to reduction in levels of
creatine phosphate ( Brechue et al. 1995) and impaired excitation,contraction coupling
(Aleksandrova et al. 2005). However, it is not known if the respiratory system responses
could contribute to the changes in inversion-induced ncuromuscular performance
impairmcnts with rapid und slowt:r rotations to inversion.

CONCLUSION
This literature review has presented a number of mechanisms that may lead to
alterations in both neuromuscular and cardiovascular functioning. Al l previous published
inversion studies (Hearn et al. 2009; Paddock and Behm 2009; Neary et al. 201 la,
20 11 b) demonstrated the inversion-induced alterations in neuromuscular and
cardiovascular response during upper limb and lower limb muscle activity. These studies
suggested the involvement of ccntral and peripheral factors in allering the muscle force,
cardiac OUlpUl. and arterial pressure changes during seated inversion
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rn addition. there is evidence to show the probable decrease in baroreflex sensitivity
and increase in hydrostatic pressure are associated with altered responses during
inversion. due to excessive pooling of blood towards thc brain. These can be considered
as major contributing factors influencing changes in upper and lower limb muscle activity
functioning during complete inversion.
Furthermore. inhibition of sympathetic nervous system and

~timulation

of

vestibulosympathetic reflex arc also strongly associated with reduction in neuromuscular
system activity in both upper limb and lower limb during inversion. Both these factors
also lead to a decrease in heart rate and blood pressure, resuiting in less peripheral blood
perfusion oxygen delivery, and ultimately low force output during contractions
Additionally, alterations in the respiratory system functioning during inversion also lead
to reduced oxygen supply to the contracting muscles and may lead to impairments in
neuromuscular performance
Consequently, no research has been conducted to study the effectiveness of the
above-mentioned mechanisms during scated inversion. However, it is speculated that
Ihese ntechanisms play an important role when body is inverted. The rapidity of the
response is an important question for basic physiology while there can be functional
applications lor sport. work and emergency environments. Therc!ore.the focus of the
research portion of this thesis is 10 delermine the changes in muscle fo rce output, muscle
activity. and heart rate and blood pressure during rapid and slower transition from upright
10 seated inversion at different rotalionaltimes
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AUST RACT

The purpose of this study was to determinc and compare the changes in
neuromuscular and cardiovascular responses with rapid and slower transitions from
upright to inverted seated positions. Twcnty-two subjects performed concurrent unilateral
biceps and quadriceps maximal voluntary contractions (MVCs) in the upright position,
and when inverted within I sand 3s. Ten of the 22 subjects also performed individual
biccps and quadriceps MVCs in all three positions. Ma.ximal force of biceps and
quadriceps: muscle activation ofbiccps. triceps. quadriceps and hamstrings; and heart
rate (HR). systolic blood pressure (SBP) and diastolic blood pressure (OBP) were
measured. Whether the biceps or quadriceps was contracted concurrently or individually.
significant (p < 0.05) decreases in MVC fo rce were found when inverted within Is and 3s
rotations compared 10 the upright position. Similarly, biceps and quad riceps EMG
activity with either concurrent or individual contractions significantly (p < 0.05)
decreased when invcrted within Is and 3s rotations compared 10 the upright position.
Quadriceps MVC demonstrated significant (p < 0.05) increase from the first second 10 3os time period. Triceps and hamstrings EMG activity significantly (1' < 0.05) decreased
when inverted within 1s rotation compared to the upright position. HR. SB P. and OBP
demonstrated significant (p < 0.001) decreases when inverted within Is and 3s rotations
compared

10

the upright position. [n conclusion, similar to the slow and deliberate

rotation of previous inversion studies. rapid and slower transitions from an upright to
inverted seated positions also [cad to neuromuscular impairments and decreases in HR
and BP.
Key words: tilt. force. EMG. heart rate. blood pressure
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INTRO DUCTION

In day-to-day life. humans hardly perform any activities in which the body is
invened. To date, only two studies (Hearn et al. 2009 and Paddock and l3ehm 2009) have
examined the level of muscle activation. force output, and changes in cardiovascular
functioning during complete seated inversion compared to lin upright body posture. Both
studies demonstrated decreases in force production.

mu~cle

activation. hcan rate, lind

blood pressure. In addition, two studies (Nellry et al. 2011a, 2011b) also demonstrated a
significant decrease in heart rate and cardiac output with inverted position as compared to
upright position. They also fou nd a tendency for quadriceps maximlll voluntary
contraction (MVC) to decrease in inverted position but no significllnt difference
found for

bieep~

All the

WlIS

MVC between upright and inverted positions.

~tudies

related to inverted seated posture (Hearn et al. 2009; Paddock and

Behm 2009; Neary et al. 2011a. 2011b) have suggested inversion-induced inhibition of
sympalhetie

nervou~

system activity liS a rationale for decrease in neuromuscular and

cardiovascular responses. A number of tilt studies have also supported this rationale. The
most similar protocols to the inversion studies utili zed head-down body tilt. Acute headdown body tilt inhibits sympathetic activity (Bosone et al. 2004; Cooke and Dowlyn
2000; Cooke et al. 2004 : Fu et al. 2000). which is associated with decreased heart rate
(Schneider and Chandler 1973). blood pressure (Bosone ct al. 2004), total peripheral
resistance (Goodman and LeSage 2002). and muscle blood flow (Thomas and Segal
2004). Other factors thllt could contribute to the decline in the muscle force output du ring
inversion include lin inereasc in hydrostatic pressure (Ranatunga and Geeves 1991). an
increase in central venous presslIfc (CVP) (Charkoudian et al. 2004), and altered
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functioning of the respiratory system (Henderson et al. 2006). Hence, it can be inferred
that while an individual is inverted neuromuscular and cardiovascular systems may not
function normally. In contrast to the above-mentioned studies. there arc also head-down
tilt studies. which suggest an increase in heart ra te (Yao et al. 1999: Butler et al. 1991:
Raffai et al. 2009) and arterial blood pressure (Wilkins et al. 1950). Furthermo re, Hobbs
and McCloskey (1987) found an increase in clectromyographic (EMG) activity of soleus
and medial gastrocnemius as the contracting muscles were raised above the heart level.
It is known that when an individual encounters a vulnerable situation, the
activation of the sympathetic nervous system prepares the individual to cope via flight or
fight reactions. Stimulation of the sympathetic system results in increased heart rate and
blood pressure (Guyton and Hall 2006). Since the previously published seated inversion
and head-tilt studies were conducted with slow rotation speeds. it is not known whether
the typical inversion-induced responses (i.e. impaired force. decreased heart rate and
blood pressure) found in these studies would be offset during a rapid rate of inversion by
possible stimulation of the sympathetic system.
Accordingly, it is imporlant to know the alterations in human body systems due 10
encounter of in vcrsion-induced situations. To our knowledge no research has been
published examining the changes in neuromuscular and cardiovascular systems and their
related responses during rapid and slower invcrsion of human body posture. The purpose
of the study was to dcterminc the rapidity of changes in force output, muscle activation
and cardiovascular functioning due to seated inversion at differcnt rotation times. It was
hypothesizcd that inversion of the body position within 1-3 seconds would initially
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increase force production, muscle activation, heart rate and blood pressure subsequently
followed by reductions over 3-6 seconds
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l\lETHODOLOGY

I.

Subjec t.~

Twenty-two (24.2 2: 7. 1 yrs., 76.5 2: 19.9 kg. 167.5

± 10.6 cm) healthy and

physicall y active subjects from Memorial University of Newfoundland volunteered for
the study. All twenty-two subjects did simultaneous unilateral biceps and qU lldriceps
contractioll. Tcn of thc twcnty-two subjccts also perfornlcd unilateral biceps and
quadriceps contraction both indi vidually and concurrentl y. This was done to compare the
effects of rapid and slower inversion rates on both uni lateral concurrent and individual
contractions. No participant had previous history of any hypertensive or cerebral related
cond ition or scrious injury. All subjcets were verbally infoffiled oflhe procedure of sludy
and read and signed a consent form and Physical Activity Re adiness Questionnaire
(Healt h Canada. Canadian Socicty for Exercise Physiology 2004) prior 10 participation
Thc study was approved by Memorial University of Newfoundland Human Investigation
Committee

2.

[x peri mental

Design

2.11'rotoco1
Subjects we re instructed to not cat food for at least 2 h prior to testing and to not
smoke. drink alco hol. or exercise at least 6 h prior to testing (Health Canada, Canadian
Society for Exercisc Physiology 2004). An initial orien tation session was given to all
subjects to allow them to become familiar with the protocol under both upright and
inverted seated position. Prior to tes ting, subjects performed a 5 min wann up on a cycle
ergometer set at an intensity of 1 kp and 70 rpm. All subjects we re tested in both upri ght

and inverted scated positions. Among the twenty-two subjects. twelve subjccts pcrfonned
only concurrent unilateral contractions of biceps and quadriceps in upright and inverted
positions within Is and Js rotations. Tcn other subjccts perfonncd unilateral biccps and
quadriceps contractions. concurrently and individually in upright and inverted positions
within Is and Js rotations. The conditions (upright. inverted within Is. and invcrted
within Js rotations) were randomly allocated during the experiment.
All subjects were rotated from a seated upright to a seated inverted position by the
primary investigator within Is and 3s viaa manual wheel attached to one side of the
rotational chair. During data collection (experimental trials). a research assistant timed
the manual ro tation and any rotations that deviated by more than 0.3 seconds were not
included in the data analysis.
Changes in neuromuscular activation were tested for a period of 6s for each trial.
All participants were tested for right clbow flexors and right knee extensors force and
activation in both upright and inverted positions. During uprigh t and inverted positions
within Is and 3s rotations. all subjects performed 2 isometric MVCsof6s duration for
each condition.
The subjects started the muscle contraction at the initiation of inversion rotation
lor both Is and 3s. The time whe n all subjects initiated muscle contraction for both
upright and inverted sealed rotations is defined as time zero. To prevent the discomfort
related to an increase in pressure around head and eyes during seated inversion. a 3 min
rest period was provided to every subject between each voluntary contraction. The 3 min
rest period allowed the cardiovascular system to adjust
pressure (BP) and heart rate (HR) to return

(0
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(0

the uprigbt posture and blood

baseline in < 1 min (information obtained

from pilot studies). Both upright and inverted positions were tested in the same
experimental session. In the present study. rotation in Is was considered rapid and
rotation in Js was described as slow in comparison to Is rotation. For the purpose of
analysis. the MVC force and EMG activity n:eordcd overa period of6s was divided into
three phases - the first second. the first three seconds. and J·6s. The first second provided
infonnation regarding the effect of rapid rotation. the second phase (0·3 seconds)
provided infonnation regarding the effect of slower rotalion. whereas the third phase (3·
6s) provided information regarding the effect of inversion on the dependent variables.
Consequently. the significant changes were detennined by comparing these three phases
for upright position. lind inverted within Is lind 3s rotations.

2.2 Apparatus
The subjects sat in II specially constructed rotational chair (Technical Services·
Memorial University of Newfoundland) capable of being rotated over a 360' range. AU
subjects were rotated from lin upright to an inverted position within Isand Js via a
manual whL"t:1 attached to one side of the rotational chair. Subjects sat in an upright
position with hips. knees and elbows flexed at 90' with foreanns supinated and resting on
padded support. The Velcro straps were secured to the upper anns at biceps (mid·belly)
The upper torso rested against the backrest and was secured via straps around the waist.
shoulder. tlnd groin. Both legs were secured using a padded tlttachment placed over the
thighs. The non-contracting leg and foreann were also placed in a strap so thai it would
not dangle while inverted. The right wrist and the right ankle were inserted into the
padded straps attached 10 a Whetl\slone bridge configuration strain gauge (Omega
Engineering Inc., Don Mil!s. Onl.) to metlsure the force output during the isometric

elbow !lex ion and knee extension MVCs. During data analysis, the mass of the resting
arm was subtracted from the force output readings of the inverted MVC since in the
upright position the elbow tlexors had to overcome the mass of the arm associated with
the pull of gravity, The mass of the n:sting arm in the inverted position was measured by
inverting the subject 180' with arm hanging in a padded strap attached to a Wheatstone
bridge configuration strain gauge (Omega Engineering Inc., Don Mitls, ant.). The mean
mass of the arm when hanging inverted was 39.26 N ± 17.32. All forces de((:cted by the
strain gauge were amplified (Biopae Systems Inc. DA 100 and analog to digital (AI D)
converter MPIOOWSW; Holliston, MA) and monitored on computer (Dell Inspiron 6000,
SI. John's, Newfoundland) at a sampl ing rate of 2000 Hz. Data was analog to digitally
converted lind was stored on a computer for further analysis on a commercially designed
software program (Acqknowlegde 4.1 . Biopac Systems Inc .. Holliston, MA).

3. Dependent Variables
3.1 MVC Force

For all subjects, MVC trials were recorded fo r upright as well as Is and 3s
rotations to an inverted position. During testing, subjects contracted biceps and
quadriceps concurrently or individually at least twice in each position. Each contraction
lasted 6s. A six-second MVC duration was chosen since from previous expcriem:e from
this laboratory (Button and Behm 2008); this duration was the maximum that could be
endured without eliciting a fatigue response (decrease in force). If more than 5%
difference was found between the first two MVCs, a third trial was performed. Threeminute rest periods were allocated between each MVC to diminish the effects of fatigue

To collect MVC data for biceps and quadriceps the padded velcro straps holding right
wrist and right ankle were attached to a Wheatstone bridge configuration strain gauge
(Omega Engineering Inc .. Don Mills, Onl.). When performing individual contractions,
the non-contracting right forearm and right leg were securcd using different velcro straps
to avoid dangling while inverted. All participants were provided verbal motivation to
push

a~

hard and fast as possible, to promote the maximal response. The highest

difference between the baseline value and the greatest force amplitude was considered as
peak force
),2

Electromyography

Muscle activation of the right knee extensors and right elbow Ilexors were
recorded during concurrent and individual voluntary contractions. Thorough skin
preparation for all electrodes included shaving of hair. removal of dead epithelial cells
with an abrasive sand paper around the designated areas followed by cleansing with an
isopropyl alcohol swab. Four pairs of surface EMG recording electrodes (Kendall Meditrace 100 series. Chikopee. Mass) were placed approximately 2 cm apart ovcr the
midbelly of the vastus lateralis, semitendinosis, mid-portion of biceps brachii (in
alignment with the muscle fibers), and triceps with ground electrode placed on the fibular
head. The electrodes were wrapped to ensure no movement during inversion. EMG
activity was sampled at 2000 I-Iz, with a B13ckm3n 61 dB band-pass tilter between 10 and
500 Hz, amplified (Biopac Systems MEC 100 amplifier, Santa Barbara, Calif; input
impedance '" 2M. common mode rejection ratio > 100 dB (50/60 Hz); noise >5 UV). and
analog

10

digitally converted (Biopac MP150) to be stored on a personal computer for

further analysis (Dell Inspiron (000). EMG data was integrated (rectified), averaged over

3 samples. and th(: root m(:an square (RMS) of the signal calculated using the software
(AeqKnowledge 4.1. Biopac Systems [nc .. llolliston. MA). From this transformation the
rectified RMS mean amplitude of the signal was calculated by the software over the three
segments. EMG was analyzed over I s during the first phase. over 3s (0-3s) for the second
phase and over 3s (3-6s) for the third phase. Co-contraction ratios were detennined by
dividing the antagonist (hamstrings and triceps) into the agonist (quadriceps and biceps)
rectified RMS mean amplitude values.

4. Hcar l ra le a nd blood pressure
Prior to testing, heart rate and blood pressure were monitored in the upright seated
position and immediately after subjects were inverted within 1s and 3s rotations. /·kart
rate was monitored with a Polar Al monitor (Woodbury, N.Y.), Blood pressure was
measured with a battery operated A+ Med 7-62 pressure cuff (AMG Medical Inc ..
Montreal. Que.).

5. Statistica l a nalys is
Two-way analysis of variance (ANOYA). Ox3) with repeated measures was
conducted on force and EMG variabks. The factors were body position (upright, inverted
within Is. and inverted within 3s). and time periods (first sec. 0-3s. and 3·6s). HR and OP
data was analyzed with a 2 way ANOYA

0 ..

2) with factors being body position and

time (upright and completion of inversion). Data was analyzed using SPSS (SPSS for MS
Windows. version 17.0. Polar Engin(:cring and Consulting), Differences were considered
significant when p values were below an alpha level of 0.05. A post hoc Bonferonni-

Dunn's procedure test was also utilized to determine the values of pair-wise comparisons
Jnd to detect thc location of significJnt differences between upright Jnd inverted
positions. Data was reported as mean ± SD
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RESU LTS
I. Fo rce

When both biceps and quadriceps were contracted concurrently (n "" 22). the
average biccps MVC force significantly (F(2 .189) "" 15.01.p < 0.05) decreased by
35.4% when inverted within Is and 15.9 % within 3s as compared to the upright position
(Fig. I). Compared to the upright position, the avcmge quadriceps MVC force was
significantly (F(2.189) "" 31.S9,p < 0.05) lowered by 37 .2% whcn inverted within Is and
12.1% within 3s (Fig.2). Additionally. biceps and quadriceps MVC significantly (p <
0.05) in(;feased 30.1% and 39.8% respectively when inverted withi n a 3s rotation
compared to inverted within a Is.
When only the biceps was contracted (n "" 10); the average biceps MVC fo rce was
significantly (F(2. 81) "" 5.03.p < 0.05) lower by 21.1% and 18.9 % when inverted
within Is and 3s respectively as compared to the upright position (Fig.3). During
quadriceps only contraction. MVC force significantly (F(2 . 81) "" 4.29, P < 0.05)
decreased by 19.2% and 19.6% when inverted within Is and 3s respectively as compared
to the upright position (Fig A ).
Based on the analysis or the main effect of time when both hiceps and quadriceps
arc eontmcted simultancously (n "" 22). the average quadriceps MVC force significantly
(F(2. 189) '" 4.25,1' < 0,05) increased 16.9% from the firs! second 10 ]·6s time period.

and demonstrated a tendency (F(2.189)

=

4.25.1'= 0.06) for a 14.7% increase from tirst

second to the tirst three seconds time period (Fig. 1 J). Biceps MVC force demonstrated
no significlUlt m[lin cffcct. No significant results were found with individual biceps and
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quadriceps MVC contractions. Additionally. table I demonstrates average (n

=

22)

changes in the upper and lower limb MVC force values ovcr thc time period of the fi rst
second. 0-35. and 3-6s for thc upright position. invened within Is. and invened withi n 3s
ofrOfations.

Z. Electrom yography (EMG)
DUring simultaneous contraction of unilateral biccps and quadriceps (n = 22). the
average biceps EMG activity demonstrated significant (F (2. 189) = 7_63.p < 0.05)
decrease of 40.9% and 39.5% when inverted within Is and 3s respectively as compared to
the upright position (Fig.5). The average triceps EMG ac tivity significantly (F(2. 189) =
3.80. p < 0.05) decreased by 43.9% when inverted within Is compared to the upright

position (Fig.6). The average quadriceps £MG activity significantl y (F (2. 189) = 11.67.
1' < 0.05) dcereased by 50.1% and 27.3% whcn inverted within Is and 3s respectively as

compared to the upright position (Fig.7). The average hamstrings EMG activity was
significantly (F(2.IS9)

=

6.23.1' < 0.05) lowered by 44.1% when inverted within Is

compared to the upright position (Fig.S)
During individual biceps contraction (n = 10). the average biceps EMG activity
was significantly (F(2. SI) = 3.51.1' < 0.05) decreased by 21.7% when inverted within
Is and 35.9% lower when inverted within 3s compared to the upright position (Fig.9).
When quadriceps was contracted individually. the average quadriceps EMG significantly
(F(2. 81) '" 6.91.1' < 0.05) lowered by 39.1% and 40.2% when inverted within Is and 3s

respectively as compared to the upright position (Fig. 10).

No significant results WCrt: found for triceps to biceps and hamstrings to
quadriceps co-contraction ratios for force and time when both hiceps and quadriceps were
contracted concurrently as well as individually. The average (n '" 22) changes in the
upper and lower limb EMG values over the time period of the first second. 0-35, and 3-6s
for the upright position. inverted within Is. and inverted within 3s of rotations arc
illustrated in table 2.

3. Heart Rale and Blood Pressure
Heart rate significantly (F(2. 63) '" 26.21, P < 0.001) dec reased 16.8% and 21.1%
when inverted within Is and 3s respectively as compared 10 the upright position (Fig.l2)
Similarly. average (n '" 22) systolic blood pressure significantly (F(2 , 63) = 29.36. p <
0.001) decreased by 10.8% whcn inverted within Is and 12.4 % within 3s as compared to
thc upright position (Fig.lJ). Average (n = 22) diastolic blood pressure also significantly
(F (2.63) = 29.32, p < 0.001) decreased by 14.1 % and 17.1 % when inverted within Is

and 3s respectively as compared to the up right position (Fig.14).
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DISCUSS ION

This study investigated changes in neuromuscular and cardiovascular functioning
with rapid and slower rotations from seated upright to seated inversion. Whether biceps
and quadriceps were contracted concurrently or individually, MVC force and EMG
decreased significantly when inverted within 1sand 3s compared to upright position. In
addition. both biceps and quadriceps MVC increased significantly when inverted within
3s compared to Is during concurrent contraction. Quadriceps MVC force subsequently
increased from the first second to 3-6s time periods, but demonstrated a tendency for an
increase from the first second to 0-3s time periods. No significant changes were found for
elbow flexo r MVC force for main effect for timc. Triceps and hamstrings EMG activity
significantly decreased when inverted within 1s as compared to upright position. Heart
rate, systolic blood pressure. and diastolic blood pressure demons trated significant
decreases when inverted within Is and 3s compared to upright position.
Neuromuscular impairments may be attributed to both (;entral and peripheral
fac tors with rapid and slower transitions from upright to inverted seated positions. When
inverted within Is and 3s both biceps and quadriceps MVC and EMG activity decreased
suggesting the involvement of central mechanisms. The major possible central factors
include inversion-induced increase in hydrostatic pressure (Parazynski et al . 1991) and
dccreased baroreflex a(;livity (Charkoudian ct al. 2004) due 10 elevated cerebral blood
Ilow or intracranial pressure. However. the mechanisms underlying changes in force and
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EMG during rapid nnd slower transitions to sented inversion arc unknown. Further
research is needed to determine these mechanisms.

It

\\ ,\ S

hypothesized that rapid and slower transition to seated inversion would

initially increase neuromuscular and cardiovascular responses followed by a drop-off.
However. the results of this sllldy demonstrated significant decreases in neuromuscular as
well as cardiovascular responses suggesting rapid inversion-induced inhibition of
sympathetic nervous system activity. Hearn et a1. (2009). Paddock and Behm (2009), and
Neary et a1. (20110. 20 11 b) exhibited simi lar responses with slow deliberate transitions 10
sented inversion compared to upright posture and proposed an inhibition of sympathetic
nervous system activity. The significant decrease in heart rate and blood pressure
(Bosone et a1. 2004) and total peripheral resistance (Goodman and Lesage 2(02) with
hend-down body tilt position abo suggests a possible sympathetic system inhibition
Moreover. the adverse effects of sympathetic nervous system inhibition on musele blood
!low (Thomas and Segal 2004) and muscle force contractility (Martini and Nath 2008)
might be related to a decrease in MVC force output and EMG flctivity with rapid
movements at different rotational times from an upright to an inverted position. A decline
in blood volume (Cerretelli et a1. 1977) ofuppcr and 10\\'er extremity working muscles.
resulting in reduced oxygen and nutrient supply, may also be considered as a factor
contributing to the lower force outpul and EMG activity with rapid and slowcr transitions
10

seated inversion.
lmpaimlent of respiratory system functioning with head-down tilt (Henderson et

a1. 2006) might also contribute to inversion-induccd neuromuscular deficit. Oxygen is
necessary for the proper functioning orthe skeletal muscles (Hepple et al. 2002). Head-
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down tilt interferes with adequate gaseous exchange (Prisk et al. 2002). decreases
pulmonary vcntilation ami lung capacity (Lu cI al. 20(0). and incrcases airllow
impedance by decreasing lung compliance (Donina et al. 2009). Muscle hypoxia should
have a greater detrimental effect upon prolonged muscle contractions. which have a
greater reliance upon oxygen utilization. An altered oxygen supply 10 the commcting
muscle during head-down tilt has been reported 10 alter muscle force output due 10
impaired ex,itation-comraction coupling (Aleksandrova et al. 2005). However. the very
mpid response in the present study would suggest that the respiratory mechanisms would
not have played a substantive role in neuromuscular impainnents as the adverse effect on
oxygen supply would in all probability need duration of greater than 3-6 seconds.
Secondly. a brief MVC would nO! be as affccted by a hypoxic environmem as more
prolonged contmctions.
In commst to the stud y of Hearn et al. (2009) and Paddock and Behm (2009), no
changes were observed in upper extremity co-contraction (triceps to biccps) and lower
extremity co-contraction (hamstrings 10 quadrice ps) when biceps and quadriceps were
contracted concurrently. Similar results were found with indi vidual biceps and quadriceps
contractions. Hencc. the inversion-induced decrcases in force could not be attributed to
,hanges in motor control or inter-muscular co-ordination.
Qundriceps MVC force changed over different time periods (O-Is. 0-3s, and 3-6s)
was indcpendent of the condition (upright. inverted within Is. and inverted within 3s).
The force generated over a period of6s reached its maximum value after three seconds.
Button and Behm (2008) used 4s MVC to ensure maximum force was achieved. Hcarn et
al. (2009) and Paddock and Behm (2009) dcmonstrated significant impairments in
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neuromuscular responses using 4s MVCs in upright and inverted seated positions. Thus.
it can be concluded that MVC forces need approximatciy 3 10 less than 65 to reach
maximum whether the individual is upright or in the process of being inverted.
The m<lin limitation of the present study was that the subjects were manually
inverted within Is and 3s rotations via a detachable wheel attached to the rotational chair
Rotating manually with the help ofa stopwatch to maintain Is and 3s rotations made it
difficult to attain exact rotation times for all the subjects. The variability in times was
recorded for subjects when inverted within Is and 3s rotations. The mean rotation times
were 1.14s ± 0.07 when inverted within Is and 3.l3s ± 0.04 when inverted within 3s
rotations. To overcome this limitation. future inversion-related research should usc a
motorized rotational chair. Additionally. the contraction of the biceps and quadriceps
concurrently and unilaterally could lead to a disruptive torque to the trunk. However. the
subjects were securely strapped into the chair so this possibility was minimal. There was
,,]so the possibility of a similar bilateral deficit mechanism whcreby the contraction of the
same two muscles bilaterally results in decreased force compared to the contraction of the
two muscles individually. Since. no significant diffcrcnces wcrc found when upright_
inverted within Is. and invcrted within Js concum::n! unilateral biceps and quadriceps
contractions were respectively compared with upright, inverted within Is. and inverted
within Js individual biceps and quadriceps contractions it was not considered a maj or
limiting factor in the present study.
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CONC LLSION
\Vith rapid and slower transitions from upright to seated inversion. the hiceps and
quadriccps MVC force. EMG activity. hcart rate. and blood pressure decreased for
concurrent biceps and quadriccps contraction, as wcll as individual biceps and quadriceps
contraction compared to the upright position. This inhibition of neuromuscular and
cardiovascular measures occurred within approximately Is of rotation to inversion. These
rcsults were in contradiction to the proposed hypothesis, which was based upon the
activation orthe !light or tight response of the sympathetic ncrvous system. Thc incrcasc
in sympathetic activity typicaUy increases the heart rate and blood pressure, resulting in
possible increased hlood flow to the working muscles and the required force output.
However, the expected increase in sympathctic nervous system activity seemed to be
inhibited with rapid (I s) and slower (3s) transitions from upright to seated inversion.
Another contributing factor could have been related to increased hyd rostatic pressurc
The aforementioned mechanism could immediately impact ncuromuscular and
cardiovascular responses when individuals are forced into inverted positions such as
overturned helicopters or motor vehicle accidents. Further research is recommended 10
determine thc effectiveness of these mechanisms and their practical implications
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TABLES
Interactions
with
Conc urrent
Contractions
Biceps MVC

I" sec

251.3263 ± 101.28*

152 .6702 ± 62,87+

202.68 [9

Force (N)

0-3s

261.9656 ± 112.56 +

160.3608 ± 71.89+

215.6326 ± 100.03

3-6s

258.0059

± 119.06·

156.1803 ± 72.88·

217.5324

Quadriceps
MVC

I"sec

467.3115 ± 161.65*

285.3885 ± 101.23·

400.8303

0-3s

527.8818 ± 170.38 +

330.9764 ± 11 8.39+

3-6s

530.7031 ± 141.23+

342.6585

Force(N)

Upright

Inverted in Is

± 1[7.41+

Inverted in 3s

± 83.06+
±97.49
± [35.30

464.7685 ± 153.76 +
474.9801

± 139.47+

Tab le 1. fhe interaction of time and condition fo r the changes in the uppe r and lower limb
average (n = 22) MVC force (N) values over the time periods of the first second. 0-3s. and
3-6s in the upright position, inverted within Is and inverted within 3s rotations when
biceps and quadriceps contracted together. Asterisk (t) sign denotes significant
differences between upright and inverted within Is and 3s rotations ovcr the time periods
of the first second, 0-3s, and 3-6s.
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BicepsEMG

1" sec

1.3721 ! 1.06

0.7724 + 0.54·

0.9005 ± 0.62

(mv)

0-3s

1.4174 ± 1.19

0.9438 ± 0.66

1.0899 ± 0.83

3-65

1.6852 ± 1.49·

0.890 1 ± 0.64

1.1613 ± 0.96

Tricl!ps
EMG

III sec

0.1330 ± 0.09

0.0707 ± 00.05

0.1695 ± 0.04

0-3s

0.1572 ± 0. 11

0.0908 ± 0.06

0.1182±0.07

(mv)

3-65

0.1752 ± 0.12

0.1000±O.07

0,1358 ± 0.Q9

Quadriceps

l" sec

0.5987 ± 0.51

0.2546 ± 0.21·

0.3736 ± 0.29

0-3s

0.6561 ± 0.49·

0.3268 ± 0.25

0.4389 ± 0.3 1

EMG
(mv)
Hamstrings
EMG
(mv)

3-65

0.5700 ± 0.42

0.3271 ± 0.28

0.5\30 ± 0.37

I" sec

0.0539 ± 00,05

0.0281 ± 0.D2

0.0370 ± 0.03

0-3s

0.0603

± 00.05

0.0319 ± 0.03

0.0538 ± 0.05

3-6s

0.0614 ± 0.04

0,0399 ± 0.04

0.0411 ± 0.04

T 3ble 2. The interaction oftimc and condition for the changes in the upper and lower limb
avcrage (n = 22) EMG (mv) values over the time periods of the first second, 0-3s. and 3-6s
in the upright position. inverted within Is and inverted within 3s rotations when biceps
and quadriceps contracted together. Asterisk (.) sign denotes significant differences
bem'cen upright and invertcd within Is and 35 rotations over the time periods of the first
second. 0-35. and 3-6s

Main Effect for Condition
with Concurrent
Contractions
Bicep~ MVC (N)

Upright

Inverted in Is

Inverted in 3s

252.134 ± 134.49·

162.901 ± 62.94·

211.949 ± 92.93·

Bi(;cps EMG (mv)

1.4916 + 1.24·

0.87&6 ± 0.60·

1.0506 ± 0.81·

Tricep~

0.1551 ± O.IO ·

0.08716 ± 0.06*

0.1412 ± 0.08

508.632 ± 158.53*

319.674 ± Il3.63·

446.859 ± 114.67·

EMG (mv)

Quadriceps MVC (N)
Quadriceps EMG (mv)

0.6083 ± 0.47·

0.3028 ± 0.25·

0.4418 ± 0.33·

Hamstrings EMG (mv)

0.0585 ± 0.049·

0.0333 ± 0.03*

0.04497 ± 0.04

Tab[e J. The main effect for condition for the changes in the upper and [ower limb
average (n = 22) MVC force (N) and EMG (mv) values in the upright position, inverted
within Is and inverted within 3s rotations when biceps and quadriceps arc contracted
together. Asterisk (.) sign denotes significant differences between upright and inverted
within [s and 3s rotations

Main Effect for Time
Coneurrenrl
Contractions
Bicep~ MVC (N)

First second

0-3s

3-6s

200.88 ± 91.57

213.58 ± 102.59

212.50 ± 103.42

Biceps EMG (mv)

1.0249 ± 0.80

1.1503 ± 0.93

1.2455 ± 0.99

Triceps EMG (mv)

0.1244 ± 0.10

0.1220 ± 0.09

0.1370 ± 0.09

Quadriceps MVC (N)

384.51 ± 152 .98·

441.20 ± 168.49

449.44 ± 153.29*

Quadriceps EMG

0.4901 ± 0.38

0.4739 ± 0.39

0.4700 ± 0.37

0.0396 ± 0.02

0.0487 ± 0.03

0.0485 ± 0.03

(mv)
Ham~trings

EMG

(mv)

TlI blc 4. The main effcct for time for the chllngcs in the upper and lower limb average (n
= 22) MVC force (N) and EMG (mv) values for the time periods of the first second. 0-3s.

and 3-6s when biceps and quadriceps contracted together. Asterisk (.) sign denotes
significant differences for the time periods of the first second and 3-6s.
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MainE/Teet for
Condition with
Individual
Contr:Lctions
Biceps MVC (N)

Upright

Invertcd in Is

Inverted in 3s

318.675 ± 94.39 ·

251.3507 ± 78.23-

258.2243 ± 89.988 -

Biceps EMG (mv)

1.5719 ± 0.98-

1.2303 ± 0.8365 ·

1.007 ± 0.59-

TricepsEMG(mv)

0.1592 ± 0.0760

0.137 1 ± 0.3230

0.1462 ± 0.0906

Quadriceps MVC (N)

551.8389 ± 174.15·

446.0418 ± 157.69'

443.750 ± 150.26-

QlIadriccpsEMG

1.0002 ± 0.60-

0.6092 ± 0.40-

0.5984 ± 0.37

0.0870 ± 0.1206

0.0681 ± 0.0381

0.0596 ± 0.0464

(mv)
HamstringsEMG
(mv)

Ta ble 5. The changes in the uppe r and lower limb average (n "' 10) MVC force (N)and
EMG (mv) values in the up right position. inverted within Is and inverted within 3s
rotations whe n biceps and quad riceps contracted individually. Asterisk (*) sign denotes
significant differences between uprigh t and inverted within Is and 3s rotations

Main Effect for
Condition
HR

Upright

Inverted in Is

Inverted in3s

± 9.50-

68.5455 ± 8. 1?-

65.0455 ± 7.45'

SBP

130.1818 ± 8.06"

116.0909 ± 8.23-

113.9545 ± 6.48'

DBP

78.6364 ± 7.39"

67.5455 ± 6.33-

65.1818 ± 4.64 -

82.0491

T a ble 6. The main effect for condition with average (n '" 22) values for the changes in
heart rate (HR). systolic blood pressure (SBP). and dias tolic blood pressure (OBP) in the
upright position. inverted within 1s and inverted with 3s rotations. Asterisk (- ) sign
denotes significant diffcrences betwcen upright and inverted withi n Is and 3s rotations.
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FIGURES
1. Main effects for Condition: Forte

Biceps MVC
'00
350

Fig. I. The average (n " 22) biceps MVC force (N) in the upright and inverted within Is
and 3s rotations when biceps and quadriceps contracted together. Columns represent
average values of the force and bars represent standard deviations (± SD). Asterisk (t)
sign denotes significant differences between upright and inverted within Is and 3s
ro tations.

Quadriceps MVC

600

Fig.2. The average (11 eo 22) quadriceps MVC force (N) in the up right and inverted within
Is and 35 rotations when biceps and quadriceps contracted together. Columns represent
average values of the fo rce and bars represent standard deviations (± SD). Asterisk ( t )
sign denotes significant differences between up right and inverted within Is and 3s

6S

Biceps MVC

300

250

so

Fig.3. nlC average (n "" J 0) biceps MVC force (N) in the upright and inverted within Is
and 3s rotations when biceps contracted individuaHy. Columns represent average values
ufthe force and bars represent standard deviations (± SD). Asterisk (*) sign denotes
significant differences between upright and inverted within Is and 3s rotations.

Quadriceps MVC

;: I
I
600
500

I

'00
300 ,
200
100

I

a

r igA. The average (n = 10) quadriceps MVC force (N) in the upright and inverted within
Is and 3s rotations when quadriceps contracted individually. Columns represent average
values of the force and bars represent standard deviations (± SO). Asterisk ( ' ) sign
denotes significant differences between upright and inverted within [s and Js rotations.
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2. l\lain effects for condition: Electromyography (EMG)

Biceps EMG

Fig.5. The avcrage (n = 22) biceps EMG activity (mv) during the MVC of the biceps
whcn biceps and quadriceps contracted togethe r in upright and inverted within Is and 3s
rotations. Columns represent average values of the EMG and bars represent standard
dcviations (± SO). Asterisk (+) sign dcnotcs significant diffcrences betv,·een upright and
inverted within Is <lnd 3s rotations.

Triceps EMG

0.05

Fig.6. The <lverage (n = 22) triceps EMG <lctivity (mv) during the MVC of the biceps
when biceps and quadriceps contracted together in upright and inverted within Is and Js
rotations. Columns represent average values of the EMG and bars represent standard
deviations (± SO). Astcrisk (+) sign dcnotes significant differences between upright and
inverted within I s rotations.
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Quadriceps EMG

Fig.? The average (n = 22) quadriceps EMG activily (mv) during the MVC of the
quadriceps when biceps and quadriceps contracted togethe r in upright and inverted within
1sand 35 rotations. Columns represent average vtllues or the EMG and bars represent
standard deviations (± SO). Asterisk (t) sign denotes significant differences between
uprigh t and inverted within I sand 3s rotations.

Hamstrings EMG
0.12

I

Fig.B. The average (n = 22) hamstrings EMG activity (mv) during the MVC of the
quadriceps when biceps and quadriceps contracted together in upright and inverted within
Is and Js rotations. Columns rt:prescnt average values of the EMG and bars represent
standard deviations ( ±: SO). Asterisk C+) sign denotes significant differences between
uprightund inverted within Is rotations
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Biceps EMG

2'

F'ig.9. The average (n = 10) biceps EMG activity (mv) during the MVC oftht: biceps
when biceps contracted individually in upright and inverted within Is and 35 rotations.
Columns represe nt average values of the EMG and bars represent standard deviations (±
SO). Asterisk (.) sign denotes significant differences between upright and inverted within
Isand3srotations.

Quadriceps EMG

O.
0.2

o

F ig. IO. The average (n = 10) quadriceps EMG activity (mv) during the MVC of the
quadriceps when quadriceps contracted individually in upright and inverted within Is and
3s rotations. Columns represent average values of the EMG and bar.;: rep resent standard
deviations (± SO). Asterisk ( . ) sign denotes significant differences between up right and
inverted wilhin Is and 3s rolations
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3. Main dfccis for Time: Force

Fig.11. The average (n "" 22) changes in quadriceps MVC foree (N) in the first sec, 0·3s,
and 3-6s time periods when bil:eps and quadriceps contracted together. Columns
represent average values of the force and bars represent standard deviatio ns (± SO)
Asterisk ( ~ ) sign denotes significant differences between the first second and 3-6s
periods. A tendenl:Y (P "" 0.06) was observed from the first second to 0-3s
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.t. Heart Rate a nd Blood Pressure

Heart Rate

"''' I
90

80

6"'"

'"
30

'"
"
Fig.12. The ave rage (n '" 22) heart rate (beats/min) in the upright and inverted within Is
and 3s rotations. Columns represent average values ofbeatslmin and bars rep resent
standard deviations (± SO). Asterisk (t) sign denotes significant differences between
upright and invcrted within [s and 3s rotations.

Systolic Blood Pressure

""
"''' I
120
""8"
60

Fig. 13. The average (n = 22) systolic blood pressure (mmHg) in the up right and inverted
within Is and 3s ro tations. Columns represent average values of the pressure and bars
represent standard deviations (± SO). Asteri sk (*) sign denotes significant differences
between upright and inverted within I s and 3s rotations

"

Diastolic Blood Pressure
>00

90

"

60

'0
30

Fig. I". The average (n = 22) diastolic blood pn:s~urc (mmHg) in the upright and inverted
within Is and 3s rotations. Columns rcprcst:nt average values of the pressure and bars
represent standard deviations (± S O). Asterisk (.) sign denotes significant differences
between upright and inverted within I sand 3s rotations
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5. Foree Profiles

Fig. 15. Image represents the fo rce proli!e when invcned within Is rotation. The lines
represent three different phases ofana!ysis(O-ls, 0-3s. 3-6s).

~I -

-II

""ig. 16. Image represents the rorce profile when inverted within 3s rotation. The lines
represent three different phases of analysis (O- Is, 0·3s, 3-6s)
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A PP ENDICES

Variability in Rot a tion T imes
Time of inversion in Is

Time of inve rsion in 3s

Subject 1

1.12

3.07

Subject 2

1.23

3.21

Subject 3

1.09

3.14

Subject 4

1.11

3.11

Subjcct 5

1.17

3.17

Subject 6

1.21

3.01

Subject 7

1.08

3.26
3.04

Subject 8

1.19

Subject 9

1.14

3.12

Subject 10

1.02

3.13

Subject II

1.17

3.00

Subject 12

1.00

3.22

Subject 13

1. 24

3.03

Subjcct 14

1.l6

3.19

Subject 15

1.19

3.14

Subjcct 16

1.23

3.17

Subject 17

1.12

3.26

Subject 18

1.27

3.08

Subject 19

1.05

3.20

Subject 20

1.14

3.16

Subject 2 1

1.11

3.21

Subject 22

1.02

3.02

Table I. The variabili ty in rotation times when subjects were inverted wi thin Is and 3s
with concurrent biceps and quadriceps contraction.

Timc of invcrsion in Is

Time of inversion in 3s

Subject I

LIS

3.01

Subject 2

1,09

3.20
3.16

Subject 3

1.21

Subject 4

1.17

3.11

Subject 5

1.23

3.11
3.09

Subject 6

1.07

Subject 7

1.19

3.19

Subject 8

1.02

3.05

Subject 9

1.11

3.16

Subject 10

1.06

3.18

Table 2. The variability in rotation times when
with individual biccp~ contraction.

~ubjects

were inverted within Is and 3s

Time of inversion in [s

Time of inversion in 3s

Subject I

Ll3

3.23

Subject 2

I,ll

3.02

Subject 3

1.24

3.19

Subject 4

1.07

3.14

Subject 5

1.19

3.18

Subject 6

1.15

3.11

Subject 7

1.17

3.00

Subject 8

1.05

3.13

Subject 9

1.22

3.05

Subject 10

1.04

3.17

T able 3. The variability in rotation times when subjects were invcrted within Is and 3s
with individual quadriceps contraction
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Figure: Photo ofrotatiollaJ chair in upright position.
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Figure: Photo of rOlational ehair in inverted position
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ABSTRACT

An invened body posture is not common. During unusual situations (e.g.
overturned helicopters or motor vehicle accidents) when the body is inverted. the
neuromuscular responses can change. In order to manage these situations. it is necessary
to examine changes in muscle force output and activation.
Although the exact mechanisms arc unknown. it is believed that both centra! and
peripheral factors can contribute to changes in muscle force output. Increase in cerebral
blood pooling,

inc rea~

in hydrostatic pressure. and decrease in sympathetic activity

during rapid and slow transitions from upright to inverted seated position are considered
to be the main central factors leading to decrease in inversion-induced muscle force
output. Peripheral factors such as decreased blood flow to the contracting muscle
resulting in decrease perfusion pressure and oxygen deficit within the muscle are most
likely to summate along with central factors inducing neuromuscular impaimlents during
rapid and slov,'er inversion rotations.
There is no evidence examining possible impairments in neuromuscular
functioning with more rapid versus slower inverted rotations as compared to an upright
seated position. Maximal voluntary contraction (MVe) and electromyographic (EMG)
activity were recorded and analyzed in biceps and quadriceps, concurrently and
individually. lor maximal lorce output and activation with upright seated position, and
inverted within Is and 3s rotations. It was anticipated that changes in muscle force and
activation within 1sand 3s inversion rotations would suggest impairments in the
functioning of neuromuscular system. as compared to the upright position. In addition.
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INTRODUCTION
The human body is adapted to work in an upright position. In situations when an
individual is required to manage circumstances where the body is forced into inverted
positions (e.g. completely overturned helicopter or motor vehicle accidents).
physiological responses can change. [t is important to know the neuromuscular and
cardiovascular responses when a person is inve rted from an upright position.
Only two studies have been published which exam ine the elbow flexion (Hearn
ct. al. 2009) and the knee extension (Paddock and Behm 2009) torce and activation
during inverted seated position. Both studies were performed to detennine the changes in
neuromuscular responses between upright and inverted seated positions. The results for
both studies illustrated decreases in neuromuscular performance with an inverted scaled
posture. Also, both studies exhibited significant decreases in heart rate and blood pressure
in the inverted position attributed

to

alterations of sympathetic nervous system

stimulation. [n addition, Neary et al. (20 1I a, 201 1b) demonstrated a tendenc y tor
quadriceps maximal voluntary contraction (MVC) force to decrease in inverted position
but no significant difference was found for biceps brachii MVC between upright and
inverted positions. They also found a significant decrease in heart rate as well as cardiac
output with inverted position as compared to upright position. which v,.ere in accordance
with the results from Hearn et al. (2009) and Paddock and Behm (2009). Hence. it can be
established that an inverted seated posture results in neuromuscular and cardiovascular
system unpmrments
There are a number of physiological mechanisms involved whcn the body
responds to an inverted position. Hydrostatic pressure (pressure exerted by a tluid due to
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the force of gravity)

i~ con~ idered

as one of the major contributing factors related to the

decline in the muscle force output during inversion. Mechanisms to reduce hydrostatic
pressure in the lower body when upright, such as respiratory

mu~cJe

pump (Miller ct ai.

2005). skeletal muscle pump (Delp and Laughlin 1998), and veno-vasoconstriction
(Vissing et ai. 1997) offsct the effect of increased lower body hydrostatic

pres~ure

and

ensure adequate venous return to the heart. Bosone et ai. (2004) demonstrated ten
minutes of 30° head down tilt caused a significant increase in arterial

prcs~ure

at the

(fanial level due to the development of the hydrostatic pressure gradient between the
heart and brain leve ls. It is speculated that the inversion-induced increase in hydrostatic
pressure could have a negative impact on the ability of the brain to function
appropriately. This n:sponse could afTect optimal perfonnance during sport, and
occupational tasks or emergency situations
Furthennore, inhibition of sympathetic activity during head down body tilt
(Bosone ct ai. 2004: Cooke and Dowlyn 2000: Cooke I:t al. 2004: Fu et al. 2000) is
associated with decreased heart rate (Schneider and Chandler 1973), blood pressure
(Bosone et a!. 2004), and total peripheral resistance (Goodman and LeSage 2002). This
inhibition orthe sympathc!ic

nervou~

system adversely affects the peripheral perfusion

(Thomas and Segal 2004). resulting in decreased muscle force output. Head-down tilt
postures also lead to decreased oxygen supply to the working muscle via compensatory
increases in the inspiratory muscle cOlllraction force (Aleksandrova et ai. 2005),
decreased lung compliance (Donina et ai. 2009). impaired gaseous exchange (Prisk et al.
2002). and increased airflow impedance of the respiratory

~ystem

(Donina et al. 2009),

which further adds to the factors causing reduced muscle force output with inverted
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position. However. all inversion studies 10 date have involved slow and delibe rate
transitions from upright 10 inverted positions. In most situations such as overturned
vehicle accidents and ditchcd heliwptcrs. these events will occur rapidly. Duc to thc
rapid transition of the body from an upright to inverted position. there is the possibility
that force output will be augmentcd abruptly due to the activation of the sympathetic
nervous systcm (fight or fligh t phenomenon). However, it is unknown whcthcr the typical
inversion·induced decrements are more predominant than possible sympathetic system

Consequently. it is important to observe the changes in force output, muscle
activation and cardiac functioning when invcrted at diffcrcnt rotationaitimcs comparcd to
an upright seilted position. The following sections will provide a critical and in-depth
evaluation of the physiological responses and undcrlying mechanisms related to inverted
body posture

I. EFFECTS OF INVE RS ION O N NEUROM USCULAR PROPERTI ES
An inverted seated position is nO! a common body posture. Neuromus(;ular
re~ponses

(;hange with an inverted position as compared to an upright position. Hearn et

al. (2009) and Paddock and Behm (2009) demonstrated decreases in force production and
muscle activation. Hearn et al. (2009) found significant decreases in elbow flexor MVC
force. voluntary rate of force development. and biceps electromyographic (EMG) activity
with complete inversion. A similar study by Paddock and Behm (2009) focusing 01110wcr
limb quadriceps muscle activation. showed a significant reduction in maximal voluntary
contraction force, rate of force development. and EMG activity with seated inversion. In
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addition. Ncary et al. (201Iu. 2011h) also found a tendency for quad riceps MVC 10
decrcase in invcrted position but no significant difference was fou nd for biceps MVC
between upright and inverted positions. Hence. it can be inferred that the inverted
position genemlly has a negative impact on an individual"s neuromuscular fu nc tioning.

2. PERFUSION PRESSURE
Inversion-induced muscle performance impediments may be auributcd to a
number of mechanisms. Peripheral perfusion pressure: a graded difference between
artcrial blood pressure and venous pressure (Ganong 2003). is an important factor
affecting muscle force output During activity. regulatio n of blood pressure plays a vital
role in optimizing perfusion to the worki ng muscles and supplying essential nutrients and
oxygen needed for proper functioning. Hobbs and McCloskey (1987) found a decrease in
blood flow ami force production near maximal workloads when an isolated cat so leus
muscle was treated with a reduced mean blood pressure. This suggests that the amount of
workload is associated with the altcrations in the perfusion pressure and force production.
Perfusion pressure in the muscle can increase or decrease depending upon the distance
the muscle is /i·om the heart. Raising the arm above the heart level leads to a decrease in
the perfusion pressure in hand, resulting in lower force production (Fitzpatrick et al.
1996). Sundberg and Kaij ser (1992) found the same effect in lower limbs. They found a
decrease in muscle perfusion followed by a decrease in muscle force when a positive
pressure of 50 mmHg was applied.
All the above-mentioned studies support the changes in neuromuscular responses
demonstrated by Hearn et al. (2009) and Paddock and Behm (2009). These studies
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exhibited decreased elbow flexion (I-Ieam et al. 2009) and knee extension ( Paddock and
Dehm 2009) muscle force when upright se3ted position was compared with inverted
seated posture. Doth the studies attributed inversion-induced reduction in peripheral
perfusion in contracting muscles as a major contributing peripheral factor.

3. HYDROST ATIC PRESSURE

Hydrostatic pressure is defined as a pressure change caused by fluid changes in
the capillary network (Guyton and Hall 2006). A number of studies on animals and
humans have demonstrated a significant effect on working capacity of the muscles due to
alteration in hydrostatic pressure with or without changes in body position. The majo ri ty
of the studies related \0 hydrostatic pressure are conducted on animals. Both rabbit psoas
(Fortune et al. 1994) and rat extensor digitorum longus (Ranatunga and Geeves 1991)
muscles have responded with decreased tetanic force when subjected to high hydrostatic
pressure. Ranatunga and Geeves (1991) also found that the peak tension. the time to peak
and the time to half-relaxation of a twitch contraction increased when the muscle fiber
bundles isolated from the rat extensor digitorum longus of the rat were exposed to
increasing hydrostatic pressures. However. when a maximally calcium activated rabbit
psoas muscle fiber was subjected to high hydrostatic pressure. a 15% decrease in
isometric active tension was repo rted (Geeves and Ranatunga 1987). It was hypothesized
that a lower number of active-cross bridges or decrease in the force per cross-bridge was
responsible for this impaimlent due to an increased pressure. Alternatively, twitch tcnsion
was potentiated with an increase in hydrostatic pressure in response to enhanced release
of calcium ( Vawda et al. 1996). High hydrostatic pressure causes pulsing acetylcholine
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receplor release. decreasing muscle firing frequency (Heinman el at. 1987). and
enzymatic activity of lactate dehydrogenase (Schmid el al. 1979). Therefore, based on
animal research. the increased hydrostatic pressure can have adverse effecls on
neuromuscular performance
In humans, a number of mechanisms work in vh'o in uprighl position to
compensate for the effect of increased hydrostatic pressure and consequent blood pooling
in the lower limbs. These mechanisms. such as respiratory muscle pump (Miller ct al.
2005). skeletal muscle pump (Dclp & Laughlin 1998), and veno-vasoconstriction
(Vissing et a1.1997) ensure adequale venous relurn to the heart. [n addilion,
vasoconstriction triggered by venous distension and a local neural veni-arteriolar
response is important for counteracting increases in capillary hydrostatic pressure during
upright posture or limb dependency (Henriksen 1991). Bosone el al. (2004) found that 10
min of 30° head down li[t caused signiticant increase in arterial pressure at the cranial
leveL dw: to the development of the hydrostatic pressure gradient between the heart and
brain. Furthermore. minimal changes in hydroslatie pressure and perfusion pressure arc
observed in a supine position (Laughlin and Scharge 1999).
In conclusion. previous published studies related to complete seated inversion
(Hearn ct a!. 2009; Paddock and Behrn 2009) illustrated decreases in muscle activation
and force production with an inverted body position. Neither of these studies investigated
hydrostatic pressure directly. but suggested it may be an important central factor leading
to impainnents in neuromuscular system responses.
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4. LOWER BODY NEGATIV E !' RESSURE AND BARO RECEPTOR REFLEXS
A lower body negative pressure (LBNP) is the application of an external negative
pressure below the waist under well-controlled conditions. LBNP is most often used as a
perturbation to the cardiovascular system and has been applied to simulate gravitational
stress (Levine et al. 1991; Savard and Stonehouse 1995: Zhang et a1. 1999). During
upright body posture. vasomotor sympathetic activity plays an essential role in
maintaining arterial pressure via the baroreceptor reflex mechanism (Fu et a1. 2006).
Daroreccptors arc the stretch receptors that are located in the aonic arch and the carotid
sinuses (Fo .... 2006). These receptors playa vital role in maintaining the blood pressure
within limits. With the change in position from lying to standing there is a shift of blood
from the veins in the thorncic cavity to the veins in the lower extremities. This results in
lower blood pressure due to decreases in venous return and cardiac output, which is
counteracted via activation of the baroreceptor retlex (Fox 2006). Thus. it helps in
maintaining homeostasis by playing an imponant role during changes in body posture
I-l ughson et a1. (1993) investigated the effect of cycling exercise in upright and
supine positions. and compared it with -40 mmHg lower body negative pressure in supine
position. The:: baroreceptor retlex was activute::d during supine exercise. as LBN P caused
more pooling of blood in lower extremities as compared \0 upright position. Cooper and
Hainswonh (2001) determined that -40 mmHg LBNP has no effect on cardiac responses.
However. they illustrated a significant increase in vascular resistance response during
LBNI' afong with the increase in the peak gain of the baroreceptor retlex. They also
suggested that an increase in baroretlex gain may help in maintenance of blood pre::ssure
during orthostatic stress.
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Baroreceptor reflex also helps to maintain <ldequatc cerebral perfusion (Ponte and
Purves 1974). The sensitivity of the baroreflex control of sympathetic nerve activity
decreases from upright to tilted position due to an increase in central venous pressure
(CVP) (Clmrkoudian et <II. 20(4). Hearn et al. (2009) and Paddock and Behm (2009) have
illustrated significant decreases in blood pressure. both systolic and diastolic with
complete seated inversion. A subsequent study from the same laboratory reported similar
inversion-induced decreases in mean arterial pressure and cardiac output (Neary et a!.
20 II a, 20 II b). Thus, it can be hypothesized that with the increase in hydrostatic pressure
du ring inversion, CVP may also increase, resulting in reduced sensitivity of the
baroreceptor reflex with inverted body posture. However, no research has been conducted
to determine the role ofbaroreceptors during complete seated inversion: therefore, the
adjustments made by baroreceptors have not been fully clarified.

S. VESTIRULA R SYSTF. :\-l
The vestibular system assists with the control of balance and equilibrium. It
accomplishes this function by assessing head and body movement and position in space,
generating a neural code representing this information. and distributing this code to
appropriate sites located throughout the central nervous system. Vestibular function is
brgely retlex and unconscious in nature (Ganong 2003). The otol ith organs and semicircular (;amlls arc the two main components of the vestibular system associated with
postural adjustments. The semicircular canals respond to rotational movements of the
head. whereas oto lith organs sense linear motion (Ganong 2003).
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Gravity also plays an important role with the vestibulosympathetic reflex. Tanaka
et al. (2006) found that vestibular deficient rats are less able to regulate blood pressure as
compared to gravitational stressed rats with the inner ear intact. Therefore, it can be
proposed that the vestibulosympathctie reflcx is vital to maintain homeostasis during
gravity related changes with inversion. However. further research is necessary to
determine the possible mechanisms andlor adjustments. and the role played by thc
vestibular system during complete inversion.
Ray (2000) found that the vestibulosYillpathctic rcflex, via an incrcasc in
sympathetic outflow. plays an important role in maintaining orthostasis in humans.
During upright standing, vestibulosympathetic reflex assists in regulating blood pressure
changes in humans (Ray and Carter 2003). Kerman et al. (2000) also suggested that the
vestibular system plays a role during postural adjustments by regulating aU/onomic
oUiflow. Thcy illustrated. that based upon the anatomical location and innervation target
ofa particular sympathetic nerve; the vestibular sympathetic reflexes may result in local
blood Oow changes. Though none of these studics werc dircctly related to rapid and slow
scated inversion of thc human body. they would insinuate that changes occur in
neuromuscular performance during downward rotation.

6. SYMP ATH ETI C N ERVOUS SY ST Ei\'1
In order 10 maintain arterial blood pressure, sympathetic nerve activity decreases
blood tlow to the active muscles via vasoconstriction (Fox 2006). However. it has been
notcd that even though the sympathetic neural discharge increases with the increase in
intensity of the activity, the muscle blood flow also incrcascs. indicating a reduced
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responsi\'eness to sympathetic activation (Thomas and Segal 2004). Wallin and Sundia l"
( 1982) reported vasoconstriction in skeletal muscles during a standing upright posture.
During standing. an increase in the sympathetic activity to the vessels is accompanied by
an over-activity of the sympathetic system leading to an exaggerated increase in the heart
rate (Furlan 2001). As the response of muscle nerve sympathetic activity is not directly
swdied in inversion. it is reasonable to expect thc opposite (decreased heart rate) with an
inverted body position
The sympathetic nervous system also influences muscle force contractility.
alertness through stimulution of the reticular activuting system, glycogen utilization. and
muscle tone (Martini and Nath 2008). Additionally, a decrease in heart rate (Schneider
and Chandler 1973). blood pressure (Bosone et al. 2004). and total peripheral resistance
(Goodman and LeSage 2002) are also attributed to inhibition of sympathetic nervous
system acti vity. Significant increase in intracranial pressure and inhibition of sympathetic
outflow (Bosonc et al. 2004) may reduce thc ability to sustain maximal force output by
decreasing the neural outflow to the motor neurons.
Furthennorc. tilt studies have also shown a decrease in sympathctic activity.
Acute head down body tilt studies have reported lower sympathetic nervous activity
(Cooke and Dowlyn 2000: Cooke et al. 2004). which could play a role in the ability of
the central nervous system 10 adequately activate motor neuron activity (Roatta et al
2008). DUring 6" head down tilt the muscle sympathetic ncrve activity decreased by 27%
(Fu et al. 2000). A recent study by Wang et al. (201 I) also demonstrated that a 6· headdo wn bed rest decreased the working capacity of the muscle. Additionally. Bosone ct al.
(2004) have re portcd that 10 min of 30· head down tilt inhibit the sympathetic nervous
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system response along with a decrease in hean rate and arterial blood pressure. Hean rate
and cardiac output dccrcased significantly (Yao et al. 1999) with 24 h- 6· head down
body tilt bed rest. Kawanokuchi et al. (2001) demonstrated that vcstibulosympathetic
reflcx rather than cardiopulmonary baroreceptors suppress sympathetic outflow with 6-8·
head down body-tilt with LBNP
Howevcr. when encountering vulnerable situations in which the human body is
forccd to be invcrtcd (e,g. overturned helicopters, motor vehicle accidents etc.). the
sympathetic nervous systcm will typically be highly activated (fight or flight
phenomenon) (Guyton and Ha!l 2006). Stimulation of the sympathetic system results in
an incrcascd hcart ratc and blood prcssure to provide better perfusion of the vital organs
and muscles, and decreases the threshold in the reticular formation, reinlorcing the
arousal and alcrt statcs (Ganong 2003). 1·learn ct <II. (2009), Paddock and Bchm (2009),
and Neary et al. (2011(1, 2011b) have illustrated significant de(reases in heart mte,
systolic, and diastolic blood pressure with complete seated inversion. They have
suggested that changes in heart mte and blood pressure during inverted body posture are
due to the alterations in sympathetic nervous system stimulation. Since seated invcrsion
has shown significant reductions in cardi ovascular activity, which have been proposed to
be due to altered sympathctic activity. it would be of inter cst to cxaminc the
(ardiov<lscular responses with mpid and slower transi tions from upright to in verted
positions to determine whether the more rapid and slower rotations elicit a sympathetic
response that may overcome typical inversion-induced decrements
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7. UEA RT RATE AN D BLOOIJ PRESS URE
An inverted seated posture alters the cardiovascular responses. Hearn et al. (2009)
and Paddock and Behm (2009) demonstrated significant decreases in heart rate. systolic
and diastolic blood prcssures with complete seated inversion. Furthennore, two published
abstracts (Neary et al. 201 la. 20 11b) also demonstrated significant decrease in heart rate
and cardiac output with inverted position as compared to upright position. These studies
attributed this decline in heart rate and blood pressure with reduction in sympathetic
nervous system activity.
In addition to the studies performed with seated inversion, a number of studies
have been pcrfomled
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demonstrate the changes in cardiovascular responses with anti-

orthostatic posture. Anti-orthostatic posture is defined as a posture in which the body is
upside down or inverted at an angle with head down and feet unsupported. Antiorthostatic posture has s hown an association with alterations in systemic circulation in
both humans (Gavrikov and Isupov 1999) as ""CII as rats (Osadchii ct al. 1997: Byc hkova
et al. 1990). In addition, Bychkova et al. (1990) have also illustrated changes in skeletal
muscle blood flow during anti-orthostatic position.
Moreover, 8alueva and Sergeev (2010) found that 45' head-down tilt decreases
blood pressure and cilrdiac output in rats. Bosone et al. (2004) also illustratcd decrcase in
heart rate and blood pressure during 10 min of 30" head dO\VT1tilt. due to the inhibition of
sympathetic nervous system. Vestibular system also plays an important role in
maintaining arterial pressure during changes in body postures (Tanaka et al. 2009).
During upright body posture, the baroreceptor reflex counteracts the decrease in blood
pressure due to gravity and maintilins adequate cerebral perfusion. However. it is still

unknown whether this retlex adequately regulates the changes in blood pressure during
seated inversion
In contrast to the aforementioned studies. Yao et al. (1999) and Butler et al
(1991) demonstrated an increase in cardiac output and decrease in stroke volume (SV)
with head down tilt. 80th these studies suggest an increase in heart rate, which proposes
that some other cardiovascular mechanisms are also present which assist in regulating thc
changes during alterations in body position. RafTai ct al. (2009) also showed an increase
in heart rate and blood pressure after 45' head down tilt in rats. Therefore. it would be of
interest to investigate the functioning oflhe cardiovascular system to respond to possible
changes during rapid and slower seated inversion

S. RESPI RATO RVSVSTEM
lIead down ti lt (HOT) position impairs functioning of the respiratory (Henderson
ct a1.2006) and cardiovascular (Soubiran el al. 1996) systems. Aleksandrova et al. (2005)
found Ihat HOT posture decreases orthostatic stability and leads to contractile failure of
the diaphragm musculature due to alteration in excitation- contraction coupling. In
addition. impaired gaseous exchange (Prisk et al. 2002). decreased lung compliance
(Oonina et al. 2009). and increased airllow impedance ofrcspiratory system (Donina et
al. 2009) also contribute to the changes in the ventilatory system functioning during
1lOT. Furthennore. there is a possibility that inversion may lead to an augmentation of
intrathoracic and/or intra-abdominal pressure, resulting in increased work for inspiratory
and expiratory musculature followed by fatigue. These responses could lead to
difficullieswithbreathing.
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Lu et aL (2000) proposed that HOT might lead to a reduction in pulmonary
vcntilation :lr1d lung capacity, but an incrcase in pulmonary difTusion. They suggested
that this rise in the pulmonary diffusion might be associated with the uniform distribution
of the pulmonary blood flow and increased effectiveness of the pulmonary vascular bed
On thc contrary, Hillebrecht ct al. (1992) found alterations in the pulmonary blood flow
due to HOT
Acute HDT posture also causes compensatory increases in the inspiratory muscle
contraction force (Aleksandrova et a1. 2005). Reduction in oxygen supply may n:sult in
altemtions in the force production capacity of the muscle due to reduction in levels of
creatine phosphate ( Brechue et al. 1995) and impaired excitation,contraction coupling
(Aleksandrova et al. 2005). However, it is not known if the respiratory system responses
could contribute to the changes in inversion-induced ncuromuscular performance
impairmcnts with rapid und slowt:r rotations to inversion.

CONCLUSION
This literature review has presented a number of mechanisms that may lead to
alterations in both neuromuscular and cardiovascular functioning. Al l previous published
inversion studies (Hearn et al. 2009; Paddock and Behm 2009; Neary et al. 201 la,
20 11 b) demonstrated the inversion-induced alterations in neuromuscular and
cardiovascular response during upper limb and lower limb muscle activity. These studies
suggested the involvement of ccntral and peripheral factors in allering the muscle force,
cardiac OUlpUl. and arterial pressure changes during seated inversion
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rn addition. there is evidence to show the probable decrease in baroreflex sensitivity
and increase in hydrostatic pressure are associated with altered responses during
inversion. due to excessive pooling of blood towards thc brain. These can be considered
as major contributing factors influencing changes in upper and lower limb muscle activity
functioning during complete inversion.
Furthermore. inhibition of sympathetic nervous system and

~timulation

of

vestibulosympathetic reflex arc also strongly associated with reduction in neuromuscular
system activity in both upper limb and lower limb during inversion. Both these factors
also lead to a decrease in heart rate and blood pressure, resuiting in less peripheral blood
perfusion oxygen delivery, and ultimately low force output during contractions
Additionally, alterations in the respiratory system functioning during inversion also lead
to reduced oxygen supply to the contracting muscles and may lead to impairments in
neuromuscular performance
Consequently, no research has been conducted to study the effectiveness of the
above-mentioned mechanisms during scated inversion. However, it is speculated that
Ihese ntechanisms play an important role when body is inverted. The rapidity of the
response is an important question for basic physiology while there can be functional
applications lor sport. work and emergency environments. Therc!ore.the focus of the
research portion of this thesis is 10 delermine the changes in muscle fo rce output, muscle
activity. and heart rate and blood pressure during rapid and slower transition from upright
10 seated inversion at different rotalionaltimes
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AUST RACT

The purpose of this study was to determinc and compare the changes in
neuromuscular and cardiovascular responses with rapid and slower transitions from
upright to inverted seated positions. Twcnty-two subjects performed concurrent unilateral
biceps and quadriceps maximal voluntary contractions (MVCs) in the upright position,
and when inverted within I sand 3s. Ten of the 22 subjects also performed individual
biccps and quadriceps MVCs in all three positions. Ma.ximal force of biceps and
quadriceps: muscle activation ofbiccps. triceps. quadriceps and hamstrings; and heart
rate (HR). systolic blood pressure (SBP) and diastolic blood pressure (OBP) were
measured. Whether the biceps or quadriceps was contracted concurrently or individually.
significant (p < 0.05) decreases in MVC fo rce were found when inverted within Is and 3s
rotations compared 10 the upright position. Similarly, biceps and quad riceps EMG
activity with either concurrent or individual contractions significantly (p < 0.05)
decreased when invcrted within Is and 3s rotations compared 10 the upright position.
Quadriceps MVC demonstrated significant (p < 0.05) increase from the first second 10 3os time period. Triceps and hamstrings EMG activity significantly (1' < 0.05) decreased
when inverted within 1s rotation compared to the upright position. HR. SB P. and OBP
demonstrated significant (p < 0.001) decreases when inverted within Is and 3s rotations
compared

10

the upright position. [n conclusion, similar to the slow and deliberate

rotation of previous inversion studies. rapid and slower transitions from an upright to
inverted seated positions also [cad to neuromuscular impairments and decreases in HR
and BP.
Key words: tilt. force. EMG. heart rate. blood pressure
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INTRO DUCTION

In day-to-day life. humans hardly perform any activities in which the body is
invened. To date, only two studies (Hearn et al. 2009 and Paddock and l3ehm 2009) have
examined the level of muscle activation. force output, and changes in cardiovascular
functioning during complete seated inversion compared to lin upright body posture. Both
studies demonstrated decreases in force production.

mu~cle

activation. hcan rate, lind

blood pressure. In addition, two studies (Nellry et al. 2011a, 2011b) also demonstrated a
significant decrease in heart rate and cardiac output with inverted position as compared to
upright position. They also fou nd a tendency for quadriceps maximlll voluntary
contraction (MVC) to decrease in inverted position but no significllnt difference
found for

bieep~

All the

WlIS

MVC between upright and inverted positions.

~tudies

related to inverted seated posture (Hearn et al. 2009; Paddock and

Behm 2009; Neary et al. 2011a. 2011b) have suggested inversion-induced inhibition of
sympalhetie

nervou~

system activity liS a rationale for decrease in neuromuscular and

cardiovascular responses. A number of tilt studies have also supported this rationale. The
most similar protocols to the inversion studies utili zed head-down body tilt. Acute headdown body tilt inhibits sympathetic activity (Bosone et al. 2004; Cooke and Dowlyn
2000; Cooke et al. 2004 : Fu et al. 2000). which is associated with decreased heart rate
(Schneider and Chandler 1973). blood pressure (Bosone ct al. 2004), total peripheral
resistance (Goodman and LeSage 2002). and muscle blood flow (Thomas and Segal
2004). Other factors thllt could contribute to the decline in the muscle force output du ring
inversion include lin inereasc in hydrostatic pressure (Ranatunga and Geeves 1991). an
increase in central venous presslIfc (CVP) (Charkoudian et al. 2004), and altered
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functioning of the respiratory system (Henderson et al. 2006). Hence, it can be inferred
that while an individual is inverted neuromuscular and cardiovascular systems may not
function normally. In contrast to the above-mentioned studies. there arc also head-down
tilt studies. which suggest an increase in heart ra te (Yao et al. 1999: Butler et al. 1991:
Raffai et al. 2009) and arterial blood pressure (Wilkins et al. 1950). Furthermo re, Hobbs
and McCloskey (1987) found an increase in clectromyographic (EMG) activity of soleus
and medial gastrocnemius as the contracting muscles were raised above the heart level.
It is known that when an individual encounters a vulnerable situation, the
activation of the sympathetic nervous system prepares the individual to cope via flight or
fight reactions. Stimulation of the sympathetic system results in increased heart rate and
blood pressure (Guyton and Hall 2006). Since the previously published seated inversion
and head-tilt studies were conducted with slow rotation speeds. it is not known whether
the typical inversion-induced responses (i.e. impaired force. decreased heart rate and
blood pressure) found in these studies would be offset during a rapid rate of inversion by
possible stimulation of the sympathetic system.
Accordingly, it is imporlant to know the alterations in human body systems due 10
encounter of in vcrsion-induced situations. To our knowledge no research has been
published examining the changes in neuromuscular and cardiovascular systems and their
related responses during rapid and slower invcrsion of human body posture. The purpose
of the study was to dcterminc the rapidity of changes in force output, muscle activation
and cardiovascular functioning due to seated inversion at differcnt rotation times. It was
hypothesizcd that inversion of the body position within 1-3 seconds would initially
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increase force production, muscle activation, heart rate and blood pressure subsequently
followed by reductions over 3-6 seconds
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l\lETHODOLOGY

I.

Subjec t.~

Twenty-two (24.2 2: 7. 1 yrs., 76.5 2: 19.9 kg. 167.5

± 10.6 cm) healthy and

physicall y active subjects from Memorial University of Newfoundland volunteered for
the study. All twenty-two subjects did simultaneous unilateral biceps and qU lldriceps
contractioll. Tcn of thc twcnty-two subjccts also perfornlcd unilateral biceps and
quadriceps contraction both indi vidually and concurrentl y. This was done to compare the
effects of rapid and slower inversion rates on both uni lateral concurrent and individual
contractions. No participant had previous history of any hypertensive or cerebral related
cond ition or scrious injury. All subjcets were verbally infoffiled oflhe procedure of sludy
and read and signed a consent form and Physical Activity Re adiness Questionnaire
(Healt h Canada. Canadian Socicty for Exercise Physiology 2004) prior 10 participation
Thc study was approved by Memorial University of Newfoundland Human Investigation
Committee

2.

[x peri mental

Design

2.11'rotoco1
Subjects we re instructed to not cat food for at least 2 h prior to testing and to not
smoke. drink alco hol. or exercise at least 6 h prior to testing (Health Canada, Canadian
Society for Exercisc Physiology 2004). An initial orien tation session was given to all
subjects to allow them to become familiar with the protocol under both upright and
inverted seated position. Prior to tes ting, subjects performed a 5 min wann up on a cycle
ergometer set at an intensity of 1 kp and 70 rpm. All subjects we re tested in both upri ght

and inverted scated positions. Among the twenty-two subjects. twelve subjccts pcrfonned
only concurrent unilateral contractions of biceps and quadriceps in upright and inverted
positions within Is and Js rotations. Tcn other subjccts perfonncd unilateral biccps and
quadriceps contractions. concurrently and individually in upright and inverted positions
within Is and Js rotations. The conditions (upright. inverted within Is. and invcrted
within Js rotations) were randomly allocated during the experiment.
All subjects were rotated from a seated upright to a seated inverted position by the
primary investigator within Is and 3s viaa manual wheel attached to one side of the
rotational chair. During data collection (experimental trials). a research assistant timed
the manual ro tation and any rotations that deviated by more than 0.3 seconds were not
included in the data analysis.
Changes in neuromuscular activation were tested for a period of 6s for each trial.
All participants were tested for right clbow flexors and right knee extensors force and
activation in both upright and inverted positions. During uprigh t and inverted positions
within Is and 3s rotations. all subjects performed 2 isometric MVCsof6s duration for
each condition.
The subjects started the muscle contraction at the initiation of inversion rotation
lor both Is and 3s. The time whe n all subjects initiated muscle contraction for both
upright and inverted sealed rotations is defined as time zero. To prevent the discomfort
related to an increase in pressure around head and eyes during seated inversion. a 3 min
rest period was provided to every subject between each voluntary contraction. The 3 min
rest period allowed the cardiovascular system to adjust
pressure (BP) and heart rate (HR) to return

(0
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(0

the uprigbt posture and blood

baseline in < 1 min (information obtained

from pilot studies). Both upright and inverted positions were tested in the same
experimental session. In the present study. rotation in Is was considered rapid and
rotation in Js was described as slow in comparison to Is rotation. For the purpose of
analysis. the MVC force and EMG activity n:eordcd overa period of6s was divided into
three phases - the first second. the first three seconds. and J·6s. The first second provided
infonnation regarding the effect of rapid rotation. the second phase (0·3 seconds)
provided infonnation regarding the effect of slower rotalion. whereas the third phase (3·
6s) provided information regarding the effect of inversion on the dependent variables.
Consequently. the significant changes were detennined by comparing these three phases
for upright position. lind inverted within Is lind 3s rotations.

2.2 Apparatus
The subjects sat in II specially constructed rotational chair (Technical Services·
Memorial University of Newfoundland) capable of being rotated over a 360' range. AU
subjects were rotated from lin upright to an inverted position within Isand Js via a
manual whL"t:1 attached to one side of the rotational chair. Subjects sat in an upright
position with hips. knees and elbows flexed at 90' with foreanns supinated and resting on
padded support. The Velcro straps were secured to the upper anns at biceps (mid·belly)
The upper torso rested against the backrest and was secured via straps around the waist.
shoulder. tlnd groin. Both legs were secured using a padded tlttachment placed over the
thighs. The non-contracting leg and foreann were also placed in a strap so thai it would
not dangle while inverted. The right wrist and the right ankle were inserted into the
padded straps attached 10 a Whetl\slone bridge configuration strain gauge (Omega
Engineering Inc., Don Mil!s. Onl.) to metlsure the force output during the isometric

elbow !lex ion and knee extension MVCs. During data analysis, the mass of the resting
arm was subtracted from the force output readings of the inverted MVC since in the
upright position the elbow tlexors had to overcome the mass of the arm associated with
the pull of gravity, The mass of the n:sting arm in the inverted position was measured by
inverting the subject 180' with arm hanging in a padded strap attached to a Wheatstone
bridge configuration strain gauge (Omega Engineering Inc., Don Mitls, ant.). The mean
mass of the arm when hanging inverted was 39.26 N ± 17.32. All forces de((:cted by the
strain gauge were amplified (Biopae Systems Inc. DA 100 and analog to digital (AI D)
converter MPIOOWSW; Holliston, MA) and monitored on computer (Dell Inspiron 6000,
SI. John's, Newfoundland) at a sampl ing rate of 2000 Hz. Data was analog to digitally
converted lind was stored on a computer for further analysis on a commercially designed
software program (Acqknowlegde 4.1 . Biopac Systems Inc .. Holliston, MA).

3. Dependent Variables
3.1 MVC Force

For all subjects, MVC trials were recorded fo r upright as well as Is and 3s
rotations to an inverted position. During testing, subjects contracted biceps and
quadriceps concurrently or individually at least twice in each position. Each contraction
lasted 6s. A six-second MVC duration was chosen since from previous expcriem:e from
this laboratory (Button and Behm 2008); this duration was the maximum that could be
endured without eliciting a fatigue response (decrease in force). If more than 5%
difference was found between the first two MVCs, a third trial was performed. Threeminute rest periods were allocated between each MVC to diminish the effects of fatigue

To collect MVC data for biceps and quadriceps the padded velcro straps holding right
wrist and right ankle were attached to a Wheatstone bridge configuration strain gauge
(Omega Engineering Inc .. Don Mills, Onl.). When performing individual contractions,
the non-contracting right forearm and right leg were securcd using different velcro straps
to avoid dangling while inverted. All participants were provided verbal motivation to
push

a~

hard and fast as possible, to promote the maximal response. The highest

difference between the baseline value and the greatest force amplitude was considered as
peak force
),2

Electromyography

Muscle activation of the right knee extensors and right elbow Ilexors were
recorded during concurrent and individual voluntary contractions. Thorough skin
preparation for all electrodes included shaving of hair. removal of dead epithelial cells
with an abrasive sand paper around the designated areas followed by cleansing with an
isopropyl alcohol swab. Four pairs of surface EMG recording electrodes (Kendall Meditrace 100 series. Chikopee. Mass) were placed approximately 2 cm apart ovcr the
midbelly of the vastus lateralis, semitendinosis, mid-portion of biceps brachii (in
alignment with the muscle fibers), and triceps with ground electrode placed on the fibular
head. The electrodes were wrapped to ensure no movement during inversion. EMG
activity was sampled at 2000 I-Iz, with a B13ckm3n 61 dB band-pass tilter between 10 and
500 Hz, amplified (Biopac Systems MEC 100 amplifier, Santa Barbara, Calif; input
impedance '" 2M. common mode rejection ratio > 100 dB (50/60 Hz); noise >5 UV). and
analog

10

digitally converted (Biopac MP150) to be stored on a personal computer for

further analysis (Dell Inspiron (000). EMG data was integrated (rectified), averaged over

3 samples. and th(: root m(:an square (RMS) of the signal calculated using the software
(AeqKnowledge 4.1. Biopac Systems [nc .. llolliston. MA). From this transformation the
rectified RMS mean amplitude of the signal was calculated by the software over the three
segments. EMG was analyzed over I s during the first phase. over 3s (0-3s) for the second
phase and over 3s (3-6s) for the third phase. Co-contraction ratios were detennined by
dividing the antagonist (hamstrings and triceps) into the agonist (quadriceps and biceps)
rectified RMS mean amplitude values.

4. Hcar l ra le a nd blood pressure
Prior to testing, heart rate and blood pressure were monitored in the upright seated
position and immediately after subjects were inverted within 1s and 3s rotations. /·kart
rate was monitored with a Polar Al monitor (Woodbury, N.Y.), Blood pressure was
measured with a battery operated A+ Med 7-62 pressure cuff (AMG Medical Inc ..
Montreal. Que.).

5. Statistica l a nalys is
Two-way analysis of variance (ANOYA). Ox3) with repeated measures was
conducted on force and EMG variabks. The factors were body position (upright, inverted
within Is. and inverted within 3s). and time periods (first sec. 0-3s. and 3·6s). HR and OP
data was analyzed with a 2 way ANOYA

0 ..

2) with factors being body position and

time (upright and completion of inversion). Data was analyzed using SPSS (SPSS for MS
Windows. version 17.0. Polar Engin(:cring and Consulting), Differences were considered
significant when p values were below an alpha level of 0.05. A post hoc Bonferonni-

Dunn's procedure test was also utilized to determine the values of pair-wise comparisons
Jnd to detect thc location of significJnt differences between upright Jnd inverted
positions. Data was reported as mean ± SD
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RESU LTS
I. Fo rce

When both biceps and quadriceps were contracted concurrently (n "" 22). the
average biccps MVC force significantly (F(2 .189) "" 15.01.p < 0.05) decreased by
35.4% when inverted within Is and 15.9 % within 3s as compared to the upright position
(Fig. I). Compared to the upright position, the avcmge quadriceps MVC force was
significantly (F(2.189) "" 31.S9,p < 0.05) lowered by 37 .2% whcn inverted within Is and
12.1% within 3s (Fig.2). Additionally. biceps and quadriceps MVC significantly (p <
0.05) in(;feased 30.1% and 39.8% respectively when inverted withi n a 3s rotation
compared to inverted within a Is.
When only the biceps was contracted (n "" 10); the average biceps MVC fo rce was
significantly (F(2. 81) "" 5.03.p < 0.05) lower by 21.1% and 18.9 % when inverted
within Is and 3s respectively as compared to the upright position (Fig.3). During
quadriceps only contraction. MVC force significantly (F(2 . 81) "" 4.29, P < 0.05)
decreased by 19.2% and 19.6% when inverted within Is and 3s respectively as compared
to the upright position (Fig A ).
Based on the analysis or the main effect of time when both hiceps and quadriceps
arc eontmcted simultancously (n "" 22). the average quadriceps MVC force significantly
(F(2. 189) '" 4.25,1' < 0,05) increased 16.9% from the firs! second 10 ]·6s time period.

and demonstrated a tendency (F(2.189)

=

4.25.1'= 0.06) for a 14.7% increase from tirst

second to the tirst three seconds time period (Fig. 1 J). Biceps MVC force demonstrated
no significlUlt m[lin cffcct. No significant results were found with individual biceps and
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quadriceps MVC contractions. Additionally. table I demonstrates average (n

=

22)

changes in the upper and lower limb MVC force values ovcr thc time period of the fi rst
second. 0-35. and 3-6s for thc upright position. invened within Is. and invened withi n 3s
ofrOfations.

Z. Electrom yography (EMG)
DUring simultaneous contraction of unilateral biccps and quadriceps (n = 22). the
average biceps EMG activity demonstrated significant (F (2. 189) = 7_63.p < 0.05)
decrease of 40.9% and 39.5% when inverted within Is and 3s respectively as compared to
the upright position (Fig.5). The average triceps EMG ac tivity significantly (F(2. 189) =
3.80. p < 0.05) decreased by 43.9% when inverted within Is compared to the upright

position (Fig.6). The average quadriceps £MG activity significantl y (F (2. 189) = 11.67.
1' < 0.05) dcereased by 50.1% and 27.3% whcn inverted within Is and 3s respectively as

compared to the upright position (Fig.7). The average hamstrings EMG activity was
significantly (F(2.IS9)

=

6.23.1' < 0.05) lowered by 44.1% when inverted within Is

compared to the upright position (Fig.S)
During individual biceps contraction (n = 10). the average biceps EMG activity
was significantly (F(2. SI) = 3.51.1' < 0.05) decreased by 21.7% when inverted within
Is and 35.9% lower when inverted within 3s compared to the upright position (Fig.9).
When quadriceps was contracted individually. the average quadriceps EMG significantly
(F(2. 81) '" 6.91.1' < 0.05) lowered by 39.1% and 40.2% when inverted within Is and 3s

respectively as compared to the upright position (Fig. 10).

No significant results WCrt: found for triceps to biceps and hamstrings to
quadriceps co-contraction ratios for force and time when both hiceps and quadriceps were
contracted concurrently as well as individually. The average (n '" 22) changes in the
upper and lower limb EMG values over the time period of the first second. 0-35, and 3-6s
for the upright position. inverted within Is. and inverted within 3s of rotations arc
illustrated in table 2.

3. Heart Rale and Blood Pressure
Heart rate significantly (F(2. 63) '" 26.21, P < 0.001) dec reased 16.8% and 21.1%
when inverted within Is and 3s respectively as compared 10 the upright position (Fig.l2)
Similarly. average (n '" 22) systolic blood pressure significantly (F(2 , 63) = 29.36. p <
0.001) decreased by 10.8% whcn inverted within Is and 12.4 % within 3s as compared to
thc upright position (Fig.lJ). Average (n = 22) diastolic blood pressure also significantly
(F (2.63) = 29.32, p < 0.001) decreased by 14.1 % and 17.1 % when inverted within Is

and 3s respectively as compared to the up right position (Fig.14).
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DISCUSS ION

This study investigated changes in neuromuscular and cardiovascular functioning
with rapid and slower rotations from seated upright to seated inversion. Whether biceps
and quadriceps were contracted concurrently or individually, MVC force and EMG
decreased significantly when inverted within 1sand 3s compared to upright position. In
addition. both biceps and quadriceps MVC increased significantly when inverted within
3s compared to Is during concurrent contraction. Quadriceps MVC force subsequently
increased from the first second to 3-6s time periods, but demonstrated a tendency for an
increase from the first second to 0-3s time periods. No significant changes were found for
elbow flexo r MVC force for main effect for timc. Triceps and hamstrings EMG activity
significantly decreased when inverted within 1s as compared to upright position. Heart
rate, systolic blood pressure. and diastolic blood pressure demons trated significant
decreases when inverted within Is and 3s compared to upright position.
Neuromuscular impairments may be attributed to both (;entral and peripheral
fac tors with rapid and slower transitions from upright to inverted seated positions. When
inverted within Is and 3s both biceps and quadriceps MVC and EMG activity decreased
suggesting the involvement of central mechanisms. The major possible central factors
include inversion-induced increase in hydrostatic pressure (Parazynski et al . 1991) and
dccreased baroreflex a(;livity (Charkoudian ct al. 2004) due 10 elevated cerebral blood
Ilow or intracranial pressure. However. the mechanisms underlying changes in force and
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EMG during rapid nnd slower transitions to sented inversion arc unknown. Further
research is needed to determine these mechanisms.

It

\\ ,\ S

hypothesized that rapid and slower transition to seated inversion would

initially increase neuromuscular and cardiovascular responses followed by a drop-off.
However. the results of this sllldy demonstrated significant decreases in neuromuscular as
well as cardiovascular responses suggesting rapid inversion-induced inhibition of
sympathetic nervous system activity. Hearn et a1. (2009). Paddock and Behm (2009), and
Neary et a1. (20110. 20 11 b) exhibited simi lar responses with slow deliberate transitions 10
sented inversion compared to upright posture and proposed an inhibition of sympathetic
nervous system activity. The significant decrease in heart rate and blood pressure
(Bosone et a1. 2004) and total peripheral resistance (Goodman and Lesage 2(02) with
hend-down body tilt position abo suggests a possible sympathetic system inhibition
Moreover. the adverse effects of sympathetic nervous system inhibition on musele blood
!low (Thomas and Segal 2004) and muscle force contractility (Martini and Nath 2008)
might be related to a decrease in MVC force output and EMG flctivity with rapid
movements at different rotational times from an upright to an inverted position. A decline
in blood volume (Cerretelli et a1. 1977) ofuppcr and 10\\'er extremity working muscles.
resulting in reduced oxygen and nutrient supply, may also be considered as a factor
contributing to the lower force outpul and EMG activity with rapid and slowcr transitions
10

seated inversion.
lmpaimlent of respiratory system functioning with head-down tilt (Henderson et

a1. 2006) might also contribute to inversion-induccd neuromuscular deficit. Oxygen is
necessary for the proper functioning orthe skeletal muscles (Hepple et al. 2002). Head-
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down tilt interferes with adequate gaseous exchange (Prisk et al. 2002). decreases
pulmonary vcntilation ami lung capacity (Lu cI al. 20(0). and incrcases airllow
impedance by decreasing lung compliance (Donina et al. 2009). Muscle hypoxia should
have a greater detrimental effect upon prolonged muscle contractions. which have a
greater reliance upon oxygen utilization. An altered oxygen supply 10 the commcting
muscle during head-down tilt has been reported 10 alter muscle force output due 10
impaired ex,itation-comraction coupling (Aleksandrova et al. 2005). However. the very
mpid response in the present study would suggest that the respiratory mechanisms would
not have played a substantive role in neuromuscular impainnents as the adverse effect on
oxygen supply would in all probability need duration of greater than 3-6 seconds.
Secondly. a brief MVC would nO! be as affccted by a hypoxic environmem as more
prolonged contmctions.
In commst to the stud y of Hearn et al. (2009) and Paddock and Behm (2009), no
changes were observed in upper extremity co-contraction (triceps to biccps) and lower
extremity co-contraction (hamstrings 10 quadrice ps) when biceps and quadriceps were
contracted concurrently. Similar results were found with indi vidual biceps and quadriceps
contractions. Hencc. the inversion-induced decrcases in force could not be attributed to
,hanges in motor control or inter-muscular co-ordination.
Qundriceps MVC force changed over different time periods (O-Is. 0-3s, and 3-6s)
was indcpendent of the condition (upright. inverted within Is. and inverted within 3s).
The force generated over a period of6s reached its maximum value after three seconds.
Button and Behm (2008) used 4s MVC to ensure maximum force was achieved. Hcarn et
al. (2009) and Paddock and Behm (2009) dcmonstrated significant impairments in
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neuromuscular responses using 4s MVCs in upright and inverted seated positions. Thus.
it can be concluded that MVC forces need approximatciy 3 10 less than 65 to reach
maximum whether the individual is upright or in the process of being inverted.
The m<lin limitation of the present study was that the subjects were manually
inverted within Is and 3s rotations via a detachable wheel attached to the rotational chair
Rotating manually with the help ofa stopwatch to maintain Is and 3s rotations made it
difficult to attain exact rotation times for all the subjects. The variability in times was
recorded for subjects when inverted within Is and 3s rotations. The mean rotation times
were 1.14s ± 0.07 when inverted within Is and 3.l3s ± 0.04 when inverted within 3s
rotations. To overcome this limitation. future inversion-related research should usc a
motorized rotational chair. Additionally. the contraction of the biceps and quadriceps
concurrently and unilaterally could lead to a disruptive torque to the trunk. However. the
subjects were securely strapped into the chair so this possibility was minimal. There was
,,]so the possibility of a similar bilateral deficit mechanism whcreby the contraction of the
same two muscles bilaterally results in decreased force compared to the contraction of the
two muscles individually. Since. no significant diffcrcnces wcrc found when upright_
inverted within Is. and invcrted within Js concum::n! unilateral biceps and quadriceps
contractions were respectively compared with upright, inverted within Is. and inverted
within Js individual biceps and quadriceps contractions it was not considered a maj or
limiting factor in the present study.
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CONC LLSION
\Vith rapid and slower transitions from upright to seated inversion. the hiceps and
quadriccps MVC force. EMG activity. hcart rate. and blood pressure decreased for
concurrent biceps and quadriccps contraction, as wcll as individual biceps and quadriceps
contraction compared to the upright position. This inhibition of neuromuscular and
cardiovascular measures occurred within approximately Is of rotation to inversion. These
rcsults were in contradiction to the proposed hypothesis, which was based upon the
activation orthe !light or tight response of the sympathetic ncrvous system. Thc incrcasc
in sympathetic activity typicaUy increases the heart rate and blood pressure, resulting in
possible increased hlood flow to the working muscles and the required force output.
However, the expected increase in sympathctic nervous system activity seemed to be
inhibited with rapid (I s) and slower (3s) transitions from upright to seated inversion.
Another contributing factor could have been related to increased hyd rostatic pressurc
The aforementioned mechanism could immediately impact ncuromuscular and
cardiovascular responses when individuals are forced into inverted positions such as
overturned helicopters or motor vehicle accidents. Further research is recommended 10
determine thc effectiveness of these mechanisms and their practical implications
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TABLES
Interactions
with
Conc urrent
Contractions
Biceps MVC

I" sec

251.3263 ± 101.28*

152 .6702 ± 62,87+

202.68 [9

Force (N)

0-3s

261.9656 ± 112.56 +

160.3608 ± 71.89+

215.6326 ± 100.03

3-6s

258.0059

± 119.06·

156.1803 ± 72.88·

217.5324

Quadriceps
MVC

I"sec

467.3115 ± 161.65*

285.3885 ± 101.23·

400.8303

0-3s

527.8818 ± 170.38 +

330.9764 ± 11 8.39+

3-6s

530.7031 ± 141.23+

342.6585

Force(N)

Upright

Inverted in Is

± 1[7.41+

Inverted in 3s

± 83.06+
±97.49
± [35.30

464.7685 ± 153.76 +
474.9801

± 139.47+

Tab le 1. fhe interaction of time and condition fo r the changes in the uppe r and lower limb
average (n = 22) MVC force (N) values over the time periods of the first second. 0-3s. and
3-6s in the upright position, inverted within Is and inverted within 3s rotations when
biceps and quadriceps contracted together. Asterisk (t) sign denotes significant
differences between upright and inverted within Is and 3s rotations ovcr the time periods
of the first second, 0-3s, and 3-6s.
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BicepsEMG

1" sec

1.3721 ! 1.06

0.7724 + 0.54·

0.9005 ± 0.62

(mv)

0-3s

1.4174 ± 1.19

0.9438 ± 0.66

1.0899 ± 0.83

3-65

1.6852 ± 1.49·

0.890 1 ± 0.64

1.1613 ± 0.96

Tricl!ps
EMG

III sec

0.1330 ± 0.09

0.0707 ± 00.05

0.1695 ± 0.04

0-3s

0.1572 ± 0. 11

0.0908 ± 0.06

0.1182±0.07

(mv)

3-65

0.1752 ± 0.12

0.1000±O.07

0,1358 ± 0.Q9

Quadriceps

l" sec

0.5987 ± 0.51

0.2546 ± 0.21·

0.3736 ± 0.29

0-3s

0.6561 ± 0.49·

0.3268 ± 0.25

0.4389 ± 0.3 1

EMG
(mv)
Hamstrings
EMG
(mv)

3-65

0.5700 ± 0.42

0.3271 ± 0.28

0.5\30 ± 0.37

I" sec

0.0539 ± 00,05

0.0281 ± 0.D2

0.0370 ± 0.03

0-3s

0.0603

± 00.05

0.0319 ± 0.03

0.0538 ± 0.05

3-6s

0.0614 ± 0.04

0,0399 ± 0.04

0.0411 ± 0.04

T 3ble 2. The interaction oftimc and condition for the changes in the upper and lower limb
avcrage (n = 22) EMG (mv) values over the time periods of the first second, 0-3s. and 3-6s
in the upright position. inverted within Is and inverted within 3s rotations when biceps
and quadriceps contracted together. Asterisk (.) sign denotes significant differences
bem'cen upright and invertcd within Is and 35 rotations over the time periods of the first
second. 0-35. and 3-6s

Main Effect for Condition
with Concurrent
Contractions
Bicep~ MVC (N)

Upright

Inverted in Is

Inverted in 3s

252.134 ± 134.49·

162.901 ± 62.94·

211.949 ± 92.93·

Bi(;cps EMG (mv)

1.4916 + 1.24·

0.87&6 ± 0.60·

1.0506 ± 0.81·

Tricep~

0.1551 ± O.IO ·

0.08716 ± 0.06*

0.1412 ± 0.08

508.632 ± 158.53*

319.674 ± Il3.63·

446.859 ± 114.67·

EMG (mv)

Quadriceps MVC (N)
Quadriceps EMG (mv)

0.6083 ± 0.47·

0.3028 ± 0.25·

0.4418 ± 0.33·

Hamstrings EMG (mv)

0.0585 ± 0.049·

0.0333 ± 0.03*

0.04497 ± 0.04

Tab[e J. The main effect for condition for the changes in the upper and [ower limb
average (n = 22) MVC force (N) and EMG (mv) values in the upright position, inverted
within Is and inverted within 3s rotations when biceps and quadriceps arc contracted
together. Asterisk (.) sign denotes significant differences between upright and inverted
within [s and 3s rotations

Main Effect for Time
Coneurrenrl
Contractions
Bicep~ MVC (N)

First second

0-3s

3-6s

200.88 ± 91.57

213.58 ± 102.59

212.50 ± 103.42

Biceps EMG (mv)

1.0249 ± 0.80

1.1503 ± 0.93

1.2455 ± 0.99

Triceps EMG (mv)

0.1244 ± 0.10

0.1220 ± 0.09

0.1370 ± 0.09

Quadriceps MVC (N)

384.51 ± 152 .98·

441.20 ± 168.49

449.44 ± 153.29*

Quadriceps EMG

0.4901 ± 0.38

0.4739 ± 0.39

0.4700 ± 0.37

0.0396 ± 0.02

0.0487 ± 0.03

0.0485 ± 0.03

(mv)
Ham~trings

EMG

(mv)

TlI blc 4. The main effcct for time for the chllngcs in the upper and lower limb average (n
= 22) MVC force (N) and EMG (mv) values for the time periods of the first second. 0-3s.

and 3-6s when biceps and quadriceps contracted together. Asterisk (.) sign denotes
significant differences for the time periods of the first second and 3-6s.
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MainE/Teet for
Condition with
Individual
Contr:Lctions
Biceps MVC (N)

Upright

Invertcd in Is

Inverted in 3s

318.675 ± 94.39 ·

251.3507 ± 78.23-

258.2243 ± 89.988 -

Biceps EMG (mv)

1.5719 ± 0.98-

1.2303 ± 0.8365 ·

1.007 ± 0.59-

TricepsEMG(mv)

0.1592 ± 0.0760

0.137 1 ± 0.3230

0.1462 ± 0.0906

Quadriceps MVC (N)

551.8389 ± 174.15·

446.0418 ± 157.69'

443.750 ± 150.26-

QlIadriccpsEMG

1.0002 ± 0.60-

0.6092 ± 0.40-

0.5984 ± 0.37

0.0870 ± 0.1206

0.0681 ± 0.0381

0.0596 ± 0.0464

(mv)
HamstringsEMG
(mv)

Ta ble 5. The changes in the uppe r and lower limb average (n "' 10) MVC force (N)and
EMG (mv) values in the up right position. inverted within Is and inverted within 3s
rotations whe n biceps and quad riceps contracted individually. Asterisk (*) sign denotes
significant differences between uprigh t and inverted within Is and 3s rotations

Main Effect for
Condition
HR

Upright

Inverted in Is

Inverted in3s

± 9.50-

68.5455 ± 8. 1?-

65.0455 ± 7.45'

SBP

130.1818 ± 8.06"

116.0909 ± 8.23-

113.9545 ± 6.48'

DBP

78.6364 ± 7.39"

67.5455 ± 6.33-

65.1818 ± 4.64 -

82.0491

T a ble 6. The main effect for condition with average (n '" 22) values for the changes in
heart rate (HR). systolic blood pressure (SBP). and dias tolic blood pressure (OBP) in the
upright position. inverted within 1s and inverted with 3s rotations. Asterisk (- ) sign
denotes significant diffcrences betwcen upright and inverted withi n Is and 3s rotations.
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FIGURES
1. Main effects for Condition: Forte

Biceps MVC
'00
350

Fig. I. The average (n " 22) biceps MVC force (N) in the upright and inverted within Is
and 3s rotations when biceps and quadriceps contracted together. Columns represent
average values of the force and bars represent standard deviations (± SD). Asterisk (t)
sign denotes significant differences between upright and inverted within Is and 3s
ro tations.

Quadriceps MVC

600

Fig.2. The average (11 eo 22) quadriceps MVC force (N) in the up right and inverted within
Is and 35 rotations when biceps and quadriceps contracted together. Columns represent
average values of the fo rce and bars represent standard deviations (± SD). Asterisk ( t )
sign denotes significant differences between up right and inverted within Is and 3s

6S

Biceps MVC

300

250

so

Fig.3. nlC average (n "" J 0) biceps MVC force (N) in the upright and inverted within Is
and 3s rotations when biceps contracted individuaHy. Columns represent average values
ufthe force and bars represent standard deviations (± SD). Asterisk (*) sign denotes
significant differences between upright and inverted within Is and 3s rotations.

Quadriceps MVC

;: I
I
600
500

I

'00
300 ,
200
100

I

a

r igA. The average (n = 10) quadriceps MVC force (N) in the upright and inverted within
Is and 3s rotations when quadriceps contracted individually. Columns represent average
values of the force and bars represent standard deviations (± SO). Asterisk ( ' ) sign
denotes significant differences between upright and inverted within [s and Js rotations.
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2. l\lain effects for condition: Electromyography (EMG)

Biceps EMG

Fig.5. The avcrage (n = 22) biceps EMG activity (mv) during the MVC of the biceps
whcn biceps and quadriceps contracted togethe r in upright and inverted within Is and 3s
rotations. Columns represent average values of the EMG and bars represent standard
dcviations (± SO). Asterisk (+) sign dcnotcs significant diffcrences betv,·een upright and
inverted within Is <lnd 3s rotations.

Triceps EMG

0.05

Fig.6. The <lverage (n = 22) triceps EMG <lctivity (mv) during the MVC of the biceps
when biceps and quadriceps contracted together in upright and inverted within Is and Js
rotations. Columns represent average values of the EMG and bars represent standard
deviations (± SO). Astcrisk (+) sign dcnotes significant differences between upright and
inverted within I s rotations.
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Quadriceps EMG

Fig.? The average (n = 22) quadriceps EMG activily (mv) during the MVC of the
quadriceps when biceps and quadriceps contracted togethe r in upright and inverted within
1sand 35 rotations. Columns represent average vtllues or the EMG and bars represent
standard deviations (± SO). Asterisk (t) sign denotes significant differences between
uprigh t and inverted within I sand 3s rotations.

Hamstrings EMG
0.12

I

Fig.B. The average (n = 22) hamstrings EMG activity (mv) during the MVC of the
quadriceps when biceps and quadriceps contracted together in upright and inverted within
Is and Js rotations. Columns rt:prescnt average values of the EMG and bars represent
standard deviations ( ±: SO). Asterisk C+) sign denotes significant differences between
uprightund inverted within Is rotations
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Biceps EMG

2'

F'ig.9. The average (n = 10) biceps EMG activity (mv) during the MVC oftht: biceps
when biceps contracted individually in upright and inverted within Is and 35 rotations.
Columns represe nt average values of the EMG and bars represent standard deviations (±
SO). Asterisk (.) sign denotes significant differences between upright and inverted within
Isand3srotations.

Quadriceps EMG

O.
0.2

o

F ig. IO. The average (n = 10) quadriceps EMG activity (mv) during the MVC of the
quadriceps when quadriceps contracted individually in upright and inverted within Is and
3s rotations. Columns represent average values of the EMG and bar.;: rep resent standard
deviations (± SO). Asterisk ( . ) sign denotes significant differences between up right and
inverted wilhin Is and 3s rolations
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3. Main dfccis for Time: Force

Fig.11. The average (n "" 22) changes in quadriceps MVC foree (N) in the first sec, 0·3s,
and 3-6s time periods when bil:eps and quadriceps contracted together. Columns
represent average values of the force and bars represent standard deviatio ns (± SO)
Asterisk ( ~ ) sign denotes significant differences between the first second and 3-6s
periods. A tendenl:Y (P "" 0.06) was observed from the first second to 0-3s
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.t. Heart Rate a nd Blood Pressure

Heart Rate

"''' I
90

80

6"'"

'"
30

'"
"
Fig.12. The ave rage (n '" 22) heart rate (beats/min) in the upright and inverted within Is
and 3s rotations. Columns represent average values ofbeatslmin and bars rep resent
standard deviations (± SO). Asterisk (t) sign denotes significant differences between
upright and invcrted within [s and 3s rotations.

Systolic Blood Pressure

""
"''' I
120
""8"
60

Fig. 13. The average (n = 22) systolic blood pressure (mmHg) in the up right and inverted
within Is and 3s ro tations. Columns represent average values of the pressure and bars
represent standard deviations (± SO). Asteri sk (*) sign denotes significant differences
between upright and inverted within I s and 3s rotations

"

Diastolic Blood Pressure
>00

90

"

60

'0
30

Fig. I". The average (n = 22) diastolic blood pn:s~urc (mmHg) in the upright and inverted
within Is and 3s rotations. Columns rcprcst:nt average values of the pressure and bars
represent standard deviations (± S O). Asterisk (.) sign denotes significant differences
between upright and inverted within I sand 3s rotations
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5. Foree Profiles

Fig. 15. Image represents the fo rce proli!e when invcned within Is rotation. The lines
represent three different phases ofana!ysis(O-ls, 0-3s. 3-6s).

~I -

-II

""ig. 16. Image represents the rorce profile when inverted within 3s rotation. The lines
represent three different phases of analysis (O- Is, 0·3s, 3-6s)
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A PP ENDICES

Variability in Rot a tion T imes
Time of inversion in Is

Time of inve rsion in 3s

Subject 1

1.12

3.07

Subject 2

1.23

3.21

Subject 3

1.09

3.14

Subject 4

1.11

3.11

Subjcct 5

1.17

3.17

Subject 6

1.21

3.01

Subject 7

1.08

3.26
3.04

Subject 8

1.19

Subject 9

1.14

3.12

Subject 10

1.02

3.13

Subject II

1.17

3.00

Subject 12

1.00

3.22

Subject 13

1. 24

3.03

Subjcct 14

1.l6

3.19

Subject 15

1.19

3.14

Subjcct 16

1.23

3.17

Subject 17

1.12

3.26

Subject 18

1.27

3.08

Subject 19

1.05

3.20

Subject 20

1.14

3.16

Subject 2 1

1.11

3.21

Subject 22

1.02

3.02

Table I. The variabili ty in rotation times when subjects were inverted wi thin Is and 3s
with concurrent biceps and quadriceps contraction.

Timc of invcrsion in Is

Time of inversion in 3s

Subject I

LIS

3.01

Subject 2

1,09

3.20
3.16

Subject 3

1.21

Subject 4

1.17

3.11

Subject 5

1.23

3.11
3.09

Subject 6

1.07

Subject 7

1.19

3.19

Subject 8

1.02

3.05

Subject 9

1.11

3.16

Subject 10

1.06

3.18

Table 2. The variability in rotation times when
with individual biccp~ contraction.

~ubjects

were inverted within Is and 3s

Time of inversion in [s

Time of inversion in 3s

Subject I

Ll3

3.23

Subject 2

I,ll

3.02

Subject 3

1.24

3.19

Subject 4

1.07

3.14

Subject 5

1.19

3.18

Subject 6

1.15

3.11

Subject 7

1.17

3.00

Subject 8

1.05

3.13

Subject 9

1.22

3.05

Subject 10

1.04

3.17

T able 3. The variability in rotation times when subjects were invcrted within Is and 3s
with individual quadriceps contraction
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Figure: Photo ofrotatiollaJ chair in upright position.
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Figure: Photo of rOlational ehair in inverted position
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ABSTRACT

An invened body posture is not common. During unusual situations (e.g.
overturned helicopters or motor vehicle accidents) when the body is inverted. the
neuromuscular responses can change. In order to manage these situations. it is necessary
to examine changes in muscle force output and activation.
Although the exact mechanisms arc unknown. it is believed that both centra! and
peripheral factors can contribute to changes in muscle force output. Increase in cerebral
blood pooling,

inc rea~

in hydrostatic pressure. and decrease in sympathetic activity

during rapid and slow transitions from upright to inverted seated position are considered
to be the main central factors leading to decrease in inversion-induced muscle force
output. Peripheral factors such as decreased blood flow to the contracting muscle
resulting in decrease perfusion pressure and oxygen deficit within the muscle are most
likely to summate along with central factors inducing neuromuscular impaimlents during
rapid and slov,'er inversion rotations.
There is no evidence examining possible impairments in neuromuscular
functioning with more rapid versus slower inverted rotations as compared to an upright
seated position. Maximal voluntary contraction (MVe) and electromyographic (EMG)
activity were recorded and analyzed in biceps and quadriceps, concurrently and
individually. lor maximal lorce output and activation with upright seated position, and
inverted within Is and 3s rotations. It was anticipated that changes in muscle force and
activation within 1sand 3s inversion rotations would suggest impairments in the
functioning of neuromuscular system. as compared to the upright position. In addition.
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INTRODUCTION
The human body is adapted to work in an upright position. In situations when an
individual is required to manage circumstances where the body is forced into inverted
positions (e.g. completely overturned helicopter or motor vehicle accidents).
physiological responses can change. [t is important to know the neuromuscular and
cardiovascular responses when a person is inve rted from an upright position.
Only two studies have been published which exam ine the elbow flexion (Hearn
ct. al. 2009) and the knee extension (Paddock and Behm 2009) torce and activation
during inverted seated position. Both studies were performed to detennine the changes in
neuromuscular responses between upright and inverted seated positions. The results for
both studies illustrated decreases in neuromuscular performance with an inverted scaled
posture. Also, both studies exhibited significant decreases in heart rate and blood pressure
in the inverted position attributed

to

alterations of sympathetic nervous system

stimulation. [n addition, Neary et al. (20 1I a, 201 1b) demonstrated a tendenc y tor
quadriceps maximal voluntary contraction (MVC) force to decrease in inverted position
but no significant difference was found for biceps brachii MVC between upright and
inverted positions. They also found a significant decrease in heart rate as well as cardiac
output with inverted position as compared to upright position. which v,.ere in accordance
with the results from Hearn et al. (2009) and Paddock and Behm (2009). Hence. it can be
established that an inverted seated posture results in neuromuscular and cardiovascular
system unpmrments
There are a number of physiological mechanisms involved whcn the body
responds to an inverted position. Hydrostatic pressure (pressure exerted by a tluid due to
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the force of gravity)

i~ con~ idered

as one of the major contributing factors related to the

decline in the muscle force output during inversion. Mechanisms to reduce hydrostatic
pressure in the lower body when upright, such as respiratory

mu~cJe

pump (Miller ct ai.

2005). skeletal muscle pump (Delp and Laughlin 1998), and veno-vasoconstriction
(Vissing et ai. 1997) offsct the effect of increased lower body hydrostatic

pres~ure

and

ensure adequate venous return to the heart. Bosone et ai. (2004) demonstrated ten
minutes of 30° head down tilt caused a significant increase in arterial

prcs~ure

at the

(fanial level due to the development of the hydrostatic pressure gradient between the
heart and brain leve ls. It is speculated that the inversion-induced increase in hydrostatic
pressure could have a negative impact on the ability of the brain to function
appropriately. This n:sponse could afTect optimal perfonnance during sport, and
occupational tasks or emergency situations
Furthennore, inhibition of sympathetic activity during head down body tilt
(Bosone ct ai. 2004: Cooke and Dowlyn 2000: Cooke I:t al. 2004: Fu et al. 2000) is
associated with decreased heart rate (Schneider and Chandler 1973), blood pressure
(Bosone et a!. 2004), and total peripheral resistance (Goodman and LeSage 2002). This
inhibition orthe sympathc!ic

nervou~

system adversely affects the peripheral perfusion

(Thomas and Segal 2004). resulting in decreased muscle force output. Head-down tilt
postures also lead to decreased oxygen supply to the working muscle via compensatory
increases in the inspiratory muscle cOlllraction force (Aleksandrova et ai. 2005),
decreased lung compliance (Donina et ai. 2009). impaired gaseous exchange (Prisk et al.
2002). and increased airflow impedance of the respiratory

~ystem

(Donina et al. 2009),

which further adds to the factors causing reduced muscle force output with inverted
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position. However. all inversion studies 10 date have involved slow and delibe rate
transitions from upright 10 inverted positions. In most situations such as overturned
vehicle accidents and ditchcd heliwptcrs. these events will occur rapidly. Duc to thc
rapid transition of the body from an upright to inverted position. there is the possibility
that force output will be augmentcd abruptly due to the activation of the sympathetic
nervous systcm (fight or fligh t phenomenon). However, it is unknown whcthcr the typical
inversion·induced decrements are more predominant than possible sympathetic system

Consequently. it is important to observe the changes in force output, muscle
activation and cardiac functioning when invcrted at diffcrcnt rotationaitimcs comparcd to
an upright seilted position. The following sections will provide a critical and in-depth
evaluation of the physiological responses and undcrlying mechanisms related to inverted
body posture

I. EFFECTS OF INVE RS ION O N NEUROM USCULAR PROPERTI ES
An inverted seated position is nO! a common body posture. Neuromus(;ular
re~ponses

(;hange with an inverted position as compared to an upright position. Hearn et

al. (2009) and Paddock and Behm (2009) demonstrated decreases in force production and
muscle activation. Hearn et al. (2009) found significant decreases in elbow flexor MVC
force. voluntary rate of force development. and biceps electromyographic (EMG) activity
with complete inversion. A similar study by Paddock and Behm (2009) focusing 01110wcr
limb quadriceps muscle activation. showed a significant reduction in maximal voluntary
contraction force, rate of force development. and EMG activity with seated inversion. In
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addition. Ncary et al. (201Iu. 2011h) also found a tendency for quad riceps MVC 10
decrcase in invcrted position but no significant difference was fou nd for biceps MVC
between upright and inverted positions. Hence. it can be inferred that the inverted
position genemlly has a negative impact on an individual"s neuromuscular fu nc tioning.

2. PERFUSION PRESSURE
Inversion-induced muscle performance impediments may be auributcd to a
number of mechanisms. Peripheral perfusion pressure: a graded difference between
artcrial blood pressure and venous pressure (Ganong 2003). is an important factor
affecting muscle force output During activity. regulatio n of blood pressure plays a vital
role in optimizing perfusion to the worki ng muscles and supplying essential nutrients and
oxygen needed for proper functioning. Hobbs and McCloskey (1987) found a decrease in
blood flow ami force production near maximal workloads when an isolated cat so leus
muscle was treated with a reduced mean blood pressure. This suggests that the amount of
workload is associated with the altcrations in the perfusion pressure and force production.
Perfusion pressure in the muscle can increase or decrease depending upon the distance
the muscle is /i·om the heart. Raising the arm above the heart level leads to a decrease in
the perfusion pressure in hand, resulting in lower force production (Fitzpatrick et al.
1996). Sundberg and Kaij ser (1992) found the same effect in lower limbs. They found a
decrease in muscle perfusion followed by a decrease in muscle force when a positive
pressure of 50 mmHg was applied.
All the above-mentioned studies support the changes in neuromuscular responses
demonstrated by Hearn et al. (2009) and Paddock and Behm (2009). These studies
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exhibited decreased elbow flexion (I-Ieam et al. 2009) and knee extension ( Paddock and
Dehm 2009) muscle force when upright se3ted position was compared with inverted
seated posture. Doth the studies attributed inversion-induced reduction in peripheral
perfusion in contracting muscles as a major contributing peripheral factor.

3. HYDROST ATIC PRESSURE

Hydrostatic pressure is defined as a pressure change caused by fluid changes in
the capillary network (Guyton and Hall 2006). A number of studies on animals and
humans have demonstrated a significant effect on working capacity of the muscles due to
alteration in hydrostatic pressure with or without changes in body position. The majo ri ty
of the studies related \0 hydrostatic pressure are conducted on animals. Both rabbit psoas
(Fortune et al. 1994) and rat extensor digitorum longus (Ranatunga and Geeves 1991)
muscles have responded with decreased tetanic force when subjected to high hydrostatic
pressure. Ranatunga and Geeves (1991) also found that the peak tension. the time to peak
and the time to half-relaxation of a twitch contraction increased when the muscle fiber
bundles isolated from the rat extensor digitorum longus of the rat were exposed to
increasing hydrostatic pressures. However. when a maximally calcium activated rabbit
psoas muscle fiber was subjected to high hydrostatic pressure. a 15% decrease in
isometric active tension was repo rted (Geeves and Ranatunga 1987). It was hypothesized
that a lower number of active-cross bridges or decrease in the force per cross-bridge was
responsible for this impaimlent due to an increased pressure. Alternatively, twitch tcnsion
was potentiated with an increase in hydrostatic pressure in response to enhanced release
of calcium ( Vawda et al. 1996). High hydrostatic pressure causes pulsing acetylcholine
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receplor release. decreasing muscle firing frequency (Heinman el at. 1987). and
enzymatic activity of lactate dehydrogenase (Schmid el al. 1979). Therefore, based on
animal research. the increased hydrostatic pressure can have adverse effecls on
neuromuscular performance
In humans, a number of mechanisms work in vh'o in uprighl position to
compensate for the effect of increased hydrostatic pressure and consequent blood pooling
in the lower limbs. These mechanisms. such as respiratory muscle pump (Miller ct al.
2005). skeletal muscle pump (Dclp & Laughlin 1998), and veno-vasoconstriction
(Vissing et a1.1997) ensure adequale venous relurn to the heart. [n addilion,
vasoconstriction triggered by venous distension and a local neural veni-arteriolar
response is important for counteracting increases in capillary hydrostatic pressure during
upright posture or limb dependency (Henriksen 1991). Bosone el al. (2004) found that 10
min of 30° head down li[t caused signiticant increase in arterial pressure at the cranial
leveL dw: to the development of the hydrostatic pressure gradient between the heart and
brain. Furthermore. minimal changes in hydroslatie pressure and perfusion pressure arc
observed in a supine position (Laughlin and Scharge 1999).
In conclusion. previous published studies related to complete seated inversion
(Hearn ct a!. 2009; Paddock and Behrn 2009) illustrated decreases in muscle activation
and force production with an inverted body position. Neither of these studies investigated
hydrostatic pressure directly. but suggested it may be an important central factor leading
to impainnents in neuromuscular system responses.
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4. LOWER BODY NEGATIV E !' RESSURE AND BARO RECEPTOR REFLEXS
A lower body negative pressure (LBNP) is the application of an external negative
pressure below the waist under well-controlled conditions. LBNP is most often used as a
perturbation to the cardiovascular system and has been applied to simulate gravitational
stress (Levine et al. 1991; Savard and Stonehouse 1995: Zhang et a1. 1999). During
upright body posture. vasomotor sympathetic activity plays an essential role in
maintaining arterial pressure via the baroreceptor reflex mechanism (Fu et a1. 2006).
Daroreccptors arc the stretch receptors that are located in the aonic arch and the carotid
sinuses (Fo .... 2006). These receptors playa vital role in maintaining the blood pressure
within limits. With the change in position from lying to standing there is a shift of blood
from the veins in the thorncic cavity to the veins in the lower extremities. This results in
lower blood pressure due to decreases in venous return and cardiac output, which is
counteracted via activation of the baroreceptor retlex (Fox 2006). Thus. it helps in
maintaining homeostasis by playing an imponant role during changes in body posture
I-l ughson et a1. (1993) investigated the effect of cycling exercise in upright and
supine positions. and compared it with -40 mmHg lower body negative pressure in supine
position. The:: baroreceptor retlex was activute::d during supine exercise. as LBN P caused
more pooling of blood in lower extremities as compared \0 upright position. Cooper and
Hainswonh (2001) determined that -40 mmHg LBNP has no effect on cardiac responses.
However. they illustrated a significant increase in vascular resistance response during
LBNI' afong with the increase in the peak gain of the baroreceptor retlex. They also
suggested that an increase in baroretlex gain may help in maintenance of blood pre::ssure
during orthostatic stress.
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Baroreceptor reflex also helps to maintain <ldequatc cerebral perfusion (Ponte and
Purves 1974). The sensitivity of the baroreflex control of sympathetic nerve activity
decreases from upright to tilted position due to an increase in central venous pressure
(CVP) (Clmrkoudian et <II. 20(4). Hearn et al. (2009) and Paddock and Behm (2009) have
illustrated significant decreases in blood pressure. both systolic and diastolic with
complete seated inversion. A subsequent study from the same laboratory reported similar
inversion-induced decreases in mean arterial pressure and cardiac output (Neary et a!.
20 II a, 20 II b). Thus, it can be hypothesized that with the increase in hydrostatic pressure
du ring inversion, CVP may also increase, resulting in reduced sensitivity of the
baroreceptor reflex with inverted body posture. However, no research has been conducted
to determine the role ofbaroreceptors during complete seated inversion: therefore, the
adjustments made by baroreceptors have not been fully clarified.

S. VESTIRULA R SYSTF. :\-l
The vestibular system assists with the control of balance and equilibrium. It
accomplishes this function by assessing head and body movement and position in space,
generating a neural code representing this information. and distributing this code to
appropriate sites located throughout the central nervous system. Vestibular function is
brgely retlex and unconscious in nature (Ganong 2003). The otol ith organs and semicircular (;amlls arc the two main components of the vestibular system associated with
postural adjustments. The semicircular canals respond to rotational movements of the
head. whereas oto lith organs sense linear motion (Ganong 2003).
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Gravity also plays an important role with the vestibulosympathetic reflex. Tanaka
et al. (2006) found that vestibular deficient rats are less able to regulate blood pressure as
compared to gravitational stressed rats with the inner ear intact. Therefore, it can be
proposed that the vestibulosympathctie reflcx is vital to maintain homeostasis during
gravity related changes with inversion. However. further research is necessary to
determine the possible mechanisms andlor adjustments. and the role played by thc
vestibular system during complete inversion.
Ray (2000) found that the vestibulosYillpathctic rcflex, via an incrcasc in
sympathetic outflow. plays an important role in maintaining orthostasis in humans.
During upright standing, vestibulosympathetic reflex assists in regulating blood pressure
changes in humans (Ray and Carter 2003). Kerman et al. (2000) also suggested that the
vestibular system plays a role during postural adjustments by regulating aU/onomic
oUiflow. Thcy illustrated. that based upon the anatomical location and innervation target
ofa particular sympathetic nerve; the vestibular sympathetic reflexes may result in local
blood Oow changes. Though none of these studics werc dircctly related to rapid and slow
scated inversion of thc human body. they would insinuate that changes occur in
neuromuscular performance during downward rotation.

6. SYMP ATH ETI C N ERVOUS SY ST Ei\'1
In order 10 maintain arterial blood pressure, sympathetic nerve activity decreases
blood tlow to the active muscles via vasoconstriction (Fox 2006). However. it has been
notcd that even though the sympathetic neural discharge increases with the increase in
intensity of the activity, the muscle blood flow also incrcascs. indicating a reduced
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responsi\'eness to sympathetic activation (Thomas and Segal 2004). Wallin and Sundia l"
( 1982) reported vasoconstriction in skeletal muscles during a standing upright posture.
During standing. an increase in the sympathetic activity to the vessels is accompanied by
an over-activity of the sympathetic system leading to an exaggerated increase in the heart
rate (Furlan 2001). As the response of muscle nerve sympathetic activity is not directly
swdied in inversion. it is reasonable to expect thc opposite (decreased heart rate) with an
inverted body position
The sympathetic nervous system also influences muscle force contractility.
alertness through stimulution of the reticular activuting system, glycogen utilization. and
muscle tone (Martini and Nath 2008). Additionally, a decrease in heart rate (Schneider
and Chandler 1973). blood pressure (Bosone et al. 2004). and total peripheral resistance
(Goodman and LeSage 2002) are also attributed to inhibition of sympathetic nervous
system acti vity. Significant increase in intracranial pressure and inhibition of sympathetic
outflow (Bosonc et al. 2004) may reduce thc ability to sustain maximal force output by
decreasing the neural outflow to the motor neurons.
Furthennorc. tilt studies have also shown a decrease in sympathctic activity.
Acute head down body tilt studies have reported lower sympathetic nervous activity
(Cooke and Dowlyn 2000: Cooke et al. 2004). which could play a role in the ability of
the central nervous system 10 adequately activate motor neuron activity (Roatta et al
2008). DUring 6" head down tilt the muscle sympathetic ncrve activity decreased by 27%
(Fu et al. 2000). A recent study by Wang et al. (201 I) also demonstrated that a 6· headdo wn bed rest decreased the working capacity of the muscle. Additionally. Bosone ct al.
(2004) have re portcd that 10 min of 30· head down tilt inhibit the sympathetic nervous
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system response along with a decrease in hean rate and arterial blood pressure. Hean rate
and cardiac output dccrcased significantly (Yao et al. 1999) with 24 h- 6· head down
body tilt bed rest. Kawanokuchi et al. (2001) demonstrated that vcstibulosympathetic
reflcx rather than cardiopulmonary baroreceptors suppress sympathetic outflow with 6-8·
head down body-tilt with LBNP
Howevcr. when encountering vulnerable situations in which the human body is
forccd to be invcrtcd (e,g. overturned helicopters, motor vehicle accidents etc.). the
sympathetic nervous systcm will typically be highly activated (fight or flight
phenomenon) (Guyton and Ha!l 2006). Stimulation of the sympathetic system results in
an incrcascd hcart ratc and blood prcssure to provide better perfusion of the vital organs
and muscles, and decreases the threshold in the reticular formation, reinlorcing the
arousal and alcrt statcs (Ganong 2003). 1·learn ct <II. (2009), Paddock and Bchm (2009),
and Neary et al. (2011(1, 2011b) have illustrated significant de(reases in heart mte,
systolic, and diastolic blood pressure with complete seated inversion. They have
suggested that changes in heart mte and blood pressure during inverted body posture are
due to the alterations in sympathetic nervous system stimulation. Since seated invcrsion
has shown significant reductions in cardi ovascular activity, which have been proposed to
be due to altered sympathctic activity. it would be of inter cst to cxaminc the
(ardiov<lscular responses with mpid and slower transi tions from upright to in verted
positions to determine whether the more rapid and slower rotations elicit a sympathetic
response that may overcome typical inversion-induced decrements
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7. UEA RT RATE AN D BLOOIJ PRESS URE
An inverted seated posture alters the cardiovascular responses. Hearn et al. (2009)
and Paddock and Behm (2009) demonstrated significant decreases in heart rate. systolic
and diastolic blood prcssures with complete seated inversion. Furthennore, two published
abstracts (Neary et al. 201 la. 20 11b) also demonstrated significant decrease in heart rate
and cardiac output with inverted position as compared to upright position. These studies
attributed this decline in heart rate and blood pressure with reduction in sympathetic
nervous system activity.
In addition to the studies performed with seated inversion, a number of studies
have been pcrfomled
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demonstrate the changes in cardiovascular responses with anti-

orthostatic posture. Anti-orthostatic posture is defined as a posture in which the body is
upside down or inverted at an angle with head down and feet unsupported. Antiorthostatic posture has s hown an association with alterations in systemic circulation in
both humans (Gavrikov and Isupov 1999) as ""CII as rats (Osadchii ct al. 1997: Byc hkova
et al. 1990). In addition, Bychkova et al. (1990) have also illustrated changes in skeletal
muscle blood flow during anti-orthostatic position.
Moreover, 8alueva and Sergeev (2010) found that 45' head-down tilt decreases
blood pressure and cilrdiac output in rats. Bosone et al. (2004) also illustratcd decrcase in
heart rate and blood pressure during 10 min of 30" head dO\VT1tilt. due to the inhibition of
sympathetic nervous system. Vestibular system also plays an important role in
maintaining arterial pressure during changes in body postures (Tanaka et al. 2009).
During upright body posture, the baroreceptor reflex counteracts the decrease in blood
pressure due to gravity and maintilins adequate cerebral perfusion. However. it is still

unknown whether this retlex adequately regulates the changes in blood pressure during
seated inversion
In contrast to the aforementioned studies. Yao et al. (1999) and Butler et al
(1991) demonstrated an increase in cardiac output and decrease in stroke volume (SV)
with head down tilt. 80th these studies suggest an increase in heart rate, which proposes
that some other cardiovascular mechanisms are also present which assist in regulating thc
changes during alterations in body position. RafTai ct al. (2009) also showed an increase
in heart rate and blood pressure after 45' head down tilt in rats. Therefore. it would be of
interest to investigate the functioning oflhe cardiovascular system to respond to possible
changes during rapid and slower seated inversion

S. RESPI RATO RVSVSTEM
lIead down ti lt (HOT) position impairs functioning of the respiratory (Henderson
ct a1.2006) and cardiovascular (Soubiran el al. 1996) systems. Aleksandrova et al. (2005)
found Ihat HOT posture decreases orthostatic stability and leads to contractile failure of
the diaphragm musculature due to alteration in excitation- contraction coupling. In
addition. impaired gaseous exchange (Prisk et al. 2002). decreased lung compliance
(Oonina et al. 2009). and increased airllow impedance ofrcspiratory system (Donina et
al. 2009) also contribute to the changes in the ventilatory system functioning during
1lOT. Furthennore. there is a possibility that inversion may lead to an augmentation of
intrathoracic and/or intra-abdominal pressure, resulting in increased work for inspiratory
and expiratory musculature followed by fatigue. These responses could lead to
difficullieswithbreathing.
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Lu et aL (2000) proposed that HOT might lead to a reduction in pulmonary
vcntilation :lr1d lung capacity, but an incrcase in pulmonary difTusion. They suggested
that this rise in the pulmonary diffusion might be associated with the uniform distribution
of the pulmonary blood flow and increased effectiveness of the pulmonary vascular bed
On thc contrary, Hillebrecht ct al. (1992) found alterations in the pulmonary blood flow
due to HOT
Acute HDT posture also causes compensatory increases in the inspiratory muscle
contraction force (Aleksandrova et a1. 2005). Reduction in oxygen supply may n:sult in
altemtions in the force production capacity of the muscle due to reduction in levels of
creatine phosphate ( Brechue et al. 1995) and impaired excitation,contraction coupling
(Aleksandrova et al. 2005). However, it is not known if the respiratory system responses
could contribute to the changes in inversion-induced ncuromuscular performance
impairmcnts with rapid und slowt:r rotations to inversion.

CONCLUSION
This literature review has presented a number of mechanisms that may lead to
alterations in both neuromuscular and cardiovascular functioning. Al l previous published
inversion studies (Hearn et al. 2009; Paddock and Behm 2009; Neary et al. 201 la,
20 11 b) demonstrated the inversion-induced alterations in neuromuscular and
cardiovascular response during upper limb and lower limb muscle activity. These studies
suggested the involvement of ccntral and peripheral factors in allering the muscle force,
cardiac OUlpUl. and arterial pressure changes during seated inversion
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rn addition. there is evidence to show the probable decrease in baroreflex sensitivity
and increase in hydrostatic pressure are associated with altered responses during
inversion. due to excessive pooling of blood towards thc brain. These can be considered
as major contributing factors influencing changes in upper and lower limb muscle activity
functioning during complete inversion.
Furthermore. inhibition of sympathetic nervous system and

~timulation

of

vestibulosympathetic reflex arc also strongly associated with reduction in neuromuscular
system activity in both upper limb and lower limb during inversion. Both these factors
also lead to a decrease in heart rate and blood pressure, resuiting in less peripheral blood
perfusion oxygen delivery, and ultimately low force output during contractions
Additionally, alterations in the respiratory system functioning during inversion also lead
to reduced oxygen supply to the contracting muscles and may lead to impairments in
neuromuscular performance
Consequently, no research has been conducted to study the effectiveness of the
above-mentioned mechanisms during scated inversion. However, it is speculated that
Ihese ntechanisms play an important role when body is inverted. The rapidity of the
response is an important question for basic physiology while there can be functional
applications lor sport. work and emergency environments. Therc!ore.the focus of the
research portion of this thesis is 10 delermine the changes in muscle fo rce output, muscle
activity. and heart rate and blood pressure during rapid and slower transition from upright
10 seated inversion at different rotalionaltimes
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AUST RACT

The purpose of this study was to determinc and compare the changes in
neuromuscular and cardiovascular responses with rapid and slower transitions from
upright to inverted seated positions. Twcnty-two subjects performed concurrent unilateral
biceps and quadriceps maximal voluntary contractions (MVCs) in the upright position,
and when inverted within I sand 3s. Ten of the 22 subjects also performed individual
biccps and quadriceps MVCs in all three positions. Ma.ximal force of biceps and
quadriceps: muscle activation ofbiccps. triceps. quadriceps and hamstrings; and heart
rate (HR). systolic blood pressure (SBP) and diastolic blood pressure (OBP) were
measured. Whether the biceps or quadriceps was contracted concurrently or individually.
significant (p < 0.05) decreases in MVC fo rce were found when inverted within Is and 3s
rotations compared 10 the upright position. Similarly, biceps and quad riceps EMG
activity with either concurrent or individual contractions significantly (p < 0.05)
decreased when invcrted within Is and 3s rotations compared 10 the upright position.
Quadriceps MVC demonstrated significant (p < 0.05) increase from the first second 10 3os time period. Triceps and hamstrings EMG activity significantly (1' < 0.05) decreased
when inverted within 1s rotation compared to the upright position. HR. SB P. and OBP
demonstrated significant (p < 0.001) decreases when inverted within Is and 3s rotations
compared

10

the upright position. [n conclusion, similar to the slow and deliberate

rotation of previous inversion studies. rapid and slower transitions from an upright to
inverted seated positions also [cad to neuromuscular impairments and decreases in HR
and BP.
Key words: tilt. force. EMG. heart rate. blood pressure
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INTRO DUCTION

In day-to-day life. humans hardly perform any activities in which the body is
invened. To date, only two studies (Hearn et al. 2009 and Paddock and l3ehm 2009) have
examined the level of muscle activation. force output, and changes in cardiovascular
functioning during complete seated inversion compared to lin upright body posture. Both
studies demonstrated decreases in force production.

mu~cle

activation. hcan rate, lind

blood pressure. In addition, two studies (Nellry et al. 2011a, 2011b) also demonstrated a
significant decrease in heart rate and cardiac output with inverted position as compared to
upright position. They also fou nd a tendency for quadriceps maximlll voluntary
contraction (MVC) to decrease in inverted position but no significllnt difference
found for

bieep~

All the

WlIS

MVC between upright and inverted positions.

~tudies

related to inverted seated posture (Hearn et al. 2009; Paddock and

Behm 2009; Neary et al. 2011a. 2011b) have suggested inversion-induced inhibition of
sympalhetie

nervou~

system activity liS a rationale for decrease in neuromuscular and

cardiovascular responses. A number of tilt studies have also supported this rationale. The
most similar protocols to the inversion studies utili zed head-down body tilt. Acute headdown body tilt inhibits sympathetic activity (Bosone et al. 2004; Cooke and Dowlyn
2000; Cooke et al. 2004 : Fu et al. 2000). which is associated with decreased heart rate
(Schneider and Chandler 1973). blood pressure (Bosone ct al. 2004), total peripheral
resistance (Goodman and LeSage 2002). and muscle blood flow (Thomas and Segal
2004). Other factors thllt could contribute to the decline in the muscle force output du ring
inversion include lin inereasc in hydrostatic pressure (Ranatunga and Geeves 1991). an
increase in central venous presslIfc (CVP) (Charkoudian et al. 2004), and altered
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functioning of the respiratory system (Henderson et al. 2006). Hence, it can be inferred
that while an individual is inverted neuromuscular and cardiovascular systems may not
function normally. In contrast to the above-mentioned studies. there arc also head-down
tilt studies. which suggest an increase in heart ra te (Yao et al. 1999: Butler et al. 1991:
Raffai et al. 2009) and arterial blood pressure (Wilkins et al. 1950). Furthermo re, Hobbs
and McCloskey (1987) found an increase in clectromyographic (EMG) activity of soleus
and medial gastrocnemius as the contracting muscles were raised above the heart level.
It is known that when an individual encounters a vulnerable situation, the
activation of the sympathetic nervous system prepares the individual to cope via flight or
fight reactions. Stimulation of the sympathetic system results in increased heart rate and
blood pressure (Guyton and Hall 2006). Since the previously published seated inversion
and head-tilt studies were conducted with slow rotation speeds. it is not known whether
the typical inversion-induced responses (i.e. impaired force. decreased heart rate and
blood pressure) found in these studies would be offset during a rapid rate of inversion by
possible stimulation of the sympathetic system.
Accordingly, it is imporlant to know the alterations in human body systems due 10
encounter of in vcrsion-induced situations. To our knowledge no research has been
published examining the changes in neuromuscular and cardiovascular systems and their
related responses during rapid and slower invcrsion of human body posture. The purpose
of the study was to dcterminc the rapidity of changes in force output, muscle activation
and cardiovascular functioning due to seated inversion at differcnt rotation times. It was
hypothesizcd that inversion of the body position within 1-3 seconds would initially
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increase force production, muscle activation, heart rate and blood pressure subsequently
followed by reductions over 3-6 seconds
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l\lETHODOLOGY

I.

Subjec t.~

Twenty-two (24.2 2: 7. 1 yrs., 76.5 2: 19.9 kg. 167.5

± 10.6 cm) healthy and

physicall y active subjects from Memorial University of Newfoundland volunteered for
the study. All twenty-two subjects did simultaneous unilateral biceps and qU lldriceps
contractioll. Tcn of thc twcnty-two subjccts also perfornlcd unilateral biceps and
quadriceps contraction both indi vidually and concurrentl y. This was done to compare the
effects of rapid and slower inversion rates on both uni lateral concurrent and individual
contractions. No participant had previous history of any hypertensive or cerebral related
cond ition or scrious injury. All subjcets were verbally infoffiled oflhe procedure of sludy
and read and signed a consent form and Physical Activity Re adiness Questionnaire
(Healt h Canada. Canadian Socicty for Exercise Physiology 2004) prior 10 participation
Thc study was approved by Memorial University of Newfoundland Human Investigation
Committee

2.

[x peri mental

Design

2.11'rotoco1
Subjects we re instructed to not cat food for at least 2 h prior to testing and to not
smoke. drink alco hol. or exercise at least 6 h prior to testing (Health Canada, Canadian
Society for Exercisc Physiology 2004). An initial orien tation session was given to all
subjects to allow them to become familiar with the protocol under both upright and
inverted seated position. Prior to tes ting, subjects performed a 5 min wann up on a cycle
ergometer set at an intensity of 1 kp and 70 rpm. All subjects we re tested in both upri ght

and inverted scated positions. Among the twenty-two subjects. twelve subjccts pcrfonned
only concurrent unilateral contractions of biceps and quadriceps in upright and inverted
positions within Is and Js rotations. Tcn other subjccts perfonncd unilateral biccps and
quadriceps contractions. concurrently and individually in upright and inverted positions
within Is and Js rotations. The conditions (upright. inverted within Is. and invcrted
within Js rotations) were randomly allocated during the experiment.
All subjects were rotated from a seated upright to a seated inverted position by the
primary investigator within Is and 3s viaa manual wheel attached to one side of the
rotational chair. During data collection (experimental trials). a research assistant timed
the manual ro tation and any rotations that deviated by more than 0.3 seconds were not
included in the data analysis.
Changes in neuromuscular activation were tested for a period of 6s for each trial.
All participants were tested for right clbow flexors and right knee extensors force and
activation in both upright and inverted positions. During uprigh t and inverted positions
within Is and 3s rotations. all subjects performed 2 isometric MVCsof6s duration for
each condition.
The subjects started the muscle contraction at the initiation of inversion rotation
lor both Is and 3s. The time whe n all subjects initiated muscle contraction for both
upright and inverted sealed rotations is defined as time zero. To prevent the discomfort
related to an increase in pressure around head and eyes during seated inversion. a 3 min
rest period was provided to every subject between each voluntary contraction. The 3 min
rest period allowed the cardiovascular system to adjust
pressure (BP) and heart rate (HR) to return

(0
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(0

the uprigbt posture and blood

baseline in < 1 min (information obtained

from pilot studies). Both upright and inverted positions were tested in the same
experimental session. In the present study. rotation in Is was considered rapid and
rotation in Js was described as slow in comparison to Is rotation. For the purpose of
analysis. the MVC force and EMG activity n:eordcd overa period of6s was divided into
three phases - the first second. the first three seconds. and J·6s. The first second provided
infonnation regarding the effect of rapid rotation. the second phase (0·3 seconds)
provided infonnation regarding the effect of slower rotalion. whereas the third phase (3·
6s) provided information regarding the effect of inversion on the dependent variables.
Consequently. the significant changes were detennined by comparing these three phases
for upright position. lind inverted within Is lind 3s rotations.

2.2 Apparatus
The subjects sat in II specially constructed rotational chair (Technical Services·
Memorial University of Newfoundland) capable of being rotated over a 360' range. AU
subjects were rotated from lin upright to an inverted position within Isand Js via a
manual whL"t:1 attached to one side of the rotational chair. Subjects sat in an upright
position with hips. knees and elbows flexed at 90' with foreanns supinated and resting on
padded support. The Velcro straps were secured to the upper anns at biceps (mid·belly)
The upper torso rested against the backrest and was secured via straps around the waist.
shoulder. tlnd groin. Both legs were secured using a padded tlttachment placed over the
thighs. The non-contracting leg and foreann were also placed in a strap so thai it would
not dangle while inverted. The right wrist and the right ankle were inserted into the
padded straps attached 10 a Whetl\slone bridge configuration strain gauge (Omega
Engineering Inc., Don Mil!s. Onl.) to metlsure the force output during the isometric

elbow !lex ion and knee extension MVCs. During data analysis, the mass of the resting
arm was subtracted from the force output readings of the inverted MVC since in the
upright position the elbow tlexors had to overcome the mass of the arm associated with
the pull of gravity, The mass of the n:sting arm in the inverted position was measured by
inverting the subject 180' with arm hanging in a padded strap attached to a Wheatstone
bridge configuration strain gauge (Omega Engineering Inc., Don Mitls, ant.). The mean
mass of the arm when hanging inverted was 39.26 N ± 17.32. All forces de((:cted by the
strain gauge were amplified (Biopae Systems Inc. DA 100 and analog to digital (AI D)
converter MPIOOWSW; Holliston, MA) and monitored on computer (Dell Inspiron 6000,
SI. John's, Newfoundland) at a sampl ing rate of 2000 Hz. Data was analog to digitally
converted lind was stored on a computer for further analysis on a commercially designed
software program (Acqknowlegde 4.1 . Biopac Systems Inc .. Holliston, MA).

3. Dependent Variables
3.1 MVC Force

For all subjects, MVC trials were recorded fo r upright as well as Is and 3s
rotations to an inverted position. During testing, subjects contracted biceps and
quadriceps concurrently or individually at least twice in each position. Each contraction
lasted 6s. A six-second MVC duration was chosen since from previous expcriem:e from
this laboratory (Button and Behm 2008); this duration was the maximum that could be
endured without eliciting a fatigue response (decrease in force). If more than 5%
difference was found between the first two MVCs, a third trial was performed. Threeminute rest periods were allocated between each MVC to diminish the effects of fatigue

To collect MVC data for biceps and quadriceps the padded velcro straps holding right
wrist and right ankle were attached to a Wheatstone bridge configuration strain gauge
(Omega Engineering Inc .. Don Mills, Onl.). When performing individual contractions,
the non-contracting right forearm and right leg were securcd using different velcro straps
to avoid dangling while inverted. All participants were provided verbal motivation to
push

a~

hard and fast as possible, to promote the maximal response. The highest

difference between the baseline value and the greatest force amplitude was considered as
peak force
),2

Electromyography

Muscle activation of the right knee extensors and right elbow Ilexors were
recorded during concurrent and individual voluntary contractions. Thorough skin
preparation for all electrodes included shaving of hair. removal of dead epithelial cells
with an abrasive sand paper around the designated areas followed by cleansing with an
isopropyl alcohol swab. Four pairs of surface EMG recording electrodes (Kendall Meditrace 100 series. Chikopee. Mass) were placed approximately 2 cm apart ovcr the
midbelly of the vastus lateralis, semitendinosis, mid-portion of biceps brachii (in
alignment with the muscle fibers), and triceps with ground electrode placed on the fibular
head. The electrodes were wrapped to ensure no movement during inversion. EMG
activity was sampled at 2000 I-Iz, with a B13ckm3n 61 dB band-pass tilter between 10 and
500 Hz, amplified (Biopac Systems MEC 100 amplifier, Santa Barbara, Calif; input
impedance '" 2M. common mode rejection ratio > 100 dB (50/60 Hz); noise >5 UV). and
analog

10

digitally converted (Biopac MP150) to be stored on a personal computer for

further analysis (Dell Inspiron (000). EMG data was integrated (rectified), averaged over

3 samples. and th(: root m(:an square (RMS) of the signal calculated using the software
(AeqKnowledge 4.1. Biopac Systems [nc .. llolliston. MA). From this transformation the
rectified RMS mean amplitude of the signal was calculated by the software over the three
segments. EMG was analyzed over I s during the first phase. over 3s (0-3s) for the second
phase and over 3s (3-6s) for the third phase. Co-contraction ratios were detennined by
dividing the antagonist (hamstrings and triceps) into the agonist (quadriceps and biceps)
rectified RMS mean amplitude values.

4. Hcar l ra le a nd blood pressure
Prior to testing, heart rate and blood pressure were monitored in the upright seated
position and immediately after subjects were inverted within 1s and 3s rotations. /·kart
rate was monitored with a Polar Al monitor (Woodbury, N.Y.), Blood pressure was
measured with a battery operated A+ Med 7-62 pressure cuff (AMG Medical Inc ..
Montreal. Que.).

5. Statistica l a nalys is
Two-way analysis of variance (ANOYA). Ox3) with repeated measures was
conducted on force and EMG variabks. The factors were body position (upright, inverted
within Is. and inverted within 3s). and time periods (first sec. 0-3s. and 3·6s). HR and OP
data was analyzed with a 2 way ANOYA

0 ..

2) with factors being body position and

time (upright and completion of inversion). Data was analyzed using SPSS (SPSS for MS
Windows. version 17.0. Polar Engin(:cring and Consulting), Differences were considered
significant when p values were below an alpha level of 0.05. A post hoc Bonferonni-

Dunn's procedure test was also utilized to determine the values of pair-wise comparisons
Jnd to detect thc location of significJnt differences between upright Jnd inverted
positions. Data was reported as mean ± SD
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RESU LTS
I. Fo rce

When both biceps and quadriceps were contracted concurrently (n "" 22). the
average biccps MVC force significantly (F(2 .189) "" 15.01.p < 0.05) decreased by
35.4% when inverted within Is and 15.9 % within 3s as compared to the upright position
(Fig. I). Compared to the upright position, the avcmge quadriceps MVC force was
significantly (F(2.189) "" 31.S9,p < 0.05) lowered by 37 .2% whcn inverted within Is and
12.1% within 3s (Fig.2). Additionally. biceps and quadriceps MVC significantly (p <
0.05) in(;feased 30.1% and 39.8% respectively when inverted withi n a 3s rotation
compared to inverted within a Is.
When only the biceps was contracted (n "" 10); the average biceps MVC fo rce was
significantly (F(2. 81) "" 5.03.p < 0.05) lower by 21.1% and 18.9 % when inverted
within Is and 3s respectively as compared to the upright position (Fig.3). During
quadriceps only contraction. MVC force significantly (F(2 . 81) "" 4.29, P < 0.05)
decreased by 19.2% and 19.6% when inverted within Is and 3s respectively as compared
to the upright position (Fig A ).
Based on the analysis or the main effect of time when both hiceps and quadriceps
arc eontmcted simultancously (n "" 22). the average quadriceps MVC force significantly
(F(2. 189) '" 4.25,1' < 0,05) increased 16.9% from the firs! second 10 ]·6s time period.

and demonstrated a tendency (F(2.189)

=

4.25.1'= 0.06) for a 14.7% increase from tirst

second to the tirst three seconds time period (Fig. 1 J). Biceps MVC force demonstrated
no significlUlt m[lin cffcct. No significant results were found with individual biceps and
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quadriceps MVC contractions. Additionally. table I demonstrates average (n

=

22)

changes in the upper and lower limb MVC force values ovcr thc time period of the fi rst
second. 0-35. and 3-6s for thc upright position. invened within Is. and invened withi n 3s
ofrOfations.

Z. Electrom yography (EMG)
DUring simultaneous contraction of unilateral biccps and quadriceps (n = 22). the
average biceps EMG activity demonstrated significant (F (2. 189) = 7_63.p < 0.05)
decrease of 40.9% and 39.5% when inverted within Is and 3s respectively as compared to
the upright position (Fig.5). The average triceps EMG ac tivity significantly (F(2. 189) =
3.80. p < 0.05) decreased by 43.9% when inverted within Is compared to the upright

position (Fig.6). The average quadriceps £MG activity significantl y (F (2. 189) = 11.67.
1' < 0.05) dcereased by 50.1% and 27.3% whcn inverted within Is and 3s respectively as

compared to the upright position (Fig.7). The average hamstrings EMG activity was
significantly (F(2.IS9)

=

6.23.1' < 0.05) lowered by 44.1% when inverted within Is

compared to the upright position (Fig.S)
During individual biceps contraction (n = 10). the average biceps EMG activity
was significantly (F(2. SI) = 3.51.1' < 0.05) decreased by 21.7% when inverted within
Is and 35.9% lower when inverted within 3s compared to the upright position (Fig.9).
When quadriceps was contracted individually. the average quadriceps EMG significantly
(F(2. 81) '" 6.91.1' < 0.05) lowered by 39.1% and 40.2% when inverted within Is and 3s

respectively as compared to the upright position (Fig. 10).

No significant results WCrt: found for triceps to biceps and hamstrings to
quadriceps co-contraction ratios for force and time when both hiceps and quadriceps were
contracted concurrently as well as individually. The average (n '" 22) changes in the
upper and lower limb EMG values over the time period of the first second. 0-35, and 3-6s
for the upright position. inverted within Is. and inverted within 3s of rotations arc
illustrated in table 2.

3. Heart Rale and Blood Pressure
Heart rate significantly (F(2. 63) '" 26.21, P < 0.001) dec reased 16.8% and 21.1%
when inverted within Is and 3s respectively as compared 10 the upright position (Fig.l2)
Similarly. average (n '" 22) systolic blood pressure significantly (F(2 , 63) = 29.36. p <
0.001) decreased by 10.8% whcn inverted within Is and 12.4 % within 3s as compared to
thc upright position (Fig.lJ). Average (n = 22) diastolic blood pressure also significantly
(F (2.63) = 29.32, p < 0.001) decreased by 14.1 % and 17.1 % when inverted within Is

and 3s respectively as compared to the up right position (Fig.14).
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DISCUSS ION

This study investigated changes in neuromuscular and cardiovascular functioning
with rapid and slower rotations from seated upright to seated inversion. Whether biceps
and quadriceps were contracted concurrently or individually, MVC force and EMG
decreased significantly when inverted within 1sand 3s compared to upright position. In
addition. both biceps and quadriceps MVC increased significantly when inverted within
3s compared to Is during concurrent contraction. Quadriceps MVC force subsequently
increased from the first second to 3-6s time periods, but demonstrated a tendency for an
increase from the first second to 0-3s time periods. No significant changes were found for
elbow flexo r MVC force for main effect for timc. Triceps and hamstrings EMG activity
significantly decreased when inverted within 1s as compared to upright position. Heart
rate, systolic blood pressure. and diastolic blood pressure demons trated significant
decreases when inverted within Is and 3s compared to upright position.
Neuromuscular impairments may be attributed to both (;entral and peripheral
fac tors with rapid and slower transitions from upright to inverted seated positions. When
inverted within Is and 3s both biceps and quadriceps MVC and EMG activity decreased
suggesting the involvement of central mechanisms. The major possible central factors
include inversion-induced increase in hydrostatic pressure (Parazynski et al . 1991) and
dccreased baroreflex a(;livity (Charkoudian ct al. 2004) due 10 elevated cerebral blood
Ilow or intracranial pressure. However. the mechanisms underlying changes in force and
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EMG during rapid nnd slower transitions to sented inversion arc unknown. Further
research is needed to determine these mechanisms.

It

\\ ,\ S

hypothesized that rapid and slower transition to seated inversion would

initially increase neuromuscular and cardiovascular responses followed by a drop-off.
However. the results of this sllldy demonstrated significant decreases in neuromuscular as
well as cardiovascular responses suggesting rapid inversion-induced inhibition of
sympathetic nervous system activity. Hearn et a1. (2009). Paddock and Behm (2009), and
Neary et a1. (20110. 20 11 b) exhibited simi lar responses with slow deliberate transitions 10
sented inversion compared to upright posture and proposed an inhibition of sympathetic
nervous system activity. The significant decrease in heart rate and blood pressure
(Bosone et a1. 2004) and total peripheral resistance (Goodman and Lesage 2(02) with
hend-down body tilt position abo suggests a possible sympathetic system inhibition
Moreover. the adverse effects of sympathetic nervous system inhibition on musele blood
!low (Thomas and Segal 2004) and muscle force contractility (Martini and Nath 2008)
might be related to a decrease in MVC force output and EMG flctivity with rapid
movements at different rotational times from an upright to an inverted position. A decline
in blood volume (Cerretelli et a1. 1977) ofuppcr and 10\\'er extremity working muscles.
resulting in reduced oxygen and nutrient supply, may also be considered as a factor
contributing to the lower force outpul and EMG activity with rapid and slowcr transitions
10

seated inversion.
lmpaimlent of respiratory system functioning with head-down tilt (Henderson et

a1. 2006) might also contribute to inversion-induccd neuromuscular deficit. Oxygen is
necessary for the proper functioning orthe skeletal muscles (Hepple et al. 2002). Head-
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down tilt interferes with adequate gaseous exchange (Prisk et al. 2002). decreases
pulmonary vcntilation ami lung capacity (Lu cI al. 20(0). and incrcases airllow
impedance by decreasing lung compliance (Donina et al. 2009). Muscle hypoxia should
have a greater detrimental effect upon prolonged muscle contractions. which have a
greater reliance upon oxygen utilization. An altered oxygen supply 10 the commcting
muscle during head-down tilt has been reported 10 alter muscle force output due 10
impaired ex,itation-comraction coupling (Aleksandrova et al. 2005). However. the very
mpid response in the present study would suggest that the respiratory mechanisms would
not have played a substantive role in neuromuscular impainnents as the adverse effect on
oxygen supply would in all probability need duration of greater than 3-6 seconds.
Secondly. a brief MVC would nO! be as affccted by a hypoxic environmem as more
prolonged contmctions.
In commst to the stud y of Hearn et al. (2009) and Paddock and Behm (2009), no
changes were observed in upper extremity co-contraction (triceps to biccps) and lower
extremity co-contraction (hamstrings 10 quadrice ps) when biceps and quadriceps were
contracted concurrently. Similar results were found with indi vidual biceps and quadriceps
contractions. Hencc. the inversion-induced decrcases in force could not be attributed to
,hanges in motor control or inter-muscular co-ordination.
Qundriceps MVC force changed over different time periods (O-Is. 0-3s, and 3-6s)
was indcpendent of the condition (upright. inverted within Is. and inverted within 3s).
The force generated over a period of6s reached its maximum value after three seconds.
Button and Behm (2008) used 4s MVC to ensure maximum force was achieved. Hcarn et
al. (2009) and Paddock and Behm (2009) dcmonstrated significant impairments in
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neuromuscular responses using 4s MVCs in upright and inverted seated positions. Thus.
it can be concluded that MVC forces need approximatciy 3 10 less than 65 to reach
maximum whether the individual is upright or in the process of being inverted.
The m<lin limitation of the present study was that the subjects were manually
inverted within Is and 3s rotations via a detachable wheel attached to the rotational chair
Rotating manually with the help ofa stopwatch to maintain Is and 3s rotations made it
difficult to attain exact rotation times for all the subjects. The variability in times was
recorded for subjects when inverted within Is and 3s rotations. The mean rotation times
were 1.14s ± 0.07 when inverted within Is and 3.l3s ± 0.04 when inverted within 3s
rotations. To overcome this limitation. future inversion-related research should usc a
motorized rotational chair. Additionally. the contraction of the biceps and quadriceps
concurrently and unilaterally could lead to a disruptive torque to the trunk. However. the
subjects were securely strapped into the chair so this possibility was minimal. There was
,,]so the possibility of a similar bilateral deficit mechanism whcreby the contraction of the
same two muscles bilaterally results in decreased force compared to the contraction of the
two muscles individually. Since. no significant diffcrcnces wcrc found when upright_
inverted within Is. and invcrted within Js concum::n! unilateral biceps and quadriceps
contractions were respectively compared with upright, inverted within Is. and inverted
within Js individual biceps and quadriceps contractions it was not considered a maj or
limiting factor in the present study.
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CONC LLSION
\Vith rapid and slower transitions from upright to seated inversion. the hiceps and
quadriccps MVC force. EMG activity. hcart rate. and blood pressure decreased for
concurrent biceps and quadriccps contraction, as wcll as individual biceps and quadriceps
contraction compared to the upright position. This inhibition of neuromuscular and
cardiovascular measures occurred within approximately Is of rotation to inversion. These
rcsults were in contradiction to the proposed hypothesis, which was based upon the
activation orthe !light or tight response of the sympathetic ncrvous system. Thc incrcasc
in sympathetic activity typicaUy increases the heart rate and blood pressure, resulting in
possible increased hlood flow to the working muscles and the required force output.
However, the expected increase in sympathctic nervous system activity seemed to be
inhibited with rapid (I s) and slower (3s) transitions from upright to seated inversion.
Another contributing factor could have been related to increased hyd rostatic pressurc
The aforementioned mechanism could immediately impact ncuromuscular and
cardiovascular responses when individuals are forced into inverted positions such as
overturned helicopters or motor vehicle accidents. Further research is recommended 10
determine thc effectiveness of these mechanisms and their practical implications
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TABLES
Interactions
with
Conc urrent
Contractions
Biceps MVC

I" sec

251.3263 ± 101.28*

152 .6702 ± 62,87+

202.68 [9

Force (N)

0-3s

261.9656 ± 112.56 +

160.3608 ± 71.89+

215.6326 ± 100.03

3-6s

258.0059

± 119.06·

156.1803 ± 72.88·

217.5324

Quadriceps
MVC

I"sec

467.3115 ± 161.65*

285.3885 ± 101.23·

400.8303

0-3s

527.8818 ± 170.38 +

330.9764 ± 11 8.39+

3-6s

530.7031 ± 141.23+

342.6585

Force(N)

Upright

Inverted in Is

± 1[7.41+

Inverted in 3s

± 83.06+
±97.49
± [35.30

464.7685 ± 153.76 +
474.9801

± 139.47+

Tab le 1. fhe interaction of time and condition fo r the changes in the uppe r and lower limb
average (n = 22) MVC force (N) values over the time periods of the first second. 0-3s. and
3-6s in the upright position, inverted within Is and inverted within 3s rotations when
biceps and quadriceps contracted together. Asterisk (t) sign denotes significant
differences between upright and inverted within Is and 3s rotations ovcr the time periods
of the first second, 0-3s, and 3-6s.
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BicepsEMG

1" sec

1.3721 ! 1.06

0.7724 + 0.54·

0.9005 ± 0.62

(mv)

0-3s

1.4174 ± 1.19

0.9438 ± 0.66

1.0899 ± 0.83

3-65

1.6852 ± 1.49·

0.890 1 ± 0.64

1.1613 ± 0.96

Tricl!ps
EMG

III sec

0.1330 ± 0.09

0.0707 ± 00.05

0.1695 ± 0.04

0-3s

0.1572 ± 0. 11

0.0908 ± 0.06

0.1182±0.07

(mv)

3-65

0.1752 ± 0.12

0.1000±O.07

0,1358 ± 0.Q9

Quadriceps

l" sec

0.5987 ± 0.51

0.2546 ± 0.21·

0.3736 ± 0.29

0-3s

0.6561 ± 0.49·

0.3268 ± 0.25

0.4389 ± 0.3 1

EMG
(mv)
Hamstrings
EMG
(mv)

3-65

0.5700 ± 0.42

0.3271 ± 0.28

0.5\30 ± 0.37

I" sec

0.0539 ± 00,05

0.0281 ± 0.D2

0.0370 ± 0.03

0-3s

0.0603

± 00.05

0.0319 ± 0.03

0.0538 ± 0.05

3-6s

0.0614 ± 0.04

0,0399 ± 0.04

0.0411 ± 0.04

T 3ble 2. The interaction oftimc and condition for the changes in the upper and lower limb
avcrage (n = 22) EMG (mv) values over the time periods of the first second, 0-3s. and 3-6s
in the upright position. inverted within Is and inverted within 3s rotations when biceps
and quadriceps contracted together. Asterisk (.) sign denotes significant differences
bem'cen upright and invertcd within Is and 35 rotations over the time periods of the first
second. 0-35. and 3-6s

Main Effect for Condition
with Concurrent
Contractions
Bicep~ MVC (N)

Upright

Inverted in Is

Inverted in 3s

252.134 ± 134.49·

162.901 ± 62.94·

211.949 ± 92.93·

Bi(;cps EMG (mv)

1.4916 + 1.24·

0.87&6 ± 0.60·

1.0506 ± 0.81·

Tricep~

0.1551 ± O.IO ·

0.08716 ± 0.06*

0.1412 ± 0.08

508.632 ± 158.53*

319.674 ± Il3.63·

446.859 ± 114.67·

EMG (mv)

Quadriceps MVC (N)
Quadriceps EMG (mv)

0.6083 ± 0.47·

0.3028 ± 0.25·

0.4418 ± 0.33·

Hamstrings EMG (mv)

0.0585 ± 0.049·

0.0333 ± 0.03*

0.04497 ± 0.04

Tab[e J. The main effect for condition for the changes in the upper and [ower limb
average (n = 22) MVC force (N) and EMG (mv) values in the upright position, inverted
within Is and inverted within 3s rotations when biceps and quadriceps arc contracted
together. Asterisk (.) sign denotes significant differences between upright and inverted
within [s and 3s rotations

Main Effect for Time
Coneurrenrl
Contractions
Bicep~ MVC (N)

First second

0-3s

3-6s

200.88 ± 91.57

213.58 ± 102.59

212.50 ± 103.42

Biceps EMG (mv)

1.0249 ± 0.80

1.1503 ± 0.93

1.2455 ± 0.99

Triceps EMG (mv)

0.1244 ± 0.10

0.1220 ± 0.09

0.1370 ± 0.09

Quadriceps MVC (N)

384.51 ± 152 .98·

441.20 ± 168.49

449.44 ± 153.29*

Quadriceps EMG

0.4901 ± 0.38

0.4739 ± 0.39

0.4700 ± 0.37

0.0396 ± 0.02

0.0487 ± 0.03

0.0485 ± 0.03

(mv)
Ham~trings

EMG

(mv)

TlI blc 4. The main effcct for time for the chllngcs in the upper and lower limb average (n
= 22) MVC force (N) and EMG (mv) values for the time periods of the first second. 0-3s.

and 3-6s when biceps and quadriceps contracted together. Asterisk (.) sign denotes
significant differences for the time periods of the first second and 3-6s.
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MainE/Teet for
Condition with
Individual
Contr:Lctions
Biceps MVC (N)

Upright

Invertcd in Is

Inverted in 3s

318.675 ± 94.39 ·

251.3507 ± 78.23-

258.2243 ± 89.988 -

Biceps EMG (mv)

1.5719 ± 0.98-

1.2303 ± 0.8365 ·

1.007 ± 0.59-

TricepsEMG(mv)

0.1592 ± 0.0760

0.137 1 ± 0.3230

0.1462 ± 0.0906

Quadriceps MVC (N)

551.8389 ± 174.15·

446.0418 ± 157.69'

443.750 ± 150.26-

QlIadriccpsEMG

1.0002 ± 0.60-

0.6092 ± 0.40-

0.5984 ± 0.37

0.0870 ± 0.1206

0.0681 ± 0.0381

0.0596 ± 0.0464

(mv)
HamstringsEMG
(mv)

Ta ble 5. The changes in the uppe r and lower limb average (n "' 10) MVC force (N)and
EMG (mv) values in the up right position. inverted within Is and inverted within 3s
rotations whe n biceps and quad riceps contracted individually. Asterisk (*) sign denotes
significant differences between uprigh t and inverted within Is and 3s rotations

Main Effect for
Condition
HR

Upright

Inverted in Is

Inverted in3s

± 9.50-

68.5455 ± 8. 1?-

65.0455 ± 7.45'

SBP

130.1818 ± 8.06"

116.0909 ± 8.23-

113.9545 ± 6.48'

DBP

78.6364 ± 7.39"

67.5455 ± 6.33-

65.1818 ± 4.64 -

82.0491

T a ble 6. The main effect for condition with average (n '" 22) values for the changes in
heart rate (HR). systolic blood pressure (SBP). and dias tolic blood pressure (OBP) in the
upright position. inverted within 1s and inverted with 3s rotations. Asterisk (- ) sign
denotes significant diffcrences betwcen upright and inverted withi n Is and 3s rotations.
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FIGURES
1. Main effects for Condition: Forte

Biceps MVC
'00
350

Fig. I. The average (n " 22) biceps MVC force (N) in the upright and inverted within Is
and 3s rotations when biceps and quadriceps contracted together. Columns represent
average values of the force and bars represent standard deviations (± SD). Asterisk (t)
sign denotes significant differences between upright and inverted within Is and 3s
ro tations.

Quadriceps MVC

600

Fig.2. The average (11 eo 22) quadriceps MVC force (N) in the up right and inverted within
Is and 35 rotations when biceps and quadriceps contracted together. Columns represent
average values of the fo rce and bars represent standard deviations (± SD). Asterisk ( t )
sign denotes significant differences between up right and inverted within Is and 3s

6S

Biceps MVC

300

250

so

Fig.3. nlC average (n "" J 0) biceps MVC force (N) in the upright and inverted within Is
and 3s rotations when biceps contracted individuaHy. Columns represent average values
ufthe force and bars represent standard deviations (± SD). Asterisk (*) sign denotes
significant differences between upright and inverted within Is and 3s rotations.

Quadriceps MVC

;: I
I
600
500

I

'00
300 ,
200
100

I

a

r igA. The average (n = 10) quadriceps MVC force (N) in the upright and inverted within
Is and 3s rotations when quadriceps contracted individually. Columns represent average
values of the force and bars represent standard deviations (± SO). Asterisk ( ' ) sign
denotes significant differences between upright and inverted within [s and Js rotations.
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2. l\lain effects for condition: Electromyography (EMG)

Biceps EMG

Fig.5. The avcrage (n = 22) biceps EMG activity (mv) during the MVC of the biceps
whcn biceps and quadriceps contracted togethe r in upright and inverted within Is and 3s
rotations. Columns represent average values of the EMG and bars represent standard
dcviations (± SO). Asterisk (+) sign dcnotcs significant diffcrences betv,·een upright and
inverted within Is <lnd 3s rotations.

Triceps EMG

0.05

Fig.6. The <lverage (n = 22) triceps EMG <lctivity (mv) during the MVC of the biceps
when biceps and quadriceps contracted together in upright and inverted within Is and Js
rotations. Columns represent average values of the EMG and bars represent standard
deviations (± SO). Astcrisk (+) sign dcnotes significant differences between upright and
inverted within I s rotations.
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Quadriceps EMG

Fig.? The average (n = 22) quadriceps EMG activily (mv) during the MVC of the
quadriceps when biceps and quadriceps contracted togethe r in upright and inverted within
1sand 35 rotations. Columns represent average vtllues or the EMG and bars represent
standard deviations (± SO). Asterisk (t) sign denotes significant differences between
uprigh t and inverted within I sand 3s rotations.

Hamstrings EMG
0.12

I

Fig.B. The average (n = 22) hamstrings EMG activity (mv) during the MVC of the
quadriceps when biceps and quadriceps contracted together in upright and inverted within
Is and Js rotations. Columns rt:prescnt average values of the EMG and bars represent
standard deviations ( ±: SO). Asterisk C+) sign denotes significant differences between
uprightund inverted within Is rotations
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Biceps EMG

2'

F'ig.9. The average (n = 10) biceps EMG activity (mv) during the MVC oftht: biceps
when biceps contracted individually in upright and inverted within Is and 35 rotations.
Columns represe nt average values of the EMG and bars represent standard deviations (±
SO). Asterisk (.) sign denotes significant differences between upright and inverted within
Isand3srotations.

Quadriceps EMG

O.
0.2

o

F ig. IO. The average (n = 10) quadriceps EMG activity (mv) during the MVC of the
quadriceps when quadriceps contracted individually in upright and inverted within Is and
3s rotations. Columns represent average values of the EMG and bar.;: rep resent standard
deviations (± SO). Asterisk ( . ) sign denotes significant differences between up right and
inverted wilhin Is and 3s rolations
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3. Main dfccis for Time: Force

Fig.11. The average (n "" 22) changes in quadriceps MVC foree (N) in the first sec, 0·3s,
and 3-6s time periods when bil:eps and quadriceps contracted together. Columns
represent average values of the force and bars represent standard deviatio ns (± SO)
Asterisk ( ~ ) sign denotes significant differences between the first second and 3-6s
periods. A tendenl:Y (P "" 0.06) was observed from the first second to 0-3s
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.t. Heart Rate a nd Blood Pressure

Heart Rate

"''' I
90

80

6"'"

'"
30

'"
"
Fig.12. The ave rage (n '" 22) heart rate (beats/min) in the upright and inverted within Is
and 3s rotations. Columns represent average values ofbeatslmin and bars rep resent
standard deviations (± SO). Asterisk (t) sign denotes significant differences between
upright and invcrted within [s and 3s rotations.

Systolic Blood Pressure

""
"''' I
120
""8"
60

Fig. 13. The average (n = 22) systolic blood pressure (mmHg) in the up right and inverted
within Is and 3s ro tations. Columns represent average values of the pressure and bars
represent standard deviations (± SO). Asteri sk (*) sign denotes significant differences
between upright and inverted within I s and 3s rotations

"

Diastolic Blood Pressure
>00

90

"

60

'0
30

Fig. I". The average (n = 22) diastolic blood pn:s~urc (mmHg) in the upright and inverted
within Is and 3s rotations. Columns rcprcst:nt average values of the pressure and bars
represent standard deviations (± S O). Asterisk (.) sign denotes significant differences
between upright and inverted within I sand 3s rotations
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5. Foree Profiles

Fig. 15. Image represents the fo rce proli!e when invcned within Is rotation. The lines
represent three different phases ofana!ysis(O-ls, 0-3s. 3-6s).

~I -

-II

""ig. 16. Image represents the rorce profile when inverted within 3s rotation. The lines
represent three different phases of analysis (O- Is, 0·3s, 3-6s)
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A PP ENDICES

Variability in Rot a tion T imes
Time of inversion in Is

Time of inve rsion in 3s

Subject 1

1.12

3.07

Subject 2

1.23

3.21

Subject 3

1.09

3.14

Subject 4

1.11

3.11

Subjcct 5

1.17

3.17

Subject 6

1.21

3.01

Subject 7

1.08

3.26
3.04

Subject 8

1.19

Subject 9

1.14

3.12

Subject 10

1.02

3.13

Subject II

1.17

3.00

Subject 12

1.00

3.22

Subject 13

1. 24

3.03

Subjcct 14

1.l6

3.19

Subject 15

1.19

3.14

Subjcct 16

1.23

3.17

Subject 17

1.12

3.26

Subject 18

1.27

3.08

Subject 19

1.05

3.20

Subject 20

1.14

3.16

Subject 2 1

1.11

3.21

Subject 22

1.02

3.02

Table I. The variabili ty in rotation times when subjects were inverted wi thin Is and 3s
with concurrent biceps and quadriceps contraction.

Timc of invcrsion in Is

Time of inversion in 3s

Subject I

LIS

3.01

Subject 2

1,09

3.20
3.16

Subject 3

1.21

Subject 4

1.17

3.11

Subject 5

1.23

3.11
3.09

Subject 6

1.07

Subject 7

1.19

3.19

Subject 8

1.02

3.05

Subject 9

1.11

3.16

Subject 10

1.06

3.18

Table 2. The variability in rotation times when
with individual biccp~ contraction.

~ubjects

were inverted within Is and 3s

Time of inversion in [s

Time of inversion in 3s

Subject I

Ll3

3.23

Subject 2

I,ll

3.02

Subject 3

1.24

3.19

Subject 4

1.07

3.14

Subject 5

1.19

3.18

Subject 6

1.15

3.11

Subject 7

1.17

3.00

Subject 8

1.05

3.13

Subject 9

1.22

3.05

Subject 10

1.04

3.17

T able 3. The variability in rotation times when subjects were invcrted within Is and 3s
with individual quadriceps contraction
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Figure: Photo ofrotatiollaJ chair in upright position.
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Figure: Photo of rOlational ehair in inverted position
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ABSTRACT
While there has been an ahundance of research conducted in the arcu of obesity,
the vast majority of studies havc investigated the impl ications of obesity from a positivist
perspective with attention to physical ramifications or potential burden to the healtheare
system. Studies that examine the embo<licd experiences of children who are defined as
obese are practically non-cxistcnt. Utilizing a multi-method qualitative approach
infonncd by post-structural and feminist theory, this study was designed to examine how
children enrolled in an obesity treatmcnt program with a self-estcem focus both utilize
and resist dominant discourses related to the body and health, and how they negotiate
alternative discourses as introduced through the program. [t provides a mueh-necded
examination of how so-called 'obese' children navigate the dominant health and obesity
discourses while trying to forge their scnse of selves. Through interviews, focus groups
and panicipant observations, I demonstrate how children in this study drew regularl y
upon the dominant messages in relation to weight and hCl.llth to situate themselves on the
periphery of social space, hence becoming the . fat othcr'. Utilizing Foucauldian theory. I
also demonstrate how governmental notions of risk and responsibility central 10 the
obesity discourse scrvc to position 'obese' children as the "ultimate at-risk' children,
placing them in a position of constant scrutiny and s urveillance. While I show that within
the present heahhist environment. Ihese children arc provided limited discursive resources
to suppon a so-called "healthy' identit y, I also expose the nuid and contingent nature of
identity fonnation. ! illustratc how the children exercised agency through various resistive
mechanisms upon entering the program, while also demonstrating this agency in drawing
upon the alternative discourses as presented in the program in an eITon to challenge the

'fat identity'. This research contributes to a growing body of critical obesity research that
mOVL'S

the concept obesity beyond a medical and social ' problem' to consider how such a

concept is discursively constituted within the broader social, cultural, and political facets
of contemporary society.
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C H AI'TE R I
INTRODUCT ION

Power is 1101 an illSlillilioll. alld 1101 a SlrllClI/re: lleither is il a cerlaill sirengih we
are endowed wilh: il is the name Iha / one a/fributes 10 a complex strategical
situation in a particular sociely. (Fo1lcalllt, 1978, p.93)

How do we make meaning of the things around us that influence the way we live,
the way we view life, and the ideas that shape, not only our attitudes, but also our
identities? This is a question that oftcn perplexes me. It is also a question from which

J

have framed my doctoral research. In the early phase of my doctoral program r had
approached my supervisor wi th an idea to examine issues of body image with preteen
girls. r was concerned about the dominant health discourses that conflate hcalth and
wcight and thc subscqucnt pressure this placcd upon girls to fit the nonnative body ideal.

r began reviewing the li terature and develo ping ideas that I thought would hring me to the
placc 1 nccded to be to bcgin devcloping a proposal for my doctoral research. As I
rcviewcd thc literature morc in morc depth, 1 was also intrigued by the growing body of
research that highlights thc increasing prom inence ofoody image concerns in the male
population (Cohane & Pope, 2001; Hargreaves & Tiggemann. 2006; Ricciardelli &
McCahe, 2004). This led me 10 consider how children in general begin to shape their
ideas about health and the hody. How is it that we learn what it means to be healthy? How
do we come to believe that the thin body equates with a healthy body and how has the

imperative to maintain a so-called ' healthy weight status' become so ingrained in our
practiecsofeverydaylife?
My rescareh notion was solidified one day while visiting my chi ldren 's school.
Upon entering the school I noticed 11 large poster plaeed upon the entrance into the
gymnasium that read, "Prevent Obcsity". Thc postcr was stratcgieally placed so all people
who passed through the door would see it. It was bright and colourful with smiling
childrcn and parents taking part in various physical activities. I was initially struck by the
writtcn mt:ssagc and subsequently struck by the pictures that served to reinlorec this
mcssage. The messagc (l'revent Obesity) to me highlighted thc negative connotations of
obesity, as something that must be avoided. The position of this message in the gylll
entrance suggested thaI il was an important warni ng that children should pay attention to
The subjects of the pictures I noted were all a reOection of the nonnative thin body that
has come to be not only dl-osirable, but also required as the core characteristic of·health'.
The poster represented a very white middle class rcpn..oscntation of what the hcalthy,
aetivc child should look like. Whilc standing outsidc the threshold into the area where
children are expected to be active and involved, where they arc expected to learn 10 love
being active in their bodies, I began 10 wonder whal thallllessage meanl for chi ldren who
were already catcgori/.(.'(I or labelled as obesc. What did these ehildrcn think oflhis
message? How difficult is il10 enlcr Ihal gymnasium knowing thallhis is thc place you
should go to be sOIll(.'Onc unlike you? How difficult must il be when Ihe healthy child is
defined as somehow bctter than you are, someone thinner, someone fiUeT. the child in thc
postcr'! I began to wonder how thesc children in particular negotiate the anti-fat messages
that arc so pervasive in our society: thc messages that ure so uncritically endorsed within

major institutions (schools as a primary example) that shape the way we live, the way we
interact with others and eflcctivcly shape the messages that influence thc identitics wc
forge (Gard & Wright, 2005; Rail, Holmes, & Murray, 2010).
I thus rcturned to the literature in hopes that I would find something that would
provide me with somc insight into the issue at hand. While I found an abundance of
literature that examined thc physic1l1 and psychosocial implications of obesity for
children, I found only two studies that utilized a qualitative approach in exploring the
perceptions of obese children (Murtagh, Dixey, & Rudolf, 2006; Wills, Backett-Milburn,
Gregory, & Lawton, 2006). Unfurtunately, the initial study proved to be conccrned mo re
with the children's perccived barriers to weight loss than the embodied experiences of
these children and the latter study considercd children's opinions of ovelv,'cight and
obesity in children of various size categories. Neither of these studies provided ,111 indcpth exploration of the experiences of the children defined as ohese. From Ihere, I drew
on a number of studies that explored how youth utilize the discourses availablc to them in
relation 10 hcalth and the body and the impact these broad discourses have on thc
meanings they produce around health and the body (Burrows & Wright, 2004; George &
Rail , 2006; Wright, O'Flynn, & MacDonald, 2006; Rail , 2009; Burrows. Wright, &
Jungerson Smith, 2002 ). While thesc studies did not focus speeitieaJly on obese children,
they were enlightening in that they provided a critical examination of the powerful
dynamics at play thai shapc idcas und so-ealk-d knowledge related to health and the body.
Thcy also provided mc with a rcfcrcnec point from which to begin. They furthcr
reinforced thc significance of such exploration. It is trom this point that I began to frame
the research study I wlmted to conduct with consideration to obesity as a soci,11 construct

Obesity as a Contemporary Construct
Obesity is an issue that pervades many aspects of our lives in the 21" century. As
citi zens we arc reminded on a regular basis of the so-called 'obesity epidemic' and the
imminent threat that it poses to the health of individual s and the population as a whole
(Evans, de Pian, Rich, & Davies, 2011; Rich & Evans, 200S; Saguy & Almc1 ing, 2008).
Throughout this dissertation I provide a critique of the notion of obesity as a
contemporary health cri sis. [ see it not as a given reality but rather as a discursive social
reality produced through powerful discourses. Considering obesity from a feminist
post~truetural

perspective, I consider how we utilize diseoursL'S to navigate various

subjcct positions, to considcr how we fit within the discursive world that is available to
us. [ draw on the work of Foucault in considering how dominant discourses therefore
serve as a repertoire from which we frame a sense of who we arc and how we fit within
the larger

~oeial

strueture. [ consider how we, as Davies (2000) noted, 'speak our selves

into existence within the tenns of available discourses" (p.SS).
The current health and obesity di scourses, I argue throughout this dissertation,
provide limited resources for the acquisition of positive

~ubjecl position~.

"Illese

discourses, driven by healthist and individualist thinking, render health as an indi vidual
responsibility (Beausoleil. 2009; Rail & Bcausoleil , 2003). Healthislll, according to
Crawford (1980), places health as the ultimate good in life, as ,lllIoral value or goal
towards which all pcople should strivc thus placing the

re~ponsibility

for hcalth at the

individuallevcl and reinforcing the concept of the indi vidual as a consumer. This goal has
been intertwined with an intense focus on the body (as the body has bccome a visual
representation of health), resulting in whut Dworkin & Wachs (2009) refer 10 as u 'body

panic", This preoccupation with thc body displaees'< critiques of the social structure onto
individUlll bodily failures and onto gender relations, while stigmatizing those who fail to
participate and succeed in the existi ng system" (Dworkin & Wachs, p.I04). Such panic
has been perpetuated through media ads, health promotion material, and by many health
professionals who consistently remind us of our responsibility as individuals to employ
self-diseiplinc to combat obesity through diet and exercise (Klacynski, Goold, & Mudry,
2004; Monaghan, 2007). Obesity thcrefore, within this healthist view, is perceived simply
as the consequence of poor choices and unhealthy behaviours, with limited consideration
to the multiple factors that serve to shape a person"s weight status. Dominant hc.11th and
obesity diseoursl,,'S have bcen implicatl,,'d in the conflation of health and thinncss, thus
leaving obese people in a marginalized position within society. as they arc considered to
symbolize that which is undesirable and reflective of our overall moral decline (Gard &
Wright. 2005; LcBcsco, 2004; Jutel, 2005)
The construct of obesity has becn widely discussed in the literature, given the
notable increase in rates in both adults and children within Canada and globally. The rates
of obesity today arc reported as being markedly higher than they have been in previous
decades. prompting the World Health Organization (2000). to constitute it as an epidemic.
It has been noted that this trend applies to children as well as adults (Heingberg &

Thompson, 2009; Wang & Lobstein, 2(06). In a study by Tremblay and Willms (2003)
for example, it was suggested that 33% of boys and 26% of girls in Canada fit into the
category of ovem'eight. while 10010 of boys and 9% of gi rls were considered to be obese.
While the issue of obesity is complex and greatly tied to social nonns. the vast majority
of obesity related literature arises from the positivist paradigm with little attention to the

embodied realities of the people themselves. "Both the social scicnces and the positivistic
sciences tend to ignore how body weight is lived as an evcryday reality. In other words,
thc lived realities, the voices of embodied subjects, are all but silenccd in the "war on
obesity" (Nonnan, 2009, p. 9). The studies focus predominantly on the physical
ramifications of obesity and its impact upon thc healthcare system with consideration to
current and predicted trends, stating that obesity is linked to higher rates of heart disease,
diabetes, hypcrtension and stroke (Eckel, 1997; Katzmari:yk & Adem, 2004; Peeters et
aI., 2003; l'ietrobeili & Steinbeck, 2004; Reilley et aL, 2003; Wang & Lobstein, 2006;
World Health Organization, 2000). Other research has focused on the economic burden
placed upon the system by those considered to be obese (Katzmar.t.yk & Janssen, 2004;
Moo<lie & Carter, 2010; Wang & William, 2002). Childhood obl'Sity has bl'Cn an area of
particular eoneern as it is suggested that of those children who present with a ElM I greater
than the 95 lh percentile, upwards of69% or greater will continue to be obese in adulthood
(Ball & MeCarger, 2003; Canning, Courage, & Frizzell, 2004; Shields, 2006; Heinberg &
Thompson, 2009). tnterestingly, recent research has suggested that overweight (8MI
ranging from 25-29.9) and even class I obesity (8M I ranging from 30-34.9) ma y not
result in increased risk of death and that they Tllay in fact provide some level of protection
(Orpana et aI., 2010; Flegal , Graubard, Williamson, & Gail, 2007; Kuk et al.. 201 1). In a
very recent study by Kuk ct ,11. lor example, the authors found that only some of the obese
people in their study of the Edmonton Obesity Staging System identified as a greater
mortality risk than more lean people. As they state,

The linding that there were no ditlhenccs in a1J-eause mortality risk
between obese individuals in EOSS stage 011 and nonnal-weight individuals
brings into question whether weight loss is beneficial for reducing health risk in
this unique obese population. This is in contrast to the current U.S. obesity
treatment guidelines, which suggest that obese individuals should be treated for
their obesity, regardless of their overall risk profile (p.573).
It is interesting, given the notion that you can be ' fit and fat' (Gaesser, 2002)

combined with the reports that state that death rates due to obesity have been
overestimated (Flegal, Graubard, & Williamson, 2004; Flegal, Williamson, Pam uk , &
Rosenberg, 2004), thai alamling claims about the impending health crisis related to
obesity continue to provide the backdrop to much ofthc obesity literature (Bocro, 2007;
Campos, 2004; Evans, & Rich, 2005). As stated by Lobstein, Baur, & Jackson-Leach
(2010) childhood obesity "has bcen described by medical professionals as 'a public health
disaster waiting to happen', 'a massive tsunami ' and a 'health time bomb'" (p.3). This
alannist discourse originating from the scientific community that is so strongly endorsed
through major social institutions through which we conduct our daily activitics oflifc
hence has resulted in what critical obesity researchers reter to as an 'obesity panic'
(Ekausolcil, 2009; Campos, Saguy, Ernsbergcr, Oli ver, & Gaesser, 2006; Gard & Wright ,
2005).

While hcalth profcssionals cannot ignorc the physical health consequences of
extremc levels of weight in children and adolescents, it is also vital that we gain an
understanding of how the obesity discoursc is constructcd, and thc impact of the dominant

messages surrounding obesity, particularly on those that fall into the obese category
(Monaghan, Hollands, & Pritchard, 2010; Rice, 2007; Wright, 2000). Recent literature
has begun to focus on the psychosocial impaci of obesity on the wellbeing of these
children. While obesity has been shown to have a negative impact on the physical health
of some children, the impact on children's psychosocial wellbeing for many may be cvcn
greater and more damaging than the physical consequences (Flodmark, 2005; O'Dea,
2005; Larkin & Rice, 2005). This is of particular conccrn within programs designed to
treat childrcn who arc considercd obese as these children arc in a particularly vulnerable
position as they strive to function as marginalized bodies within the dominant discourse.
It has been argued for example that while few obesity treatment programs have been
found to be effective (Flynn et aI., 2006; Summcrbcll, Ashton, Campbell , Edmunds,
Kclly, & Waters, 2008), thc reinforccmcnt of dominant hcalth discourses in many obesity
prcvention and treatment programs that connate health and thinncss and thus focus
mainly on weight reduction or maintaining a specific wcight status, may in fi-Iet scrve to
negatively influence the self-esteem and emerging identities of child participants
(Cameron, 1999; O·Dea, 2005).
It is thus vital that wc bcgin to cxplore the ways in which children negotiate the

dominant hcalth discourscs, specifically the obesity discourse, and cOJlsider the impact of
such discourses on the body imagc, self-cstcem , and evolving identities of the children
involved. While there have becn a number of quantitative rescarch studies that have
provided some insight into the experiences of obese children with regard to body image,
scl!:esteem and quality of life, research from a qualitative perspective is extremely
limited. Although a number of authors have begun to question the role that obesity

discourse plays in the way we view our bodies and the strategies designed to "combat"
obesity in light of the so-called obesity epidemic, rcsearch that provides an exploration of
the embodied experience of children within obesity treatment programs, with particular
attention to obesity discourse and dominant health messages, is virtually non-cx istent. To
my knowledge no other research studies have explored the role of discourse in nonmeasurement focused treatment programs Ihal focus on building self-esteem
Th is dissertation highlights a study in which I sought 10 examine how children
enrolled in an obesity treatment program, wiTh a self-esteem focus, both utilize and resist
dominant discourses constructing the body and health and how they negotiate al ternative
discourses as introduced th rough thc program. The proposed slud y was conducted within
a lreatment program for obese children within an Atlantic Province of Canada. While
recognizing that the children who arc referred to th is progmm have been identified as
obese and arc often presenting with health threatening symptoms wh ich must be
addressed, the progmlll coordinators also recognize that the dominant obesity discourse
which is so pervasive both in Illedical and broader social environmenls may be having a
negative impact on these very children. The treatment program has thus been designed
using a multidisciplinary approach that promotes positive self-esteelll and positive body
image while avoiding focus on weight and measurement. Dominant bclids about weight
and health arc ehal1cng\."XI while acceptance of naluml sizes is reinforced. Parents arc also
involwd in the program because il has been recognized that they impact and arc impacted
by the eoneems of Their children and playa key role in their children ·s developing health
beliefs and attitudes (McGarvey et aI., 2004).

10

Considering Ihc importance o f the embodied experiences of children enrolled in
obesity treatment programs, the overall objective o f tile pro]>oscd research study was to
gain insight into how these chi ldren arc learning to navigate a world which views fat as
the enemy. to examine how they arc constructing their sense of selves in and through their
bodies and their daily experiences and to explore the introduction ofahcrnativc
discourses through the Treatment Program. Drawing on the writing of Foucault, [ work to
make visible Ihc power relations that privil ege the obesity d iscourse over alternative
discourses. Given thallhcre has been very lillie research conducted that examines the
experiences of obese children, part icularly those in the treatment setting, this research has
the potelltialto positively impact the design of programs and practice within the trcatment
setti ng as well as providc insight for health promoters, educators, policy makers, parcnts,
and childrcn in how to address and allcr the dominant mcssagcs inhcrcnt in thc eUlTcnt
obesity discourse.
"Ufpose of the Stud y

The 11lllin purposc of this study was to explore the embodied experiences of
children who have been defined as elinically obese and who have enrolled in a family
centred obesity treatment program. This research will begin to fill an identitied gap in
research in relation to thc embodied experiences of children defincd as obese. As
previously stated, the manner in which these childrcn negotiate the obesity and dominant
health discourses in light of their marginalized position within those discourses is of
particular interest. Specifically this study examined the following questions:

II

\) How have children who epitomize what the dominant hcalthist view dictates
as unhealthy and undesirable, taken up the messages that permeate the

dominant obesity discourse?
2) Conversely, how do they resist these messages? What mechanisms do they
utilize to maintain positive self-esteem and forge their identities?

3) What impact docs Ihe interplay of acceptance and rcsistllnce have on the selfesteem and evolving identity of the children?
4) How do parents negotiate the dominant health discourse? How is this rcflt.>cled
in di scussions related their children's self-esteem and identity?
5) How do the children deal with altcmative discourses introduced to them within
the Treatment Program \hal serve to challenge the dominant messages?

While I recognize the complexityofthe impact of discourse on identity, I also
recognize that this can be explored through an examination of ehildren"s talk around their
bodies, concepts of health and fitness, what they identify as their personal strengths, as
well as friendships and othcr relationships. Th is impact can also be explorcd through the
children's artwork that provides another outlet for the children to both express and
examine the meanings they constmct in relation to health and the body and where they lit
within the dominant paradigm. Furthennore. this research provides a discussion into how
we as health professionals, educators, and rescarehers can begin to effectively share our
perspectives and open up to different ways of knowing that can serve to enhance our
research, our health promotion initiativcs, and ultimately improve the quality oflife for
children considered obese. Through exploring children's experiences with attention on
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how they utilize the discursive resources it is my hope that this research will serve as an
impetus for change in the way we promote health and highlight the need for continuing

research and education in this aren,
Outline

This dissertation is organ ized to provide a thorough overview of the process I

undertook to explore the embodied experiences of a group of children defined as obese.
In the introduction [ have provided rationale for why [ chose this particular topic. I have
also provided a background discussion highlighting the concept of obesity and how it has
been constructed from a Foucauldian perspective to become a "discourse of doom', which
ultimately impacts on the way children view themselves and others. I discuss how I
utilized a critical discursive approach to examine how identities are fonned in light of
powerful hegemonic or dominant discourses that frame the way we view health and the
body and how ch ildren in th is program both utilize and resist the discourses at their
disposal.
In Chapter Two, the literature review, I provide an examination of the literature
that frames the discursive production of obesity, obesity treatmcnt, and the at-risk child. I
highlight the feminist post-structural literature thut provides a foundation for my critical
exurnination of the discourse throughout this particular treatment program with specific
refcrenee to Foue'lUlt·s conceptualization of discourse and the influence of Icminist
scholars who examine how the nonnative body is produced and monitored in our society.
This d iscussion is presented with consideration to the power relations at play that render
"body work' as a prerequisite for health within an individualistic health paradigm. I
provide an overview of mainstream obesity literature that wams of us of the impending
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threats related to obesity and the critical literature that serves to critique a number of the
mainstreams claims. This literature provided me with the theoretical foundation from

which [ was able to contemplate and ultimately senle upon a research design that [ felt
would effectively address my research questions.
In Chapter Three I provide a discussion of the methodology utilizl.--d in this

dissertation. I highlight the process ofsclcction and recruitment within the obesity
treatment program selected fo r the purposes of this research. r provide my rationale for
the usc of (I critical discursive qualitative approach using multiple methods based both
upon a feminist framework where researchers "bob and weave their threads of
understanding, listening to the expericnccs of others" (Hcssc-Bibcr, 2007, p. 3). r also
dcmonstratc how researching with children rather than researching 011 children calls for
diverse and creative data eollcction methods (Birbcck & Drummond, 2005). Fimllly, I
provide an overview ofthc cthnographie approach utili zcd with dcscriptions of the
methods used including participant obscrvation, ficld notes, intervicws, focus groups and
an an project. Within this discussion I provide rcflcction upon the epistemological
foundations of this mcthodology and thc important function of reflexivity in considering
my role in the co-construction of knowledge given my position as an adult, a mother, a
health pro!i:ssional. an educator and a rescarcher.
Chapter Four, entitled "Discourse ofDilTerencc: 'My Body Doesn 't Fit" is the
first of three chapters based upon my analysis ofthc data gencrated in this stud y. In this
chapter I providc an analysis of the childrcn's narratives relati ng 10 their constructions of
health. I highlight how these constructions arc vcry much framed by dominant discours(:s
that define health in eOll'orcal tenns. J also provide a discussion about how these
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discourses serve to position the children on the periphery in Icml S of social space and the
mechanisms the children utilize in striving toward a positive sense of self given in the
context of where they are positioned. In this chapter I also highlight the iml>Ortancc of
acknowledging the children's agency in relation to these discourses. I consider not just
how they take up dominant discourses but also how they attempt to resist or subvert such
discourses. In keeping with the theoretical underpinnings of my research [also integrate
my reflections in rdation to my position in the co-construction ofknowlcdgc at these
particularjunclurcs.
Chapter Five, entitled 'Fatness, Risk, and the Responsible Child: "1 Just Need
More Willpower'" explores the children's cOlllmon experiences in living and leaming
health from a healthist perspective. In this chapter I examine how childrcn utilize the
neoliberal healthist discoursc in thcir discussion of health as they struggle to achieve the
status of worthy citizen. I discuss how, through the medicaliz:alion of ohesity and a
governmcntal approach to health, Ihis discourse serves to construct the obese child as the
'ultimate at-risk child' and I consider the implications of such a construction in IcrnlS of
the children's sensc of self and responsibility. Within this chapter I also provide a
discussion of how parcnts utilize the obesity and risk discourses in caring for their
children and highlight thc gcndcrcd nature of the healthist discoursc in defining the
promotion and maintenance ofehildrcn's health as a motherly responsibility. I consider
the mother's narratives as they struggle to achieve what they pcreeivc as ollcn
contradictory tasks ofhclping their children achieve the prescribed health goals while
simultancously trying to promote positive sel f-esteem and identities. I demonstrate how
the mothers utilize both the risk and obesity discourse in discussing thei r concerns for
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their children and the guilt and responsibility they feci in relation to their children and
li/(,"Stylc issues. I also illustrate in this chapter how the common theme of wi]] power
consistently emerged as children often identified themselves as being wC<1k and not

having the strength to be good at the ' health thing'.
[n chapler six, ent itled "A lternative Messages and the Creation ofa Safe Haven: "J
Feel Safe Here", I explore issues that arose in relation to the Treatment Program itself.
Within this chapter I provide an overview of the children's initial conceptualizations of
the program thai were drawn from dominant notions of obesity lind medical intervention.

r also consider how these conceptualizations changed through the course orlhe program
as a result of the introduction of alternative messaging and program interactions. Through
examination of the children's and program coordi nators' narratives I illustrate how the
program acted as a safe social space for the children where they felt secure in discussing
and critiquing ideas of health and the body. I also highlightlhe challenges faced by the
program coordinators in using an alternative framework within the dominant biomedical
paradigm that produces obesity as disease.
In Chapter Seven, the final chapter, I provide a summary of the major findings
discussed throughout this dissertation with consideration to their implications for health
practice, education, and research. Based upon these lindings I provide a number of
T<•.'commendations

for those in each of these ticlds with a specific focus on the integration

of critical studies and appreciation for dilTercnt 'ways of knowing· Finally, I consider
how this work contributes to the growing body of criti cal obesity studies work
highlighting how it can be utiliZl..d and built upon in future research.
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CIIA PTER 2
LITERATURE REVI EW

71wre is 110 power re/alioll wi/hollllhe corre/ative constitution ofafield of
knowledge,

1I0r

allY knowledge that does f101 presuppose and COllstillile at the

same lime, po)l'er relations (Foucault, 1977, p.27).

Knowledge, from a Foucauldian perspective, is always viewed in connection with
power. Know ledge is produced from power and can work to sustain and reinforce power.
Know ledge, however, is not static and can chlmgc and aller thc power relations at any
givclllimc. Thus any 'truth' can be contemplated and challenged, as 'truth" is very much
based upon the perspective of the knower. "Thc claims of every knower reflect a
particular perspective shaped by social, cull ural, political, and personal factors"
( I-I awkcsworth, 2007, pA8S). We build our understanding o f the world and frame our
experiences around the knowledge that is available to us. Hence it is imponant that we
look to the knowledge produced through the relevant literature in any given area when
involved in lhe research process. The literature review therc!ore provides an imponant
function. According to Boote and Bic1e (2005), the literature review "sets the broad
contcxt of the study, clearly demarcates what is and what is not within the scope of the
investigation and justifies those decisions" (pA).
In this chapter I provi de a comprehensive review of the litentture beginning with
literature ti.lCussed on obesity treatment as this study was conducted within the context of
an obesity treatment program. I move on to explore literature relating to the psychosocial
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ra mifications of chi ldhood obesity, as there is an ever-growing body ofrcscarch in this
area. While much of this literature is drawn from a positivist pcrspcclivcofwhich I
remain critical, many o f the arguments within hold relevance and served to shape the
contcxt from which I began to conceptualize the issues central to my doctoral research. In
this chapler [ go on to provide an overview of the work ofMichcl Foucault, as his notions
o f truth, power, lind knowledge provide the theoretical foundation from which I have
framed this research. I also draw on the work of a number of femi nist poststructural
authors whose work on bodies, health, risk construction, and cri tique of the obesity
epidemic were instrumental in both the design and analysis oflhis study.
O besity Trcatmcnt
As discussed in chapter one of this dissertation, the issuc of obcsity is quite
prevalent in the mai nstream posi tivist literature with great emphasis placed on the
physical conscquences of living wi th what is eonsiderl.-d execss body mass or weight and
the medical trcatmcnt of obesity. For many years programs have been dcvelopcd and
implemented, most oftcn with a focus on weight reduction as the goal. While a number of
studics report on intcrventions that have lead to short-tcnn weight loss and behaviour
change, long-tenn maintenance has been difficult to attain and has not been accomplished
in the vast majority ofintcrventions (Caprio & Gencl, 2005; Drohan, 2003; Flynn,
McNeil, Mutasingwa. & Tough, 2006; Summerbcll, Ashton, Campbell. Edmunds, Kelly,

& Waters, 2008). According to Flynn el a1. (2006) for cxample, "the filct that prevalence
of childhood obesity has increased dramatically despite the numerous programmes and
elinical interventions that have been undertaken over the last 20 years is a testament to the
deficiency in obesity prevention and treatment ap proaches" (p.29). This statement is
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supported by the work of McGovern et at. (2008) who conducted a systematic review and
meta-analysis of61 non-surgical interventions for childhood obesity including the usc of
lifestyle interventions and medications to promote weight loss. Following this analysis the
authors concluded thallhcrc was limited evidence to support Ihe short-ternl efficacy of
such interventions while the long-tcnn efficacy remains unclear. Despite the lack of
evidence to support the benefit of lifestyle and medication based treatments for weight
reduction, practitioners in Ihe midst orthe moral panic over obesity continue to utilize
this approach. As staled by len Have, Beaufort, and Holm (2010),
The vicw that "we have to do something now. Doing nothing is not an option"
may blind us to the fact that doing somcthing where wc have very little evidence
that is works is, apart from in a political sense, unlikely to be much better than
doing nothing. And we also have to remember that doing something without
sufficient evidence may later be proved to be a bad idea (p. 32).
Jt has been suggested in the literature that the rush to "do something"", without specific

allention 10 the complex nature of obesity and the lived expericnces of those considered
obese may enhance the potential for haml (l3urns & Gavey, 2004; Gard & Wright. 2001;
O'Dca, 2005; Rich & Evans, 2005). As far back as 1984, Brownell and Wadden
recognized the limitations in treating obesity as simply an issue of altered energy balance.
They emphasized the need for a broader approach to obesity treatment stating that ""the
professional community is concerned with the medic.11 concomitants of obesity but the
psychosocial and social perils arc at least as important to those a!11ietcd by the problem""
(cited by Strauss, 2000). Interestingly, Stewart el al (2008) noted that while the
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motivating factor for many health professionals in obesity treatment is weight control, the
motivating factors for children and parents tend to relate 10 self-esteem and social
inclusion. Consequently, those programs that have been noted to be more successfu l were
those focussed on self-esteem building including parental participation and group
activi ties where socializat ion was fostered (Gruber & Haldeman, 2009; McLean, Griffin,
Toney, & Hardeman, 2003; Walker-Lowry, Sal linen, & Janicke, 2007; Zamctkin, Zoon,
Klein, & Munson, 2(04). As noted by Edwards el al. (2006). family-based treatment has
been one oCthe only appronchcs thai demonstrated both short and long-tcnn cHicacy.
They argued \hcrctorc 1ha1 it is incumbent upon those responsible for addressing weight
concerns in youth to consider the importancc of family prcsem:c and participation in
treatment and to examine the implications of treatment on self-esteem and the importance
of promoting positive body image and self-esteem.
Even with family involvement however, it has been argued that the focus on
weight without consideration to the larger societalmcssages that arc moderated by
family, friends and the broader social environment may be grcatl y implicated in the
failure of obesity treatment programs and there actually exists the potential lor haml.
O·Dea (2005), suggests that health professionals may unintentionally create body image
conccrns, disordered eating and eating disorders when focusing on the problems related to
wcight and Ihe net..'<IIOr weight control. Youth, she suggcsts, might inadvertently conflate
weight loss with the need to attain the thin ideal, which has thc potential ofncgativcly
impacting already fragile levels ofself-estcem. This is supported by Spear (2006) who
states that youth may become preoccupied with dieting thus increasing the risk of body
dissatisfaction and eating disorders. O'Dea goes on to say that a focus on self-estecm
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rather than weight loss may help

R'{\UCC

levels or body dissatisfaction and divert children

and youth from unhealthy dieting practices. This argument is supportL'(1 by Evans, Evans,
Evans, and Evans (2002) who suggest thaI the focus on weight which has greatly
impacted the direction of policy is self defeating, leading to pervasive levels of body
dissatisfaction while in tum promoting destructive patterns of behaviour including
disordered eating and weight control

mClISUTCS

that negatively impact the li ves of those

involved.
Body dissatisfaction is an issue of grCllt concern for children, particularly those
that do not fit the prescribed nonn (Gmy ct aI., 2011; Jensen & Steele, 2009;

Xanthopoulos c1 aI. , 2011). In fact it has been postulated that body dissatisfaction which
is greatly implicated in dieting and other weight control behaviours may ultimately lead
to weight gain, panicularly in obese youth (Field et aI., 2003; Neumark-Sztainer et aI.,
2002,2006; Spear, 2006). It has also oeen noted that emphasis on "ideal weights" within
the mainstream view, has resulted in a conflation ofhcalth with weight where health is
seen to equate with thinness (Rail & 8eausoleil, 2003; Wright, O'Flynn, & Macdonald,
2006). Children in westem culture arc growing up in an environment that places great
value on what has been ten11ed as the 'thin·ideal" which equates an ultra-thin appearance
with beauty, success, happiness and a higher sense of selfwonh. while equating nIt or
larger body sizes with failure, lack of motivation and disease (Blood. 2005; Latner &
Stunkard, 2003; Lebeseo. 2004; Stice & Shaw, 2002). This message is introduced to
cJlildren at a very young age and is oftcn evident in health promotion messages which are
endorsc<lthrough government sponsored programs, the school system and the broader
social environment (Dixey et aI., 2001: Gard & Kirk, 2007; Rich & Evans, 2005; Sands &
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Wardle, 2003). Research has demonstrated that this message influences the way children
view themselves and those around them and they are implicated in the rising rales of body
image concerns and body dissatisfaction (Field CI ai., 2001; Martinez-Gonzalez ct aI.,
2003; Shroff & TIlOmpson, 2006).

Psychosucial Implications of C hildhood Ohesity
While preoccupation with weight thai is evident in the medical, school and
broader social environment exerts an obvious impact on children"s view Oft:1t (Larkin &
Rice, 2005), a number of authors have noted that children defined as overweight and

obese may be even more susceptible to these messages Ihan children who fit into the socalled 'nonnal' weight category. For example, studies that elicited both child and parent
reporls have found thaI obese children arc more likely 10 suffer trom lower quality oflife
(Fallon el aI. , 2005; Frioolander el aI., 2003; Griffilhs, Parsons, & Hill , 2010; Janicke el
aI., 2007; Murtagh, Dixey, & Rudolf, 2006; Schwimmer, 8erwinkle & Varni, 2003;
Williams el aI., 2005). In direct relation to Ihis, it has also been nO\r,;-d that obese children
arc more likely 10 experience low self-esteem, low self-confidence, loneliness, sadness
and are at higher risk for body dissatisfaction, disordered eating, eating disorders and
suicide (Burrows & Cooper, 2002; Franklin, Denyer, Steinbeck, Catersun, & Hill. 2006;
Goldfield et aI., 2010; Klacynski, Goold, & Mudry, 2004; Robinson, Chang, Haydel, &
Killen, 2001; Strauss, 2000; Wardle & Cooke, 2005; Whetstone, Morrissey, &
Cummings, 2007), As noted in a study by Goldfield et al. for example, body
dissatisfaction and weight loss allempts correlated with the youths' b{){ly size. Those
youth defined as obese demonstrated greater dissatisfaction than those defined as
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overweight who in tum demonstrated greater dissatisfactiol1lhan those of so-called

'nomlal' weight.
A number of studies have also found that obese ch ildren arc rcgu klrly lilccd with
discrimination and peer victim ization, often in thc [oml of body-based hamssr1H:nl and
social exclusion (Davison & Birch 2001; Haines, Ncumark-Sztaincr, Perry, I-lannan, &
Levine, 2006; I-Icskclh, K., Wake, M., & Waters, E., 2004; Janicke ct aI., 2007; Jansell ct
aI., 2004; Uilner & Stunkard, 2003; Larkin & Rice, 2005; Lumcng ct aI., 2010: Murtagh,
Dixcy, & Rudolf, 2006; Pcsa ct aI., 2000; Sweeting, Wright & Minnis, 2005). [n a study
conducted with obese children, their teachers and peers for example, Zeller. l'crtill and
Ramey (200S) found that children characterised as obese were treated differently by
classmates who described them as unattractive, sick, and less physically able, while
teachcrs desc ribed these children as more withdrawn and lacking in leadership skills, This
rcfh:cts the results of a study by Neumark-Sztaincr, Story. and Harris (1999) that
cxamined the bcliefs and attitudes ofschoollcachcrs and hcalthcare providers toward
obesity. Thcy found that attitudes toward obesc people wcre generally ncgative with 28 %
of respondents dctining thcm as untidy. 27% vicwing Ihcm as likely 10 have tinnily
problems and 28% stating that ohesity isoneofthe worse things that can happen to a
person. According to Rice (2007) "dcspite growing dialogue about body m.:ceptance,
overweight and obesity increasingly arc interpreted as unattractivc, downwardly mobile.
not physically or emotionally hcalthy, and lacking in body and self -control"- (p.158).
Paquette and Raine (2004) suggest that in order to address the issue of weight and
body dissatisfaction in the population we must considcr the sociocultural context in which
our ehildrcn arc bcing raised. Body dissatisfaction, thcy arguc. is occulTing in an
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environment that promotes the over consumption of unhealthy food while simultaneously
marketing the thin ideal and stigmatizing obesity. Children and the public at large arc
bombarded with images of ultra-thin models, and messages that suggest that beauty can
be attained through dieting, the use of cosmetics, anti-aging remedies, the "right' clothes
and a vast array of equipment that is designed to produce the "sculpted body" (Fitzgibbon
& Stolky, 2006). This commercialized vision of health has become legitimized in our

society and is contributing to a system that places blame on the individual (Gulilman &
DuPuis, 2006; Rail & Beausoleil, 2003). Evans ct at. (2002) point to the role of discourse
in dominant views on the body and statc that this discourse must be examined to explorc
"how this imagcry finds its way into the socio-cultunll fabric of schools, into spccific
subject areas, as well as into other cu ltural terrain, how it is then intcrprcted by young
people and commingles with other aspects of their lives" (p.I92).
FOlleallldian Theory :md Obes il)' Discourse
As Evans et a1. (2002) suggest, the discoursc related to weight and obesity is secn
to have a powcrful impact on childrcn and adulls. lf we arc to consider how the dominant
vicws ofwcight and hcalth arc eommunicatcd and reinforced it is important that we
rellect upon thc notion of discourse which is centnlllO post-structural thinking. Michel
Foucault, a French philosopher and social critic/theorist whose work challenged dominant
vicws ofknowledgc, power, and truth, contcsted thc notion that therc exists some
objective truth within our world to bc revealed. He argues rather thai subjects arc
constituted through dominant networks o f discourses. As Foucault states:
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Truth is a thi ng of this world: it is produced only by virtue of multi pic tonns of

constraint. And it induces regular effects of power. Each society has ils regime of
truth, its 'general politics' oftrulh: that is, Ihc types of discourse which it accepts
and makes function as true; thc mechanisms and instances which enable one to
distinguish true and false statements, the means by which each is sanctioned; the
techniques and procedures accorded value in the acquisition of truth; the stalus of
those who arc charged with saying what

COUll t s

as true

(FOUC<1UIt,

1980, p.131).

Foucault suggests that our life views arc very much influenced by discourse. He
considers discourse to be comprised of the language we usc for particular purposes to
describe and communicate various topics that offer us ways to makc meaning in the
world. Diseourst.'S lire sccn to encompass not just the language that wc usc but also thc
meanings they entail within a given social and historical context. Thfough his
genealogical work Foucau lt argues that discourses, constructed through CC11ain relations
of power, drive the way we view the world as they penneate many of the institutions
through which we live and leam. They defi ne what constitutes knowledge and who has
the so-called expert authority to detenll ine what is ·truth· within these dominant
parndigms. Foucault (1972) defines discou rse thus as ··thc practices that systematically
fonn the objects of which they speak; they constitute them and in thc practicc ordoing so
conceal their own inventions" (p. 49). Truths, Foucault suggests, arc constituted through
the discourse that we draw upon to guide our life pmctices. those that arc considered to be
nonnal and politically ncutml. In his works Foucault examines discourse in relation to
l}()\ver suggesti ng that discourses both create lind transmit power. They afe therefore
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never apolitical. They have the ability to produce, reinforce and sustai n certain power
relations lhal impact 011 proplc livt..-s. Dominant or hegemonic discourses, discourses thaI
hold morc authority (the obesity discourse as one example), can serve to drive the way we

define others, and ourselves, and ultimately frame the actions we take. "As legitimized
and sanctioned knowled ge, discourses arc then able to feed back into regimes of power

which made them possible and to enable power to operate in morc subtle or systematic,
morc economical or vigilant fanns" (Grosz, 1994, p.148).
Due to the powerful constitutive effcct of discourse i\ is therefore an area of
research that should be cxplorc<i. According to Wright (2004), in contemplating discourse
we can gain a grc<ucr understanding of how people usc language to dccipher the world
around them and to function within that world. We therefore must consider discourse in
our examination of issues that affect pt:oples" lives. Wright (2000) argues Ihat wc must
also consider the powcrful forces al plllY Ihlll deteOllinc why somc discourses arc takcn up
while others arc not. We must contemplute Ihe site of opera lion, where power works upon
those in their particular positions in life. This is particularly importunt whcn working with
obese children given the often-powerless position they hold within society and the
dominant healthi st culturc. As DeVault and Gross (2(07) note, fo llowing the linguistic
tum, exploring the discourse lhat people usc particularly in a narrative scnse providcs us a
window into exploring identilY and how people make meaning within their own realities.
This exploration "offers distinctive possibilities for maintaining the coherence of a
pcrson"s pcrspeetivcs" (p. 185). By cxamining the individual experiencc and then working
to explore how this "talk' is produced within the context of the l::lrgcr discursive
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environment, we arc able 10 gain a richer accoun t or an individuals meaning making

processes.
Power/know ledge
While discourses have a powerful impact on individuals and populations, Ihe
power they wield in the Foucauldian sense docs not res ide in one person or even one
specific group bUI rather evolves from a number of discoUrsl'S that shape thc way we view

the world, that produce what wc consider to be 'knowledge', Power and Knowledge
therefore arc inextricably linked and according to Foucault should be conceptualized as
o nc inscparable unit (power-knowledge) as together Ihey give rise to and consti tute the

discourse. Power is not overt: it resides in and through dominant discourses or
knowledges referred to as 'Regimes of Truth' that arc considered scientifically repu table
and valid within contemporary institutions. These . Regimes of Truth· as noted by
Foucault are produced through circular relations of power. Also Foucault (1978) suggests
that power is not always negative as is conceptualized in sovereign notions of power. He

The analysis ITI<lde in ten11S of power, must not <lSSUl11e lhalthe sovereignty of the
state, the fonn of law, or the over-all unity ofa domination are given at the outset;
rather, these are only the tenninall0n11S power takes. It seems to me lhat power
must be understood in the first instance as the multiplicity of force relations
immanent in thc sphere in which they opcr:ltc and which constitutc their own
organization: as the process which through ceaseless struggles and confrontations,
transfonns strengthens, or reverses them; as the support which these force
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relations find in one another, thus fomling a chain or system, or on the contrary,
the disjunctions and contrad ictions which isolate them from one another; and
lastly, as the strategies in which they take effect, whose general design or
insti tut ional crystallization is embodied in the Slale apparatus, in the fonnulation
of the law, in the various social hegemonies (pp,92-93).

Power, therefore, from Foucault's perspective, is not a coercive force that is exerted upon
people by .. sovereign stale. It is produced rather through the uptake of know ledges that
arc considered by people to be founded in 'truth' "For Foucault, power is nOI primarily
located in structures or in an all powerful state apparatus, rather institutions act as specific
sites where particular tcchniques of power arc channelled (Illd brought to bear on
individ uals in specific ways" (Wright, 2000, p.21). The practices and knowledge
lransmi ttl-G through the various institutions to which wc arc exposed on a daily basis
insert thcmselves into our daily practices and expcricnces. Wc thereforc corne to frame
our thoughts and our belicfs about ourselves, othcrs and life itsclfthrough thc 'Regimes
of Truth' that arc su pported and rcinlorccd within thcse instit ut ions. I-Icnce, it is through
thc discourses that wc arc produced as subjects. This notion is supportcd by Lupton
(1996) who states,

Power is always prescnt, inducing knowledgc and undcrstandings ofthc world ..
Given its incvi tabl e prcsence in any social relalionship and its highly contingent
nature, power is not an entity Ihat can be takcn away from an individual or social
group and givcn 10 anothcr. Individuals and social groups arc neither totally
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"powerless" nor "powerful"; their relationship to power depends on the historical

and sociocultural context in which they arc positioned as subjects (p.14).
Surveillance and The Contemporary SUbj ect
Throughout his writing Foucault reiterates the connection between knowledge,
power, the subject and surveillance through various institutions. In his work Discipline

and Plillish (1977), Foucault draws on Bentham's Panopticon to explain the concept of
surveillance. The panoplicon is a prison structure constructed to allow for constant
surveillance of inmates who are divided into individual cells. The cells arc open to be
visualized from a ccnlrallowcr that houses the guard or persoll in charge of surveillance.
These cells also have a window in the back that allow the prisoner to be illuminated so
the guard is always able to see them, their shadows and their movcmcnts. Prisoners,
therefore, arc always in a position where they can be observed. Given the central location
of the prison tower and the division of prisoners (or as Foucault points out, this can be
applied to the student, the worker or others) into discrete cells, prisoners come to leam
that they arc always in a position of being monitored.
All that is needed then, is to place a supervisor in a central tower and to shut up in
cuch cell a madman, a patient, a condemned man, a worker or a schoolboy. By the
effect of backlighting, one ean observe from the tower, standing out precisely
against the light, the small captive shadows in the cells of the periphery. They arc
like so many cages, so many small theatres, in which caeh actor is alone, perfectly
individualized and constantly visible (Foucaull, 1977, p. 2(0).
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Foucault goes on to say:

He who is subjected \0

il

field ofvisihility, and who knows it, assumes

responsibility for the constraints of power; he makes them play spontum:ously
upon himsc1l; he inscribes in himsclfthe power relation in which he
simultaneously plays both roles; he becomes the principle orhis own subjection
(1977, pp. 202-203).

Subjccts therefore are produced through the proCt-'Ss ofmoniloring themselves and
working upon themselves to (1111 in line with the edicts of power. Interestingly. while
many people perceive Foucault's work to he centred on the notion of power, Foucault in
fael argued that his work was more about the subject than it was an analysis of power. As

cited by Rabinow (1984), Foucault states:

rhe gOill or my work during the last twenty years has not been to allalYl.e the
phenomenon of powcr, nor to elaboratc the foundations of such an analysis. My
objective, instead, has been to create a history of the different modes by which, in
our culture. human beings are made subjects" (p.?)
The subject, according to Foucault, is fonned through discourses tllllt both discipline and
nonnalize'. The dominant discourses define what is nonnal , what one should be, while
outlining the parameters orthe 'nonnal' category. Thus they function within
eontcmporary discipl inary societies (the modem panoptieon) to provide the instructions
upon which people construct their own subjeclivities. People read and arc read into these
discourses as the y are constructed as subjects. As stated by Cregan (2006), '·the effect of
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the prison on criminal bodies is extended to the effects ofpowcr on and through the body
in society. The carceral becomes a part of society in general, based in a new system of
law, and a new system of gcncrul sc1f- and other-control" (p.S7). Foucault refers to the

disciplines through which people aTC pro<iu(;t.'d as subjects <IS 'techllologies'. According 10
Rabinow (1984), Foucault conceptualized subjects as being objectified through

1(."<:hll010gics inlhrcc distinct modes of objcctification. Firstly, fo r example, in his work
Disciplil/e and Punish: Hie /Jinh a/the Prison, Foucault conceptualized power as
working on the subjcct to create what he refcrred to as 'docile bodics' [n this regard
subjc(;\s were ollen considcn;'d passive victims of the power regime oflhat panicular
time. Subjects, Foucault argu{.'(1 may be objectified through "dividing practices". Such
prat:tices or 'techniques O/dOlllillatioll' alienate the subject from the social 'nonn' in
dcfining or marking the subject as different or '(lbIl0011a1". As stated by Rabinow,
""Essentially ""dividing practices" arc modes of manipulation that eombinc the media tion
of a science (or pseudo-science) and the practice of cxclusion-usually in a spatial sense
but always in a social one" (p. 8). Foucault used examples such

<IS

the lq>cr,lht: prisoner,

or the madman to illustralc his point. People arc thus calegorizlxl or assigned subjecl
positions or idcnlilil'S that fit within or arc in marked conlraslto the ideals of the larger
discursive slnlcture. This in effect results in these people being pushed to the periphery
either physic'llIy or sociully through the e.~ere i sc of exclusion. Obesity discourse, whieh is
created and disseminated on the basis of objective science it is argued, functions 10
objectify in this manner (Evans & Rich, 2011; Gard & Wright, 2005: Murray, 2008; Rail,
j·lohnes, & Murray, 2010). As argued by J utel (2009), the rlll'(iicalization of obesity and
the alignment of obesity with

<I

self-induced diseuse state leaves obese people open for
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public scrutiny as their bodies arc seen to "reveal the nature of the individual" (p.63).
Large people, she con!cnus, arc therefore cxpcctr.:u to give themselves up to measurement.
This measurement is understood to be "an obj(.'Ctivc means of assessment, and scales thus
become more reliable than individuals in establishing truths" (p.64). Obesity discourses
therefore serve 10 divide and alienate, to categorize and separate the nOnJlal from the

abnonnal
Foucault's second mode of objectification, according to Rabinow, is "scientific
classification" He cites Foucault (1982), who slates that such classification emerges from
'"the modes of inquiry which try to give themselves the status of scicnccs"(p. 8). In his
work 71Je Birth nfThc Clinic for example, Foucault traces the evolution of modem
Im:uieine or the' clinique' and the power of medical discourse in shaping our notions of
disease and the body, Medicine, Foucault argues has asserted thc powcr of the 'clinical
gazc' in dclining the nonnal. Onec again, the contemporary 'seienec of obesity' that is
1)()r1rayc<i as objective science providcs an example of such objeetilication, It is argued
that through the mediealization and legitimization of obesity and the discursive
production of obesity as a disease or risk category, the prevailing obesity sciences further
objectify obese people, ascribing them with a ' fat identit y', marking them as pathological,
abnormal and in need of bodily re-Ionnmion (Jutcl, 2009; Murray, 2009),
In the third mode of objectification of the subJcct Foueaul! moves away from the
notion of '/echnologies o/doll1in(llion' to consider 'tccllllologies

of!h(~

self. Within this

mode of objectification the subj(:et is conceptualized not as a passive victim of dominant
discursive forces but rather is viewed as an aClive subject who constructs oncsc1falbcit
through discourses that maybe hegemonic, Through the process of'subjeetifieation' we
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construct ourselves as suhjects. In this process we utilize the discursive resources
available to us that emerge from or are filtered through institutional processes. As Smith
(1999) posits, from

11

poststructural perspective the subjcct is an 'cffc<:! of discourse',

Discourse she argues "constitutes subjects, subduing them to the diffuse, dccentn:<l
processes of power 1hut it arti(;ulalcs" (p.IOS), For Foucault (1988), the '(echnologies of

Iheself function as the mechanisms that,

permit individuals 10 effect by their own means or with the help of others a certain
number of operations on their own bodies and souls, thoughts, conduct. and way
of being, so as to transfonn themselves in order to attain a certain slate of
happiness, purity, wisdom, perfection, or immortality (p. 18)

Thus. as Foucault argues, through modem processes of power, people hllve corne to
monitor and control themselves wilhin the parameters Sci out by dominant discourses
The eomrol of the body is one primary example. I\:ople strive 10 shape and lOne the body
by following the dictates of contemporary discourse relating to the thin seulpled body thllt
lire deliven:J through what Pronger (2002) refers to as lin "intertextual ensemble"
(science articles and books, text books, magazincs, television shows, excreisc videos, and
infomercials as examples). As Prunger notes, hy relying on the power ofmodcm
technology and science people come to utilizc the prescriptive 'science' of the body in
strivillg to sculpt themselves into 'nonnal" hellithy subj(.'Cls
As stated previously howcver, the subject is not viewed as one who is completely
passive. There is room within Foucault's conceptualization oflhe subj(.'Ct for resistance
and agen<.:y. Foucault moves beyond Althusscr's notion of the suhj<.:<.:t as one who "is

JJ

produced and subj(:clcd to ideology" (Wetherell, Taylor. & Yates, 2001, p.209), 10
acknowledge lhc agency that people possess in negotiating and resisting discourses.

People take up and utilize discourses in different ways with thc c.1pacity 10 actively ufTcct
their own subjcctivilics. As stated by Foucault (1980), "there are no relations of power
without resistances; thc latter aTC all the more real and effective because they arc fonncd
right at thc point where relations of power are exercised" (p. 142), This resistancc,
although arising within thc dominant discursive environment Foucault argued. has thc
capacity to disrupt hegemonic discourses, making visible their exclusionary mechanisms.
This is suppor1cd by McLaren (2002), who states, "Practices of freedom do not take place
outside of normalizing discourses of social practices, but they may reveal their contingent
character and, in tum, allow for new possibilities" (p.166). Thus, as subjectivities arc
construe/(."d, th ey can also hedeconstructl"<i. As Weedon (1987) points out, we can
deconstruct our subjectivity, examine how it is discursively produced and in doing so
reposition ourselves into morc positive positions tha t opcn up ncw expcricnces for us.
Rl'Sistance can change the way we conceptualize and speak of various notions and hence
change our subjeclive experiences
While subjects possess agency and may exercise their resistance. it is slill argued
however 1I1:It the dom inant discourses providc us wi th a limitcd set of discursive ·subject
positions' or'·identities made relevant by specific ways of talking·' (WcthcreiL faylor, &
Ya tes, 2001, p. 210). As Ii all (1997) explains·

But the discourse also produces a place for the subject (i.e. the reader or viewer,
who is also ·subjected' to discourse) from which its panicular knowledge and
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meaning most makes sense.

[t

is not inevitable that all individuals in a particular

period will become the subjects of a particular discourse in this sense, and thus thc
bearers

or its power/knowledge. But for them -us- to do so. they -we- must locate

themselves/ourselves in thc position from which thc discourse makes thc most
sense, and thus become its 'subjects' by subjecting ourselves 10 its meanings,
power, and regulation. All discourses then construcl subject positions, from which
alone they make sense (p.56).

People utilize Icclmologics o/Ihe self/o move themselves inlo cCrlain 'subject positions'

or categories created and delineated within the dominant discourse. As Davies and Harre
(1990) point out, in developing an emerging sensc ofsclfwc learn what characteristics fit
with particular subject positions including "a conceptual repertoire and

11

location for

persons within the structure of rights for those that usc that repertoire" (p.46). We learn
what makes one subject position different from another and the limits ofsueh positions
We then become involvcd in discursive praeti(;(;s that further reinforce the mcaning
(krived from such categories. We sec "thc world from thc vantage point of that position
and in tenllS of the particular images. mctaphors, storylines and (;Otlccpts which arc made
rckvant within the parti(;ular discursivc praclice in which they are positioned" (Davies &
Harre, p. 46).
We learn about and adopt certain subject positions in and through our bodics and
such proccsscs therefore cannot bc sccn to occur in isolation of the body. Thc body, as
notcd by Grosz (1994). is significant and ccntral to thc lived expericnce. Grosz contends
thaI we must move away from the notion ofhody mind dualism. Thc idea thalthc body is
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in some way subordinate to the mind, she argues, is merely a notion constructed in male
Icnns which has historically considered the mind to be synonymous with maleness while
the body is held as synonymous with femaleness. We must consider the body rather as the
instrument by which we receive and transmit infonnation and through which we actively
experience the world. Our experiences in this sense afC considcrl:d to be ' embodied'.
Young (2005) notes the importance ofrccognizin£ the embodied experience, suggesting it
is the lived body, "a unified idea ofa physical body acting and experiencing in a specific
sociocultural context; it is the body-in-situation" (p.16). The mind works in and through
the body and therefore the body cannot be considered in a dualistic sense to be separate
trom the mind as it has the ability to sense and make meaning of objects around it.

[t is the condition and context through which I am able to have relations to
objects. It is both immanent and transcendent. [n so far as [ live the body, it is a
phenomenon experienced by me and thus provides the very horizon and
perspectival point which places me in the world and makes relations between me,
other objects and other subjects possible (Grosz, 1994, p. 86).

Exp[oration and examination of the subject therefore must consider the complexity of the
embodied experiences and strive to recognize the participant as a unilied subject that is
defined and produced through complex social relations.

Gc nder, Fatness, and the J>erformati\'c SuiJjl'ci
Butler (1990, 1993), drawing on Foucauldian theory in her writing on the politics
of gender, sexuali ty, and the body, provides further insight into the notion of the subject.
She argues that we must move beyond the essentialist view that there is ·some existing
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identity", contending that SUbjL'CIS arc fonned in and through the discursive social and

historical practices and identities 'through certain exclusionary practices that do not
"show" once the juridical structure of politics has been established" (Butler, 1990, p. 3).
There is therefore no core essential self. In her work Gender Trouble for example, she

contends that gender is pcrfonnativc, meaning that 'gender' docs not exist in essence
outside of the perfomlcd acts that represent gender
In other words, acts, gestures, and desire produce the effect of an intcmal corc or

substance, but produce this on the surface of the body, through the play of
signifying absences thllt suggest, but never reveal, the organi,-;ing principle of
identity as a cause. Such acts, gestures, enactments, generally construed. arc
pcrfonnative in the sense that the essence or identity that they otherwise purport to
cxpress liTe fabrications manufactun:<i lind sustained through wrporeal signs and
other discursive means (p.185).
According to BUller, notions of gender, sex and sexuality arc born out of
discourses that support and reinforce heterosexuality as the 'nonn' Bodies, she argoes,
arc materializcd. '"The regulatory nomlS or "'sex" work in a perfonnative fashion to
constitute the materiality of bodies and, more specifically, to materialiJ.e the body's sex,
to materialize sexual difference in the service of the consolidation of the heterosexual
imperative"' (l3utler, 1993, p. 2). In keeping with l3utler's argument this "hcterosexual
imperative" is discusslxi frequcntly throughout the fcminist literature. This literature
suggests that the 'idear male or female identities arc prooucl-d through an
institutionalized heterosexual framework in which both boys and girls arc cxpl'Cted

\0

fit
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within 'mandatory' heterosexual categories (Jackson, 2006; NOmHln, 20 11 ; Young, 2005;
Thome, 1993; Thorogood, 2000). Masculinity and femininity arc produced in children
through the regulation and pcrfomlancc of gender specific characteristics, tasks, and
behaviours imbedded (ollen oVCr1ly) in dominant discourses. Gender and heterosexuality
arc connated so the so-called normal marc or female arc expected to abide by the rules of
nonnative heterosexuality. Those who do nol fit these pre-described categories arc hence
labeled ' abnormal" . These categories are rcproducl-d and reinforced through children's

interactions with adults and their peers in the fonn of clothing, physical activities,
relationships, and the discourses they take up (Renold, 2000).
Such discourse is central to identity fonnation. As Butler (1993) notes, female
bodies arc 'spoken' into femininity. This is supporh:xj by Young (2005) who (drawing
upon the work of de Beauvoir) suggests that there is no natural 'feminine essence'
Consistcnt with Butlcr, the variations in the behaviour of males and females arc based
within the social, historical, cultural and cconomic cireumstanecs in which thcir lives arc
sit uated and interactions take place. For cxample. girls who strive toward a thin so-called
'fcmininc' form arc drawing upon dominant discourses that definc what it means to be
female; how onc should look, how one should act and the boundaries Ihm definc the
dilTercnces in the categorics of'malc' and -female' within a given time ,md sociocultural
context. These discursive 'rules' of gcnder are read to be a 'natural· renection of one's
inner identity. Such is also the case within the Jived cxpcrienecs of boys. Boys who strivc
toward llluscular bodics are pushing away Irolll identification as the 'other', away from
Ihe emasculating effects of soft flesh (Pronger, 2002; Sykes, 2011) in reinforcing the
masculine notion of a larger toned body. TIley arc utilizing the process ofidentilication to
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situate t[1(:msc1vcs within subject positio ns that arc considered 'habitable' thus avoiding
abjectio n. Iden tities, then, are constructed through the various subject positions that
become available to us. These positions arc also constrained or made less 'habitable'
through discourses that privilege certain identities on the basis orage, race, gender, and
sexuality. In Western society, for example, the young, thin, white fema le is conSlruCl(:u as
the 'ideal" to the exclusion oflhose of a different age, race, cthnicity. and/or physical
ability. "Those whose bodies arc not white enough, not young enough, not thin enough or
not able enough arc considered

nawoo" (George &

Rail, 2006, p. 47).

The current obesity panic has also been highlighted as a class issue. While blame
is placed upon those who present as obese, there is littlc consideration given to their
social circumstances and li ved experiences (Guthman J, & DuPuis M, 2(){)(j: Han n &
Peckham, 20 10). Interesti ngly, while the rates of overwcight and obcsity are
disproportionately higher within the lowcr socioeconomic bracket, obe~ity is consi~t ently
presented as a problem resulting from poor choices over which people have full control
The neoliberal hcahhis t approach to obesity prevention and treatmcnt fails to
acknowledge thc role of social ine(IUalities and the limited choices available to those who
are economically disadva11lag"'d (Ma rsh, 2004). As statl.--d by G,lrd and Wright (2005)'
what is even morc noticeable is that rescarchers who find that poverty or low
education levels arc oftcn (though not always) associated with obesity, inactivity,
television watching and . unhealthy diets' arc preparl.--d to advise poor parents
about how they manage thcir childrcn but rarely call for a reducti on in pover1y or
1110re funds for school and university l.--ducation (p.M)
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The ncolibcral assertion that body size is effectively within the control of the so-cal1ed
responsible individual further serves to limit the possible subj(:ct positions for those
considered obese. People arc forced to maneuver through a variety of discursively
prooucc:.-tl meanings related to class, gender, sexuality, body size and so forth. For those
pl'Op1c who arc identified as ovcnveight or ohese the intersection of the various subject
positions further limits the availability of positive identities and restricts them

(0

a 'fat

identity'.
According to Lcbcsw (2004), the fat identity, within the context of the present

obesity discourse, has moved beyond Goffman's (1963) notion orthe 'spoikd identity' to
an 'uninhabitable' subject posi tion in which there is no room for one to accept and
appreciatc her or his own body. Within the dominant obesity discoursc people considered
obcse afe positioned as the 'fat other' (Erdman-Farrell, 2011). The so-called ']ill· person
is situated and examined in opposition to thc ·thin' person. Within the realm of dualistic
thinking thc fat person is plael,(\ on a lowcr plane in opposition to the thin person bccause
within this form of thinking, according to Grosz (1994), "either one or the other of the
binary tel1llS is '·really" its opposite and can be cxplainl-d by or translated into the tenns
orits other·' (p.7). Considering thc hierarchical nature of dualisms, with onc category
bcing posi tioned above the other, the . fat other" is viewed then in opposition to the ·thin·
healthy person. The tilt/thin binary is alignl,(] with other binaries such as aetivc!sedentary,
goodlbad, motivatcdllazy. The position of the "fat other·, thercfore, is defined by
charactcristies that are seen in opposition to the thin, active, responsible healthy person
As LcBesco states, "t"<lt is the antithcsis of the beauty ideal oflhe day: tight, lean, and
toncd"(p. J).
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/-Ia ll (2000) also highlights the role of 'othcrillg' in contemplating the concept of

identity. He draws on the work of Derrida (1981), Laclau (1990), and Butler ( \993) for
example in suggesting that one's identity can only be constructed "in relation to the
Other, the relation of what it is not, to precisely what it lacks, 10 what has been called the
COliS/iiI/live ol/Hide" (pA). He goes on to state, "identities can function as points of

identification and attachment only because of their capacity to exclude, 10 leave out, to
render 'outside', abjeclcd" (p.5). Thus in constructing the obese person as at-risk,

unhcahhy or diseased, we are limiting the available subject fXJsilions of larger people. In
the case of obese children they arc rendered different and outside of the norm. They arc
ascribed the . fat identity', an identity that is seen to lack the physical and moml apti tude
to become healthy descrving citizens who 'practicc' hcalthy lifestyles; (Gilman. 2004;
Lcbesco, 2(04).
Rice (2007). in providing an account of women's narratives related to childhood
experiences and acquiring the fat or unfit identity, provides some insight into how the
obesity discourse impacts upon the so-called obcse children through their lived
experiences. Throughout the narratives, wOlllen consistently recount stories from their
childhoods that served to shape their "fat-girl"' identities. "For most participants. negative
perception offatness became increasingly commonplace as they moved through
childhood, occurring at home, on the street and especially at school" (Rice. p. 164). For
thesc women, thc fat discourse may he scen as much more damaging to their health and
emerging sense of self than the fat itself. Lebeseo (2004) also spoke to the power of the
fat identity, suggesting that people identitied as tat oftcn come to accept it and "abhor
their own bodies" (p.3). When viewed as different and marginalized she suggests. one
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must negotiate the idea ofhcing "abnormar', The concept of difference is therefore
wnsidcn::d celllntl to what we consider to be identity (Hall, 2000). Rice (2005)
highlighted the role that difference plays identity fonnation. Identities, according to Rice,
often depend on and evolve out ofdlfTercnccs. Difference, she argues, is dctcrmil1l:'d
through the interplay of outward markers and the social context in which we live and
interact. They arc marked and reinforced, thus impacting on identity fonnutiOll. [n her
research, she found that while Ihe women she interviewed were negatively impacted by
the marginalized position to which Ihey were ascribed. Ihey ncgotilltcd the messages they

nx:civc that serve to limit them and their identities. The women used a number of
strategies of resistance to gain self-acceptance. Their stories, she argued, "'reveal how
the y use strategies of opposition, evasion, concealment, reversal, transgression and
conjunction to translate received differences into unique expressions of identity" (p.4S).
Sykes and McPhail (2008) also contend that identities, in particular fat identities. arc not
m:cessarily stable or fixed. Following their exploration ofa group of adults' (who sclfidentitied as hit or overweight) experiences in the realm of physical ';"dUC;ltioll, for
ex"mple, Sykes and McPhail contend that fatness is a fluid subj,;.'Ct position. The authors
suggest that while participants in their study were restriet,;.-d in tenns of the availability of
positive subject positions in physical education and experienced '"numerous alienating
and traumatic moveillent experiences" (p.68), they devclop';"d mechanisms to resist fat
phobia and forge positive subjective experiences. The authors Slate, '"The interviews
reveal how filt and overweight students were able to fom] tluid idcntilications as fat.
athletic. and healthy even within hostile educational climates" (p.68). This, they argue,
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il1ustmtcs the important role teachers and those in

11

position to influence the school and

physical education environment play in the construction of"fal-positive" spaccs.
A number of authors have suggested that the school environment may be the most

influential sClling in the development of children's identity as this is the place where they
arc faced with obvious differences and overt evaluation orlhose differences (Rich &
EVil ns, 2009; Kirk, 1993; Rice, 2007; Wright & Dean, 2(07). Evans cl a1. (2002) warned
thaI when the obesity d iscourse is supported and pcmlcatcd through the various
institutions through which children arc exposed, particulilrly schools, ·'they may do untold
damage to the identities of children and young people" (p. 204). The school system, they
argued. in upholding and promoting the healthist discourse may in fact be contributing to
larger children's fat or unfit idcntity (l3urrows & Wright, 2007; Evans, Rich, Davies, &
Allwood, 2008; Evans & Rich, 2011; Kirk, 2006; Wright & Dean, 2007). According to
Evans, Evans and Rich (2003), school systems, by rewarding "good food" and conflating
weight and health, arc potentially supporting a "pedagogy of degradation" (p.234). This is
supported by Leahy (2009) who suggests that schools have bt'Collle the centr,11
mt'Chanism by which society is attempting to 'tnckle' the so-call cd 'obesi ty problem.
l3ecause students arc considered at risk of becoming ovenvcight or obese, they argue,
"school based health education is ideally positioned to provide students with relevant
attitudes. knowlcdgl..'S and skills that can effectively contribute to reducing this risk"'
(1'.174),
GOl'Crnmentality, II C:l lthism, :lIld Risk
Rcgulation of the subject within the school and beyond. from a Foueauldian
perspective, is tied to the notion ofGovcmmcntality. Govemrncntality or "the art 01
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government" according to Foucault involves the political structure or type of governing
that evolved out of a so-calk,,() growing interest in the welfare of populations. I-Ie views
this structure or 'the stale' as one that 'individualizes' at the same time that it 'totalizes'.
The state, in Ihis regard, is not merely the governing body but includes all of the
authorities, institutions and mechanisms through which power is imbued upon people to
regul ate the processes or conduct of everyday life. According to lnda (2005), "i t is those

assemblages of authorities, knowll.:dgcs. and techniques, thaI endeavour to shape the
comlue! of individuals and populations in order to efTect individual and collective

welfare" (p. 7). As Foucault ( 1978) contends, in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,
the notions of state power transfonned. There was a ehange from a coercive control, or
domination of the 'individual' within the sovereign state, to a governing of ·populations'
within a modem state. This, he postulated, broadened the reach of the state. While states
no longer possessed an immediate power over life and death, they now possessed the
power over the 'interests ofpcople', the power to promote and preserve life. Such
disciplinary power, Foucault argued, is exercised through surveillance of the population, a
surveillance that is illternalizr.;·d so p·eople come to monitor themselvcs.

On the basis of the new govemmental reaSOIl- and this is the point of separation
between the old and the new, between raison d'Clats and reason of the least stategovemrncnt must no longer intervene. and it no longer had a direct hold on things
and people; it can only exert a hold, it is only legitimate, founded in law and
re3son, to intervene. insofar as interest. or interests, the interplay of interests,
make a particular individual. thing. good. wealth, or process of interest 'or
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individuals, or for the sct of individuals, or for the interest of a given individual

faced with the interest of all, etcetera (Foucault. 2008, pAS).
The modern stale, therefore, no longer exerted direct control over individuals, over their

bodies and their lives through torture or threat of death. In the new government the state
works through supposlc,<lIy transparent institutions to allcct the lives and lIclivitics orthe

populations, in essence controlling their 'conduct". This power, that Foucault (1978)
icmlcd as 'biopowcr', involves strategies to preserve lind promote life and is comprised of
two poles; one that focuses on the individual and another that focuses on populations.

While this may read as a gentler more humane form of govemanee, Foucault points out
that this type of power is not necessarily an altruistic power. As Hanlfood (2009) states
"this focus on life needs to he understood not as the heralding of some new caring and
kinder age; but in tenns of the aims of the state to solidify itsclfvia the control oflife
(and hence strength, economic viability) of its population"" (I'. 16). Thus, through the usc
of disciplinary techniques, people comc to frame their behaviours in a manner that falls in
line with the objectives of the state that are said to promotc the welfare orthe population
as a whole but which also serve to further strcngthen state power

For the first time in history no doubt , biologiclIl ex istence was reflccted in
political existence; the fllel oflilfing was no longer an accessible substrate that
only emerged from time to time, amid the randomness of death and its fatality;
part ofil pllssed into knowledge's field of control and power's sphere of
intervention. Power would no longcr be dealing simply with legal subjects over
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whom the uitim<ltc domination was death, but with living beings, and the mastery

it would be able 10 exercise over them would have to bcapplit:d at th c level oflifc
itself; it was the taking charge oflifc, more than the threat of death, that gave
power its accC$s even to the body .... One would have to speak ofbiopowcr to
designate what brought life and ils mechanisms into the realm of explicit
calculations and made knowlcrlgc-power an agent oftransfonnation ofhulIlan life.

(Foucault, 1978, pp. 142- (43).
Through Ihc modem science of epidemiology for example, governments have come to
monitor the population through statistical measurements and calculations of prevalence of

disease states, measurements of risk, and even survcillilncc ofpopukl!ion through dired
measurement of various bodily characteristics such as weight. In doing so they rely on the
expert knowledge of epidemiologists, statisticians, and medical professionals who dctine
and measure the 'nonlwl' and in doing so draw attention to the ' abnonnal', As Lupton
(1999a) suggests, expert knowk'dgcs arc central to the power exerted through the modem
state apparatus, TIley Hare seen as pivotal to governmentality, providing the guidelines
and advice by which populations arc surveyed, compared against nonns, traim:d to
conform with the nonns and rendered productive" (p.88). Thus it is the process of
'normalization' through which bio-power function s.
MeDeOllOlI (2007) utilizes Tumer's (1997) eonccpt of'nonnative cocreion' in her
discussion ofstmtegies to promote the health of the population. She argues that health,
like religious institutions, medicine and law, is a "critical contact point bctween
government and the population" (p.308), Tile success of dominant health discourses in the
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normaliz.ation process, she argues, "lies in their ability to induce people to comply
voluntarily" (p.308). Biopcdagogics or 'hody pedagogics' arc viewed as mechanisms
though which this compliance is sought and quile often acco mplished. As the intense

focus on the preservation oflifc has translated into'ln intense focus on the body,
biopc<lagogies function

10

provide individuals and Ihe population wilh the instructions

and criteria through which we should work upon our hodies to achieve a prescribed level
of health (Rail & LaFrance, 2(09). According to Evans and Rich (2011), hiopcdagogics
arc those activities,
occuning over multiple sites of practice, in and outside schools, they define the
signifi cance, value amI potential orthe body in time, place <lnd SpUl:c. producing
particular, embodied subjcctivitics that are cssentially corporeal orientations to
sc1fand others (p.376)
Working beyond the traditional houndaries of pedagogics. biopedagogies as SUggl"Stl--d by
Hal"\vood (2009), work on both poles ofbiopower. ""the individualized body and the
species (the population)" (p. 21). They work through multiple sites on multiples levels
targeting what FOUe:llllt (1979) refers to as 'interests of life' . According to lIarwood.
biopcdagogies affect populations by transmitting knowledges. These knowlcdges arc
""altadll"{lto the shaping of identities and desires of lit c" (p.22). The contemporary
mcch:lnisms of health promotion, for example. that arc taken up in every area of life
utilize bioPl"{lagogies. With a focus on risk, lifestyle. and the responsible health conscious
individual, they strive to regulate the population (Evans et al.. 2008). According to
Schilling (2008), 'body pedagogicS" function to situate people into the 'health role'.
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Within this role, Schilling argues, we

aTC

considered more productive and hence

(Xlsscssing more pcrfonnativc capacity. Such capacity is seen to enhance governmental
power. As Schilling states:

It is no longer just temporary or chronic illness preventing pl.'Oplc frum
discharging their usual social roles that is deemed problematic but anything that
interferes with ind ividuals feeling, looking, and being at their best in a social
milieu in which heal th is prized, cxpcch::d and increasingly, demanded as a marker
ofproduclivc efficiency (p. xii).

As sanctioned fonns of regulating practices, biopcdagogics, according to Wright (2009)
push individuals and populations loward excessive surveillance and self-monitoring
"ollen through increasing their knowledge around 'obesity' related risks, and 'instructing'
thl'll} on how to cat healthily, and stay active" (p, I). Within the present ·'totally
pedagogical society" (Bernstein, 2001), Wright argues, biopedagogies are framed within
the healthist perspective that emphasizes personal resixlilsibility for health.
The tern} 'healthism' as coined by Crawford (1980) suggests that health, in
contemporary society, has been positioned as a ·'supervalue" (p.365). Within the healthist
paradigm, health is eonceptualizl'{! as the ultimate goal in life that each individual is
responsible to strive toward. Thus health has evolvl'{! into an evcr,elusivc targct, what
Crawford (2006) refers to as the '·miragc of health", always visualized as somethingjust
beyond our reach. He argues that, "health may be reasorwbly described as a social
cynosure, a meaningfully and emotionally charged fixation" (p.404). This tixation is
centred on the individual. One can never be said to have achievl,{[ the 'healthy' status
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without significant work upon the body, work that is tied to notions of identity, risk, and
citizenship (Gard & Wri ght, 2(01). Thus within the present ncolibcral hcahhist
environment, we are expected as 'good citizens'
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spend a substantial portion of our time

and wealth in the 'pursuit of health' This work is seen 10 bolster the power ora
productive society (Elliolt, 2007; MacDonald, Wright, & Abbott, 2010; Rawlins, 2008).
Halse (2009) defines such a citizen as a 'bin-citizen', an active citizen whose identity
"also derives from the disem bodied, rational subject oflibcral humanism a universal ethic
of j ust ice and a notion of the common good" (p. 51). One therefore is seen to have a
mo ral and social responsi hility toward working 10 develop and sust,lin a body th<lt is
represen tati ve of good healt h and hen(;e the 'good citizen', one who works upon oneself
in promotion of the common gOM (Guthman & DuPuis, 2006; MacKenzie, 2010; Share
& Strain 2008). Those people whose bodies do nol represent the 'disciplined' body
(overweight or obese people as a primary example) are then marked as failed citizens
(ElIioH, 2007; Raw lins, 2008; Shugart 2010). As LeBesco (2004) proposes, '"!Jody type,
citizenship, and mor"l type have bcen long linked: '"beautiful"' and "healthy" duster to
connote a "good' citizen, while "ill" and "ugly" put one in the citizenship doghouse"
(r· S5).

Utilizing this conecptualization of health, physical education and active living
strategies arc implemented wi thin the school <lnd broader environment to help 'produce'
healthy citizens (MacNcill, 1999; Mc Dcrmott, 2007; Robcrtson, 1998; Kirk &
Colquhoun. 1989. Macdonald. Wrigh t, & Ahbott. 2010). According to Petherick (2011),
Health and Physical Education Curricula implemented in the school systems '"incite
particular modes of subj(:dification where students perfonn various practices orthc self
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in becoming (or failing to become) good, scJf- governing biocitizclls" (p. 14). Central to
these strategies is the usc of obesity discourse which positions obesity as being implicated
as a central threat to the health orthe population (Cliff & Wright, 2010; Jute], 2005; Rail,
Holmes, & Murray, 20[0). As proposed by Wright and Dean (2007) for example, the
obesity discourse funct ions within the healthist paradigm as a
truth discourse which prompts strategies for intervention on populations and
individuals. It also provides, through its manifestations in health promotion
policies, the Il1l'<iia and the school curriculum, instructions for the practices
individuals need to engage in, the work Ihey nc(.'(] to clo on their-selves, in the
name of their own and the life and health of the collective. (p. 80).
Strategies to promote the health of the population in effect arc stratcgics that cxert
governmcntal control. As notcd by Crawford (2004) control is largely cxcrted through the
social construction of risk. Health risks he states expose the dangers of not acting in
certain ways to achieve health.

TIlUS

as responsiblc citizens we arc all charged with the

rcsponsibility of gaining 'knowlcdgc' ofhcalth risks and hcncc gaining knowlcdge of
what we can do to thwart such risks. Craw[ord states, '"the constituting nloment of health
consciousness is acquiring or being cxposcd to information that conveys
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sense of

endangenllcnt, along with a mandate to undertake instrumental actions for protection"
(p. 507). The problem, according to Crawford, lies in the continual anxietics that such
strategies and knowledge produce. For ex.mlple, thc lllore danger that is 'exposed', the
ha rdcr wc havc 10 work to gain control over that danger and hcncc the morc anxiety wc
leel in the possibilities of ill health. Control and .mxiety therefore become "'the twin
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siblings of health consciousness and action" (p. 506). One cannot be viewed to be health
conscious without thc accompanying health anxiety.
As Beck (1992) suggests, we arc living in a 'contemporary risk society' We are
bombarded with information about health and other risks and our society is saturated with
strategies to avoid and manage risk. In his discussion orlhe 'risk society', Beck
distinguishes bctWl'Cll the notions of risks lind hazards. Hazards, according to Beck, arise
out of natural occurrences that have the potential to do hann such as natural disasters
(earthquakes, tornadoes CIC.), whereas risks arc viewed as social constructions evolving

out orlhe process ofindustrializatiotl. According to Beck, as our contemporary western
society has moved into a position where the threat of natural hazllrds is viewed to be
wi thin our control, whether through early warning systcms or quick rcsponsc, wc havc
moved on to thc cxamination, calculation and attempted containment of man-made 'risk'
Risks, as I3cck states'

Inducc systcmatic and oftcn

irrel'(~rsible

hanll, generally remain iI/visible, arc

basl-d upon causal illleiprelaliolls and thus initially only exist in tcnns ofthc
(scientific or anti-scientific) kllow/('dg(' about thcm. Thcy ean thus bc eh,mgl"(l,
magnified, dramatized or minimized within knowledge, and to that extent they arc
particularly open 10 social definition alld cOlls/mcrion" (p. 23).

While Beck highlights the uncertainty ofknowledgc in the area of risk he goes on to
suggest that this knowledge has bcen constructed as ccrtain through thc usc of 'cxpcrt
knowledgc'
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Giddens (as cited in Giddens & Pierson, 1998) supports this assertion, suggesting
that risk is a fonn of"manufucturcd uncertainty" that "intrudes directly into personal and
social life" (p. 210). Risk now pcnncalcs every facet oflifcund while we may work to
confine risks, complete containment is never possible as risks arc based upon controlling
Ihc future. The notion of risk sustains thc contemporary ncolibcral society because it
works upon individuals. In thjs sense, behaviours can be measured and solutions or
protective mechanisms cun be prescribed. Through thc mcdicalization of everyday life
( Illieh, 1975), we are/aught to draw upon Ihccxpcrt knowledges about risk and to learn
how we can work \0 negale threats to our health. Risks, in this sense arc productive, as
they constitute, "a hollomless barrel o/demands, unsatisfiable, infinite, self producible "
(Beck, 1992. p.23). This places those in a position to 'scll health' to prosper (Azzarito &
Solomon. 2006; Hcyes, 2006; Howell & Ingham, 200t; Moynihan, 2002; Rail &
Beausoleil, 2003), thus bolstering the capitalist machine. Risk is also S(.'Cn as a poli tical
issue as pcople become more sccptical of governments' usc of cxpert advice and begin to
questions and critique it (Gartl & Wright. 2001). This questioning leaves people in a state
ofperpetu<11 angst. as the limit of risk is never definitive,
Lupton (1999a) urgues thatlhrough the pnletices of epidemiology (in which we
draw upon so·ealk"d cxpert knowledge) and the creation of a!-risk eatcgories people no
longer have to be exalllim:d as individuals 10 be considered at-risk. In the present risk
society one only has to fit within the criteria that definc an at-risk woup to be considered
at-risk. In being defined as members of this group .. their future bchaviour is gauged and
the interventions that arc judged 10 be required are bas(',<1 on the char.tcteristies of the
group" (I'. 94). Obese people. for example, merely becausc ofthc assi);Jlo..,<1 characteristics

- - ~ ~ ----------------------------
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orthe 'obese category', arc judged to be inactive, ovt:rindulgcnt and in m:cd of
'treatment' (Gaul & Wright, 2oo]; O"Dca, 2005). They arc viewed as 'risky bodies' who

have not engaged in the proper behaviours thaI arc conducive 10 the promotion of health
and hence arc viewed as mOrdl failures. As Lupton (2006) states:

As discourses on risk proliferate, mOTC and morc risk-avoiding practices arc
required of the "good citizen'. Risk avoidance has become a mora! enterprise
relating to issues of self-control, self-knowledge and self-improvement. It is
deemed people's own responsibility to take note of risk warnings and act on them
accordingly. Those people who fail to engage in such behaviours may thus often
lind themselves stigmatized and subject 10 moral judgments (p.14).
Such classification, as Douglas (1992) argucs, allows a community to maintain a certain
dcgn:e of social ordcr. Whcn communitics recognize and can articulatc a specific threat
based largely upon so-called 'CXPCrt knowledgc' they can then work toward thwarting the
source orrisk. Blame, as Douglas asserts, is a consequence orlhc articulation oftisk. She
statcs, "dangcr is dctincd to protect the public good and the incidence orblame is
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by-

product ofarrangemcnts for persuading fcllow members to contribute to it"· (p.6). In the
case of obesity, blame is placed upon the individual who stands out against the nonnativc
thin body. l3lame is a direct impact of obcsity discourse that places the rcsponsibility of
the body squarely upon the shoulders of the individual (Rail, Holmcs, & Murray, 2010). It
is thus vital in our consideration orlhe conccpt of obesity that we consider how the
notions of risk and responsibility work upon pl'Ople in their daily practices oflifc.
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Fat PlUJie: T he Obes ity Epidemic as a Discurs ive Production
As noted throughout this literature review, Foucault's conceptualizat ions of power
and the hody arc quite useful in examining the issue of obesity. As previously stated,
while obesity is nOled prominently within th e positivist litemture as representing 11 major
threat to the health orthe population (a theme that is reiterated through multiple social
sites nnd institutions), thtTC is also a growing body of literature that critiques this position.
From
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critical pcrspt'Ctivc it is argued that rather than viewing obcsity and the physical

ramifications as unproblematic 'truths', we must consider how this concept was forged
through various social, historical and cultural relations (Beausoleil, 2009; Evans et aI.,
2008; Evans, 201 0; Gard & Wright, 2001; LeBesco, 2004: Nonnan, 2009; Rail , 2(09).
We must explore how this notion is consti tuted through discursive practices, while
exposing the role of hegemonic forecs. We must also challenge the notion of obesity as
'scientific truth'. A number of authors, for examplc, have qucstioned th c so,c<lIII::d
'scicntific evidence' that suggests that ovenveight and obesity are greatly implicated in
increased mortality rates (Boero, 2006; Evans & Colis, 2009; Gard & Wright, 2005;
Campos, 2004; Campos et aI., 2006: Gaesser, 2002). According to Campos ct al. for
example, obesity 'scientists' regularly hlur the lines between ovenveight and ohesity thus
bolstering the statistics 10 support the notion of an 'cpidemic' They suggest that while
people in highcr obesity categories Illay have gained signilicant weight, "the vast majority
of people in the 'overweight' and 'obese' categories are now at weight levels lhat arc only
slight ly higher than they or thcir predecessors were main11lining a generation ago" (p.55).
The authors contend that while there have been 'subtle' shills in weight, the manipulation
of the weight categories and the useofthe Body Mass Index (BMI) as a measure of
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fatness have resulted in an ovcr-c"aggcT<ltion of heaviness ortne population. This they
argue functions to reinforce the dominant messages that equate health with body weight
and bolsters the argument that obesity is literally a 'growing' problem. Interestingly,
while it has been argued that 'fitness' is a better dCICmlinllnl of cardiovascular health than

'fatness' (Campos, 2004; Gacsscr, 2002; Guesser, 2003), the focus of public health efTorts
continue to be centred on the notions of obesity prevention and weight loss (BcilUsoleil &

Ward, 2010; Fullagar, 2009; Rich & Evans. 2009)
I3ccausc of the intensity of the public health wamings rclah;'d to obesity and the
view of obesity as a self-induced, preventable disease within Ihe individual"s control. il is
argued that we are now in the midst Ofll "moral panic" (Cllmposcl11I., 2006; Rich &
Evans, 2005; Saguy & Almcling, 2008). The usc ofalamlist discourse emanating from
!he fictd of obesity scicnce, it is argm:d. has translatl"t\ into an apocalyptic view of obesity
that transcends medicine and injects itsclfinto practices of everyday life (Boero, 2007;
Gard & Wright, 2005). Within this view we arc all called upon to battle the ·war on
obl'Sity' (Evans, 2010: Monaghan. 2008). As stated by Evans,

The enemy - obesity (and by association overwei!;lll) - we arc told (daily) is of
epidemic (if not pandemic) proportions. Predictions for the future arc therefore
bleak and immediate dramatic action is prcsenll'd as the only possible hope for the
prevention of dystopian outcomes. These doomsday predictions arc not just the
stu ff of shock joumalisl11 but they also pervade policy reports on obesity and
shape policy action (1'. 21)
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Obesity is presented as a simple I1mtlcr of excess energy intake on the part of
individuals who arc unw illing 10 expend the 'appropriate' amount of energy_ GaTd and
Wright (2005) critique the common notion of weight regulation as a simple matter of

balancing 'energy-in/energy oul', stating that it utilizes the model of'body as machine',
This model, they argue, is restrictive and short sighted in that it ignores the complexities
orthe human body and human experience. It also, they contend, ignores the eller!s of
government and capitalism and it is "not so good at handling human differences such
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cultural values, socio-economic class, clhnicily, gender. g(:Qgraphical1ocation and age"
(pAl). As noted hy Rich and Evans (2005), such a model emphasizes thinness <IS a value
and pushes people toward unrea listic wei!VJt loss goals. It places weight mther than health
at the forefront and bolsters a system that produces fear of fat, the marginalization off";!t
people, and the exploitation of people for wmmereial gains (Gerbensky-Kerber, 2011;
Jutel, 2009; Oliver, 2006). People who arc viewed as being unable to achieve an
appropriate energy balance (overweight and obese individuals) arc considered to be at
gre<lter risk of disease and de<llh and thus represen t the future demise of the human
population (Evans, 2010).
Intriguingly, while the majority of mainstream obesity studies continue to provide
an alannist view of weight in relation to energy illlb,ll,mee and health risks, this
contention has been called into question in a number ofn..occnt studics. In a longitudinal
stud y by Orpana et al. (2010) for example, that measured the relative risk ofmortality
related to obesity in Canada, it was found that relative risk of mortality was increascd
only within the under\lIcight and elass 11+ obesity categories, while overweight was
actually considered to provide some level ofprotcction against mortality. In other H ..OCClll
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studics by Kuk ct til. (20 11) and Padwal, r ajewski, Allison, and Shanna (2011) utilizing
the Edmonton Obesity Scaling System (EOSS), the authors have condudcd that one can
be obese and present with a 'nomml' metabolism hence exhibiting no greater risk for
morbidity or mortality than a person of so-called 'normal' weight. It was also noted that
for these people, weight maintenance versus weight loss may be the prcfcrn:d medical
rt:comme ndati on. Others have considered the impact of environment on the evolving
issue of chro nic disease. Egger and Dixon (2009) in their article entitled "Should Obesity

Be Ihe Maill Game? ", for example contend that it may not be obesity per sc that increases
one's risk of disease, but rather an environment thaI promotes certain inflammatory
processes. They state, "not al1 fatness indicates disease risk and not all leanness indicates
lack of risk" (p. 239), The authors point to a modem lifestyle tha t implicates food,
activi ty, stress, sleep and a variety of other factors in disease fonnation. While Egger and
Dixon still contend that obesity is a problem, these authors also suggest that obesity may
have become an outward marker of environmental changes that promote disease. This,
they argue, explains why campaigns focussed on obesity arc not serving to improve the
health of the population. Interestingly, they contend that hecause of our intense focus on
obesity, we may be neglecting a suhstantial portion or the 1}()pukltion at-risk because they
arc represented within the nonmll weight category.
The use of the Body Mass Index (BMI) as
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measure of fatness and hence a

measure ofheahh has also been critiqued by Illany critical obesity researchers (Evans &
Colis, 2009; Gard & Wright, 2005; Jutel, 2011; Kirk, 2006; Monaghan, 2007). While
recognized by the World Health Organization as a valuable tool in the measurement of
obesity, the BM !, which is based UI}()n the ratio of height to weigh t, has been critiqued as,
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in effect, it docs not measure adiposity or f;l\ncss (Gaesser, 2002; Gard & Wright). Even
though it is more suitable from an epidemiological standpoint as a population measure, it
is consistently utilized as a means of measuring individual fatness and diagnosing the
'condition' of obesity. Whi le even researchers within the rcalm ofnmillstrcam positivist
obesity research acknowledge that 8M I is nol an ideal measure, it continues 10 be utilized

as a measure of fatness upon which alanning claims about obesity are made (Jute1 , 2011).
It has also b(,"Ctl argued that the OMI is particularly problematic in rela tion to childhood
obesity, as 8 MI must also take into consideration the age orlhe child (Evans & Coils,
2009; Kirk, 2006). As stated by GaTd and Wright, "it is not suitable tor assessing body
composition in children" and it "docs nOI account for what seems to be natural agerc1aK'(1 changes in body composition" (p.9 3)
Evans and Coils (2009), draw ing upon the work of Foucault, contend Ihat the 13M]
is a biopoliti\;al tool that fUIKtions to s imultaneously monitor the population and
individuals, defining what constitutes ·nomml ' . They state "the surveillance of children's
13M I can therefore be considered an example ofa biopoliti\;al me\;hani sm fundam\;ntalto
Ihe governance o f falness" (p.IOSS). Hence, the I3MI is utilized as a springbo<lrd from
which the stale can detine what is nomlal and provide instruction on how 10 achieve Ihat
'nonna!' or ' ideal" body weight. As Gaesser (2002) notes, for example, BMI cut-offs that
dctennine what is {kfined as nonnal, overwei ght or ob\;s\; arc arbitrary, --refusing to take
into account the considerable and natural v<lriations in hurmlll body size and shape"
(p.IOS). He goes on to argue that the h\;ight-weight tabks whidl WeT\; introdue\;d by 11
major insurance company 10 detemline clients' level o fin surabilil Y, in tact provide very
lillie insight into the impact of weight on morbidit y and monality.
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Jutci (2011) il lustrates the arbitrary nature of weight standards in her discussion of
how what is considcn:d 'ideal weight' has changl-d over the years. For example she stales,
"from [942 to 2000, no fewer than 18 difTerent "ideal;" "desirable," "nonnal,"
"suggested," "acceptable," or other categorical fomlUlations for weight were
implemented by a range of official dassificatory documents" (p. 200). She goes on
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state that even within the timcframc orlhe usc ofBMllhc 'acceptable' categories
continue to change. "From 1990 to 2000 the upper limit of healthy wcigtlls has changed
from 27.8 kglm2 to 24.9 kg/m2 and has variably modi tied ils cut-off range for healthy
weight on the basis orage and gender" (p.200). The continued usc of the 13M!. as argued
by Evans (2010), rcmains a mcchanism of govcmmcntal powcr to simultam:ously control
populations and individuals. The author suggests that the 8Ml is utilized as a measure 10
classify obcsity as a "pre-cmptivc" or "virtual discasc" (p. 21). This, shc contcnds, allows
large people to be classified as "asymplOmaticaHy ill"" thus bolstering the power of
govcrnmcntal policics that cmploy notions of risk and inscrt thcmsclvcs into people's
everyday lives to provoke them to work upon their bodies 10 prevent 'future' illness. This
argument is particularly pertincnt in relation to childhood obesity as children arc viewed
as 'adults in thc making' and thcy represent the future. This serves to intensify the present
'moral panic' around obcsity as it provokcs fcar offuturc hcalth ramifications and
suggests that we need to act now to protect our future existence.
Gard (2009), while supporting thc claim that we may be in thc midst ora moral
panic over obesity, comests Campos' vicw of the 'obcsity epidcmic', howcver, as a
deliberate and in some ways corrupt production on the part of obesi ty scientists and those
within the capitalist machine that may stand to profit. Rather th3n consider thc obcsity

"
epidemic as an intentional fabrication Gard postulates that the 'panic' arises from
scientists who may have good intentions. The know lcdgcs that arc produced he argues arc
developed by people within their own idoological perspectivcs. Thus they most often do
not vicw the world or value the 'evidence' outside ofthcsc perspectives particularly those
perspectives that have gained power within a particular 'Regime of Truth'. Researchers
therefore draw upon evidence that is consistent with their own paradigms. TIley utilize
this evidence in constructing their own arguments and in doing so they reinforce and

maintain certain idoological positions. While Gard argues that the effects ofthc discursivc
con~truction

of obcsity may not always bc intcntional howcvcr, Rail, Holmcs, and Murray

(2010), qucstion the intcntionality and suggest that they do inflict hann. They statc,
the fabrication of 'evidence' in obesity research constitutes a good example of

micro-fascism at play in the contemporary scicntific arena. Favoring a particular
ideology and excluding alternative fonns ofknowledgc, obesity

seicnti~t~

have

cstablished u dominant 'obesity discoursc' within which obcse and 'at-risk' bodies
arc constructed as lazy and cxpcnsive bodies that should be submitl{."(lto
diseipli1l<lry tcehnologies (for examplc, surveillance). expert investigation and
regulation (p.259).

Rescarch that un-problematically emphasizes the alanning nature ofthc so-ealkd
'obesity crisis' and calls for a 'war on obcsity' positions f;l\ as the enemy. It is argued that
this invOlriably leads to Ol view offat peoplc as something to bc SCOn1(',,(1, ridiculed, and
evcn haled and feared (BOCTO, 20(H: Evans. 2006; LcBcsco, 2004; Monaghan, 2007;
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Rice, 2007). Obesity becomcs an outward marker ora lack of control. As stated by Evans
cl a l. (2008),

in the blame the victim cu lture which this nurtures, fat is considered an outward
sign ofncglcct of one's corporeal self;

11

condition considered either as shameful

as being dirty, as irresponsibly ill, in effect, reinforcing and institutionalizing
moral value beliefs about the body lmd citizens (p.38).

The fat body is thus open tor visual appraisal. II is said 10 expose its own 'truth' and due
to the nature orthe obesi ty discourse, everyone is considered 10 possess know ledge
rclatt.:d to obesity, "We read
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fat body on the street, and believe we "kno"," its ·'truth";

just some of the characteristics we have corne 10 assullle define fatness are laziness,

gluttony, poor pcrsonal hygicnc and lack orrortitudc" (Murray, 2005, p.154). Whilc therc
is substantial cvidence to suggest that thinness docs not necessarily equate with 'good'
health, this evidcnce is suppressed within a framework that glorifics the lhin hody (Jutci,
2(05). Murray (2009) draws on the work of Grosz (1994) in highlighting how hodics arc
(;Oded ,md read by others; how thcy are ··markcd as pathological" (p.74). Thc 'tat· body,
shc contcnds, because ofthc heafthist obesity discoursc, is read by othcrs as weak,
irrcsponsible, and morafly lacking. Jt becomes a ··virtual confessor" as this rcading
translatcs into the" '·forced confession·· of a deficicnt sc1fresiding in a "fat" body"" (p.75).
The body she argues is eonsidercd to be a visual manifestation of one's "moral
investment in 'health/morality" (p.75). 11 is said to provide insight into a person's
subjectivity.
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III this way, the 'obese' subject is immediately 'known'; the 'fat' flesh of one's

body has already silently pcrforml'1i a confession. This confession is one of
necessary pathology, indulgence and excess, and bclore the 'fat' suhjcl:! even
speaks, this confession is produced as truth" (p.75)

Ch:lptcr S ummary
While there arc

11

multitude offaClOrs that contribute to weight status and identity

of'obese' people including genetics, socioeconomic status, gender, and physical
environment to name just a few, the present obesity discourse must also be implicated as

it is explicitly linked to a dominant healthis! vicw that suggests overweight or obese
people arc in some way failing themselves and society (Halse, 2009; LcBcsco, 2004;
O'Dea 2(05). While researchers may nol set out to inleT11ionaily reproduce or reinforce
this view, it is argued that the present evidence-bascd approach to obesity research and
practice has consistently marginalized overweight and obese people, producing bolh fem
of and disdain for fat (MeDeOllOtt, 2007; Moffat, 2010; Rail, I-lohnes, & Murray, 2010;
Saguy & Ameling, 2008). Thus I conclude this chapler in mueh the same way that I
introouc(:d it, by recognizing that there arc valuable insights to be dmwn from various
Iypes of research but also rt.'Cognizing that we must approach this research with a crilic.11
eye. I recognize that Ihe literature thul I have presented in this chapler was conducted and
·writtcn up' by those nol from a perspc(;tive of ·obje(;tivity·, but from thc perspectivc in
which they havc been schooled. While rcsear(;h can infonn our practi(;es and the way we
sec the world, it can never be tnlly ·objcetive' (Hurding, 2007). My presentation oflhe
critical literature is not done in an attempt to negate thc positivist obesity litcTiJlure but
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rather 10 cmpha~izc how we 'come 10 know' and how our own ideological foundations
steer us in specific directions in tenns of research and what we view as 'truth ', I contend
that we rarely slOp 10 contemplate how know ledge is produced in our given fields. We arc

provided with training and education that immerse us in the frameworks or perspectives
from which we interpret the world and reproduce certain "Regimes ofTmth". Murray,
Holmes, and Rail (2008), for example poill\ 10 Foucault's notion of'cpistCfI1C', which

they define as" the acccpll:d and dominant manner of gllilling and organizing knowledge
in a given period" (p.274). Such ways of knowing dc!cnninc how we come to view the
world and hence how we analyse events within that world to draw conclusions;
conelusions that impact directly on people's embodied experiences. Those paradigms that
become dominant through

mechanism~

of history, culture, and various social relations arc

utilizl-d and reinforced through the very institutions in which we arc educated and earc<l
for within our communities. They come to deteOlline what constitutes 'knowledge' or
·evidence'. They provide

sy~t ems

under which we learn to examine the evidence and

utilize it in our practices. Thus we have come to a point wherc oflen we cannot come to
sec the world outside of the paramelers of our own epistemological position (Monaghan,
2010).
While the purpose of this dissertation is not 10 provide a critique of evideneebased practice, I do feel it is important to acknowledge and draw attenlion 10 the ways
'evidenee' is produced and the

implication~

such dynamics have on the embodied

experiences of people in their everyday c,\ istences. I con1end that knowledge production
i~

never al>olitical and is always grounded in the ideological perspectives oflhose

conducting, funding, disseminating and utiliJ.ing research. It is therefore vital that we
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open up a conversation that allows us to question the evidence, not basing our practices
on research 'findings' that we tukcal face value. We must not merel y accept the literature
as 'objcctive truth' that is not contcstable, bUI we must clI:lminc ii, considl'T how it is
produced, to whose advantage and to whose disadvantage. As stated by Murray, Ho lmes,
and Rail (2008), "in the face ora strategic fundamentalism Ihal closes ofT debate, we must
be mindful to resist in such a way that we open up critical debate and question those
mechanisms thaI work to seduce us into complacency" (1'.277).
Whi le r have presented literature in this chapter that is derived from a number of
fields including mooicine, sociology. psychology, nursing, education, cultural studies and
more. it is my hope that by considcring them in light of their role in the production,
examination and critique of obesity discourse that they illuminate the subject, they poi nt
to the divcrse ways of cxamining the issue whilc also elucidating the restrictions
produced by ideological constraints. As a nursc, [ havc become fmstmtcd with the way
that nursing, in striving toward recognition as a 'profcssion' , is placing increasing
emphasis on the notion of'evidcnee basc(l practice' and the intcnsc focus on the
production and utilization of scientific 'nursing know[edge' , often to the exclusion or
rescarch from other fields (Gastaldo & Ho[mes, [999). [t is from reading outside oflhe
realm of nursing literature, from practicing intcrprofcssionally, and from my introduction
to the poststructural pcrspl:ctivc that I havc come to apprcciatc different ways of knowing
and have found the tools to critica[ly examine my own conceptions of research, and
human experience. Whi lc we may be constrained by our positions within certain regimes
oftmth. however, [must note that we also have the ability to resist and reposition
ourselves in ways that allow us to retlectivdy critique our own positions. As stated by
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Gaslaldo and Holmes (1999), "the specificity ofnurscs' cxpenisc is related to the
production and dissemination of a regime of truth, but this same powcrlknowlt:dgc could
be exercised to promote a different regime of truth for a community or a society" (p.238).
It is from this perspective that r began 10 envision my doctoral research. Within the

following chapler, J outline my research methodology that takes into consideration thc
role orthe co-construction of knowledge in Ihc research process while elucidating the

important role that reflexive feminist research can play in exploring the cmbodioo
experiences of children defined as obese,
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CI-lAPTEn 3

MEHIODOLOGY

"Using a floll/radiliol/a/ me/hod prol'ides a way 10 .n~e Ihings Iha/lll/vc been
obscllred by the repealed appfiCl/lion ollratiiliol1almcrhods_ all ways ojseeing
arc also Imys 0/1101 secing. "- (Phillips & J tardy, 2002, p.16)

The ways OUf ideas about the world and the manner in whi(;h those ideas

ultimately frame how we think and

intCf<lct

arc complex and always evolving. The

investigation or exploration ofpt:op1es' interactions and how we lake up the morc
dominant or hegemonic messages in society that arc forged through dynamic power
rci:lIions is challenging. but <IS J have discovcn;d, worthwhile. r cntcn:u into this research
with the hclicfthat my study would not necessarily reveal a "true" reality of the children
involved but rather that I might gain insight into how language (;Qmes to constitutc their
reality. Using a qualiwtive feminist post-structural design, I was intcrested in how the
children used the discourses at their disposal 10 forge social relations and a sense ofsclf.
Like othcr post-structural researchers I was iJl(eresled in examining the text in its broadest
sense including wrillen. spoken and othcr expressions oflhe interplay ofpcoplc and
discourses and the manner in which thcy arc ulili.-:cd. negotiated and resisted by people in
their daily eXperienc(.'S (Gannon & Davies. 2007). In keeping with this approach. I
recognized the value of utilizing mUltiple research tools. The use of multiple research
mcthods allowcd mc to rctlexivcly explorc the ways in whieh meaning is produced or
shaped for these children through the lens of the social present that I recognize as being
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greatly influenced by thc social history. II was important to me that this study was
designed in a fashion thai is sensitive

\0

the experiences orthe children while providing

them with a comfortable means of sharing. Darbyshire, Macdougall and Schiller (2005)
suggest that when researching children, the usc ofrnultip1c methods is beneficial as they

state such a design respects "children"s agency as social <lctors and "clive participants in
the creation of their own world of meanings" (1'.430). As children arc often silmccd in
our society, particularly children who do 1101 fit the prescribed ideal, interviewing these
children and a llowing them to express themselves through various means including
interviews, focus groups, and visual representation through art, I fccl allowed their voices
to be heard and hopefully reinforced the meaningfulness of their experiences. As Birbeek
und Drummo nd (2005) urgue, we should be open to the voices o f children. "We must
embrace what they have to say and find a better way to li sten, understand and interpret
their mcunings. Uh imutc1y children should be sccn und heard"' (p.595).
A qualitative approaeh was therefore cssential in allowing me to explore the
embodied eXI>crienees of my study participants. Qualitative research. according to HesseBiber and Le,lvy (2004). is a "distinct tield of inquiry that encompasses both micro and
marcoanalyses, drawing on historic,d. comp'lrative. structur,11, observational, and
interactional ways of knowing"' (p.l). Thc usc of a post-structural fcminist approach with
,lttention to the ehildren'scmbodicd experience allow(:<1 me to move beyond the
description of how these childrcn function in the midst of the so-called "'obesity
cpidcmic"'. to explore how they ncgotia tc and rcsist dominant discourses that pcnllcate
every institution which influences their daily lives, and 10 examinc how thesc discourses
arc produccd. rcproduc<.""(), and chal1cngl""(1. This type of research is particularly useful in
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studying the experiences of children as it provides the rcscilTchcr with an opportunity to
actively explore the meanings of social experiences with children, removing the
assumption that as adults we e(m know for children (Darbyshire, MacDougall, & Schiller,
2007). From the femin ist post-structural standpoint the researcher places emphasis on the
"other" and the power relations at play that serve to oppress those in marginalized

positions in society. The goal, as Aranda (2006) suggests, is to "creme a space to allow
the voices of mar gill a Ii zed groups to be heard" (p.8). It is my ho(lC that my research has
allowed such a space

In this chapter, [will provide an overview of the research process undertaken in
this study. 1 will describe how I employed an ethnographic approach within an obesity
treatment program for children, utilizing multiple methods 10 explicate how children
negotiate the messages that connate health and thinness, and produce and promote a
pervasive desire for the nOnll1l tive body. As post-structural and feminists researchers arc
concerned with the meaning that people derive from their livlxl experiences, they most
ollen utilize mu ltiple tools in exploring and challenging dominant or hegemonic
discourses (Hesse-Biher, 2(07). These methods do not have to be dis tinct to feminist
research. Rather "what mailers in defining feminist research methods is how feminists
actually theorize, characterize, and depict research as a feminist activity and how they
make the methods themselves integral to this research" (Moss, 2007, p.372). This is
par1icularly impor1ant when researching children. Darbyshire, Macdougall, and Schiller
(2005), for ex.unple, suggested when conducting research with children that multiple
approaches complement the infonnation heing elicited while allowing the child to express
their experiences with recognition that there are numerous and diverse ways of making
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meaning in the world. The data may be collected through the usc of a number of diverse

met hods including interviews, focus groups, participant observation, writing, art, photo
elicitation, dance and other sometimes unconventional modes of research, Within my
research study a number of methods were utilized including: ethnography using

participant observation and field noles, semi-structured interviews wilh the children nod
program coordinators, focus groups with the children and their parents, and an art project
for the chi ldren. In this chapter, I will also highlight the important role of each ofthcsc

methods and how they contribute 10 a broader understanding Dfhow these chi ldren utilize
and resist the dominant health discourses. Finally, I will emphasize how throughout the
process I sought to aeknowk<lge the meaning and impor1ancc of the children' s
experiences with ongoing rcileetion on my role in thc co-eonstnletion ofmcaning.
Selli ng, I{ecruitmcnt, and Selection
As discussed previously in my review of the literature, the majority of obesity
treatment programs focus primarily on weight loss as the ultimate goal. When
contemplating how I would design my stud y, I was intrigued by the appro.lch to obesity
treatment taken by the program uti lized in this st ud y. While n:cognil.ing that thc children
who arc referred to thi s program have been identificd as obese and arc often presenting
with health threatening symptoms which must be addressed, the program coordinators
also recognize that thc dominant obesity discourse, which is so pervasivc both in m(.'{lical
and broader social environments, may be having a negati vc impact on these very chi ldren.
Thc treatment program has thus been designed using a multidi sciplinary approach that
promotes positive self-esteem and body image while limiting focus on weight and
measun:menL Dominant beliefs about weight and hc.dth aTe challcng(.'{1 whi le an
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acceptance of natura! sizes is reinforced. f' arenls arc also involved in the program, as it

has been recognized thaI they impact and arc impacted hy the concerns of their children
and playa key role in their children's developing health aUitudcs (McGurvcy c\ aI.,
2(04). Considering this alternative approach to obesity treatment while also recognizing
thaI from a critical perspective, the '"\rcatmcnC of obesity is a morc recent construct that
has been forged within the dominant individualistic health driven paradigm, I felt this
program was an appropriate selling for my rcscan;h. NOI only could I examine how these
children negotiate the dominant discourses around health and the body but [ could also
examine the interplay of these discourses with alternative discourses that are introduced
through the program. I also would have the opportunity to speak with the parents as they
playa significant role in their children's lives and their evolving sense ofsclf.
I approachl-'"(\the program coordi!l<ltors (a clinical child psychologist and
paediatric endocrinologist) and provid(.x\ them with my perspective and rati0l1<l1e for lhe
study. [ mel wi th both coordinators to discuss the study and its implications jor their
program. I received approval from Ihe coordinators to conduct the study within the
program with the expectation that full ethics approval would be achieved. There were II
children enrolled in the program at the time of my study, ranging in ages from 10 to 16
The program activities took place in

,I number of settings. The primary sClling was

loeateu within a children's hospital itself. Most weeks the participants and their
parents!family members would meet in a designaK"{1 room. This room was designed much
like a classroom with chairs and a white board at the front of the room. It comfortably
housed the children and their parents! fimlily members. The jjrst portion (15 minutes 10
30 minutes) of the 90 minute session would take place in this room. This usually
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consisted of a combined education period for parents and children conducted by one
mem ber of the facilitation team (psychologist, physician, dietician or social worker).
Following the introduction to the session the group wou ld split into

[I

parent group and a

ch ildren's group. [ remained with the children's group throughout duration orlhe
program with the exception of one session when I conducted the parent focus group.
Activities did take place outside the hospi tal for two of the sessions. These sessions

included outings to a wall climbing gym and a session at a local grocery store. On these
particular days the families would meet at the facility in a designated area before the

beginni ng orthe session
Once ethical approval was granted by both the University and hospital basoo
cthies committees, parcnts ofthc childrcn and the ehildrcn themsclves wcre provided with
an ovcrview of the study and given the opportunity to participate. This overview included
a desc ription of the background and rationale for the study along with a clear description
of the study objectives and the type of data collection that was to take place. Thc program
coordinators provide<! an introduction to thc rcscareh to parcnts upon the first session.
Following this brief introduction. I was given the opportunity to speak with parcnts and
children and I provided thcm with time to answcr questions relatcd to thc research. As
well, parents and children were provid.:d with my contact inl"on11ation. including phone
number and email to allow them to ask questions outside of program allotted time. Prior
to lhe following session parents and children were given the opportunity to sign consent
fonns for thc interviews and focus group (sce Appendix A for child consent fonn,
Appendix B for parent consent limn). One particip,mt did not sign consent to he
interviewcO or participate in the focus groups. She did not, however allen(\, on the days of
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the focus groups and was absent for the majority orthe sessions. I also provided a clear
overview of the study with a description ofsludy objcctives \0 program coordinators and
ex plained that they may also be interviewed in an effort to explore the meaning that they
derive from their interaction with the chi ldren, and the way they utilize both dominant
and alternative discourses with the children. Observation di d not pose a barrier to data
collection as pcmlissioll was granted by the program coordinators and the ethics review

committee. Si nce all participants involved in the program on the duys orthe focus groups
provided consent, the focus groups were conducted during the program time. This was
done with the pcmlission of the program coordinators. Also some interviews were
conducted durin g program time when independent activities were taking place. Other
intcrviews that could not be faci litated during program time due to time constraints were
conducted outside of the program tirneframe.

DalaGclleration
Ethnograph y
From the post-structural perspective, data is not collectcd but gcneratcd (Aranda,
2(06). This is rcfketlxl in the DeVault and Gross (2007) description of research <IS ""an
apparatus of knowledge production·' (p. 192). In considering the role of discourse in the
production of knowledge mlllthe emerging identities of children enrol]('"(l in the tre.llment
program. 1 felt 1 m:lxl ...xllo bring mysclf closer to this discourse through active
participation in the program. TIlrough the application of an ethnographic appro<lch, being
present during the II-week program and actually participating in the program activities, 1
gained further insight into how these children not only negotiated the broader discourse
but how they brought their know]('"(lge of the discourse into this particular selling and the
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interactions that look place there. J took the opportun ity to observe, participate and
dialogue not only wilh thc children bUI also with thc parents and program facilitators.
Dclamount (2004) described ethnography as a qualitative method in which participant
observation and fieldwork arc integral modes of data colk:<:t io n uti lized to gain insight

into thc lived world of the participants. The ethnography itself, according to Dclamount is
a written rcfkction nfthe culmination of observations and experiences within the
particular fiel d of research
The ethnographer participates, overtly or covert ly, in people's daily lives for an

extended period of time, watching what happens, listening to what is said, asking
questions; in fact, collecting whatever data arc available to throw light on the
issues with which he or she is cOllcenled (Hammersley & Atkinson, 1983, p. 2)
By immersing myself in the program, I hoped to forge relationships with the
participants to efTl'Ctively begin to learn about the embodied experiences of these chi ldren
given their position within the dominant discourses around health and the body. Feminist
resea rch is unique in the attention it pays to the researcher/participant relationship (Pillow
& Mayo, 2007). The examination of the relationships becomes part of and integral 10 the

research process. TIlis is particularly pertinent when conducting ethnographic research
As Pillow and Mayo suggest, the examination of these relationships in ethnography when
one is an observer and a participant "makes visible the questions, complexities, and
processes of doing research" (p.1 (3)

7J

I>articipant Observation and Field No tes

Throughout the II-week program, J participated in a number of program
activities. A t certain times [ helped fucililatc activities while at other points in time [
completed the activities wi th the children. The children were open to my participation and
sl'ClTIcd pleased when I completed the tasks they were assigned to do. Throughout the

lime J spent wi th them I asked questions and sometimes had the opportunity to guide
discuss ions. A t other limes I listened to the children and did not interjcct in their

conversations. r observed not only the conversations but also the nonverbal clements of
the interactions. I struggled with wha t Emerson, Fretz, and Shaw (1995) refer to as the
"acti ve enterprise" of ethnographic research that incorporates thc "dual impulst:s" of
striving to forge relationships while !caming how 10 tairly represent the experiences in
wrillcn fom1 (p. 15). I chosc not to takc obvious notcs during the scssions so as not to
hinder the chi ldren in their activities. While they were reminded on occasions that I was
observing them fo r the purposes of research. I felt the overt action of note taking might be
intimidating and inhibiting to some. In the evenings and days following cach session I
would take extensive notes and while doi ng so I would reflect upon my position in the
group and how that i11lpacted upon the interactions and the knowledge produced.
According to Emcrson, Frctz and Shaw.
producing a record of these activities as dose to their occurrence as possible
preserves the idiosyncratic, contingent charactcr in thc face of the h011l0genizing
tendencics ofrctrospective rt.·cull. In immediately written lieldnotes,
dis ti nctive qualities and features arc sharply drawn and will elicit vivid memories
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and images when thc ethnographer rereads notes for coding and ana lysis (p.14).

The following excerpt from my fic1dnotcs illustrates how reflections upon my
emotions leading into the initial focus group with the c hildren, as well as detailed
description ortne room and the children"s position served to enhance my memories orthe
interactions and fill in spaces (the gcsIUH.-S, the body language, thc environment) that thc
audio recordings leave void

Prcp(lringjor fhe initialjoclls group' was aliI/Ie IIcnOIlS as III'0s
whether the kids im'ofl'C(llI'ollld he prepared 10 harc
I en/ere(l/fIe room painji/lly aware fhal!

I\'(IS (/

(1/1

IIIISlire

open disClissioll wilh me.

mit/dfe-aged woman 1\"110 [he

chilt/ren already identJjicd as a hC(lltl! pmjessiollo/ and mOlher fO whom/he
children were ollly briefly illlrotiliced ill the pre~'iowi session. 71,ey looked at me
with expressioll~' of cliriosilY while I described II'hal would be ill\'01l'('(1 illlhe
focus group session as I had done lasl week ... I sllggested thalll'e aI/ sit in

(j

semi-

circle. Mosl agreed and movell their chairs closer 10 file and 10 the It'hile board
n"hiclt

)I'e

would IIsefor Ihe rleserl island activity )dtich 111(/{1 plalliled Olle boy

I'ete .I'al reclined in a chair It'ilh his legs Ol'er wWlher dUlirformillg a bolllldary
between hinlselfand 1/1(' remainder oflile grOllp. 7l1rce OIher boys duslered
logelher clwllillg 'I'hile In'O girls sat 10 Ihem.l'eh'es ill the opposite comer.

The usc of dctailcd notes sueh as these proviu(:<l me with a vivid recollection of the events
as thcy had taken place. The description of the room, the position of the people and a
wriucn reflection of my thoughts at that time helped when I relunled to the lex\. In
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describing my fl."C lings upon entering the locus group session, lor example I can further
consider how these feelings served to frame how J lead that particular session. As
Emerson, Fretz, and Shaw (1995) suggest, the ethnographer should "document her own
activilil.'S, circumstances, and emotional responses as these factors shape the process of
observing ,md recording others' lives (p. II). The ethnographer they argue should not
separate what she says and docs from the observations as s uch separation "distorts
processes of inquiry and the meaning of the fiel d 'data" and IrealS the data as '·objective
infonnation" (pp. 11-12)
Inte r views
As a component of the research study r also chose 10 conduct scmi-slnlCturcd
interviews with a smaller number of the children and the program coordinators. While
interview guides were developed for these intcrvicws and I had a general idea as to what I
wanted to explore, I entered into th is process with the recognition that the interview
process is not simply a process of discovery. As a researcher I am always aware tha t the
information recorded during an interview or focus group session is a co-construction of
knowled ge between the interviewees and mc. As Rapley (2004) points out, we may never
be able to know the real experience ofl)(:ople. Interviews, howevcr, do provide the
opportu nity to explore how pcople cxperienee their li ves and allow the researchcr to
become an aetivc participant in the co-construction 01" knowledge. TIlC researcher in this
context must be o pen to the "flexibility and product ive powers of language; the subtlc
shades ofmcani ng eonveycd through the nuances of speech, gesture, and ... the
ineluctable loeatooncss of any moment or stretch ol"talk" (DeVault & Gross, 2007,
p.173). With this in mind t was able to I:onduct a tolal of7 interviews wilh thc children.
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As with other the fanTIs of data generation within this study, the child ren were infomloo
that they would not be identified and that r would usc pseudonyms (which I defined for

them and gave them the opportunity to choose). Also, in an effort to ensure that children
were nol identifiable, some of the specific sports and activities discussed were slightly
altered. As these children arc in
as

11

11

vulnerable position it was important to them and to me

researcher that anonymity was preserved. Four oflhe children were interviewed

wit hin Ihe first 2 weeks orlhe program and three orlhase four were inlcrvicwl-d
following the completion of the program. One orlhose participants did not return my
request for a follow-up interview. The interviews took between 30-45 minutes and werc
framed upon a number of open-ended questions as outlined in the interview schedules
(sec Appendices C and D). The follow-up interview provided an 0Ppor1unity to revisit
some orlhc issues that arosc in thc first intervicw and an cxploration of the various facets
of the II-week program including the introduction ofaltemative healt h discourses.
Although I did not manage 10 complete a follow-up interview with one child, Jordan, she
was present and quile vocal al the tinal focus group session. This allowed sollle insighl
into her feelings in relation 10 the program and her ideas about health and Ihe body upon
completion of the program. I do recognize that this discussion occurred in a !;roup
cnvironment and thus what was produced may have been quite different Ihan that
produced Hum a one on one interview
Each interview was digitally reeord(."(1 and Iransl:ribed. A llhough as l'al1on (2002)
suggests, the recorder is an indispensable tool for evaluators using qualitative methods as
it allows Ihe interviewer to be 1110re attentive to the inlerviewee, r do recognize that it
docs not replace good notes. Within the interview I took minimal notes so as not to
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detract from the illtcnlctiotl wilh the interviewee. Immediately followin g each interview r
wrote detailed reflections of the interviews. Also, Dinmond, as cited by Devault and
McCoy (2002) posits that interview texts, although important to the research process,
should not he considered in isolation oflhe presence of the person. The notes therefore

were taken with spccific attention to body language and eye contact that cannot be
captured by voice recorder. Field notes were kept throughout the duration of the program
with an effort, as Green and Thorogood (2004) suggest, to describe what is happening,
who is involved and how meaning is being produced through interactions within the
given setting and social context.
Focus G roLlps
Each child also h,ld the opportunity to participate in two fows group diswssions
rclakd to thei r ideas ofheahh, weight, fitness, the body, and oth(.'T issues they felt were
pertinent to their experiences (one early in the program and one later in the program)
Wilkinson (2004) suggests that focus groups arc effective when the researcher is
interested in investigating people's beliefs or opinions because thcy allow the researcher
to both observe and participate in the co-construction of knowled ge as this co'
construction is rctlcctivc of the way people interact to construct knowledge in their
everyday lives. While foc us gro ups have not been used with children until recent years,
"Ihe development of this Iype ofmc1hodology can be seen as part ofa process oflrying to
research wilh children ralher than on children" (Dixey, Sahota, Atwal, & Turner, 200 1,
pp.20S-209). Dixey et al. also note that children arc aware of the power rciationship
between aduhs and children. The researcher therefore must remain wgnizant of this
relationship and foster an open comfortable space for the children while recognizing that
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a nutural setting can never Indy be realized in focus group n:search as the participnnts arc
aware that the discussion is happening for a prescribed purpose in a situation that can
never he perfcctly natural (Green & Thorogood, 2006; Kirk, 2007). While the children
lIppcan,'"d comfortable in the focus group sessions, I did remind them of the rcason for my

presence, that the discussion was completciy confidential and their names would not be
allach(:d to the transcripts. r explained 10 them that pseudonyms would be used and gave

them the opportunity to choose the name they would like to sec associalcd with them. I
also reassured them thaI they could withdraw from the sessions at any point and did not
have to discuss anything that made them feci uncomfortable.
It is important to crcate a comfortablc environmcnt for the children. Following a

suggestion by Gibson (2007), I beg;1Il the first group discussion with an icebreakt:r
activity. During this time I engaged the children in

;111

activity which was dC'jigned to get

them thinking and moving. This activity. according to Gibson, docs not have to be
directly rclated to the rcsearch but can include c1emcnts of things to he explored. I thus
began the first focus group with a ··desert i'jland"" scenario. The participants were asked to
list three things they would need to feel good and healthy if trapped on a desert island
They were also asked to write these down on a whiteboard and come to some agreement
about what the y should take as a group. This type of activity. as Gibson suggests, can
enhance comfort leveb and piu1icipation a'j it allows ;111 p;lrticipants the opportunity 10
speak in the group setting while promoting coopcrJtion and sharing. The children were
very receptive to this activity and scemed to enjoy the interaction and challenge inherent
in it. To my surprise, they began to discuss some of th e things I had outlined in my
interview schedule, ollen without prompting. For e)(ample, the children in considering
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what they would need to he healthy if strandc<l on a desert island began

11

discussion

about junk' food versus 'healthy' food. Nicholas suggcsh."d for example thaI they would
have to follow Canada's Food Guide staling .'/ do want healthy food there" while Pete

suggested there was room for both types of food stating "I'd probably like hcallliy food
andjllnkJood ... I'd definitely walll mea!.

~ryoll 're

stranded. YOII kinda 1t'01ll10 pilI on the

calories a bit ", TIle desert island scenario thus prompted them to begin a discussion about
what constituh:s healthy or unhealthy foods amI the role the concepts of fat amI calories
play in the drive to be healthy.
Parents were also provided with the opportunity to participate in a focus group
session toward the end orlhe program to provide feedhack that highlighted their
perceptions of their children's self esteem, and identity, and how they and their children
negotiate both dominant and al ternative health di scourses. Parents arc in a distinctly
important position as they have the ability 10 provide great insight i11l0 the experiences of
the child, the ehild's view toward themselves lUld others, and how they grapple with the
obesity and health discourses. Also, in sharin g infomwtion on the experiences in th e
treatment program, they may provide insights into the impact o f the program. As it has
been noted that programs th;Jt demonstrate positive outcomes in relation to

sclf~eoncepl

and self-esteem most often arc those that have parental involvement (Edw;Jrds et ai.,
2000), it was important to gain infonnation rcgarding the parents' experiences. The focus
group took approximately I hour and was framed upon a number of open ended questions
as outlined in the interview sehcrlule (sec Appendix G). It consisted of all mothcrs which
was reflective o flhe program attendance overall and illustrated the gendered nature of
su pporting and promoting healthy lifestyles for children and the responsibilities that are
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placed upon mothers (I provide a discussion ofbiopcdagogics and the mothering
experience in Chapler 5 of this dissertation).
The mothers were very receptive to discussion and eager to talk about their
children, their experiences as women and mothers, and their children's experiences of
living in a so-called "larger body" [found this experience to some dcgn:c more
cha llengi ng than the focus group with the children in that J found it easier to instruct the

children to ·'take tu rns" than J did the parents; a point I had to reflect upon during and
following the session. I T<-'Cognized lhallhc power positions at play lire different than with
the child grou p. It may be that the children rccognized my position as the adult in the
room who was in 'control' nfthe session :md thus the sessions functioned much like other
classroom type situations in which they have Icamed to take tums and defer to Ihe adult
who is directing the session, I also considered Ihe fill:t that the mothers rarely have the
opponunity to speak openly aboutlhcir children"s experiences in a group of l>copie with
similar experiences. The focus group providl-{[ an oUllet for which Ihey have nol had that
opponunity pre"iously. The eagemess 10 speak therefore was e"ident as Ihey often
intemlpled and spoke over one another during the session, This sllCaks to Ihe need for
mOTe research in the area of mothering and biopcd<1gogies" particularly for the mothers of
children who do not fit the desired he,llth rela1t."d nomlS
While the eX]lCriences of facilitating the focus groups were very dillcrenl ,lIld
ultimately the dala generated was very different, I did rl"Cognize Ihat ] must consider these
experiences within the context of which they were produced (Grecn & Thorogood, 20(4).
I paid spccitic attention to the dynamic in the room and how Ihe par1icipants interacled
wilh me, and the fcllow panicipants. J tried to remain eognilant of my position and how
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that may be interpreted. This [ knew would be important in the process of data analysis. I
needed to be concerned with not just what the words in the final transcripts reflected hut
wha t they produced, and how the mothers in the room constructed themselves and their
child ren in relatio n to the dom inant discourse and the program.

Art Project

Given the value of using multiple methods with children, as previously discussed,

I also as ked the chi ldren to participate in an art project. Art as a research technique has
gained recognition within recent years (Barker & Weller, 2003). As Levick and Wheeler
(ci ted by Van Tilburg, 1987) state" anything created by someone - a drawing, a painting,
a piece of sculpture-is a nonverbal message from the creator ahout the inner self and that
artist's world" (p.l). Art, therefore, may be viewed as another expn.'ssion of meaning
through experience and was helpful in eliciting ideas from the participants on their
experiences as 'large' chi ldren. "This is important, as art-based techniques and activities
can be a powerful medium through which children can express their views across

,I wide

range of the developmental continuum" (Coa(1. 2007, p.487). The children also had the
opportunity to display and discuss these projects within the group. A discussion orthe art
project was also integrated into the final focus group that occurred the lollowing week
For the purpose of this project the children were given the 0PP0l1unity to create a
collage or a drawing. I allowed the children a choice of an tcchniques as some children
may not feel skilled at drawing or they may 11.'C1 this is a task lor younger children and
this can introduce pressures and unintended stress. According to eoad (2007), the
n:seareher docs not have to be particularly skilh::d in art but must instead be cognizant 01
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the critical clements of art-based research and ensure the task is well planned in advance
of implementation. [ reviewed a number of articles in relation 10 art-based research and
consulted with the program psychologist who is experienced in this Iype of activity with
children. She was available throu!;hout the activity should children have questions or if
the art should elicit any upsetting emotiunal response. While this was an opportunity to
create comfort between the researcher and participant il must be recognized that while the
researcher should be present to monitor and guide the activity, the cOll1rol should lie in
the hands of the children. I purchased a large array ofmiltcrials tha t would allow the

children to explore their ideas in an artistic manner. The children were provided with all
materials and allowed indepcndcnee in creating their artwork. Materials indudt:d
magazines, markers, paints, colouring pencils, coloured Bristol board, regular scissors,
edging scissors, glue sticks and sketch paper. I moved throughout the room and spoke to
the children while they were creating their projects. They were eager to discuss their
methods and the messages behind thc art. Deacon (2000) suggests that the researcher
should become involved in the project as well stating that ··the purpose behind many 01
these methods is 10 find ways to make living systcms actually comc alive: to not only
hear, bulto sec the slories behind the p<1rticipant's perception and experiences: to not only
observe, but to actually become a part oflhat which we as rcsearehers arc studying" (1'.2)
Ih l a Analysis

Data analysis in qualitative research is concerned with more than an 'objectivc'
reporting of data, rather it is concerned with telling the story of participants and
extrapolating meaning from those stories with a recognition that the stories arc producoo
within a broader social context (Grcen & Thorogood, 2004). Analytic techniques are
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influenced by thc research questions as well as thc epistemological Slillldpoinl of the

researcher. Considering the methodological underpinnings o f this research, I began my
analysis with the perspective that the discourse highlighted within the rcscllfch was
constitutive orthe social world known to the participants. As stated c.'lrl icr, I was not
seeking 10 reveal the 'truth' in relation 10 thc children's experiences but nuheT I wanted to
explore how their reality or 'truth' was constructed through their interaction with the
discursive resources available

10

them. From

11

poslslructural perspective, these resources

open up various subjcct positions in which the children can locate themselves. r was

ConCCn1l-U with examining the text 10 explicate how thc participants used language to
construct their ideas of health and sense ofsclfwithin the context of broader social
phenomena related to health, and the regulation and surveillance of the body. With this in
mind I felt it was appropriate to utilize critical discourse analysis as a means of analysis.
This analysis, as noted by Baxter (2002), is not merely about deeonslrueling discourse, il
is about releasing" the words of marginalized or minority speakers in order 10 achieve the
riehJ1(:ss and diversity of textual play Ihal only emerges froll1the expression ofdiflcrellt
and competing points of view" (1'.9). This fonn of analysis, as not(;-<I by Flairelough
(200 1).
provides a way of moving between close analysis of texts and interaction. and
social analysis of various tYI}CS. Its objective is 10 show how language
figures in social processes. It is critical in the sense Ihal it aims to show nonobvious way in which language is involved in social relations of power and
domination, and in ideology (1'.229).
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I was concerned with how thc language of health, fitness and the body serve to frame the
ways these children view tlll:msclv(.'S and those around them and how these views impact
the way they li ve and interact with others. Derived from poststructural and feminist
theory, such analysis is '"the proct.-'Ss of capturing regularities of meaning (patterns in
language usc) as these arc 'constitutive of discourses, and to show how discourses in tum
constitute asp'-"t:ts of society and thc people within if' (Taylor, 2001 as cited by Wright

2004, p.4D). As Phillips and Hardy (2002) suggest, it
focuses on the distal context -how it privileges some actors at the expense of
others und how broad changl'S in thc discourse n:sult in different constellations of
advantage and disadvantage, particularly within the Foueauldi:mtradition (p.25).
Critical discourse analysis hcnce helped me within this research to examine how
subjectivities arc fOnlled in and through the discourse while simultam:ously making
visible the power relations that make such discourses workable and apparently 'natural'
Using the description by Rail (2009), thi s type of analysis allowed me to explore
how these children constructed their own identities within both "dominant and resistant
discourses"' (p. 144), with considerati on to obesity discourse and the binaries at play that
position largc chi ldren as ·the othcr" in a world prcoecupied with thinness. It was an
iterative process that I entered into with a "ccrtain blind faith" (Taylor, 2001, p.38). The
data in such a process must be read and re-read until themes arc derived with specific
attention to the subject positions made available in and through the discourse and the
ultimate effects (Wright, 2000)
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The discourse analyst needs to simultaneously identify what subj(.'Ct positions arc
available in a given conversation, how these subj(.'Ct positions function within that
conversational context, and dctcmlinc what the availability or existence ofthcsc
subject positions tells us about the broader conditions of possibility at a particular

socia-historic moment (Nonnan, 2009, p. 120)
According to Nonnan (2009), in conducting critical discourse analysis the

researcher must examine the discourse with consideration to the local context in which
this discourse is produced and utilized and Ihen move beyond this examination to
consider lhe broader social historical context. In my examination

or the children's

narratives, for example, ! began by considcring the eontcxt in which the interviews,
intcractions or focus groups took plal:e. For example, I sought to acknowledge that thc
language utilizL-d by the children was done so in the context of a group situation, most
oncn in the program l:01TImon room but at other times outside in 'public' areas. This I
reflected upon during my analysis.
As I have learned, analysis is not a discrete pfOl:CSS that happens in a sequential
manner followin g the collection of data. "The process of analysis includes transcription
and to some extent also the definition and scleeti on of data·· (Wetherell, Taylor & Yates,
2001, pJS). The researcher should not enter the research process with the assumption that
data collcl:tion and analysis arc separatc entities. Analysis within my research study in
fact bcgan when J began to collect the data. The intervicw and focus group recordings
were digitally transcribed verbatim and l:Ompared with notcs taken during the interview
process. Transcripts were analY-Lcd to reveal how the children in Ihis particular obL'Sity
treatment program arc utilizing discourses around health and the body. I returned
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regularly to the literature to consider how these discourses arc both produced and taken
up within different contexts by different people. The theory allowed me to consider how
the children utilized discursive resources in the construction of meaning wi thin the
interview and focus group contexts. My exploration ofthcorctical conceptualizations of
d ifference and the wnstruc\ivc nature ofpcoplc's embodied experiences informed my
reading orlhe transcripts and ficldnotcs. I continued to read and reread the transcripts and

fic1dnotcs until I identiticd cenain regularities; themes that were consistently apparent to
me each time 1 contemplated the narratives. I began by coding theses themes while again

returning to the recordings, transcripts. and field notes, These themes were then examined
in relation to both dominant and altemative health discourses, Talk that arose as
inconsistcnt with dominant discoursc was also compared to the alternative discourse as
presented in the treatment program, Data was coded to a llow consideration for individual
changes in specific childrcn's talk and issues of diffcrence such as age and gendcr.
In analYling thc fo llowing excerpt lor example, I illustrate how Summer utilizes
the dominant discourse whilc shc simultatK'Qusly struggles to reconcile this discourse
with her need to feel good about herself. This was a consistent theme that arose from the
children's ta lk

Pam : Are there any times when you don't fcel good about yourself!
Summe r: I guess sometimes everybody docs ..
Pam: Do you have any concerns about that?
S ummer: Ah, riO riot rcally. I don't really care wha t everybody else thinks. I' m
happy the way I am. I lhink I am stronger than my friends
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I'am : And you're happy to be strong?
S umme r: l"m not really strong, like I can lift sluff, and my friend, she finds it
hard to lift her book bag for school. She finds thai a problem.
I' am : So do you find that in ways, you might be more fi t than they arc'!- or
healthier than they arc?
S ummer: J guess somdimcs- I mean, Ihis friend J'm talking about, comes home
everyday, pigs out for like an hour, ,md she's still like 981bs. I guess it all depends

on her metabolism. She's in skating too so ...
I' am: [\ sounds like that may frustrate you?
Summe r : Yeah sometimes. When

rm sitting down watching her, I'm like, lhal's

just not right and there's so many pCOplcOllt there that can't cat anything without
putling on a couple of pounds.

When analysing this ]lOrtion ofSumnlcr's talk [highli!;hlcd words and phrases that were
consistent with the dominant

di~course

ami then contras\(xlthem with other points

Summer makes about weight and health. In analyzing the text and considering
conversations! had with Summer, ! noted that Summer is often
discourses but still

~lruggles

with some

is~ues

res i ~tive to

the dominant

or weight and the body. lnthi~ excerpt she

suggests that she is happy with hersclfyet she struggles when r ask herifshe may be
healthier or more tit than her smaller friends as this com;ep! is in direct Opposilion to Ihe
obcsity discoursc thaI equates

thinnes~

with health. She draws upon the

main~tream

discourse of diet and weight maintenance, for example, when she talks about metabolism
and weight, suggesting that her small Ii-iend can cal more because her metabolism is
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higher. Given that the dominant discourse is replete with medical jargon including
discussions around metabolism, this was not par1icularly surprising to me. In her usc of

the tenn 'pig our, Summer is again drawing upon the obesity discourse that equates
eating with gluttony. Given that within the dominant discourse that gluttony is considered
morally deficient and is most often a tenn that is paired with obesity, she voices her
frustration that someone could 'pig out' and still remain small stating "/11(1/ 'sjrls/llol

righi", The fact that someone can cat large amounts of food and remain thin is
inconsistent with the biopcdcgogit.-'S that Summer has bccn schooled in which suggest thaI

one's weight is a conscqucll(;c orthe balance of energy in/energy out. In utilizing this
equation, Summcr goes on to eonsiderthc fact that "shc's in skating too", so that may
contribute to her inercased metabolism. This type of reasoning therc!ore falls in line with
the energy in/energy oul equation
Summer's talk was also compared to her talk in a final interview with her
conducted at the end orlhe II -week program. In this interview we again had a discussion
about what it means to be healthy.
Pam ; Tell me a little bit about what you think healthy means.
Summer: Well ... eating right. mentally-good self-csteelll and body image_ And
well you don't have 10 he skinny to be healthy. I guess that's basically it. .. you
nCl'{l a good body inwge, so yo u Ill:l:d
socialize ... be ..

UI11 ..

(0

think good things about you rself,

happy.

While Summer again spoke of the need to cat hcal th y in this interview she also discussed
the need to feel good about yoursclf. This talk including the phrase "lid' ),011 dOli

'/ }UI\'c
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to be skinny 10 be heallhy" is consistent with the alternative messages that were

emphasized in the treatment program. Summer's talk therefore provides me as a
researcher a glimpse of how she is creating meaning through the discursive resources
available to her. Through she dcmonstnl!cd a resistance to the dominant discourses upon
entering the program, she a1 times had difficulty articulating her rationale as the dominant

discourse provided her little room \0 resist. By examining her talk upon entering the
program and upon completion I was able to note how she drew upon new discursive
resources 10 help her resist the dominant messages to position hcrsclfin a more positive
space.

Rcflc xh'ity
Ethnography, from a post-structural feminist pcrsptttivc, "is a critic,11 and

self~

reflexive ethnography and a literature on the inherent, but often unacknowledged
hicrarchical and power laden relations" (Stacey, 1988, p.24). Power imbalances should be
acknowledged when conducting resea rch. The researcher is always in a position of power
given that she or he is in control of the research project and is the one who interprets the
data. As Edcr and Fingerson (2002) suggest, the power imbalance may be more
accentuated when researching with children because of "inherent power differences
bctwt.:en adult and child in addi tion to those between the researcher and participant"
(p.197). In an effort to aeknowk'dgc the power difference I regularly reflected upon my
role and the power reiations al play in the group and took the opportunity 10 remind the
children of the purpose of my presence. I n:cognize Ihal while the children were aware
thaI I was a researcher and not a member of the staff; that I was an adult health
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professional in a position of power relative to their own. I <llso considered how my past
work in health promotion and my own beliefs and experiences regarding health ,md
the body served to influence my interactions with the children, the parents and the
program facilitators.
While Ihe poslstructufal perspcctive docs not clearly define Ihe methods to be
used, the concept of reflexivity in any mode of research is considered to be vitally

important. Reflexivity is defined by Cn:cll and Thorogood (2004) as "the recognition that
the researcher is part orthe process of producing the data and their meaning:;, and
conscious reflection on that process" (p.194). From a constructivist standpoint, it is

argued that the researcher can never be removed from the data lh:l( is produced during thc
course of the research and it is incumbent upon the researcher to explore her role in the
relations Ihal are taking place with consideration to the immediate social setting and the
wider social milieu. As a researcher Iherefore, I entered into the research process with an
understanding that reflexivity involves a level of critical sclf-rdlcction in which
ditlcrences and power are acknowledged and knowledge is recognized as fluid.
depending upon the social context and Ihe position of the ohserver and the observed
(DeVault & Gross, 2007: Hesse- Biher & Piatclli, 20(7). This is ofparlicular impot1ance
when working with children. According to Darbyshire, Macdougall, and Schiller (2005)
adults oneil assume that wc have I1n understanding orthe experiences and needs of
children and eonduci rcsearch without giving childrcn a voice. They suggest Ihat
researchers remain cognizant ofthc tendcney to assume they "know what childhood is all
about" (pA[ 9). [n exploring experiences with children, Punch (2002) suggests the
researcher must be sensitive to the position of children in the social structure. According
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to the author, th is requires a rctlcxive and critical awarcnc:,"Ss of the how research is
different wi th children whi le paying at1cntion 10 Ihe children's abi lities and competencies
in sharing the ir experiences. I was both intrigued and enlightened by the way these

children interacted wilh and utilized the discourse around health and the body. While I
entered the process with the il1\cnt ofrccognizing both my role and the ability of the
children in knowing themselves, I was surprised at the level of insight and ability 10
critically evaluate the discourse Ihal these children displayed. I rccogniz{:d that the

chi ldren were not blindly 'buying inlo' the discourse but Iliallhcy were active players.
For example, while Ihe children demonstrated how they could e<lsily aniculate the Illain
tcnmlts ofthc prescnt biopcdagogics sueh as eating wcll and cxercising they questioned
on many occasions what the concept of "good for you" really means. One discussion
regarding video gmlle playing illustmtes my point. Ethan, in considering things that arc
healthy or 'good for you', drew on the discourse ofvid(.'O gaming as being an activity
detriment<llto the health of children sl<lting "siuil1g arolll1d playil1g \"idco gamcs makcs
youfal·· In evaluating this statement however Pete replk'd by stating '"Ih(ll is
clI/crlaillfllclI/lholigh. II·s impor/(lll/io be ell/cr/ail1cd becallse dcpressioll is 1101 goodfor
yOl/r hcallh cilher ... clI/cr/aiIlIllCII/ al1d /11l1sic is illl{JOr/all/'". While I'ete was <lware of the

negative implications ofvidco gaming in relation to obesity as outlined in the dominant
discourse he also was abk to utilize altemate perspectives on health beyond Ihe physical
10 consiller what things <lrc 'good for you· Focussing on Ihe imponmlec of feeling
mentally well, Pete was able to put forth a sound argument that outlil1(.'d Ihe 'good'
aspt:cts of video gaming.
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While I entered into this process dctcnnincd 10 remind myself of how my various
roles served to influence not only my intcmctions with the children and parents but also
their interactions with each other, [ bttume aware 011 many instances that as part of the
interaction, I would get lost in the process, Only on laler reflection in some instullcc did [
sec how my identity as a mother influenced my interactions, While being critical orlhe
obcsity discourse myself, I found myself cmpathising with parents of children with

regards

\0

their concerns about their children's weight. While having studied thc

discourse and thc rolc it plays in constructing our fcallties, I reali zed that I am intlucnct.-d
by the power of these discourses. AI limes I became aware that the way I was
communicating with the childrcn was reflective of the way I communicate with my own
children and this communication was certain to influencc m y interaction with thc
child rcn. In certain ways this helped me as I felt I could utili ze my familiarity with the
issm:s of this age group to allow th em to speak. I also recogni zed how m y roles
inh:rtwine. The fact that I idcntify as

11

nurse, for cxamp le. oftcn frames my intcractions

with others. Wh ile J empathized with the experiences of the children in the group, there
were certain chi ldren who I did fccl the need to take care of. As a mother. f.:ducator .md
health professional. I found that certain hcalth mcssages and my resistance to others did
crcep into conversations. For examplc. the fo llowing excerpt points 10 my need 10 teach
and support the children in rt.'Cognizing the subjecti vi ty inherent in the discourse:

1':1111 : So do you think that when I look at you, I'd think "oh, he' s not

healthi~l

Joel : Uh, I don't really know what ot her pcople think of me bu!. .. yeah probably.
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I' am : Because I wouldn't look at you and think 'hc docsn', look healthy" 1
would think you look healthy.

Joel: Thank you
Pa m: Yeah, so you obviously think of healthy as a good thing, right? It 's a
positive thing, but [just find it interes ting how we look al IX'Oplc. You might look
at yourself and think 'gosh, I'm not health y', but someone el se might look at you
and say 'tIm! looks like a healthy person to me', RighI? So it's all very subjecti ve,

and it's all illn Ucncoo by so many different th ings. It's not simple ri ght?
While il was not my intention enteri ng imo thc interview pro(;CSS

(0

guide the I:hildrcll in

tCOlIS ofrcco£llizing thc complexity ofhcahh discourse, I found Ihal r was compelled to
do so in sollle instances. [n the previous CX(;crpt. lor example, Illy emotional response \0
Joel"s suggestion that hedoesn"tlook heahhy was to reinforce tlwtl would regard him as
healthy. I wanted to help him feci good about himsclfwhile also encouraging a critique of
thedominantdi scoursc.
The need 10 "teach' became something I tri<,,··d to make mysclfexplicitly aware of.
I reminded myscl fthat I was not rt:sponsiblc for simply eliciting infonnation out ofthesc
chil dren but that I was providing them with a forum in which to discuss their issues with
guidancc" not strict direction. The use of ethnography in this instance was appropriate and
I believe it served to enrich my research. Not only did I leam more about the children but
I leamed about m yself, ho w I havc been affected by health messaging" how I uti lize it and
integrate it into my interactiuns with oth ers. I do agree with Stacey (1988) who suggests
that while the research must rt.:cogni zc the role of self within the research and thc
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limitations that exist within participant research, feminist ethnography has the potential to
construct cultural accounts that achieve a depth that cannot be achieved through other
research methods. When the researcher is open to hcr role in the co-construction of
meaning in the research process we have the potential to sec things in ways we have not
seen them before, we have the ability to move into places that we have not moved before.
While my presence and contribution to the group for example would certainly affect the
children in some W1lY, these effccts arc meaningful and they contribute to a greater
understanding of the children's experiences.
C rysta llh:ation
This research moves beyond the concerns of positivist research that seeks 10

providc an ohjectivc depictiun of a given 'truth' Ifour lived realitics are to bc considered
products of competing discourses that give mcaning to uur daily expericnces. thcn it is
impossible to reveal an objective truth, as no objcctive truth actually cxists. Truths arc
fluid and ever changing depcnding on thc discourses available in given times and
contcxts. 'The purpose of research is not to validate a Truth, but to enablc dilTerent limns
ofknowlcdge to challenge power" (Hesse-l3iber & Piatcili, 2007, p.498). Whilc many
qualitative researchers employ Denzin's (1978) notion oflriangulation. ""the combination
ofmcthodologics in the study of the same phenomcnon" (p.291), in an attempt to enhance
the accuracy of research tindings, the use of triangulation has been criticized as it draws
upon many of the principles established within the positivist paradigm that call for
validity, rciiability and generali zability of the research (Tobin & Begley, 2004). Within
this research I draw upon Richardson's (2000) concept of crystallization to providc a rich
multilayered examination ofthc experienccs of the child participants. As Slated by
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Richilrdson, using cryslullizulion .. we recogn ize thallhcrc aTC far morc than "three sidcs"
from which to approach thc world" (p. 934). The triangle as argued by Richardson

represents as rigid structure that docs not reflect the complexity ofpcople's experiences.
Crystals in contrast, rep resent something dynam ic that is multidimensional.

Crystals grow, change, alter, but arc not amorphous. Crystals aTC prisms that
reflect cxtcnmlitics and refract within themsclves, creating different colors,
patterns and arrays, casting offin d ifferent directions. Wha t we sec depends on

our angle ofrcposc (Richardson, 2000, p. 934).

Utilizing multiple methods, therefore, allows us to explore the various dimensions of

peoples' experiences with the recognition tha t these experiences arc ever changing and
that intcrpretations nuctuatc dcpending upon our epistcmological undcrpinnings and the
positions from wh ich we examine them. It acknowledges that "our dl"Seriptions of social
rcalities thcn cannot be separatcd fromthc objects, persons, or circumstances that
describe or the language we usc to describe them" (Miller & Fox, 2004, 1'.36). Ely
cxploring thc children's cxpcricnccs through thc usc of ethnography with interviews,
lOCus groups and participant observation I was able to build"a rich account ofa
phenomenon that problematizes its own construction" (Ellingson. 2009, pA). It is my
hope that such an cxploration will highlight the complexity of socially constmctl""(1
concepts ofheahh and the body and how thesc constmcts wcavc thcir way into thc social
fabric that shapes our lives and daily experiences. By recognizing the multiplicity of
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experiences and thc positionality oflhe researcher we open up ways of knowing that may
have been previously closed

[0

us.
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C II AIYJ'ER 4
DISCO URSE OF DIFFERENC E: "MY BODY DOESN'T FIT"
What docs it mean to fit thc social nonn and what

aTC

thc implications ornot

being able to do so? Thl'SC arc questions that underlie much orthe discussion in this
chapler. Throughout this chapter I provide an examination of the dominant discourses
around healt h and the bod y and how children within my research utilized these discourses

in deriving meaning from the world around them. I clIplorc how these children arc
struggling with emerging identities thai arc constructed in and through their embodied

experiences. I also consider the cullum! context in which these experiences arc created
.. From a post-structuralist vantage point, cultural meanings given to bodies also become a
basis of identity" (Rice, 2007, p.1S9). From th is point I consider how the know ledge of
health and the body is generated and how that in tum impacts the way we view and rclate
10 Ihe world. J begin wilh a discussion of how health is constructed in our society and
how in turn the nommtive body is both defined and promot(:d through discourses thaI
serve 10 shape our views and regulate our activities. Fatness, from this perspective. is seen
as a lack of control and bodily discipline that serves to dcline II healthy person (Evans,
2009; Gard & Wright, 2005: LeBeseo. 2004: Monaghan. 2007: Throsby. 2007). I
consider the constructivist perspective that suggests language is the eonduitthrough
which things lind experiences arc given meaning. Within this perspective we draw upon
kmguage in our everyday interactions to mllke meaning of the world around us and to
function in a way that we can most clTcctivcly rclate 10 others. TIlUs when ex ploring the
experiences of others from this perspective it is imporlantlhat we consider not justlhe
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local context from which Iht..'Sc p<.'Oplc derive meaning, but also the larger context in
which knowk'dgc is produced and gains power. I consider power in this regard from the
Foucauldian perspective that suggests it is both created and sustained through discourses

thaI pcnncatc our mosl influential institutions. Power, according 10 Foucault (1980), is
not an entity thaI is exerted overtly upon a group ofpeoplc. Power is exercised through
relationships, whether they arc relationships of knowledge, sex, or government. Those

hegemonic discourses that arc taken up and endorsed through powerful social institutions
that regulate and monitor social tlctivi ly bcwmc entrenched in

OUT

everyday lives and

th us become central 10 the meaning making process.

I begin my discussion with attention to the children' s usc of language as it
constructs power relations, Within this chapter I explore the thematic narratives of the
children provided through interviews, focus groups and field notes derived from the dayto-day interactions in the treatment program. I consider how their words are a product not
only of the specific circuillstances in which they live but how they arc derived from a
broader perspectivc in a socicty that values and rewards thinness while perpetuating a fear
offat and oflen stigmatizing those who f,11I into the overweight or obese categories
(Be'lusoleil. 2009: Gard & Wright. 2005; LeBcsco, 2004; MUIT.lY, 2009; Puhl &
I3rownell. 2001: I)uhl & Heuer, 2009). I also reflect upon how these words produ(.:e the
subject and how they grapple with th e position ofthc "fal othcr" which Throsby (2007)
describes as .. 'spoiled' or 'discredited' identity. I attempt to move beyond the more
traditional view of the individual participant as the knowing subject from which we as
researchers can draw "scientific datu" to" view of the subject as being enmeshed in social
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relations that serve to create and define meaning for thelll. This 50cial 1ife according \0
Prior (2004),

is established on fonlls of collective activity or praxis, and irthal is so then it
must follow Ihal social science research has to confront a dimension of human
activity Ihal cannot be contained in the consciousness of the isolated subject. In
short it has to look at something that lies beyond the world of atomistic
individuals (p. 318).

Throughout Ihis chapter I will provide examples from my imcractions with the
t:hi ldrcn that highlight how they grapple with the dominant discourses while striving to
maintain a positive sense orself. [n an elTon to explicate the manner in which these
children negotiate the dominant discourse, I will also drnw attention to the children's
moments of resistance in which thc y con/{:;;t thc dominant mcssagcs. These moments of
resistance, I will argue, demonstrate the resilience of these chi ldren and the power lhat
the y hegin to assert in stri ving to forge a positive fat subjectivity. I argue th(lt there is
room for (lltcrnativc discourses and that thcsc childrcn actively seek out this space to
accommodatc thcir evolving idcntities.
As this study was undertaken using a poststructural fcminist approach, I was
interested in how thc body is discursively produccd through processes that dcfine and
regulate the body and how differences arc articulated and reinforced as these processes
intersect with constructions of gender, sexualit y, age, class, race and space. It should be
noted that thc children in this study wcrc relatively homogcnous in tcrms ofracc and
cthnicity, all corning from white lower to middle class families. Hence, raeializcd
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differences did not emerge from the data. While there was some variation in tcnns of
social class, this was nOl clearly established upon entry 10 Ihe study and no distinct
differences in temlS of discourse became evident

throu~

the narratives. As wi ll be

illustrated through a discussion ofnarrativcs, the childrt."T1"s discussions quite often
rcncctcd a white middle-class gcndcTe<1 heterosexual approach to health and the body

Child ren in the study regularly drew upon health and obesity discourses in describing

themselves and others in temlS ofbodics, activities, likes, dislikt.:s, strengths and
weaknesses. The discourse has positioned these children on the periphery in temlS of

social space:

11

position in which they have to struggle 10 maintain a positive sense of self.

This chapter provides the reader with an examination ofthrce themes that arose from the
narrativcs and tlrC pcrtinent to thc discussion at hand. Firstly, in order to bring myself
closer to an understanding of the children's embodied experiences [ fclt [ necdl,{\ to
explore their constmetions ofhea[th. Fo[lowing Rai[ (2009), I wanted to examine the
""discursive eO'ccts" of the obesity discourse considering that such discourse is being
perpetuated and legitimized in the majority of the settings to which children arc exposed
I1nd in which they livc their lives. [n thisscetion I provide examples of the children's
narratives highlighting how they draw upon institutional concepts ofheallh that ,Ire
argued by many to be healthist and fat phobic (BcausoleiL 2009; Burrows, Wright, &
Jungerson-Smith. 2002; Rail. 2009; Wright, O"Flynn, & MacDonald, 2006). These
narratives also rellcet the stmggles the children encounter in light of where they are
[Xlsitionoo in domin,lIlt health and beauty discourses, particularly the obesity discourse.
Also, I felt I must explore the concept of social space, as this was a theme that
arose out ofa number of my interactions with the children. Through the nl1rratives [
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provide examples of how the children have been situated on thc periphery in

ICnllS

of

social space in what Lcbcsco (2004) refers 10 as an "uninhabitable subjectivity"' (p. 3).
Through exploratiun uflhe obesity discourse, I consider how the children arc subjectively
positioned as 'the other' in tcnns ofhody size and the responsible healthy child (Fuliagar,
2009). Within this exploration urlhe subject I move beyond the concept orlhe knowing
subject to consider how the embodied experiences of these children arc produced through
their interactions with those in their immediate environment, social life and Ihe broader

societal comcx\. r abo explore, through the children's words and observation of
interactions, how the nonnative thin subject is positioned as one who gets to make the
'social rules'. I go on to considcr the concept ofbiopower and reveal through the
narratives how regulation of the body and the marginalized location of these children in
particular, places thcm in a position of constant scrutiny, a position of which they ,Ire
brutallyawarc. Finally. in this section I will provide examples of how the children
articulate thcir need to hidc Irom this scrutiny, to bccome less noticeable, less visible. TIle
ehildrcn provide examplcs orhow they detrad from the visible diflcrenecs between
themselvcs and those who they felt were sparcd such scrutiny as thosc childrcn fit into
what thcy consider a ·normal" weiglll catcgory.
Oh{'s it ~, Discoursc and tll{' C hildr{'n's Constructions of Uealth

It has bccn argued by many critical scholars that languagc is instrumcntal in the
way we view health and the body (Beausolcil, 2009; Burrows & Wright 2004; Gard &
Wright, 2001; Gros;.' 1994; LeDesco. 2004; Murray, 2009; Nonnan. 2009; Petherick,
2008; Rail, 2009; Rail & Beausoleil, 2003; Wright. 2009). As I have discusscd
previously, this notion of discourse is central to thc post-structural pcrs]}Cetivc in that it is
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through discourse that

OUT

ideas about lifc

aTC

fonned. Wright (2004) suggests however

that while these discourses provide us with something to draw on in terms of making
meaning of the world and how we fit in it, the concept of discourse pcr sc docs not
explain why some discourses

aTC

taken up or how people utilize them in different ways.

ShcsuggcsIs,

Part of the answer lies in the relation between power and discourse. Some
discourses have more power to persuade than others nnd arc reiterated more often
across a wide range ofsiles and/or by those who arc believable and understood 10
be expert (p. 20)

The present health discourses arc no exception. While hcallh is a concept that is
continuously changing and shifting depending UP()IJ the discoursl-'S that are available to us
at

11

given time, more recently it has been argued that health has been constituted as an

individual good to which all people must strive. This par1ieular "Regime of Truth"
(Foucault, 1973) implies that in order to be considered healthy, one must work upon the
body. The disciplined body according to Foucault (1977) is created through what he
re/ers to as the "machinery of power" that determines how a body should be dctined,
excrcis(.'(] and manipulated to serve the "political anatomy". This in tum produces what
Foucault refers to as "subjected and practiced bodies" or "docile bodies" (p. 138). Such
diseiplincheargues,

increases the lorc(.,;; of the body (in economic tenns of utility) and diminishes
these same forces (in politiealtcnns of obedience). In short, it dissocia1cs power
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from the body; on the one hu nd it turns it inlo "aptitude", a "capacity", which
seeks to increase; on the other hand, it reverses Ihe course of the energy. the
power that might result from it, and tUOIS it into a relation of sIne! subjection
(p.138),

The discourse of individual responsibility for maintaining a healthy disciplined body is

also compounded by another discourse thaI suggests that thinness and the so-called
'toned' body aTC necessary for health and it is these very attributes thaI constitute beauty.
These 'nomlalizing' discourses suggest thallhc body is a constant work in progress. It

"provides a powerful sct ofimpcralivcs for the ways people should live their lives and
construct their identities" (Wright, O'Flynn, & MacDonald, 2006, p.707). These
messages are regularly disseminated through health promotion discourses thaI pcnneate
the school systcm, the realm ofrccrealional and competitive sports, and thc broader
media. The discourses have seeped into thc very fabrie of our social cnvironment.
According to Burrows, Wright, and Jungerson-Smith (2002), if we look to the discourses
within the current domain of health promotion and health practices which arc encouraged
and endorsed as healthy, specific constmctions of health arc seen to override olhers. The
notion of the healthy thin body is no exception.
The childrcn in my study arc drawing upon such discourses. As previously
sUg£ested, many of the discourses Ihal have gained grcatcr power in n:een t years define
health as an individual responsib ility (Crawford, 1980; Craw ford 2006; Rail &
Beausoleil, 2003). Children, like adults, arc expcct(."(] to strive toward meeting the health
ideals. They are taught that one's responsibility with rcgards to caring for onc·s body is
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also a social responsibi lity; as healthy individuals we must work on our corporeal selves
to create a healthy society. These discourses have also privileged the lean toned body
over all other bodies, contlating this body and Ihe practices utilized to attain such 11 body
wit h health. The narratives of the children in this study highlight the complex relationship
between food, activity, Ihe body, and health, and the prescriptive nature of the dominant
disco urses in supporting and maintaining the notion that health is directly linked 10
weight which is in tum a simple matter of energy balance; food as energy in-exercise as
energy out (Evans, 2009). Throughout our interactions, <;hildrcn regularly utilized
dominant health discourses in their discussions of health, the body and food. Even within
discussions that were not overtly related to health, students utilized elements of obesity
and beauty discourses
Consistent with the work of other authors such as Beausoleil (2009), Burrows,
Wright, and Jengerson-Smith (2002), Rai l (2009), and Wright, O' Flynn, and Macdonald,

(2006), the children drew regularly on the dominant health discourses that detine he,llth
through the individual activities o f eating wel l and excrcising. Whilc later discussions
revcaled momcnts of marked resis tancc to thc dominant pedagogical messages, the
participants initially answered the (Illestions of'what docs itl1le,mlo be healthy or what
docs a healthy person look like'!, in ways that reflected the dominant discourse 10 which
they h,lve been schooled. This was reflective of other studics such as one conducted by
Rail. Beausoleil, MacNeill, Burrows and Wright as cited in Beausoleil (2009), Rail
(2009), and MacNeill and Rail (2010), in whieh the youth regularly drew upon the
discourses of health and the body. As Rail statl.""d, health for their participants "was
mostly constructed in bodily tenns and was either associa ted with things thaI arc done to
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the body (e.g. being physically active, eating well, avoiding had habits) or that arc
associated wi th the body (c.g. being neither 100 fat or 100 skinny, having physical
qualities, not being sick)" (p. 145). This was rcfk-ctL-d in my research as well.
T he fo llowing excerpt from the initial focus group with the children highlights
how they negotiated the dominant obesity discourse. As previously slaled, while the
children regularly drew upon health and body discourses, there were moments of
resistance when the children worked against the dominant messages to describe how they
'think it should be' TIlcsc mo ments were sometimes highlighted with anger and
frustration on the pan of the children that things arc 'the way they arc". As the program
progressed they continued to utilize these discourses to define themsclvL'S as subjects and
to define health in general. I did note that the children began to integmte some of the
alternate discourses as introdul:L"(1 throughout the treatment program as time progressL-d.
(While I allude to this in ehaptcrs four and fivc, a more in·depth discussion orthe impact
of alternative messaging is providL-d in chapter six entitk"([: "Altenmtive Messages and
the Creation ofa Safe I-lawn"). These new messages, however, were in constant
competition with the dominant messages that permeated many of the discussions during
the l:Ourse of the study. In this initial excerpt from the first focus group with the children
(Adam.an II year old boy, Ethan- an II yea r old boy, I'ete-an 11 year old boy, Nicholas
- a 12 year old boy and 10rdan- a 12 ycur old girl) UTe involved in a discussion of what it
mea ns to be healthy. They d raw upon the more dominant discourses of health and fitness,
This is reminiscent of other studies mentioned above in which the participants begin by
utilizing the dominant messages that conflate health, fitness, and thinness. The children
drew upon the dominan t language of health.
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Throughout this focus group sL'Ssion, J was cognizant of the fact that I was a
stmngcr to these children. While I reminded them that r was a researcher who was only
interested in their feelings and ideas in relation to the subj""{;\, [ also recognized that the
chi ldren were aware that [ was an ad ult, a nurse, a mother and someone who tcaches in
the health rea lm. It is certainly possible thaI the children in this situation providL-d me
with information that they thought I wanted to hear. I also had to consider how my
positioning in this group impacted the children. Was I cond ucting the session, for
example, in what Darbyshire, MacDougall, and Schiller (2005) refer to as an 'udultis"
approach: one that ass umes r know mo re than the chi ldren, tha t presumes the ways they
will react and behave in the session. I considered this in my analysis of this interaction
and how it impacted on the meaning making process. I attempted to allow the children the
freedom to speak and explore the concepts we were engaged in throughout the session
The children appeared comfortable in the group even though they had only known each
other and me lor a short period of tilTle. There were a few chi ldren, however, who were
mo re eager to join in the conversation while others sat back and watched the interaction.
Interestingly, aside from one girl, it was the boys who became very engaged in this
particular conversation.

P:l m: Can you describe to me a he<llthy person? If you think ora healthy person
what do you see?
Jorda n: Someone that's fit
Pam : Somcone thaI's fit? Can you explain to me what you rnean by that?
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Jordan : Ah, fit means exercising, cllting the right foods, and being healthy and
stuff.
Pam: Okay
Pe le: Someone who doesn ' t get slonoo on drugs and doesn't drink too much
alcohol because that gets you drunk Who wouldn't cat chips; a moderately active
person that eats enough healthy foods and ... that's basically it.
Adam: I was going to say SOlnl:one who cats healthy and follows Canada's Food
Guide and don't [sic) try to overeat all the time ...
Pa m: Okay, how about you? Do you have an idea you want to share?
Ethan : Someone who runs everyday and who docs not, I repeat docs NOT cat too

much junk food. Well, not eating out ..
Pete; No! big.
Pam : Okay, so do you think a healthy person would not be big?
Pete : Well, not Ihatbig?
Pam : Can you explain to me what you mean by big? Big as in tall? Big as in fat?
Petc: Not fat. Extra weight.
Nicholas: r say that a healthy person look s like a regular persOll, doesn't mailer
what they look like, as not long[sicJ as they're overweight and

J don't really

kn ow
Ad:lm: Just a regular persoll, r guess,

Entering into the focu s group session with

11

number of guiding questions in mind

r was aware oftbe poweroftbe dominant health discourses and eogniza11l of how these
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discourses present us w ith the tools we usc to make meaning of ourselves, others and

OUf

relational experiences. l! was not a great surprise that the children drew upon the
discourses which hold a privileged position within school curriculum, the media and
hence, often the family and broader social environment. For example, when asked to
describe a healthy person Jordan began by responding "someollc who sjit" When asked
to explain this fuT1hcr, she drew upon thc familiar discourse of eating right and exercising.
In stating, "eming fhe rig/llfooils", Jordan is utilizing what she assumes to bc a common
understanding amongst thc group of what eating right actually is. Thc 'right' fOO<ls or

'COrTect' foods as it might be arc those foods lhat arc viewed to bc consistent with
maintaining a healthy body, Adam, in keeping with this understanding reters to Canada's
Food Guide with the assumption that those in the room were familiar with this text and
how it is uti lized in everyday life, Canada's Food Guide is seen as the guiding document
that provides us with 'directions' as to how to eat right. The food guide is introduced
through the school system and health promotion progralTls as a guide to healthy eating, I
noted throughout the discussion that children were well aware of the food guide and the
food groups and n:commendations contained within, All children readily aeeeptl'd the
argument that in order to be healthy one must follow the criteria outlinl'd in thc Food
Guide, This was taken for granted as an imperative for healthy living,
The children's constructions of healthy foods arc also illustrated in the reference
to junk food, When Ethan suggests that somcone who is healthy is somcone who " I
(('/Jell/ does NOTeo/lOo IIIlIciljllllkjiJOd. Well. /10/ elllillg 011/ ...., he is drawing on the

shared conceptualization of junk food as food without nutritional value, that docs not
contribute to good health and in filtt that is seen to contribute to poor health. The
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children's statements also rence! an ovcrarching moral imperative that is Hnkcd with food
choice and consumption in the dominant health discourse. Pete states that a healthy
person is a person "who w01lldn"t em chips ... Ihal ems Cllol/gh heallhy food'. This
statement rcficcts a widely held binary assumption that food is either good or bad. It
highlights a sct of values transmitted through present health promotion discourse in which

food in itsdfhas been ascribed certain values based upon the desired lifestyle of a health
driven population. This is rcnccted in the work of McPhail, Chapman, and Beagan
(2011) for example who noted that youth must negotiate the values plac(.'(1 upon so called
good and bad food in defining themselves as either good or bad people. Within their study
the notion of food as either good or bad was pervasive among youth regardless of social
positioning or whether they lived in filral or urban scttings. This is consistent with thc
results of a study by Wright, O'Flynn, and MacDonald (2006), who stated "our
participants told us that 'healthy' food is eaten for nutritional reasons because it is '"good
for you"'. 'Bad food', su(;h as (;hocolatc and chips, were more likely to be assoeiah:d with
pleasure (and guilt)'" (p.709). Like the participants in the previously citcd studies, the
youth in my study demonstrate a common conception that junk foo<l is a bad thing which
is 110\ only ,Issociah,:d with guilt but which contributes to fatness. Hence discourse around
tiltness and guilt become intenwim:d. According to Evans, Evans, and Rich (2003).
"Cleary there is a hierarchy of good and bad food, with some, like chips- a
metonym/metaphor for fat-laden food ... There is also a hierarchy of good and bad ethnic
lifestyles that generate allegiances to the right or wrong kind of food" (p.233).
As previously discussed, the children's constructions of health and fitness arising
tram the narratives arc greatly tied to tOod choice and how the body looks. The n,lrratives
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in my study arc reflective of those highlighted in other studies of you th and constructions
ofhcahh as discussed earl ier in which fitness is greatly conflatcd with thinness
(Beausoleil, 2009; Burrows, Wright, & Jcngcrsoll-Smilh, 2002; Rail , 2009; Wills,
Backcu-Milbum, Gregory, & Lawton, 2006; Wright, O'Flynn, & Macdonald, 2006). For
example. while the participants struggled with accepting that Ihey in fact could be healthy
in their non-nonnative bodiL'S, they continued to rClum to defining fitness as a descriptor
of how a person's body looks; thaI look having been derived from some level ofpcrsonaJ
cffon. The children's description ofhcahh was invariably tied to the corporeal sell: how
the

]>CTson

looked 10 them. In kceping with the obesity discourse in which health is

repe,lh::dly conflated with thinness, the healthy person was considered to be one who was
not big or who did not appear to be ovcl"\lIeight. As Adam suggested, a fit person is one
who is "1101100 big". Adam in this instance was utilizing thc broadly accepted definition
oflhe aeecptable, nomlatillC size. The emphasis in this statement was on nOI being "/00"
big. From my intcrpretation of Adam's statement I took Ihis to me'lII there were
acceptable sizcs and thaI there was a point when one surpassed what is desirable.

'{OO

big'

bcing beyond this threshold, lllese notions arc tied to thc construction of obesily as being
dctcmlincd by prcset measurements. While in the elinical sense what is considered 'too
big' is defincd according to the BMI (Ellans. 2009; Gacsscr. 2002; Gard & Wright. 2005),
Ihis conccptualization of aceeptablc sizes and the knowledge of when and how someone
falls outside of the acceptable range is very much grounded in the aesthelics of the thin
ideal. "According 10 thc medically ratified view, lcvels of body mass judged '·too fill"
conSlitute a personal and social liabi lity that must be tackled by those who arc n:sponsib1c
to themselves and responsible to others" (Monaghan. 2007. p.585).

III

As a society we regularly evaluate people basl-d upon their size and draw
conclusions about whether they fall into a 'healthy weight range' simply by looking at
them. Their fatness is read as an outward marker of mont I deficiency (Murray, 2009).
This provides others who place themselves on a higher moral plain, pCnJlission to follow
through with opinions on whallhc °fat olher' should do to solve the perceived problem,
what Murray (2005) refers to as ·'a negative culture of collective "knowingness' about
fatness" (p.154). The children in my study were (Iuite llwarc of this phenomenon. While
Nicholas engages in the conversation to challenge Ihe concept ofhcahh as being defined
by weight stating ._, say Illat a healihy persoll looks like a regular perSOIl, doe.\'!!·/ mailer
what/hey look like", he eontinucs on to say "as no/long/sic) as they 're ol'elwcig}J/ . It is
quite apparent in Ihis exchange thaI Nicholas is struggling to resist the so-called
'unhcalthy" lill subjectivity. He further qualifies his position by pausing and stating '"
don'/ really know". This is rcflective ofthc conflicting messages children receive. On the
one hand they arc schooled in the acceptance of difference and the detrimental impact of
bullying, while simultaneously being prescnted with a narrow catcgory of fitness that
defines body shape and sile. Nicholas remains confuscd as 10 what actually defincs
·healthy".
While the messagc of acceptanec of various body sizes is appealing to the
childrcn, the dctcnnination of health and the gauging ofheahh according to borly size is
hard 10 resist. 11 is thus inevitable that they usc this gauge as a measurement of their own
hcalth. For example, when I asked Adam to clarify what he meant by big he stated
fat;

//0

"/10/

eXIra weight", he points to his abdomen, making circling motions to imply girth,

holding himself up as an example of someone does not fit the 'healthy' or 'acceptable'
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category. The children regularly compared their bodies [0 the ideal standard and the
bodies of others around them. According to Rice (2007), participants in her study in
reflecting upon their childhoods in larger bodies "tell how critical comparisons and
comments were the most memorable sources of cultural knowledge about body size
binaries" (p. I 64). This, according to Rice, occurred through family comparisons, health
promotion campaigns, and the broader environment. While the children in this study
compared themselves to the ideal, this was often reinforced in school, hOllle and their
broader social environment.
Weight , in my discussions with and observations of the children, was directly
linked with food consumption. As previously stated.
or

'1101100

1101

it

healthy person to them was tlthin

big' person, who does not "('(1/ 100 IIII1Ch" , "docs 1101 callakcolIl" and "docs

cGljllllkfoo({', Emcrging from thcsc narrativcs is a thcmc that highlights thc

prescriptive nature of the obesity discourse, There arc cerltlin foods and practices that
must be exercised to mainlain tl heal1hy body in keeping with Foucauh's notion of
'technologics ofthc self, TIle children draw on common conceptualizations of food as
good or bad and consider "/akcolilfood' as being detrimental to your health, Thcy
catcgorize food as bad in relation to the amount, the nature of the food (junk or takeout),
and the impact that this food has on body weight.
The participants Wlked ,lboul the relationship ofho<lies to 10ne1 intake and spoke
in relation to the balance between food inwke, body si..:e, and exercise, This concept of
energy balance is widely discussed as an intc)lfal concept in relation 10 obesity in the
scientilic literature (Campos, 2004; Evans. 2009; Gard & Wright. ZOOS). One is expccted
to balance the amount of food consumed with the amount of energy utilized in the body
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This notion is grounded in the assumption Ihal all bodies respond 10 energy in the same
way. According to Gard and Wright, this concept of the 'body as machine' is flawed at
best and rcstridivc in the sense that it ignores issues ofilldividual biology and social
circumstance. This model according to the authors,

assumes that all human bodies adhere 10 Ihe same Im:chanical1uw,

it is not good at handling human differences such as cultural values, socioeconomic class, cthnicilY gender, geographical location and age. Moving
OUT lens out even wider, Ihis model also tends not 10 have much to say about the
decisions of governments, the workings of capitalism or the actions of
large institutions such as corporations (p. 41).

Throughout the course of the program, the children regularly referred to this model in
describing their relationships with rood, exercise and their bodies. Throughoulmy
interactions wilh and observation of the children, ] was surprised at how well versed thc
children appear(.'(] to be in with thc language orwcight and thc body. utilizing such tcnns
as anorcx ic. overweight. and obesity. ] was ])articularly intrigued by Pete, an II-year old
boy who would be considered substantially overweight in the mainstream clinical sense.
During one particular discussion around health. body imagc and self-estecm that occurred
in a regular program group st..'Ssion. Pete stated: '"J/YOII flaw loll' .l"cl/cs{eem yOIl call e(/{
YOIIl"seljlodealh" Whcn I asked him to clarify what hc mcant he stated "llIIe(l1l like {hcy
)I'olll" ClIl so IIII/ch (hallhcy

II'Ollld gellllorbidly

obese lI/{d )I'ould die beC(IIISC they 1I"0llld

likejllsl keep Stllj}illg/ood ililo them ... I/II.'y /ike II"OIlIdIl'1 care iflhe')' died so lilt')' )I'ollld
jllsl cal alld cm IIlIlif il killcd them"' Pete inlhis instance is drawing upon the popular
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oo nslruction of obesity as unhealthy, dangerous and life threatening. This message is
pervasive in the mainstream li terature (Campos, 2004; Gard & Wright, 2005). He also

utilizes the messages that obesity is rc1i1led to a lack of caring for the self, as loathing lind
apa thy toward the corporeal self. TIlcrc are numerous references in the literatuTe to the
moral underpinnings of the obesity discourse (Evans, 2009; Lci3csco, 2004; Murray,
2009; Rich & Evans, 2005; Throsby, 2007). According to Gard and Wright, the disdain
and lack of tolerance offal in o ur society is reflective of the moral worth that is placed
upon the corporeal self. Those who arc Obl'SC therefore possess the outward markings of
what our society deems a lazy gluttonous lifestyle. Pew's reference to the morbidly obese
pcrson as o ne who would "keepstlljJillgfood into Ihem" is reflective of this vision of the
obese person as gluUonous and out of control. The usc of the word "Sill/jill!,;"" carries with
it imagcs such as thosc that arc pervasive in thc mcdia; a large person overeating in what
is considered to he a voracious or insatiable manner.
1 was intrigued by Pete's reference to the tenn 'morbidly obese. This tenn is
widely used within the mainstream scientific literature. As a function of the obesity
discourse ,md the blurriness that 11<Is been created between the lines of scientific literature
and the domin,ml he,llthist views, such lenns arc widely utilized. The L1ct thai the
chi ldren arc utilizing, what Gard and Wright (2005) refer to as the "science for Ihe people
discoursc" whcn discussing their idcas ofhcahh, reflects the power of such discourse.
Recognizing thaI children, like adults utilize the discourse to create their own meanings
based upon the infomlation available to them, I felt the need to explore what Pete's
conceptualization of'morbidly obese' was. When asked what he mcant by morbidly
obese, Pete responded by saying '"whcn somcollc cals and cms IIl1lif Ihey gel fat (,lIollgh
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thai it call kill them" From Petc's perspective this happens when a person gives up and
overindulges in a way thaI suggests they arc no longer in control of their appetite or that
they do not care enough about themselves to slow down or stop eating. This is reflected in
a number of interactions wi th Pete throughout the program. On a number of occasions
including a wall-climbing sl'Ssion and group art session, he rcfcrn:u to himself as a cow.
When asked ifhc would elaborate, he would just reply, '"f am a cow" Pete. in
constructing his meaning around obesity, regularly utilized tcnns that arc pervasive in the
broader discourse that often support society's disdain for larger people and uhimiltc1y
disdain for his own body. He felt the nee<! to voice this throughout our interactions within
the program, most often at times when he was not directly asked about himself I'clc's
definition of morbid obesity, along with his reference to being a cow. is retlective oflhe
mcdicalization or pathologization of fatness intcnwined with a hcahhist moral imperative
of maintaining Ihe corporcal self. In his definition Pete acknowkdges Ih,ll gaining too
much weight can be deadly. [I also lollows that being'a cow' is not only deadly but
socially unacccptabk. As Murray (2008) statcs '"a IT1l'tiico-moral discourse has inf(l)ecll'<i
popular understandings oflalness as an affront to health Ihat givcs way to more
fundamental social concems and anxielies about nornlalization ,lIld nonnal appearance"
(p. 7). Pctc's idcntity is greatly tied to his conceptualization offat and what tlwt mcans for
him in the broader context. Despite the fact that obesilY is a complex issuc tied 10 a
myriad of faclOrs, "obesiIY is popularly attribuled to glullony and lack of excrcisc. both
things rcla1l'<i 10 thc individual's lack of control"' (Lel3esco, 2004. p. 30)
The gendercd aspect ofrete's reference to being'a cow' also intriguoo mc. This
reference has gendercd connotations as this Icnn is often used as a dcrog,llOry ternl to
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define the women's lxxIy und is used by many women in a self-deprecating fashion. As
suggested by Martin (2005), who dmws upon the work of Fricdan (1963) in her concept
of the feminine mystique, the fat cow tenninology is reflected in what she refers to as a
'filminc mystique' in whi(;h women arc continually in a position ofsclf-cvalualion and

loathing of onc's corporeal self. Woman's bodies aTC seen as sofi, with boundaries that
arc lcss controlled than those of men (Hatcher, 2011). The fact Ihat rete speaks ofhirnself
in relation to 'a cow' speaks to the feminization of fatness. He is drawing upon this
discourse because this is one orthe few that is available to him, one that is continually
reinforced in our society

G("ndered Constru ctions of Health
As J continued to contemplate during my interactions with rete and the other
children, our constructions of health arc complex and certainly not tixed. They arc forged
through the intersection of social, historical, and cultural contexts and arc negotiated
through racial and genden:u lenses. While recognizing that discourse is central to the
lllC<lIling making process, it has been noted by many ,lulhors however Ihat males and
females tcnd to takc up Ihe dominant health discourses in diflcrent ways (Bordo. 1993:
Monaghan, 2007; Ricc 2007; Wright, O'Flynn, & MacDon;dd, 2006). There is a large
body offerninist literature thaI explores issues of body and body dissatisfaction in women
and the impact of discourse driven by historically patriarchal systems that endorse the
thin idcal (Blood, 2005; Bordo, 1993; Butler, 1990: Grosz, 1994; Young, 2005; Wykes &
Gunter, 2005). More recently however a numher of res care hers have examim:u the
gender(."(i constructions of health in Icnns of embodied experiences of males (Bell &
McNaughton, 2007; Monaghan, 20U7; Monaghan, 2008; Nomlall, 2009; Nonnan, 201 !;
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Pronger, 2(02). Unlike previous research that argued that males arc less concemed with

appearances than they arc with the masculine pcrfommtivc nature ofhculth, morc reccnt
rcsclln;h has highlighted how boys and men arc in fact cOllccm(:d with how they look and
this directly impacts how they function on a sociullcvcl. Norman (2009) for example,
states, .. The emerging rcprcscmutional context that situates the male body as a surface

\0

be gazed upon and desired means thaI men are increasingly judged by how theiT bodies
look as opposed to what they do" (p.6), He goes on to argue that men arc also in a

position in which they must negotiate the obesity discourse and that the moral imperatives
inherent in this discourse also apply 10 males. His study provides an in-depth analysis of
the

embodil~

experiences of boys that highlights the role discourses play in shaping not

only beliels, but also behaviours in relation to health, the body ancl broader social
relationships.
Consistent with NOnJlan (2009). boys within my study did express concern about
the way they look and their health for them was very much reflected in their appearance.
The internal struggle of recognizing the inherent flaws in the dominant messages and yet
wanting to strive toward the ideal were evident. They frequently talked about the
fmstration of being expected to attain what they viewl"{\ as an unrealistic ideal of the
chiselled male body while at the S,lme time expressing the desire to aehieve sueh a body
type. In describing the healthy or fit body, the boys in the participant group were very
vocal about what a healthy body looked like. This healthy body was often described as
the chiselled muscul<tr body type that is quite dominant within Western culture today
where fat is considered by many to be a fcminine trait (Dworkin & Wachs, 2009;
Monaghan, 2(08). I found it intriguing how the boys and only a couple of the girls
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utilizctl tcnns such as chisellcd abs, six pad abs. and cheese grater abs to define what
they saw as attributes of the healthy male. The following excerpt from lows group # 1
provides some insight into how the boys utilized this language in their description orthe
health y body:

I' am : What docs a healthy persoll look like?
Pete: Someone with chiselled abs.
Pam : So you think someone who's healthy has chisclkd abs? Do you have to
havcchiscllcd abs?
Ethan : For a healthy hcartalld stuff
Pam: Okay, do you think you have to have chiselled "bs to be health y?
,Jordan : No, not really. But if you're fit and healthy, you might be able 10 have
chiscllcdabs.
Pam: Can you be fit and not have chiselled abs?
Ethan : Yes, but thar s probably impossible.
Nicholas: I don "\ think it' s impossible.
E than : It's probably impossible bl.'Cause you have

[0

be IiI and exercise and if you

exercise, youhaveehiseJlcd abs
Nicho las: Well, if you're going to exercise, you might walk 30 minutes every day
Ethan : Yeah, but you'll probably get chiselled aos

In this exccrpt Ethan equates Illness with a hard IOned body. Whcn askl.-d if you can be fit
in Ihe absence of chiselled abs, Ethan suggests that it is probably not possible. In keeping
wilh earlier statemcnts, Nicholas challenges thi s dominant assumption. He provides
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further explanation that suggests that fitness can he about activity not about the way your

body looks. Ethan, in this instance, insists however that chiselled ahs arc the product of
such work. From

11

FoucaulJian perspective, work upon the body or the "technologies of

the self function to discipline the un-toned, undisciplined body. Considering that
structures of power and knowledge work in and through the body, one must seck 10 define
or produce the body utilizing the discursive rcsourCl'S that emerge from various structures
of power and knowledge. A healthy body therefore is S<.."Cn as a body tha t must be

produced through a certain amount of personal effort or work. As Foucault (1988) slated
technologies of the self
penni! individuals to effect by their own means or with the help of others
a (;ertain number of operations on their own bodies and souls,

thou~hts,

conduct, and way of being, so as to transfonn themselves in order to <ll1ain a
certain state of happiness, purity, wisdom, perfection, or immortality (p.IS).
rhe (;oneern with mus(;ularity appeared in many of my interactions with the boys
throughout the program. In a later discussion within a program group session regarding
what is means to have a healthy body, loci (a 16 year old boy. the oldest in the group)
stated that he felt a healthy person was ""someOlle lI"ilh {/ good co mplexiOIl. shillY hair (jlld
{/ lOlled body"". Again this retleds what Nonnan (2011). drawing on the work ofl3ordo,

refers to as a double-bind for males in our contemporary fat phobic society. This double
bind a(;cording to tbe author. finds men in a position of desiring a nice body which for
loci is signifil-{\ by ""good complexion. shiny hair, and toned body"". while at the same
time striving to remain distanced frOIll their bodies. Joel simultaneously views health as
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being rclah::d to the way one looks and being strong and 10"(,"<1. To him, softness and
'flab', as he put ii, were not masculine. The desire for muscle therefore is cclipsed with

the desire 10 lose fat. As onen is the case within the obesity discourse one assumes thai
weigil! concerns arc synonymous wilh fat concerns. In articulating what it means to be
healthy, Joel, in his tirsl interview, wilh me describes personally what it means for him.
While he states that he is not worried much about weight, he goes on to say that he is
concerned about the amounl of fat on his body and he wishes he could convert that fat
into muscle, He described to me how he had 10s\ weight, bUI thai the weight loss was
ditlicult to maintain. He has subsequently regained the weight and more. He staled:
Welf. I \'e {lhmys jllst

Itw//('d

to be str(mg - strongest ofprelly milch anybody I

know. I (lon'l knoll' If it's a machismo tiling. or

if it's jllst whate n'r. l'I'e jllst

ahmys wallted to be sironger. desire to be tile best, be the strol1gest. the fastest.
Al1d for a while there. Ollt of my friends. I IWIS, Theil I kind of gllilli'l/ll'eigllt and
becametl!esIOlI'e.\·/.
Interestingly while Joel is open in talking about his dl:sire to lose weight, he utilizes and
reinforces the dominant heterosexual discourse of masculinity 10 juslify hi s desire
suggesting it is a ·'l/1achismo thing", wanting to ·'lx, the best, be the strongest. tlle j{lSles('
As noted by Renold (2008), boys arc regul<lrly incited 10 utilize heterosexual discourses
of masculinity to define and situate themselves and reinforce their masculine iclentities.
Fat tlcsh is viewed then in opposition 10 masculinity. Fat for males "is deemed corporally
polluting and emasculating
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It spoils men"s appearance, identities, and like a cancerous growth, poses a lifcthrea tening risk for the unaware male" (Monaghan, 2008, pA). When asked ifhc fell he
was healthy loci replied "/10. flot really. As IOllg as this jiggles [grabs his belly}, IlI'illllo(

be happy". Joel suggested that ifhc had more control over his body, he would be linner
and ultimately healthier. As illustrated in the examples from the narratives, weight and
body dissatisfaction that have traditionally been considered a female issue, arc a lived
reality for many boys and men. Males, now like femak.'S, arc bombarded with messages
that portray the ideal male body as lean and muscular.
Research across disciplines finds that mcn are in fact morc cOllccmed than evcr
about their physical appearances. Focus group research on mcn underscores thc
importance of being muscular, acritical contlations of muscularity and health,
fcars of being fat, social pressure to be slender and muscular and links between
looking good and f(:clin g powerful in social situations (Dworkin & Wachs, 2009,
p.8)

According to Nonnan (2009), the examination of this issuc with consideration to
males has traditionall y been oversimplified. Whilc the boys in Illy study did not
necessarily want 10 be smaller or skinny as was often the desire for the girls, they talked
about being stronger and bi!;gcr in tenns of muscularity. A common theme that arose out
of the narratives with the boys was also a eoneem with soliness. Thcy struggle with
wanting to losc fat while gaining muscle. Sotlness was vicwed as undesirahle trait. This,
according to the boys, rcfleeh:d a feminine tTail that deviated trom their desire to look and
feci more masculine. They therefore 'performed' their masculinity through regui;lf
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discussions of sports, weight lining and ways to accomplish a 'ripPl-d' look. As Rcnold
(200S) noted in her study on children and the impacl ofcornpuisory heterosexual ity, boys
arc forct."d to demonstrate and maintain a heterosexual identity in an elTon not to be
defined as the ·other'. Boys who did no t demonstrate these characteristics were
considered girlish and less masculine.
In contrast to the boys and consistent with the literature, the girls' constructions of
health and what constitutes a healthy body were very much tied to the thin ideal and the
social struggle that this ideal ultimately produces (Andrist, 2003; Gcmcr & Wilson, 2005;
Kelly, Wall , Eisenberg, Story, & Ncumark-Sztaincr, 2005; Ncumark-Sztaincr, Paxton,
Hannan, Haincs, & Story, 2006; Spear, 2CHJ6; Wykes & Gunter, 2005). While their
language was often resistant and refieetcd a comprehension of the inherent !laws in the
'thin 10 be healthy" paradigm, they rewgnized that although the strict hcalth and bcauty
standards arc not realistic, thai thcy would oftcn continuc 10 strivc toward Ihcm. This was
often diseussl-d in relation to dircct pccr pressurc and broadcr cultural norms. Such
pressure to confoml to th e thin ide,11 is sccn to be a driving torce for girls with great
pressure arising out ofthc school scttin g (Evans ct aI., 2002; Larkin & Ricc. 2005; Rice,
2007; Wardle & Wallcrs, 2(04). As suggested by Evans ct al. (2008). girls arc expcclcd
10 abide by cer1<lin perfomlancc and perfection codes Ihat saturnte the school curriculum.
Thcsc eodcs serve to create a hicrarchical social structure basl""{lupon body size. They
determine:

What bodily acts. shapes and forms arc penniltl-d and forbidden. the JXlSilive and
the negative values ofdifTerent JXlssible behaviours ot: and on. the body. They
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simultaneously dctcmlinc and dclinc what 'the body' is and ideally what it ought
10 be, and provide the ground rules for sining and sorting those who can from
those who cannot either aspire 10 or achieve appropriate corporeal ideals (Evans ct

aI., p.98).
According to Evans, Rich, ami Davies (2004), perfcction codes consider the body to be
impcrfl'Cl, unfinished, and at risk and hence they call for responsibility and self-control
with an emphasis on striving for perfection. Schoolgirls must then live and work on

11

daily basis through these structures, navigating an cllvironmcnllhal is both oppressive

and damaging yel one Ihul stipulates these criteria in the name ofhcallh. For larger girls
Ihis is particularly problematic as Ihey arc viewed to be farthest from that ideal and thus
in need of the most work. They become the reference point lor the unhealthy and
undesirable. "'Clearly, when obesity narratives arc rccontcxtualizl,"{\ as a discourse of
certainty about exercise, food and diet <Ire taken up within fonnal and infonnal school
cultures, they may have powerful bearing on individuals' dcveloping sensc ofwcl1being
and self' (Evans ct aI., 2008, p. 104). Riec (2007) supports this assertion suggesting tha t
thc practices imbedded in thc school environment set up a mode of comparison that
uitilll<ltcly diminish and preclude specific hody types. She stalcs, "Children who divergc
from cultural standards oftell experience devaluation of physical differcnces as a result of
stereotyping and stigma. This includes fat girls, who may be marginali;':L"!1 by cultural
mcssages about the abjed female body interwoven throughout their everyday
interactions"'(p. 159)
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On more than one occasion the girls in my study referred 10 the cheerleaders as

representing the health and beauty ideal. The cheerleaders were seen as healthy as they
were thin, active and fil the prescribed definition ofaltractivcm:ss. Foods for the girls
were tied to whether one achicw<i this ideal or not. While the dominant messages related
to 'good' food and exercise, were routinely touted by the girls, a more complex
rci,ltionship between food, intervening social pressures, and the body emerged. In the

following interaction between me, Jenny, a 12 year-old girl and Jordan, another 12 ycarold female participant during a regular program session, this complex relationship is
highlighted:

,Jonblll: And like the cheerleader group-after Ihey become cheerleaders, a few
people in tnal group are anorexic, right after they became cheerleaders, and [
ash:d them why, and Ihey said because all other people in the group, the
checr1cading squad, including the captain docs it, so .. they don', cat
Pam: So do you think that is healthy?
J ord:lII: No ... probably nol. .. but they look healthy.
,Jl'nn y: \Ve have lK'Ople in our

~(.;hool

who arc 'lIlOrexic. They don't cat their

IUIl(.;hes.
Jordan : Yeah .. sometimes Ihey cat but then stick their lingers down their throat
and throw it up.
J enn y: Yeah, they're anorexic [Ind they bully other people. Like my best friend in
the whole world, she became a cheerleader, bu! then she started bullying other
people, and then started bullying me.
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"am : So, docs she expect you to do the same things that she docs, in tcnllS of.,
.!cun y: Yeah ... sort 01; because r still hang oul with her when she's no! with her
friends, but when she goes down there, she doesn't cat anything, so I'm there with
a bag of(;hips or something, she has nothing in her hands. I oller her some money,
she says no so I feci right bad, so I throw everything in the garbage.
Jordan : They know it"s not healthybul they look healthy so that's what
important. Like the cheerleaders they arc super skinny and they will not pick you
if you look like me ... they think you got to look like the cheerleaders .
.Icnny: . but you can't make everyone look like you

Throughout this cOllversation Jenny and Jordan explore the meaning of their experiences
in lhe peer environment. The pressures to be thin arc clearly in line with findings
throughout the research (Andrist, 2003; Blowers et ai., 2003; I3ycly, An.:hibald, Graber, &
I3rooks-Gunn, 2000; Evans et ai, 2008; Gemer & Wilson, 2005; Thompson & Sti(':e,
2001), Interestingly, they rewgnize lhat the eating behaviour they arc describing is not
'healthy' but they also go 011 to assert that the ultimate outcome of the behaviour, the
lower weight status, is viewed to be healthy and desirable. This is relleetcd in Jenny's
statement "They k'101!' ii's /lollieaflhy blilihev look healthy so Ihm's

\1 -/1111 imporlllll('

noted by Evans et al. (2008),

health itsel f becomes a perfomlanee, a process of constant wmparison and
competition hoth with one's own embodied self and with those o f others, 01
striving for 'gold standards' with respect to eating and exercise that are

As
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themselves volatile, ever changing, never attainable and over which they have
liu1c control (p.1 06).

The girls arc very much caught in a complex 'storm ' of social d ynamics and interactions
the y must navigate in striving to achieve

11

balanced sense ofscl C As Young (2005)

suggests, their livlxi bodies, thei r gcndcrcd experiences arc a function of these

interactions.
Contexts ofdiscoursc and irncruction position pt.'Tsons in systems of evaluation
und expectations that often implicate their embodied being; the person experiences
hersel f as looked at in certain ways, described in her physical being in certain
ways, she experiences the bodily reactions of o thers to her and she reacts 10 them
(p.17).

While Young argues that in contemplating Ihe lived body, a person's subjective position
is very much infiuenc(:u by the sociocultural contcxt that may not bc within her control,
she docs go on to argue that a person c,m COlllrolthe way she interacts with ami takes up
the messages domi nant in that context. Whereas the girls' struggle with the social tension
that is exm:erbated by their ph ysical positioning on the body hierarchy, they do strive to
res ist. Even after explaining how she submitteu to th e pressure of not eat ing, Jenny
reasserts hcrsclf to argue "bill yOIl
further hi ghlighted in

11

1'(1/1'1

make lil'crl'{me fook like YOII", This resistance is

later discussion wi th Jenn y in the program when she states, ''f like

who I (1111. I ([m good ([I music (l mll (1 m ([ good Fielld, There's 110

lHly

Ih(ll

\1'1'

ClIll (1/1 be

Ihe S(lme .. , 111(111, I think Iilm would make life I'ery boring", Jenny highlights the positive
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a~pccts of her own identity that arc not tied to how she looks. She then goes on to
articulate how difference can be a positive thing.
Such resistance was relatively consistent in my observations orand my
intcTllctions with Summer, a 15 year-old girl who remained quite shy and reserved
throughout the duration orlhe II-week program. Summer consistently resisted the
messages toward the thin ideal. While she did draw on the dominant messages of eating
right and being active, she most often focused on health in relation to the inside orlhe
body. She stated in her first interview ,- i"s

1101

health on/he oil/side, il '.I' health

011

the

inside. iflheir organs (lrc all healllly. /hell they're preuy lI1/1ch alrigh(", She contests the
healthist discourse that suggests she cannot he healthy in a larger body. Health for hcr is
abou t ha ving internal organs which function properly. This is consistent with the J lealth
At Every Size Paradigm (HAES) that suggests fitness is a much bettcr markcr of health
than Jillness (Gagnon-Girouard et al 2010; Miller, 2005). She latcr (in hcr second
interview) went on to critique the media messages about the female body challenging the
assumption that thinncss equates with health stating

"' I glless III(' me~·s(lges lik('. 011 TV. like i(you·re I!'(l/chil/g shows like AII/erica·s
Top Model- Ihey ·re all like Slicks. II·s kil/{/a like. YOII hm'e 10 be Ihis sl/Ialllo btl a
model. alld il·s Ihe wrollg lI1es.wg('- il . \. 1101 goodjor people ·s minds il·s nOI
healthy'·

Summer struggles to position hcrsclfin the midst of the eompctingdiseourscs however.
Whilc she recognizes the problems inherent in the dominant messages, she is still
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functioning on a day-Io-cluy basis in an environment that endorses and idealizes the
n0n11al ivc body type. While Summer, in her first interview, contests the hcalthist
discourse that suggests that she cannot be healthy in her larger !xxly she simultam:ously
desires to lose wcighl.

I'a m : So, it's just that you"re looking at healthy-but you don't feel the pressure to
lose weight?
Summer: [ would like to, but l"m not really pressured into il or anything, but I'd

likcto ... it'd be alright. [mean it's hculthicr. .. J don', think r(]lik e to lose Ihal
much- I don', wunl to be really skinny. Like, I find that a lot or my really skinny
friends Ihey can 'I lift anything. Like, they're weak.

Art :IS;I Rcprcsc nl:lt ion ofSclf
The gcndcrcd nature ofhcahh and bcuuty discourses and the dominant themes that
arose out of the children's narratives were also evident in the children's artwork. The
narratives, as highlighted throughout this dissertation, have provided mc with a glimpse
into their meaning making processes with regard to the body, social relationships and the
cvolving sense ofsclf. Through the use of multiple methods however, I was able to
further explicate how they utiliz(.'(l the discourse in constructing their meanings around
heahh and the body. Whi le the use of observation, focus groups, and individual
interviews within this study provided me with a rich view into the childrcn's perspectives,
thc exploration ofmelming through thcir art addcd another laycr ofrichncss. The
children's artwork provided another glimpse into their lived worlds and c1ueidat(.'(] further
how they utilized and resisted broader social messages about health. According to Deacon
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(2000) creative methods help 10 "encapsulate the multidimensionality orlhe human

experience" (p. I).

[t

was my hope that engaging the children through the means of

artistic expression would help facilitate ajoint exploration of meaning around the body
and health.
While I had planned 10 conduct my own art projcct wilh the children, this proj(.'Ct
was ultimately integrated into a regular group session as it reflected work thai had been
nomlUJly done within the program and lime was a factor for the children and program
coordinators. This was an interesting e'pericncc for me as it allowed me the time to
circulate amongst the children as the y worked through their pieces and view how Ihey
interacted with one another, the program siaff and myself. Later, in

11

focus group session

independent of the program facilitators, I was ahle to further explore their meanings in
relation to the artwork. In the an session as desctib(.'(1 in the methodology chapter of this
dissertation, the children were asked to create a pi(.'Ce of art that reflected what they felt it
means to be health y. During the art session I noticed the boys and girls moved to separate
areas of the room and worked in smaller groups on their projects. One boy work(.'(1 alone
Although they were given a choice of drawing or collage, all children chose collage. They
seetJ1(.'(l eager to review the magazines they were provided with and actively engaged in
discussions around the pictures they were looking at
The collages that developed

Olli

of the session were in many ways reflective of

their earlier discussions ofheahh. While the magazines were chosen hy me to allow for
representation of a variety ofnonllative and non-nonnati ve body types. the children
predominantly chose to usc images that refll'Ctoo the dominant body ideal. I was inttigul-d
that most of the participants utilized both words and pictures highlighting the power that
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both images and words carry for them. When asked why they chose to usc words as well

as pictures one hoy, Joel stated "because it helps explain what J am trying to sai', The
combi nation of words and pictures helped 10 explicate the meanings they were trying to
represent. Throughout this process I was cognizant of how meanings arc produced
through visual media in social life and reminded myself, as Harrison (2002) suggests, that

modes of representation arc not merely a reflection of the children's knowledge or

clIpcricnccs but they arc "an act of construction which involves the interpreter as much as
the maker orthe representation" (p. 867). Being in a position where I could ask them 10

further explai n and elaborate on their pictures also provided me with a richer appn:eiation
for their perspectives. Considering the work of Thome (1993), I workr.:-d to sec myself not
as the adult in control who 'studies down' to children but

<IS

to one who strives to leam

'from children' with "an assumption that kids arc competent social actors who take an
al:tive role in shaping their daily experiences" (r. (2), I purposefully tried 10 open myself
up to respect their way of knowing, Oncc again the idealizl-d body bl'Came the centra!
focus for most. The children utiliz(.'{lthe pictures to ar1iculate and emphasize some of the
points they had made earlier. loci for example, created a collage that consisted of a
variety of muscular mcn in typical 'masculine' poses, eal:h with what he called 'ripped'
abs. ('entral to that the piece was the word 'truth' in large print. Other phrases sUl:h as
'your best' and 'gain muscle, lose pounds' were interspersed with the pictures along with
a picture of a protein drink (See Fig I. helow),
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F'g4 .1. Joel,age 16.Co ll.gcd'l'i<';ng' wha,tJo.,; heJllh"",ant~yf)OI"

Th is was consistent with the discussions J had previously had with Joel throughout the
program. When asked about their collages in the final focus group session, Joel spoke up

to say. "mille 's fhe olle with fhe mllscle boulld men", When asked if this rdl~'cd what he
thought of as healthy, the following exchange emerged:

Jo<."l : J think rippL'd guys arc healthy.
Pam : You think about ripped guys'! So. yeah, you think about that when you think
about healthy? Some oflhose guys up there on thai picture?
Joel : Or like, strong man shows.
Billy: Thal's probably not healthy.

Joel: They're healthy, thcy'rcjus! a little. excessively healthy.
Adam : In the case of this .. it's probably not overly healthy, it's obse~~ion witl]
muscle and phy~ique, i(~ not necessarily bcing too IlC:lllhy.
Joel continues to argue that more muscle is consistent with increased fitncss. which
ultimately is aligned with enhancl-d health. The resistance to that dominant message is
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evident in thc statements of both Billy and Adam who argue that the practice ofbui!ding

large amounts of muscles may be more obsessive than healthy. I was intrigued by the
phrase 'excessively /!C(lilhy' uti lized by Joel in response 10 the resistive argument. This is
reflected in the work of Pronger (2002) who explored the power of the exercise sciences
in framing the way we view health fitness and in particular, the sculpted, toned, exercised
hody, and the way in which the healthy hody is thus 'produced' in our so-called modem
society. According to Pronger, the intcrtcxtual ensemble produced through th e broader
media and society provides us with the resources from which we read the body. These
powerful messages he argues lead to subjccliiication, which instcad of frccing thc body in
tcnllS of hcallhy possibilities, actually limits the body 10 a prescribed definition and
prcdctcrmim;·d practices. TIle prescriptive nature of this "RcgimcofTruth·' brings with it
the assumption that you cannot be too fit. The push toward the ·perfcct" body cannot be
too focussed. locI's expression of how he views health and fitncss arc in line with
Pronger-s contentions. Jocl , throughout our conversations, continued to describe the
building of muscles as a he.llthy al:tivity. When asked al what point you need to stop loci
rep lied: ,./ hale 10 su/llId like

{l

broken record. aboullhe cheese galler abs- ifabs call-if

like. ifyou call kccp a Twix bar ill bcllI·CCII yOllr ahs (Iaughlel) .1'011 sholild SLOP" He
continued to

stru~le

with the l:onl:ept of healthy and continued to sec health y as a

refledion of how the body looked. When ash:d again latcr ifhe thought the very
muscular man was heal thy he staH:u: "'No. it·s cool though'·. Again thc gendered nature of
the hcalth and beauty discourse was evidcnt in Joel's responses ., il·s a machismo Iiling.

guys

IIWII

10 be big (//ld ripped.

uSllal~v

more manly or l/1uscular' To loel, thc

disciplined body is morc worthy of attention and acceptance. Thc -ripped' body was Sl-"Cn
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as a marker of control und ultimate triumph over his struggles around what he refcrred to
as his 'sofijiggly body"'.
It has been argued that the gcndcrcd nature o f the dom inant health and beauty

discourses place women and more recently men in a position of constant surveillance.
Women in particular become subj cct to the male gaze. When J asked the group in general
whether Ihey Ihoughllhc excessive muscles looked good, the girls slaled no while the
boys agreed. Interestingly, Billy, a I)-year old boy, chose 10 focus his collage on what he
considcn:d to be health for females. I-lis co1lll!;C ill ustrated the idealized felll;]1c ronn
There were three pictures of conventionally 'beautiful' female celebrities with a number
of (kscriptors surrounding the pictures (sec fig. 2), Hc utiliz(.'{! words that very mu!;h
rcflc!;tthe male gaze. The words 'sexy', ·beauty'. 'perfect' and 'hot' wcre undcrscored by
the phrase. 'wc couldn'ttakc our eyes on- His concept of health and womcn is very
much eaught up in the act of looking. A healthy woman was seen as one who would draw
his attention. When ask(.'(1about his collage, !lilly staled, that in order 10 look like these
womcn you would have to lead a healthy lifcstyle and this is whal would appcallO him
a 'guy' I-Ie slaled '"it's It'hm ),011 see ill the lIIaga:illes .. ulr ..
Ihm Ihl'lI YOII

JWI'i'

to lake care a/yourself". This statcment was mel with a numbcr of

rcsistive st:ltements from Ihe girls in Ihe group. Jenny for example sI1l1(.'(\:
gI'l skill/ly alld gel

,IS

ifyou 're goillg 10 look like

all

ealillg disorder, so some a/IfWI

i.I'1I

"SOIllI'

people

'I like .. Ihe 1Il//uml look Ifley

were born wilh"" Whcn asked why SOlTIl-'One would want to look like Ihat Jordan wenl on

"iI's becallse it's the small percentage a/people IIrm 1'(111 pull il off. alld IIrey 're
/til/lOllS becal/se Iltey 're somethillg 1II0re excepliollal Ihall IIII' {11'emge perSOll, alld
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flIey 're pilI ill Ihe limdighr. and Ihey gollhat look and Ihell eve/yo/ie wants that
look hUllhey e(lll " JUlI'C it. because ollly a small percell/age of socicry call look
like/har"

F;&4, 2 11, I'y (.ge-IJ), Coll.1ged""c\>"g'"fIal",-""hc",',h,oc-.nIO

~'

Summer, a 15 year old participant, provided a different perspective in her artistic
portrayal of what she considered to represent health. In kccping with carlier discussions,
her w llage highlighted her struggle with how health. beauty, and weight arc connatcd in
the present cult ural climate. Her collage (Sec Fig 3. below) in comparison 10 others was
pn:domimmllycompri~cd

of words. While no pictures ofpl,-orlc were exhibited in the

piece she utilized aspects of dominant messages around female beauty including high
heels shoes and plump red lips. Pictures of food that fall into the healthy food category
were also interspersed with words thaI reflect the messages prevalent in the healthy
lifestyle discourse such as 'walk', 'get milk' and 'health' These lenllS were intcnninglcd
with such tcnns as 'couragc is beautifi.ll", 'bravc', 'artist", 'trulh' and 'lucky' When asked
about her project, Summer stated that she knew it was irnponant to practice a healthy
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lifestyle hence her placement ofhcallhy 100<15. She also felt it was important to not be

lied to all the rules in relation 10 health and beauty. For that reason she did nol place

pictures of so-called healthy beautiful women in her collage. In some ways she was
cOllnicleo as while she wuntcd 10 be bmvc and be her own person she stated it was

di /licult to resist the allure of shoes that heighten the female foml. As noted by Azzarilo
and Solmon (2009), girls must consistently negotiate gendcrcd disCQurst..'S. These

discourses according to the authors, intersect with discourses ofrace, lifestyle and

physidll '1CIivity. Girls, therefore, may draw upon some and utilize others in their
COllstmctionsofhcalth and identity.
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Through the narrativL'S and the artwork produ(;ed by the (;hildren in the program
the struggles to negotiate the unrealistic and often conflicting mcssages that arise out or
the current discursive milieu have been illustrated. While the themes that arose provide us
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some insight into the ways in which Ihese children take up the dominant messages about
health and the body, it must also be recognized this is a complex process which involves

the day to day interactions that shape our lived realities. Iknee it also becomes important
to explore with the children how these ideas arc both produced and utilized in their lives.

Living 011 the Periphery of Soci:11 Space-

Itccoming 'The Other '
The social space in which we function on a daily basis is central 10 the meaning

we make and the identities that we ultimately forge (Gupta & Ferguson, 1992). The
children"s position ol1lhc periphery of social SpllCC was a theme that emerged through the

narratives and interactions with the children throughout the 11 weeks

or my study, The

children were keenly awarc of their social position as being outside of the norm. Through
their talk, their interactions and their artwork the children wcre able to effcctively
articulate the meaning they derived from their ongoing social interactions as so-called
obese children. Given this, I continue to recognize that my interpretations to these
articulations arc interwoven in this thesis. Drawing upon Carla Rice's (2007) work in
"'Becoming the fat girl"', this s(."t:tion highlights the children's growing awareness of their
sWtus as the 'fat other'. On numerous occasions throughuut the rcsc,m;h childrcn
providl-'d ac(;{)unts of their positioning in tcnns of social

Sp'KC.

This positioning as

highlight(.'{\ in the children's narra tivcs took place largely in thc school environmcnt and
served to solidify their identities as heing outside thc noml and in nc(.-u ofsomc kind of
re-fomwtion. This was reminiscent oflhe work of Rice, wllo through narrativcs explof('-u
Ihe experiences of largcr womcn as they rellecte<l on childhood experiences that served 10
shape their identitics. Ricc highlights the school environmcnt as being an intcgral
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component of these women's development orthe 'fat girl' identity. She states .. in

OUf

society, one location that may be morc gcncflltivc of identity than olher social spaces is
school, a place where perceptions of appearance and difference shape children's sense of
belonging and standing" (p. 159).
Jordan, a 12- year old girl in my study, illustrated this point very well Jordan
explains on a number of occasions how she has been socially excluded in the school

environment because her body did not lit the prescribed nom] orthe group. She would be
described as being very tall and large for her age so that she is seen to 'tower" over her
friends. In th is excerpt from my first interview with Jordan, she describes how she is
defined and labelled according to her size and how this has impal:wd the activities she
partil:ipates in and how she relates to others. She is aware of her difference and that this
difference places her in a marginalizL-d position where she is likely to be judged or
scmtinized

Pam: Jordan, can you tell me a lillie ahou t the things you enjoy doing?
,lord:llI : I like swimming, hanging out with Illy friends, and like danl:ing and
singing-A LON I . hccause I ean't do it in public.
I'a m: Why not?
J o rda n: Bec,luse when I sing and dance, I worry about wha t pL'Ople arc going 10
think, and I don't know if I'm good ... because kids can he really, like,
judgive[sic]-judged of another person.

Pam : Yeah, and have you experienced that?
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Jordan : Yes, 'cause of my height and my weight sinl:c grade 2 imd it keeps going

Pam: Yeah?, would you like 10 tell me what kind of things?
Jorda n: Like they call me names and all thaI. Like, they call me 8igfoot,
Godzilla-all that.

Pam : Do you lind thai hurtful?
.Jordan : Well, I don't really mind it anymore. I just ignore it
In this excerpt Jordan demonstra tes her awareness of the broader societal desire
for the noml<ltivc body and the impact this has on those who do not tit. In stilling .. kitls

call be rcally, Iike,}lIdgil'c!sic!- il/tif.:ed ojal/olher person", Jordan underscores the social
pressure in the school and broader selling 10 fit the so(;iaJ nonn. Thuse seen to be outside
that nonn arc plal:cd in a position of being subject to bullying and ridicule. According to
Evans (2009), the ways in which we approach health and obesity sets up a dualistic fom]
of thinking. This thinking, Bethany Evans argues, is reinforced through the school
system. Food is viewed as either the right food or the wrong food, thinness is viewed as
good and fatness is viewed as bad (Schilling, 1993). It is thus argued that once binaries
arc estahlished that there is a hierarchy inherent that is inevitably prorlueed
··Diehotomous thinking necessarily hierarchizes and r,mks the two polari/cd tenns so that
one becomes the privileged term and the other its suppressed. subordinated, negative
counterpart·' (Grosz, 1994, p.3). The children who fall into the obese category in this
case becomc the

·f~!t

other". As Grosz goes on to state, ··the primary tenll dctines itsc1fby

expelling its other and in this process establishes its own boundaries and borders to create
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an identity for itself' (p.). The 'other' identity is thus [DOlled upon the basis of what it is
not in Icnns orthe pri mary identity. The 'fat other' is the antithesis or the Ihin, healthy,

lind desirable Conn. This binary I argue allows the thin subjccllo exist on a perceived
higher social and moral plain where he or she is given the social pcnnission to cast offlhc

'fat other'. As suggested by Evans, Ihe reinforcement of such binaries docs nOI allow for
anything in between and in doing so justifies the social exclusion.

Jordan goes on

\0

describe how the school environment functions in

tCOlIS

of

cliques. She provides an elaborate explanation nfhow the social culture of junior high
functions in Icnns of bclonging and social inclusion or exclusion as it may be. She draws
upon concepts that are derived from broader culture in tenm of cliques. When ash:·d by
the coo rdinator in the group "docs it matter what you look like or what you r friends looks
like?"" lordan replil'<i:

"welilike, il is a Ihillg al scllool because like il is

(I

bullying lhing ...

il all gOf'S back to tile bullying Ihing ... it's (Ibolll filling ill {llld like.
Ihe group II'ho are Ihe leatlers. Ihey tlecitle II'ho )ils ill

lIlItI

II"ho tIOl'SIl 'l alltl like to

Ihelll il's all abollllooks. ,'mlhe offbea/. I dOli '/look 1111:
way Ihey IlIillk I should look. Aly body doesn'/)il so I don 'l)it

Illm

1101 someolle /h(Yll"Olild (ldmire"
lordan clearly cxposcs thc powcr of dominant discourses in the nomlalizing
process. As Foucault noted, the power exerted by hegemonic forces through institutions
(bo th govemmental and others which pcmlcatc societal relationships) seeks to nonnalize.
Nomlality in this sense is a construchon. The nonnality oflhe thin controlkd body is
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produced in opposition to the fat body out of control body. The power of this process
lcads us to work upon the body or constantly seck to discipline the body that is always in
fear ofloss of control. Thus power resides in the body that tits the pre-described norm
As Bordo (1993) suggests, cultural representations of beauty both homogenize and
normalize. They homogenize in the sense that "they will smooth out all racial, ethnic, and
sexual "differences" that disturb Anglo-Sa:wn, heterosexual cxpcctalions and
identifications" and they normalize in that '"they function as models aguins\ which the self
continuously measures, judges, "disciplines" and "corrects" itself- (p.25). Jordan clearly
feels that her body docs not fit the nonn, that it is not WOJ1hy of admiration, and this
hence leaves her on the periphery in terms of being accepted imo the desirable social
category. In removing herself from thc "gazc" of others she is saving herself from the
scrutiny and what she sees as the ultima te rejection of her ·otherness'. There arc resistive
moments however where Jordan asserts her sense of satisfaction and acceptance of
herself. According to Sykes and MeI' hail (2008), people arc not necessarily constrained
to accept the 'fat other' identity. Through their research that involvl'{[ interviews with 15
adults who identified as fat or overweight. they explored the meanings derived fr011l these
peoples' experiences with physical education in a fat phobic environment. While many of
the pm1ieipants recalled the experiences in physical education as repressive and
degrading, some were able to resist Ihe negative forces through either avoidance of sport
or working to surpass the expectations of others by excelling at sport
lordan again retums to the discussion of how roles arc defined in the school
selling. She draws upon the familiar ternl "bullying"', which has become a common
discourse within the school selling. In defining herself as the otlbeat she is drawing on
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language that is commonly used through the media and literature to categorize people into
social groups. Wcbsites, television shows and teen magazines arc replete with advice on
how to be popular and avoid being categorized as the oflbcat.

Pam : So you said earlier that you arc happy with who you arc but you did have
some concerns about clothes and filting in. Would you like to tcllme more about

that. In tcnns of clothing and that kind orstuff!
Jordan : Oh, well. I don", really have any, I wan', say- good clothes- but like
good filting clothes because in junior high people make

fUll

of your clothes, and

most army clothes arc not fit for junior high. r can"t fil in a 101 orlhal slu/T· so I

wear mostly, like three things ...
"am: So you said earlier they make fun of your clothes?

Jordau : You know, it's ajunior high thing. There's A LOT of cliques.
Pam: Yeah, you mentiOIll:d that in our earlier discussion. Can you remind me
what you said about the cliques and fitting in?
.Ionian: Oh, yeah, I said that I fit in the oflbeat- it's likc a ditkrent person, and
wc have this whole group, well. we're all ditlcrcnt in our own way. Me ... my
body doesn't Ii!. .. I'm tall, which makes medifTerenl. J'd prefcr to be in the
popular clique, but most of the people in that group arc trying to be like thatactually fake. So, I wouldn't want to be that. .. but Ilike being 1al1 .. Like they
don't choose anyone over 651bs or anything, which is a weight problem and they
don' t like people who wear their comfort, their comfy sort of pretty clothl'S,
bl'Cause they don't like the clothes Ihey wear
Pam: Where do you think that idea is coming from"!
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J o rd:lII : The idea is coming from -well , like I said, (he leaders decide everything.
Like, if one orthe persons, the people in the group, came up to the leader and
said" We should have this person and they didn' t fit in, into anyw here, the leader
would say, "well what does she look like?'"
The need for social acceptance in Ihis environment cannot be underestimated. In
this cxccrpi l ordan notes the importance of wearing the 'proper' clothes which aTC tighter
filting and thus not necessarily comfortublc for her. She claims that the popular kids do
not like people larger people who wear their "comfy SOrl ofprellY clollles". Clothing for
girls that is light and fon n filling becomes a signifier of the femininity toward which girls
arc expected to strive and, as noted by Rcnolds (2008), is clearly linked with the
heterosexual imperative. This also emphasizes the link between consumcrism and
chi ldhood identity. It illustrates how childrcn utilize clothing in thei r identity construction
and rcinforccs thc choicc of elothing as a socially significant practicc (Bodcn, Polc,
Pilcher, & Edwards, 2004). Whcn kids arc product""() as subjccts outsidc ofthc norm who
don't fit with the 'accepted social' practices, this can impact negatively on their quality of
lite. As McElhaney, Antonishal, and Allen (2008) stated, "their tendeney to not be
included in l>ccr interactions ,It school may foster ,I sclt:fulti lling prophecy of sorts, in
whieh these tecns begin to decrcasc thcir bids for inclusion in Ix-'Cr activities ovcr timc"
(p. 728). Throughout my discussions with Jordan and subsequcnt reading and rereading of
the transcripts, I rcflccted on the impact of the dominant mt'Ssagcs in relation to health
and social positioning. While reeognil.ing that these messages were inllucncing the
children's views ofthemsclves and others in relation to their bodies and health I also had
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\0 recognize thai as Foucault suggested, these children <lTe not passive dupes who blindly

follow Ihis particular regime of truth. TIle children regularly negotiated the discourses and
wh ile Ihey drew consistently upon Ihc dominant healthisl discourse they did n:sist in
many ways. This struggle was evident in my discussions with Jordan. She grappk'd with

muny or the messages she discussed in Ihe previous excerpts. Resistance \0 the dominant
discourses was evident in her speech as she tried to work through the messages that she is
receiving from her friends, her family, her schoolmates, through broader contexts and
through the program itself. While she n.:cognizcs what she perceives as the criteria arc for
fiuing into the popular group and she slill would like to fit there, she strives to focus on
what she views as posilive aspecls ofhersclf.
!)am: So why do you think you fit into the oflbeat, rather than the popular clique?
,Jordan: J fil into Ihe ollbeat because I am proud about myself and I don'l have
any ... Like, I get along with everyone, and rm big and l'll1, which makes me
different and same with all my olher friends. And Ihe populars don't really care,
they cure about the ir appearances and
Pam: Right yeah. arc there other Ihings Ihal make you feel good about yoursell'!
.Ior<l :ln : Ah well, Ilike gelling good marks on tests and ... well, I just like being
lal1.

Jordan. while recognizing that she would like to fit in the popular group, reasserts
herself and suggests thaI shc would not want to bc ·fakc·. Shcehal1cnges the dominant
messages by stating she is proud of herself for remaining true 10 who she is and nOI
bending to the prcssurc to COnf0n11. Wh(.'f] asked if shc is concerned if the bullying affccts
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how she feels about hcrsc!fshc states "UIII . no/ really, I see myself as the same pcrson- J
do NOr /!Iilld what they say . Later however when asked about whether she womes about

her weigh t she states "Yeah

Well, I'm no/ rcally conccmcd ... well' am concerned,

because some days / Cal a IOllllld other days J eat nfJIhing .. /'/11 aClually morc worried
abOllllhefil/llrc". She goes on to say however that she likes herself.

This struggle; the need to fi t in, the resistance to confoml it y, the tensions that arise
out of wanting to be uniq ue and to shun the dominant mcssagl'S while remaining tied 10
them in many ways was evident throughou t many of the conversations lind interactions I
had with the children. Their position in the social spllce was important to them. While

allen they identified with being on the periphery, they did articulate their desire to
nomlalize or he ·'nonnal". At the same time the children were striving to assert
themselves as nomwl in their own bodies: challenging the ideas of what nomwl is. This r
argue, is the point at which the introduction ofaltemativc messages may be most
effective as the children demonstrated a readiness to challenge the status quo. The
children arc grasping for resources and new discour1ies Ihat reinforce their need to feel
'normal' While this may not, or quite possihly cannot be achievl--d in a timely manner, it
is certainly a possibility. As Rich ,md EVlIns (2005) state:

Offering alternative narratives on the obesity discourse may not only assist those
who arc labelk--d as overweight to re(position) themselves in alternative
disco urses, but also contribute to wider political. social and cultural discussion on
how we arc to make sense of obesity (p. 355).
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While power can constrain it can also he utilized and tranSfOnllOO or converted.
"Dominant fonns lind institutions arc continually being penetrated and n.:construclcd by
values, styles, and knowlcdges that have been developing and gathering strength, energy,
and distinctiveness at the margins" (Bordo, 1993, p. 27-28).
Ik cominA Less Visible
In keeping with the concept ofnomllllization as presented by Foucault (1977),
power is seen to imbed itself and work not only through the exertion of cxtcnm[ physical
power but through the panoptic power of surveillance and monitoring. TIle narratives
highlight how tile hegemonic health ami obesity discourses place the children in

(I

position where they arc open 10 constant surveillance and monitoring hy others resulting
in the feeling of always being "on view" for others to evaluate. The discourse not only
pemlits such scrutiny but I would argue it also promotes this fonn of evaluation as a foml
of social regulation. For example, in !caching health in the school curriculum, utilizing
disgust as a means of appraising the fat or abjcct other is commonplace (Evans et aI.,
2008; Leahy. 20(9). The school curriculum, in doing this. places those who fit the
prescribed nonn in a position of power in rel,llion to the fat ··other"· This is clearly
evidcnt in the children·s narratives.
The marginalized position in which Ihe participants of this study find themselves
functions to make them less visible in the sense ofheing socially undesirahle and pushcd
to the margins while at the same time serves to place them in a position ofseolliny due 10
the commonly held perception of fat people as unhealthy and unmotivated in tenllS of
practicing so-called 'healthy lifestyles· It has been noted within the literature that Ihe
ohcsity discourse canies with it a certain set of mora I imperatives (Evans, 2009; Jutel,
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2009; Murray, 20(9). Those who do not fit the nonmllivc body type therefore arc
subjcclc<I to scrutiny and the gaze of those who feel they arc in position to evaluate and

lay judgement (LcBcsco, 2004). Their bodies become "vir1ual confessors" in which
outward body markings arc read by others to interpret their internal psyche (Grosz. 1994;
Murray, 2009). Grosz stall'S:
Visible body markers (such as fat ficsh) arc read in ways that position subjects on
either the "ul:ccptablc" or "unac(;cplablc" side or the normal! pathological binary

equation that signify subjects as either adhering to the requirements of"healthy'
ethical living. or <IS engaging in "unhealthy"" behaviours that position one as a

moral or aesthetic failure (p.74)
It can also be argued then thm the fat body which is held up as the symbol of what
as a society 'wc should not bc', has become an entity to be gazed upon; to be evaluated in
tenns of it's devia tion from the noml. The construction of the nomlal body as thin and the
abnonnal body as fm has resulted in cultural mcanings around the body that permeate
activities of evcryday litc. The 'f,lt abnonnal body', within the modem healthist view, is
,digned with attributes that signify a lack of eare for the eorporeal self sueh as gluttony,
laziness and apmhy regarding health and appcarance in gcneral. This has occurred in ]JaJ1
as a result 01" the conceptualization of obesity as a disease. As Murray (2008) suggests,
the )1l(:diealization of obesity '"has entailed a collapsing of medical narrativcJimpcrativcs
and hislOricultural discursive fonnations of fatness as a moral failing and as an aesthetic
,!lTront" (p.8). She argues that the authority ofTlledicine in detcmlining which bodies arc
morally acceptable has moved beyond the medical community into the broader
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community where people feci they arc in a position \0 evaluate people according to their
weight, size and shape. This view has thus become mainstream. These constructions arc
then utilized in the production ofknow1cdgc in relation 10 bodies and the fOmlalion of
identities. TIle participants in this study were keenly aware of\his gaze and demonstrated
knowledge orlhe moral underpinnings inherent in it as well. They were aware that they
were being evaluated bas(,"<[ upon their bodies within various facets of their lives
induding physical education, organiz(:d sport, filshion, and daily interactions with those
around them. As a result of this gaze they described instances where they felt they
needed to withdraw, hide or become less visible so as not to be 'on view'.
This gaze is a product ofthc power that is cxer1cd upon individuals and
populations to be responsible healthy citizens. This power is exercised by govcrnments
through health strategies that shape our views ofwh;lI a healthy person is. According to
Fouc;lult (1984), powcr in this regard, no longer reflects the sovereign power of the 18'h
and 19'h century in which governments had the au thori ty 10 take lik Power in the 21 Sl
century is a foml ofbiopower: the power to give or preserve life. Governments now focus
thcir stratcgics on monitoring and maintaining the life ofthc population. A hcalthy
population is viewed thus as more productive and cconomically viable. While
surveillance of the population and the implementation of strategies to enhance the health
of the population may have some positive impacts one must also question how cer1ain
knowk-dge is produet:d, who is in a position to propagate this knowledge and to whose
disadvantage. According to Harwood (2009), '·this fOCllS on life nceds to be understood
not as the heralding of some new caring and kintler age: but in terms of the aims of the
state to solidify itsclfvia the control of life (and hence strength, ceonomie viability) of its
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population" (p.16). EHorls in this regard must be cxcrtc<1 to preserve and lengthen life.
These efforts

Of

biopcdagogics therefore centre on the body, which can be worked upon

to sustain life. l3iopedagogics function as culturally situated practices and systems that
create and convey knowledge and provide the instructive framework from which
populations can be moniton::d and regulated in the name ofheahh. They involve certain

'regimes of truth', which ultimately pcnncatc the institutions and border socia!
environments in which we arc socialized.

The conceptualization of obesity as disease is one of these "regimes of Imth' that
was socially constructed in an em ofin!cnsc scrutiny. This has led therefore to a multitude

ofhiopcdagogies or the 'techniques ofbiopower' as Foucault (1978) referred to them. As
rellected in Foucault's usc ol"Bentham's panopticon, peoplc arc aware thm they arc being
monitored and surveyed. The discipline that arises out of this surveillance becomes selfenfon.:(:d and I would argue provides others who fit within the socially constructed
category of'normal" with sense of moral authority in which they f(:elthey can monitor
those considered abnomHd within this paradigm
Through the narratives the children articulated how they felt they were being
observed and judg(:'d based upon their appearance. They expressed how they strove tn
become less visible in a number of different instances. Thi s was most olkn elicited in
discussions of activities and thc things that the childrcn liked to do. Jenny, a 12- year old
girl, for example, highlighted in the first locus group how she docs not like to be thc
cClllre of attcntion. It is easier to participate
crowd.

accordin~

10 Jcnny ifyoll hide within the
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Pam : Do you get involved in activities at school? [s there anything you avoid?
J e nn y: I don't like to do soccer, volleyball orhockcy ... bul I"m in drama, but I'm
crowded hy a whole bunch ormy friends so it doesn't malleT who's in fronl ofmc.
I'm not out fronl.
Pam: So you find that when you're with a group, your group of friends, that feels
safer?
,lenn y: I'll do it with them I just don't want to be the centre of attention. I don't

like p!'"Qple looking at me

Concern in relation to participation in sport and evaluation of the body also arose
out orthe narratives. The boys in particular spoke about spons in {cnns of'measuring
up' While the discussions rcficc\(:u a gcndcrcd wnslruction ofspo/1 as the pcrionmllivc
demonstration of the powerful! strong male body (pronger, 2002), the hody concerns
highlighted by the boys transcended the periornlative aspect orthe body. They
highlighted concerns about how they looked in relation to clothes and concerns regarding
the perceptions of others. This was in keeping with the work of Nornlan (2009) who
suggests that the eonstnletions of the healthy mnle hody go beyond the perfonnative
nature of sport nnd the physical capacity one can demonstrate. lie argues that the ways in
whieh boys take up the obesity messages have been underestimated and are more
complex than reflected in previous literature. As discussed earlier in this ehnpter, while
appenranec hns often been considered to be less important to mnles than iClllales, boys are
eoncerm:xj about the way they look and ultimately they arc concerned about how others
evaluate their bodies. As Norman states, in his study,
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The size and shape of the body-its appcurancl.' -provcd to be a crucial marker of
sclffor this group ofmc1I, as the obese body was talked about as not only an

unhealthy body, but a body that was "looked down on"' (I'. 277),
This was consistent wi th the data generated in my study. For the male participants, there
was an expectation that to be accepted one musl achieve a certain level of physical health
that was reflected not only in the way one pcrfonm:d and the way one looked.
The pcrfonnativc aspect of sport and the importance the boys placed upon how
they looked were intcrtwim:d. While throughout the discussions the boys often paired
body type with athletic achievement and noted how they could nOl measure up in Icnns of
sport, they were also greatly conccmcd wilh how people evaluated how their bodies
looked. Sport provided an opportunity for this evalu,J(ion to take place. They discusscd
how they felt they were being held in constant compllfison to the boys who fit the
nonnativc body ideal and who were high achievers in the realm of sport and athletics. As
they considered achievcment in sport as reflective of the 'healthy male', they dcscribe
their experiences in relation to sport as inhibiting and often humiliating. Often they spokc
of choosing activitics that wcre not competitive. In seeking Olli individual type <lclivities
or avoiding physic'll activities they in tum avoided thc scmtiny thaI accompanies sllch
endeavours. [n the following excerpt. for example, from our tirst interview, Adam
discllsses his ex[tCricnccs wilh sport. He suggests that cer1<lin sports place you in position
where you can more easily be evaluated by other players and those wa tching the game.
The gaze orthe others according to Adam is inhibiting and functions 10 remind him that
he docs not "mCllsurc up" both perfonnativc1y and aesthetically. In finding resistive W<lys

lSI

of dealing wi th this position, he goes on to describe how through avoidance of one
activi ty <lml his partici pation in another activity that provides him some 'cover', he is able
10 participate in sport.

Pam: Vou said you have been playing hockey and you feci okay out there. Like
you're sticking to it?
Ad:lm: Yeah oh yeah
Pam : Arc there activities that you prefer not 10 be involvl-d in?
Adam: Basehall , I DON'T like baseball.
Pam: No, why not?
Ad am: Uh, I don', know. You ' TCjusl standing urou! there and then .. then you

got all these guys that arc really awesome and

rm not very good at sports. When

you're just standing there they just look at you and you wonder what they're
thinking. I don', measure up so I wonder
Pam: RighI. So you don't like \0 sland and you don't like the comparison, is that
what you mean? You don' t want pl-'{)pleeomparing you 10 them?
Adam : Yeah, exactly. I hate beingcomp,m::d to other people. I don't like them
looking down on me ~ like ah- you know you ...
Pam: And so have you experienced th,lt? Do you want to tell me a bit about that?
Adam: I Dunno- when you're standing still they look you up and down ... some
guys onlllj team were like, when I was playing baseba ll, some guys on my te,lm
were comparing me to another bad playing and I came out as the less person. He
came out as the greater, and that made me the worst person on the team, In hOl:key
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though I sti ll find it kind of weird because 1"111 sti ll

<I

sore thumb OUI on the icc

because I'm not a very good skalcr .... whcn I'm moving I don', stand out
though ... I keep movi ng and 1 have all that gear on so it's nOI like baseball.

In recounting his experiences with baseball and hockey Adam highlights his
feelings of being eval uated. He talks about how he feels he is being compared. This
comparison can be understood to me.11l a comparison to the noml or {htll, which is held to
be the desired athletic Iype. To Adam, standing still in baseball provides others the
opportunity to gaze upon him and allow them time to evaluate his body. His conccms
regarding what they think is a reflection of Adam"s knowledge of the pcnn issibi lilYorthe
evaluation o f the body based upon size and perfonlwtive ability. Adam is aware of the
perfomHltive ideal and the ideal athletic body type. He thus feels inhibih::·d, as he is not
seen to, in his words, "measure liP" to this ideal. While Adam possesses a desire to be
involv(.'(1 in sport he is inhibited by the evaluative component. Adam has utilized hockey
as

11

way of usurping the evaluative aspect of sport. In hockey he has the ability to move

and become less visible in tenns orhis body makeup. The athletic equipment rC<luinxl to
play hockey allows Adam to cover his body so that it becomes more difficult for others to
scrutin ize his fatness. Th is is reflected in his statement '·\I·hell 1·111 1II0l'illg I dOli·' s/(Jlld
olll/hollgh ... I keep mol'ing alld l/rare all that ge(lr 011 so ;l·s 1101 like basebalr. The
equipment combined with the movement eases the burden ofthc appraisal of others and
provides him with some fonn of protection that helps him to cnjoy the activity. As
suggested by Sykes and McPhail (2008), the fat phobia evident in organized S]>Ort and
physical education can have a profound effect on those who must negotiate the fat
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identity. While some, like Adam, may strive or resist this phobia and the constmining
implications of the obesity discourse, "this involved confronting and resisting fat-phobic
assumptions and practices through emotionally draining and intricate social, psychic and
kinesthetic maneuvers" (p.89).
Billy, a t 3-ycar old boy in my study in the first focus group, illustrates how
concerns regarding the male body go beyond the spons arena. Throughout our
interactions he discussed the pressures that boys also feci in relation to the body and
being accepl\:d in the peer context. As the following cX(;crpt illustrates, while Billy felt a
greater uCl:cptancc in the safety orhis family, acceptance from his peers he suggests is
greatly tied to how one looks. For Billy, the opportunity to cover his body, to become less
visible provides him with some rclieffrom the evaluative gaze of others and the pressures
that that entails.

Billy: Fitting in is about style and what you look like and who wears what and
who looks the right way.
Pa m: What way is that?
Hilly: the right clothes, hang out with the right people.

I don't worry about what

I look like at home bl'Cause the people al home are my family, like. they don't
care how I look. I can go around in pyjamas ,Ill day, like they [flunilyJ don't care
but when I go out I have to look diflcrent bee,luse peop1cjudge you ... Ilike
win ter cu~ like when you go out you wear big pulTy winter coats and no one really
knows what you look like.
Pa m: Do you mean what your body looks like?

"4
Billy: Yeah, no one can really tell what your body looks like because it's kinda
hidden. I don', have to think about what they're thinking.

Cll a ptc r SUninlary
The embodied experiences of children arc often taken for granted in a society
where, as adults we assume we possess a full understanding of tile nature and experiences
of the child simply because we were once children ourselves (Thome, 1993). Throughout
this chapter I have aHcmpted to move beyond this assumption. Entering into my
exploration of childhood experience, I was cognizant that the experiences of these
children arc not reflective

or my experiences that have been tempered by a multitude of

factors including, my own body, my education, gender, relationships, time, culture, and
ditTering contexts. I reminded myself that their experiences arc forged through their daily
imeractions and the resources they draw upon to make sense of themselves and others. I
have provided in this chapter a discussion of themes that emerged as significant in the eoconstruction of knowledge that occurred through the multiple modes of data generation
employed in this study. These themes are all distinctly and intricately linked to one larger
overriding theme: diswurse ofdifTerem:e. 1 argue that discourse is ccntral to Ihe meaning
making processl'S of our everyday existence and the powcr of this discourse (how it
produces knowledge. and how this discourse scrves to shape and produce subjeetivities )
should never be underestimated. The obesity discourse sits as an example of this power.
Such discourse, I argue. arising out of a neoliberal health driven sociely, has served to
limit the opportuni ti es oflargcr pl'Ople in terms of social acceptance and positive body
experiences. In examining these themes I have strived to consider them not only frol11thc
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perspective of the child and her or his individual experience but r also have attempted to
consider these experiences within the context of our broader social world
As a means of gaining a bellcr appreciation of the embodied experiences ofthcsc
children I begun with a discussion of their constructions ofhcuhh, Th(:sc constructions, I
argue, arc forged through a constant and complex negotiation with dominant and
alternative discourses. I have demonstrated that the meanings that Ihese children produce
arc greatly tied 10 contemporary discourses ofhcuhh, obesity, beauty and lhe body that
arc endorsed through a number of powerful institutions in which the promotion ofhcuhh
has become synoll)IDous with Ihe promotion orlhe lean toned body ideal. Like other
authors who have explored the ways in which children and youth take up the dominant
discourses that eonflate health and thinness (Beausoleil, 2009; Burrows, Wright, &
Jungerson-Smith, 2002; Rail, 2009; Wright, O'Flynn, & MacDonald, 2006), r have
argued that while these children arc met with powerful forces that guide their beliefs
about the borly, they arc not necessarily tied to the fat SUbjectivity. The children regularly
resisted the dominant messages in striving toward positive or 'habit,lble' identities and
presented as active agents in the production ofthcir own identities_ r have demonstratl-u
how the children seck out ways ofbc1onging, ways of feeling healthy and acting in
healthy ways within bodies that arc marked by society as ·unhealthy'.
Along with the examination of the children's constructions of health, in this
chapter r have dcmonstrntl-u how their words, their art and their interactions highlight the
role thm obesity discourse and other dominant healt h discourses play in the social
positioning of these children. I have also drawn attention to the binaries established by
the prevailing mess,lgl'S ofheahh and the borly that position the f,lt body as 'the other'
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and categorize it as something 10 be despised. Such binaries, I have dcmonstmtcd, situate
these children

011

the periphery of social space making their subjcctivitics, ifnot

uninhabitable, certainly less inhabitable. Throughout this chapter r have drawn upon the
work of Foucault in the diSCussion ofpowcr and how the obesity discourse as a 'Regime
of Truth' has positioned these children in a location of constant scrutiny in which the gaze
of olhers has impacted not only how they monitor their own behaviours but Ihc
behaviours of others toward them. In keeping with Murray (2009) who ddim:s the obesity
discourse as a 'medico-moral discourse', J argue that such discourse which has served to
define obesity as a threat, not just to

OUT

collective physical health but the very moral

filbric orour socicty, not only provides us with social pcnnission to openly gaze upon the
fat body but also with pcnnission to makc open judgement about that body. ntis I
c011lend has impacted greatly upon the emcrging idcntitil'S of the children in my study.
The exccrpts from the narratives provided in this chapter highlighted the articulate
manner in which the children describc thcmselves, their social relationships and their
choil:e of elothl:s and activities within thc contl:xt orthis discourse
Finally, in l:xplicatillg the manner in which these children navigate Ihe present
'obl:sity stonn',! have in this chapter brought to light the cOlllpkx nalure orlhe intcrplay
ordis(;Ourst:, the seardl for a SOCially <ll:l:cptabk identity, and social positioning. The
narratives demonstrate the astute marmeT in whidlthese l:hildren negotiate thl: disl:oursc
and create and assess meanings around health and the body. This research illustrates how
researl:hing 'with' children rathl:r than 'on' children and acknowkdging their agency and
strengths, l:an providl: great insights into the embodied experiences of l:hildren while
infon11ing the way we conceptuali;;e health
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C H APTERS

FATNESS, RISK, AND HI I<: RESl'ONSlRlE C HILD :
'" J UST NEED MORE WILLPOWER"

In the previous chapler I delved into the ways in which the children in my study

construct health and their bodies given the discuniivc resources avai lable 10 them, The
discourses, I argued, that reflect the contemporary health promotion milieu arc powerful
in the ways they shape

OUf

beliefs around health lind the body and

aTC

implicated in the

positioning of larger children un the periphery of social space. In th is chapler J move on
10 further explore issues of identity that arose out orlhe narratives with allcntion 10 the
children's utilization of nco liberal hcathist discourses that frame health as an individual
responsibility that can only be achieved through some

,HIlOUn!

of work or personal effort

(C rmvford, 1980; Elliott, 2007; Rail & Beausolcil, 20(3). From this perspective I
highlight the role of risk in thc production of the so-called 'responsible healthy citizen',
as the concept of risk is ccntral to this contemporary health consciousness. I draw on the
work of authors such as Lupton (1993,1995, I 999a,b), Beck (1992) and Crawford (1980,
2006) in examining the role of risk in the production of the health conscious at- risk self:
Within the m:oliheral setting J argue, we arc <Ill produced as subjects who arc responsible
Jor acquiring 'knowledge' of health risks and consequently we arc expected to utili.!:e this
knowledge in our work to avoid. reduce, or addrcss thesc identiticd risks.
Consideri ng that wi thin thc contcxt of the cutTcnt obesity panic hcalth is rncasuf(:'d
in relation 10 Ihc thin body ideal (Gard & Wright, 2005; Guthman, 2009; J utel, 2009; Rich
& Evans, 2005: Saguy & Almeling, 2008), within this chapter J postulate ttw t tile body
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becomes a visual representation of the degree to which une works towards and hence is
seen \0 ucsen'c the 'healthy' status, Health is considered something that is camC(!
(Guthman & DuPuis, 2006). Thus, the body that is sccn to deviate from the ideal
representation is held up as morally deficient, corrupt or lacking in 'health" related work
ethic (Guthman & Dupuis: LcBcsco, 2004; Rail, Holmes, & Murray, 2010; Rawlins,
2(08). Such people r argue arc hence viewed as 'failed citizens".
r begin this chapter with a discussion of risk as

it

means of regulation and go on to

discuss the concept of govcmmcmality and the production of the healthy neolibcral
subject in genera1. r explore Ihe rdationship bctwl'Cll knowledge, power and the at-risk
idcmity. r consider how through the present healthist risk discourse, the child who is held

up 10 symbolically rcpresenllhe future of the human race is constructed as at-risk and
thereforc in nCl-d of intervention in order to ensure" safe healthy future for all. Within the
chapter, I go further to discuss how the mediealization of obesity and the production of
obesity as the ultimate risk filCtor leading to discase and death further function to re~triet
larger children in tenns of achieving a healthy idelllity. r argue, given this medicalization
of obesity and dire wamings that suggcstthat weight in excess ofthc prescribed nonn
could result in a shorter lifespan for larger children (Daniels, 2006; Ludwig. 2007; Peeters
et al.. 2003), that these children ,Ire constructed as the 'ultimate at-risk' children. The
image of the obese child as increasingly s(.x!cntary intenningled with the representation of
the larger child as gluttonous and lacking in self-control, as highlighted within the
dominant discourse, reinforcc this constmctioll and arc used to justify a eailto action on
the part ofrcsponsible adults including parents, teachers, researchers and legislators
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Given, as Cmwford (2006) argues that those qualities which signify healthy
living, come 10 produce OUT identities, this chapter provides a discussion ormy
exploration ofho\\l the children in my study have both taken up the messages ofsclfresponsibility and how they integrated these into their own identities. This integration I
argue ultimately serves to frame their relationships with other people and with food and
activity. Through the narratives r cxpliC<ttc how the children negotiate both the overt and
implied messages in the obesity discourse. I provide examples Iha\ highlight the guilt thc
children fed in rclil(ion 10 certain foods and activity and how though self-denial and the
attempted mastery of avoidance of cCI1ain 'pleasures' they attempt to achieve 'healthy'
identities and avoid the 'failure' status.
Finally in this chapter. I explore the role the pare11l plays in the construction of the
ultimate at-risk child and through explomtion ofpare11l narratives how they both
conceptualize their children in tenns of risk and simultaneously function to address the
risk. I highlight the gendered nature of health and lifestyle discourses in exploring the
narratives of mothers to elucidate the mC<lI1ing they derive from dominant messages. t
consider how biol}L'(lagogies directed at mothers promote guilt in relation 10 their ability
to succeed in the prescribed criteria of healthy living. J provide examples Irom a parent
focus group that illustrate the guilt that mothers feel. the fear they possess lor their
children's future health and wellbeing and how this has impacted on their interactions
with their children. I also examine how both the children and parents strive to withstand
the messaging. While being absorbed and tramed within the contemporary health
paradigm, they lind moments where they challenge the dominant messages and voice
their resistance 10 clements of it.
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Risk as a Means of Reg ulatio n
r~isk

is a concept that, in recent years, has come 10 pervade many aspects of our

liVL'S, leading to whal Beck (1992 ) rclers to as u contemporary 'risk society', Along with
I3c(;k, a number of authors have argued that risk and thc evaluation of risk have become
the basis upon which we structure our dai ly activities in the eYcr-elusive search for

'health' (Crawford, 2004: Evans & Davies, 2004; Lupton, 1993,1995, 1999a,b;
McDcnnott, 2007; Moynihan, I-leath, & Henry, 2002). The concept oftisk has been
endorsed through the health promotion realm that pcmlcatcs Ihe institutions to which wc
arc exposed o n a dai ly basis. Risk consciousness is a lso evident in the broader social
environment through media and strategically markclt:xl health promotion campaigns (Rai l,
Holmes, & Murray, 2010). Through the medicalization oflife, we have come to view life
as

11

series ofthrcats to our physical wellbeing and thus have become reliant on the

ml-uieal establishment for guidance on how to live (1IIich. 1975). Given that the present
sucial environment is laden with neoliberal healthist v'llues (Crawford. 1980,2006;
Monaghan. 2005; Rail & Beausoleil, 2003; Rawlins, 2008; Rich & Evans, 20(5), we are
expected as good citizens

(0

work upon our b(}{lies to produce a product that represents

health (Evans et a1.. 2002; Guthman & Dupuis. 2006; Macdonald, Wright, & Abboll,
2010). As not(.'(1 by I lowell and Ingham (2oot). the lifestyle moveme11l calls upon us to
utilize individual health strategies and produ(;ts to find uur · true· selves. The search for
the 'self becomes a goal thaI is progressively tied 10 individual responsibility and thus
justifies a locus on the individual within public policy. Thus within the context o f the
current health panie around obesity as discussed throughout this disserta tion, it is no
surprise thaI the discussion of risk and the oo-call<..'(1 alan11ing COllSl'quences of overweight
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and obesity has rcach(."(l what many would argue to be a fevered pitch (Campo~ 2004,
GUesser, 2002, GaTti & Wright, 20(4).
Risk is seen to heighten our awareness of OUf impending death and thus funl:tions
to restrict or police the activities that may contribute to ill health or death (Lupton, 1999),
As suggested by Barsky (1988), this awareness, which supposed ly serves to enhance
health, in fact may function to increase our anxieties around health. As health risks arc
limitless and often times oul of OUf control, the threats remain ever present and vigilance
becomes a pn:occupation (Crawford, 2(06). This phenomenon is enmeshed within a
llcolibcral hcalthist approll(;h 10 living that presumes the individual to be responsible for
one's own health (Crawford, 1980). Within this approach one is expeetc<l to utilizc the
abounding scientific knowledge that drives our knew-found health consciousness in
working upon the body to reduce risks and improve health status. Health bl'Comes a moral
or virtuous goal that one must strive to achieve (liaise. 2009). As Fox (1999) states in a
discussion of risk and life choices,

sueh moral positions arc political, in that they ascribe rights and responsibilities to
those subjected to them. and require actions in line with these rights or
responsibilities. The human subject of risk analysis is drawn into

11

subjcctivity as

'risky' and perhaps culpable" (p.22 ).

Given thai obesity in our contemporary soeicty is constructed as the ultimate risk
factor for disease and something that can be preventcd or controlled. those who arc obese
or outside of the nom13tive body size become markc<l as 'abnormal" and come 10
represcnt the fear of impending doom that is penneate.:! in many oflhe health messages.
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As Murray (2009) suggests, these deviant bodies arc virtual confessors. The 'risky" fat
hody becomes a visual representation of risk. "We read

11

fat body on the street, and

believe we 'know' its ',ruth': just some of the characteristics we have corne to assume
define fatness arc laziness, gluttony, poor personal hygiene, and lack offortitudc"
(p.154). Such discourse serves to frame Ihe cmbodi<.--d experiences orthe children in th is
study

Th e 'Ultimate a t-Risk' C hild
In order to fully explore how the children in my study utilized the risk discourse, I
felt it was important to consider how the concept of childhood in general is constructed in
the present risk society. According to Burrows and Wright (2004), childhood is

11

construct that is continually being produced and amended based uJXln the particular social
climate of that time, TIle child, according to the authors. has been traditionally produc(:d
in Western society in opposition to the adult. Childrcn have been constnleted as
possessing an innocence that must be moulded. nurtured, and ultimately protected.
Simultaneously. as Burrows and Wright JXlint out howcver, the child is constructed as
reckless and in need of pro teet ion and instmction on safe and proper bchaviour. The child
is an 'ineomplete subject' within the ncoliberal context who must be nnnmllized to
hewme a healthy 'governmental subj(..'Ct· (NonllUn. 2009). According to Jackson and
Scott (1999), childhood is produced wi thin the context of risk anxiety in which parents
and society at large arc bound to protect the child from anything that serves to threaten
the childhood status. They state
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Because children arc thus constituted as IT protected species and childhood as a
protected state, both become loci of risk anxiety; safeguarding children entails
keeping danger at bay; preserving childhood entails guarding against anything Ihm
threatens it. Conversely, risk anxiety helps construct childhood and maintain its
boundaries (r. 86).

This conceptualization of childhood is IT pertinent point in the examination orthe socia!
construction or the obese child. Within the current obesity panic, all children arc
COllstruch::d as at-risk. Scientific and mainstream articles regularly report on the growing
conccms of childhood obesity, suggesting that all children arc at-risk as long as we
continue 10 function within the present obcsogcnic environment which cncouragcs
sedentary behaviour and the consumption of encrgy dense foods (Ball & McCarger, 2003;
Canning, Courage. & Frizzell. 2004). The obcsity di~course thcrefore is coupled with a
discourse of risk. Discursive practiccs construct obesity as a "killer" therefore the need to
identify and protect thc childrcn at risk opcrationalizes as a serics of surveillance
mechanisms. Consequently, J argue, thosc children who fall illlo weight categories above
thc nom] arc constructed as the 'ultimate at-risk children' giving risc to orgllnizations.
govcrnment departments, and resc,lrch groups dcvotcd cntirely to the issue of childhood
obesity and the componelllS of risk which it cntails. This conceptualiJ;,ltion of risk is
regularly rcinforced to childrcn and parclllS through risk messages imbedded in thc
bioPl'Xlagogies that pcnneate the school system, the broadcr media and social
envirOnlTIellts (Evans et aI., 2008; McDennotl. 2007; Saguy & Almeling, 2008).
The children in my study wcre very much in tunc with the discourse of risk that
produces them as subjects of risk. This 'knowledge' of risk was evident in the children's
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talk, They regularly drew on concepts of risk and utilized the risk discourse on numerous
occasions throughout our interactions. For example, on one occasion, when provided with
a scenario in whidl they arc stranded on 11 (kscrt island, the discussion that ensued
focu sed more on ri sk avoidance and the prevention of disease than on mere survival as I
ex pected. [n d iscussing what they felt they would need on that island 10 slay hCillthy for
instance, the children provided examples such as sunscreen to prevent skin cancer, 'good"

food to ensure (as Ethan put it)"a heallhy heart al/d siuf]". and regular exercise as
articulated by Nicholas who stated "30 mill/llt,s ofexercise el'cryday··. These statements
all rellect the growing awareness of risk in children that is penneated through the broader
health discourses. I noted that throughout the disc ussions, the notion of risk in relatio n to
cardiovascular health was particularly prominent. The children regularly spoke of heart
health, cholesterol and the implications of inactivity and "fatty" or "bad" foods. The
following e:<.cerpt provides an e:<.ample of such talk. This interaction took place during a
regular program activity as Billy e:<.plained to mc why he eamc to the program in the first
placc

Pam : Why do you think you are here in the program?
Uill)': Well , I suppose iI's because ormy weigh!. .. I went to the doctor with pain
in my knee and the do(.:tur said I golta lose weight
Pa m; Do you Ill(.:an the doctor said your had knee was due to your wcight"?
Rilt y: Yeah, the doctor said I need to work on eat ing healt hy and moving around

P;lm : Do you think you"re active?
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Billy: Well, I play hockey and I go oullmd around with my friends a lot but I play
a lot ofvidco games like 'Call urD uty' and I like to watch TV so... I know I need
to exercise and cat right if [ don"t want 10 end up with clogged arteries and sluff...
or a heart attack or stufTlikc that.

Billy in this instance drew upon the dominant risk discourse in discussing his increased
risk for cardiovascular disease. He demonstrates his knowledge orlhe discourse through
directly associating activity levels and eating with "clogged arteries" and "hcart allack

or slIifJlikc thai". He also utilizes the pervasive message thai playing video games and
watching TV arc risk factors in the development of coronary artery disease. Whul I found
particularly intriguing in this instance is that Billy seems to downplay the fact that he
plays hockcy and spends time being active with his friends by qualifying his initial
statement with "bill I playa 101 ofl'ideo game.l· .... The act of playing video games or
participating in behaviour not considered conducive to health in this instance is seen to
negate his more active endeavours. I argue that the obesity discourse in this sense dOl'S
not provide room for children, particularly obese children. to engage in pleasurable
slx!entary activities even though they may be physically active. The negative
consequences of media engagement as underscored in the obesity discourse completely
outweigh any pleasure derived from such activities. While Gaul and Wright (2005) argue
that the resean:h that suggests ·"that the relationship between television watching and
overweight is at best complicated or at worst tenuous" (p.60), larger children in the media
arc regularly portrayed sitting lazily in from of the television set, quite often with "junk'
food in hand. The pervasiveness of the message of videos games and TV watching as
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'bad' along with the association oflhesc activities with fatness and hence illness, r argue
rcstri(;ts these children in tcnns of the opportunities for a balanced identity. The social
constnlction ofmc<lia usc as detrimental to the health of children and adolescents and as
representative of the growing apathy toward corporeal wellbeing, I assert, serves to shape
the way children view themselves. While researchers and the broader media frame media
usc as a major risk filcto r in the growing rales of childhood obesity (Vandewater, Shim, &
Caplovi tz, 2004; Yang, Smith, & Graham, 2008), researchers, it is argul-d, are entering
Ihis realm with preconceived socially constructed notions of children as passive dupes
who fall victim 10 the ill effects ora progressively st.>dentary self-indu lgent socicty
(Vandcr Schce & Boyles, 2010). However, as stated by Monaghan (2010):
lust as young peoplc's health and illness cxperienccs arc socially eonstruetcd
states, intersected by experiences ofelass, gender, ethnieity, socioeconomic status.
and expert discourses on what it is to be healthy,judgments on mt.>dia risk arc
always ground(.'{\ in the social locations of the expcrt (p. 129).
I argue that as researchers we need to consider other ways of cxamining issues such as
media usc that impact upon childrcn and arc implicated as risks to health. We must
openly explore and critique the ideologicalloundations ofrescarch on children. risk, and
media usc. tn moving beyond the "adult knows best" pcrspt."Ctivc and being open to
childrcn as activc agents in the usc ofvidt.'O gaming we movc bcyond the rcstrictive and
simplistic notion ofvidoo gaming as

<I

"useless al:tivity' that leads to scdental)' habits to

consider how children utilize media and how this inters(."Cts with thcir daily activities and
l:Ontributes to theirc1l1crgingidelltities.
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Go\,(' rrllllcnta lity, Risk, :lIId the '60d y Project'
As no[(:<1 in the previous section, risk functions to regulate behaviour. Within the
risk diswursc children, in order to achieve a healthy identity, arc expected to deny the

pleasures of sedentary activities in favour nfwlla! Foucault refers to as the 'project of the
seW that involves working upon thc body in a more physical manner \0 produce the
'healthy subject". It is also interesting to note that while Billy (in the previous excerpt)
presented to his physician with knee pain, that his fatness and the need to lose weight
b(:cmne the focus orthe visit. The assumption is that his knee pain is

11

din:ct product of

his talness and therefore something to be worked upon. As Jutel and Buetow (2007)
argue, appearance plays a large role in how obese individuals are asseSSl--d and treated by
heahh professionals. This assessment they argue while not always inaeeurnte often results
in a misil11erpretation of the reality of a person's health. Patil-'I1ts' symptoms are often
dismissed as a by-product of their weight and they are encouraged to work on their bodies
to rcduee the weight in an effort to relicve the symptoms
This 'project of the self is groundcd in the notions ofgovemmentality,
knowledge, power, and control as eonccptualized by Foucault, According to Foucault
(1993), govemmclllality docs not merely reprcsent the power that a govemment exerts
over a population blll rather reflcets the dynamic ways in which powcr is exerted through
both 'technologies of domination' and 'technologies of the self The examination of
discour.;e leads us to considcr how people take up a discourse that is not violently forcl-xl
upon them but rather a discourse whicb serves to shape subjects and their activities
through hegemonic forces resuhing Irom varying relationships of power. The question
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becomes 'why do people choose to 11lkc up discourses that may serve to shape their
embodied experiences in negative ifnot hannful ways?' As Foucault (1980) slated:

I think that ifollc wants to allalYlc the genealogy of the subjcct in Western
civilization. one has to take into uccount not only techniques of domination but
tcchnitlllCS orthe self. Let's say: one has 10 take inlo account the interaction

between these two types ofh:chniqucs ~ techniques of domination and techniques
oflhe selC One has to take into account the points where the technologies of

dominntion of individuals over one another have n:course to processes by which
the individuul acts upon himself, And conversely, one has to take into account the
points where the techniques oflhe sclfare intcgrated into structures of coercion or
domination. The contact point, where thc individuals are driven [and known] by
othcrs is tied to the way they conduct themselves [and know themselves]. in what
we can call. I think, governmcnt. Governing people, in the broad mcaning of the
word, governing pl-'Dple is not a way to force pl-'Uple tn do what the governor
wants; it is always a versatilc equilibrium, with complementarity and conflicts
betwecn techniques which assure coercion and processes through which the sclfis
eonstrw:tlxl and modilicd by onesclf(p. 203-204).
Governments. in providing the repertoire of resources and biopedagogies upon
which citizens can work upon themselves in effcct gain power over their citizens through
the dircetion of their activities and hence, mark their identities. Through the usc of what is
considered objective scier1\ific research, governments utilize epidemiology in
contemporary society by providing the population with the indicators of health (or disease
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as it may be) Ihm arc ultimmc1y translated into tangible risks. McDcnnott (2007) for

example cites Dean (1999) who states'· Risk is a way ... of ordering reality, of rendering

it into a calculable fonll. It is n way of rep res en ling events so they might be made
governable in particular ways, with particular techniques, and for particular goals"
(p.31]). As McDcnnott suggests, a risk vocabulary works well within the obesity
discourse. It provides tile population with the dear markers of disease that call for action.
If govcmmcnts arc to gain power in relation 10 people"s lives through shaping their health

related a(.;tivitics, risk is a logical place to begin (Leahy & HalTison, 2(04)
It has thus been argued that through biopcuagogics and providing people with
resources thm promote life, govennTIents are implicated in shaping subj(.'Cts through
impacting how they shape themselves. Know ledge of health threms and so-called proper
health practices serve to direct our activities while marking our degree of success in
achieving a ·healthy lilestyle·. The obesity discourse is a penincnt example here. It
functions to pennit surveillance and monitoring of the population in tcnllS of BMI and
other weight based statistics Ihat supposedly provide us wilh a measure ofhcalth. The
ongoing surveillance ofhody anthropomelric measurements across segmcnts orthc
population isjustifiL'd as a means ofpuhlic hcalth promotion and protection (Evans &
Coils. 20(9). At Ihe S;lme time this discourse serves 10 draw attcntion to and hcighten our
awareness of our own so-called dcfieiencies. \Ve arc regularly reminded how we as a
population afC t:11ling short ofthc idcal or desired mcasure ofheallh. In this cnvironment
people corne 10 measure Ihemselves and others by the degree to which they afC seen 10
abide by the prevailing health guidelines. Through the conflalion of health and the thin
Ixxly ideal. Ihose who do nol refleci that ideal body type (thai suggcsts they have
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achieved a healthy status) arc viewed as a burden to the system and r argue as 'failed
citizens'. The lean body is regarded as somehow more worthy, whereas the obese body is
presumed to he unhealthy, and stands out as representative ora 'lesser citizen'" (Ell ioU,
2007, p.139). This r argue has implications for how children

cOllie (0

measure themselves

and fonn their sense ofbclonging within the social contex\. As Crawford, (2006) slah::s:
In the health-valuing culture, people arc come to define themselves in part by
how well they SUCCl'Cd or fail in adopting healthy practices and hy the qualities of

the character or personality believed to support healthy behaviors. 'nlCY assess
others by the same criteria" (p.402)
Success in the adoption ofhcallhy practice~ presupposes a certain level of
responsihility. Through the scientific and govenullentallegitimization of a healthist
noolibcral discourse, marketers abound who can sell sickness and hence the products that
arc designed to :uldress or reduce the risk of sickness (Rail & l3eausoleiL 2003). As stated
by Moynihan and Cassels (2005) in the prctilCe to their book, "at a time when many of us
arc leading longer, healthier and more vital lives than our ancestors saturation advertising
and slick "awarcness raising" campaigns arc tuming the worri(."Xl well into the worried
sick" (p.x). Given that ehildrcn today arc oncn considered 'adults in the making'
(Jackson & Scott. 1999) who arc being ~hapcd toward heillthy living for healthy futures,
marketing is very much focused on the child and the t:mlily. Children, who in
contemporary society arc viewed as vulnerable and simultaneously viewed as a risk \0 the
moral tilbrie of society, have hecome the target of consumer marketing and life shaping
biopedagogies (James & James, 2004).
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Throughout my imcractions with the children in this study the concept of
rcsJXlllsibility arose on numerous occasions both within the interviews ilnd the broader
program selling. The participants were acutely aware of how weight categories arc
defined as a measure of success and responsibility and urticulatcd some orthe widely held
beliefs around the implications of body weight. They drew regularly upon common
discourses of weight that infuse the school, home and leisure environments. In the
following excerpt for example, during a discussion within a regular program session of

their experiences with the Wii Fit gaming system. the children discuss the concept of
obesity, the ncgiltive connotations that it entails and how this impacted their initial
perceptions and expectations of the treatment program. The Wii system is marketed to
children and parents as an altemative gaming fonll;lt thaI addresses the so-called problem
of sedentary video game playing and hence an undesirable level of energy expenditure,
which has been implicated ill the production and maintenance of childhood obesity
(Graves, Stratton, Ridgcrs, & Cable, 2008; Robinson. 1999; Tremblay & Willms, 2003).
Simultaneously however it also serves as a source of measurement and surveillance
(Seung-A, 2009). The Wii Fit game. I argue, reinforces the broader obesilY discourse by
introducing Ihe game player (in most cases children) to body measurement and
monitoring in an effort to help 'solve' the problem of obesity. Each player is also given
Ihe opportunilY 10 create their own avatar or Mii character which one can adjust to
visually represent a certain height and weigh!. Gamel1i arc then provided with regular
opportunities to measure their 8MI, which is charted on

11

gfilph to enable regular self-

surveillance. Through this system that is customized to each player. the player is provided
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with regular unsolicited 'encouragement' to work harder to achieve an ideal 8M I. The
chi ldren in th is excerpt discuss thc Wii Fit rnessllgcs:
.Ienn y: I have Wi i Fit ... it's not vcry nice at aiL My mom knows thi~ person
who got on it and it said 'you're 100 heavy, get orr.
J oel: Wii fit called me obese.
Pelt': Yeah, fm obcse too apparently
Billy: But irs only telling the truth.
J o rd:m : It told me to lower my BM!. l1ricd to losc weight before but it didn't
work.
[lh:1II : I don', like to bc calkd obese
Billy: But you urc ... we all arc Of we wouldn't be here
Pum : And do you think that there is a problem with the categories we pUI for
obese and overweight?
.Jorda n: Yeah but ... you can be healt hy and be bigger
Joel : Obese is actually 20 Ibs overweight. and depending on your body Irame,
that could actually be healthy. I ean't get much under 200 ...
Billy: Like I said weight is a problem or we wouldn't be here.
The children struggle with the mcasure of weight as

,I rdlcetion of who they arc.

They reeogniLe how the negative ways in which obesity is rcprescllIcd in society serves to
diminish their positive sense of self as reflected in Ethan's statemcnt .. , don·, like 10 be
called obe.I'e·· As discusscd previously. the childrcn implicate the video gaming system

Wii in reinforcing thc negative nature of the hroadcr obesity discourse as Jordan suggests
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Ihal Wii "is

110/

wry lIice at air. Whi le they voice their discomfort with being

categorized as obese, Billy n:minds them that whether they like il or not they do fit inlo
that category and that their presence in the program reinforces Ihis fact. Simultaneously,
others like Jordan and Joel actively rcsiSllhis message, sugg(''Sling that the way weigh t is
defined and categorized is problematic. Billy llgain emphasizes the obesity discourse in
staling, "Like I said weight i.t a problem or

\t"e

U'Otlldll"/

be herc" The obesity discourse,

as previously discussed, rcin lorccs a knowl<:dgc of weight categories. the social vaJut:s

placed upon these categories and the imperative thaI slates we arc responsible for doing
something about ;1 (Evans cl aI., 2008). The children in the previous discussion
highlighted their knowledge of the categories and also their recognition of the negative
eonnotntions of the category in which they fit. They recognize as wcllthat they arc
expected to act upon it as refll'Cted in Jordan·s statemelll, ··1/ told 111(' 10 lowcrllly BAIl. I
I,i('d 10 lose lI·eighl before bill il di<ln 'I work" While they highlight their discomfort with

the category of obese, Billy reasserts the broader discourse as part of their lived reality
and ultimately their idcntities.
r argue thm the heightened awareness of BMI and its COITl-sponding level of
;leeeptability may negiltively impact the emerging identities of chi ldren who do not tit the
preseribed noml. Instead of becoming an incentive for improvl"(l health. it serves to
fUrl her

marginidize a segment of the popUlation and inhibit participation in and enjoyment

of activity that positively impacts on health as it increases concems about fitting in or
feeling abnormal (Evans & Colis, 2(09). As Evans and Colis argue. the use of the OMI in
the survei llance of children '"ensures children (and parents) remain in a state ofanxiety
aboutlhe possibility of their (or their children"s) bodil-s being revealed to be abnomlar'
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(p. I 077). The children in my study discuss how through the Wii system they arc

reminded of where they sland with regards 10 the nann, in a position of'abnomwlity·.
They also reiterate the discourse that suggests that they arc in a position where they can
control their 8M I. While there is research that suggests that by allowing children 10 create
their ideal avatar in the Wii system there is more motivation for change (Scung-A, 2009),

it has also been argued that cxcrgaming endorses a commercialized focus on the body
(Schee & Boyles, 2010). ! found no research that directly explores the impact of the Wii

Fit or others games orlha! nature on children's body image and self-esteem. This is an
important area of exploration as much research in this area is (;Undueted from a positivist
idl'O[ogical perspective that often neglects the lived e:-;periences of participants . As stated
by Monaghan (201 0), "as health researcheN we must be wary of our tendency to overlay
conceptual or heuristic categories of analysis in a manner that serves to define the
experiences, and mute the voices, of the people we are studying" (p.128).

Self- Res ponsibility and fh e ' Failed Citize n'
As previously discussed the uversimplilicd view ofheal1h as being within the
individual's control is the hallmark ufthe ncoliberal approach and this is partieu[arly
pertinent to those marked as obese who display their so-called weakness via their non·
nonnative bodies. The children in this study drew regularly on this na·lve view of health
and thc body in the construction of their own identities. For e:-;amplc. in our discussion
(during our tirst locus group session) of what they would need to be healthy on a stranded
island. thc children focused predominantly on food and exercise as a means to allain
health. For example, Nicholas stated: .. , would say [we would nel'(]J

sOllie

kind (if exercise

machine. or something like Ihat 10 keep healthy··. When asked about the nCl'(] lor a
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machine on an island Nicholas responded by saying Iha\ by using

II

machine you arc

doing the "right work" needed 10 achieve a healthy body. Given thaI in the scenario, the
children would be in an environment that would facilitate exercise (i.e. on a wann,
trop ical island wilh trees and beaches), the children still viewed the healthy body as
something that I1L"Cdcd 10 be produced through work, Nicholas in this instance drew upon

the commonly held belief that the ideal body should be produced and disciplined through
modem fitness equipment. This mcsSilgc is broadly rcnected in contemporary discourses
through media ads and even within modem school gymnasiulIls Ihal arc increasingly
incorporating various exercise apparatus in an aUcmpllO improve the physical fitness of
the youth. As noted by Pronger (2002). exercise equipment is just one component of an
imertextual ensemble that serves to produce the idcaliz(.'(1 fit body. He St,ltcS:

At 1110St facilities. e:<ercise machines have pictures that portray how the body is to
be inserted into the machin(.'S. as weI! as written texts on how to usc them. The
machines arc calibrated so that the user can set its functions to a sclected intensity.
Computeriz(.'<1 aerobic training machines such as stair climbers, treadmills.
stationary bicycles. and rowing ergomelers invite the user to key in his or her age.
weight, and preference for style and length ofworkoUi. and they will progr,Ull a
workOll1 of varying intensities. infonn the user when he or she is not working hard
enough. record the number of calories bumed and so on .. . (p. 140).

As Pronger (2002) highlights. exercise technology has infiltrated lIlainstre,ml
society on the pretext of scientific r.:ltionality. As nOI(.'(1 in the previous discussion on the
\Vii Fit. the body is to be worh:tl upon and diseiplin(.'(1 according to prescribed texts that
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render the body an entity that can be objectively measured and managoo. He goes on to

state:

while each textual field and indeed different texts within each field represent the
technology ofphysidti fitness in somewhat different ways, throughout the
ensemble there is a common, essential (in Hcidcggcr's sense) reading and writing
of the body, of its future, and orits place in the political and ecological scheme of
things (p.145).

Within the discourse of the disciplined body the effort that is cxcr1cu is sccn to
correspond with the level of'hcalth achieved'. As sclf~rcsponsibility is central to this
paradigm, those who arc said to possess the qualities of willpower. self-control, and
perseverance arc rewarded with good health and in doing so become righteous or
deserving citizens, contributing to the positive health of the colh::etive whole (EllioH.
2007; Fullagar, 2009; Guthman & Depuis, 2006; McDemlOH, 2007; Rawlins, 2008). lllis
concept of citizenship is thus tied to the corporeal selL suggesting that pt:ople havc a duty
to their nation to work to maintain the hcalth of the entire population to kcep a nation
strong. As Evans et aL, (2008) suggest, the pressures to abide by the so-called weight
ruks "arc intensely visceral hecause the sort of "responsibility" invoked by the
instructional clements of obesity discourse signal not only that individuals should be
responsible for themselves but should look aftcr themselvesjor Ihe sake ojOIher.I'·' (p.
57). The individual body collles to reprcselltthe social body. This, they argue, exerts
pressure on those who do not confonn. The failure to comply to the bodily nonns outlined
in biopt:tlagogies hence quite often results in a sense of failure, guilt which J assert,
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ultimately impacts negatively on evolving identities. As Rail, Holmes, and Murray (2010)

state:

The wllstruction of health as a moral responsibility leads to the construction of
illness ilnd obesity as a personal failure in character, thus blaming the individual
who falls short of maintaining health or wcight ... for so called 'obese' youth or
youth with a disability who arc stereotyped and constructed as being 'unhealthy',
this is particularly problematic (p.273).

As I3rowncll and Puhl (2003) highlighted, people considered obese who sutTer
from stigmatization may come to accept the stereotypes placed upon them as a means of

coping. Taking on Ihc identity orthe 'failed citizen' has numerous implications for the
embodied experiences of these individuals as this identity transcends the many realms in
which we live. This is highligllled in the following example from my research. During
onc regular program session, the childrcn were provided with a large picee ofpapcr with
a non-dcseript outline of a body foml. The children wcrc asked to use the fonn to
represent themselves. They could write their characteristics on the foml or draw anything
on the fonn that felt represented themselves. The children worked on !he project: some
together ami some individually. ] look note of one particular ooy. Nicholas. in the process
of the session, who carried oul his project in the comer facing away fr0111 the other
participants. When I approached him and askc<l him if J could view his work he obliged.
He refused when I asked if I could lake a picture of the piece for my research but did state
thaI he had no problem if J wrote aoout it. I Ie had written words in large uppercase letters
with marker on various body parts that rcfh.-cted how he felt aoout himself. On the right
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leg he had written 'lazy' while on the left leg he had wriltcll 'collch po/alO'. On one ann
he wrote 'unpopular' while on the torso of the body he had written the word 'unhealthy"

in large [ct1ers. When askt:d to explain these things he stated matter-of-ractly that he was
no t popular and that he thought he was unfit

~md

unhealthy because he was fat and lazy.

He stated he considered himselfa couch potato because he loved playing video games
and could sit for a long time doing that. He stated he was lazy and was not very active. In
exploring his meaning of active I asked him what activities he was involved in. He slated
he played rugby twice a week and he regularly walked and participated in cross !.:Ountry
skiing activities. I was intrigued that even while being involved in such activities that he
still considcn:d himself a couch potato. Nicholas in this instance is drawing upon the
broader conceptualization of the at-risk child, particularly the 'ultimatc at-risk' child as
lazy and inactive. While he can articulate that he has a perceivably high or socially
acceptable level of physical activity, hc simultam:ously categorizcs himselfas a 'couch
P0la/o·.

As l lann and Peckham (2010) state, "The allegcd generation of couch potatoes is

accused of watching too much television, playing too many computer games and not
doing cnough sport" (p.123). The childrcn ultimately draw on this pervasive message in
forging their identities in relation to broader social desires. Hann and Peckham go on to
say "the couch potato accusation is also nol universillly supported by the empirical
cvidcnce'·(p.123).
Later in an intcrview when I askcd him to elaborate on why he felt he was untit
and unhealthy he stal<,::<1 ""all. I dllllilO

(f{/lIgll~)..

I dOII'1 IIm'e ellollK" willpower 10 SlOp

ealing and stili! I {Ol-C caling. Ijust dOI/'1 kllOw why ... I just 1I('ed more lI·il/powcr'". In

this instance Nicholas was drawing on the nl.'{)libcral public health imperative that we are
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all responsible for

OUf

own health and that we must demonstrate

11

ccrlain level of

fortitude, strength of character, or 'willpower' that allows us to deny cC11ain pleasures
(fornl as one example). As stated by Evans ct al. (2008), "[n the disciplined world of
'healthy eating' they learn that health, goodness and moral virtue lie not in what they cat
but in what and how much they can 'resist' "(p. 59). Nicholas, through his experiences
with the new health 'knOWledge', struggks with the lilCl that he cannot overcome the
pleasure of eating to attain 11 disciplined diet. In keeping with thc cUlTent Obl'Sity

diswurse, the suggestion that he needs morc willpower points to what he views as a flaw
or weakness in his characler. He rttognizcs the mandate inherent in the health promotion
messages that suggests that behaviours that produce pleasure arc subordinate to those that
produce health; that those people who can control their hunger for pleasurable food and
activity are more deserving of good hcahh (Gulhman & Depuis, 2(06). The role of
pleasure in relation to food and leisure "are sewndary concerns in an l'Conomy of risk
structured through the metaphor ofhalaneing energy 'inputs and outputs"

(!,ullagar,

2009, p.III).
The tension between the pleasure and the ever-present pressure to avoid certain
risky !00<1 and leisure behaviours such as television and vi(ko games is appare11l in the
ehildren's talk. The children simultaneously talk about the pleasure they receive frOIll so.
called risky behaviours, the negative impact of such behaviours. and the nccd to deny the
pleasures in the nallle of health. The tension between the pleasure derived frolll certain
foods, the activities highlighted as risky and thc guilt that arises out of'giving in' to those
pleasures is apparent. Focusing on the rules of healthy living, Coveney (2006) suggests
that nutrition in this era is problelllatic in the sense that it is presented as science without
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recognition orlhe mOT"! and ethical imperatives imbedded in it. The author stall'S
"nutrition is not only a science but also an ethos which presents

11

problem for modem

individuals in regard to their food choices and pleasure" (p. XVi).
[n the following excerpt from the second focus group for example, the chi ldren
have

11

discussion of take-out or fast food Ihllt has been implicated in the increase in

weights across contemporary populations. Within this excerpt, the children aniculalc both
the pleasure they derive from Ihe food produced by Ihese franchises and Ihe feelings of

guilt it produces:
Nicholas: I miss McDonald's.
Pam : You miss McDonald's?
Ad:llu: I miss Wendy's for lunch
Pam: Did you cut oul McDonald's?
Nichola s: Yeah
1':1111: So why did you cut out McDonald's? Why did you cut it out?

Nicholas: Well. I didn't- mom did.
Palll: Your 1II0m did?
Hilly: J love Wendy's. Out J can't have it bcx;ause it's bad lor me .. But Imiss it
I really love il. .. espl'Cially the Baconator
Jordan : We've bttn doing that too we had McDonald's last wl"Ck, I think but I
fe lt a bit guilty ... il was so good though.
Jol'l : Man ... We havcn"t had McDonalci"s in over Iwo monlhs.
1':1111: So why do you think your parents made thai decision?
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.Jo rd:lII : Because we joineu the group.
Pam: I3ccausc you joined the group?
Joe-!: Yeah .. . Mom has this big thing on the go, she had to measure everything out.
Pete: Because J am a cow
Jellu y: There's enough carbs and calories in McDonalds to kill a cow .. so [don' ,
see why we should be eating it.
I noted that the children very eagerly talked about the food they cnjoy(:d at the
various fast lood restaurants and of the children who had eaten there during the course of
the program. they qualified the fact that they had eaten there with statements of how their
parents now regulated the frequency at which they cat at such establ ishments. A number
oflhc children stated that they were no longer allowed to cat fast

f()(}(]

but as Billy

highlighted in his statement, "llol'(? Wendy's, .. , there w<lsdefinitc plc.lsurc derivcd from
cating such food, Thc tension between the enjoyment of fast food and the guilt relah::'d to
indulging in food in direct opposition to those dictated in the biopedagogies is highlighted
in Jordan's statement: ''In' had MeDollald's lasl week, IllIillk blllifell (I bit gllilzv .. i/It"as

so good Ihollgh". The children n:t:ognized that they arc not only cxpected to deny
themselves the plcasure of such food bc(.:ause the lood is considcn.:d bad Of unhealthy but
also bl'Cause they liTe obcse. This is relk'Ctcd in Petc's fl'Sponsc to my question fegllrding
why he no longer visited McDonald' s stating "/JCC(lIIS(, f alii a cow" , 1I response that Pete
gavc during a number or our conversations throughout the dUTlItion ofthc program. In
responsc to the discussion about how they miss this sort of food, Jenny draws on her
knowledge of what constitutes unhealthy food s by highlighting that there arc "cllough
c(lrbs (lild calori(,s ill MeDol/alds 10 kill a co"" ....\·o I dO/l'/ see \I'hy

11 '('

should be earing
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it·· This statement falls in line with dominant messages that urge us \0 control our hunger

and consider health before pleasure This is consistent with the findings of Shea and
Beausolei l (2012) who noted that youth within their study, while identifying fast food as
unhealthy also spoke of their how Ihey enjoyed this type offo()(L They 1I1so linked fast
food with heavier or unhealthy weight. It also reflects a moralistic view of filS! food
consumption that depicts fal people as indulgent ilnd lacking control (Braziel & LcBcsco,
2001). These findings arc also consistent with those highlighted by McPhail, Chapman,
and Beagan (2011), who, in interviews with 1321ccnagcrs, found that youth
conceptualized fast food as unhealthy and 'bad" Drawing on Llimont's (1992, 2(00)
notion of'moral boundary work', the authors eoncludtx! that the youths' formation ofsc1f
was very mueh linked with the consumption of what is perceived as 'good' and 'bad'
foods. As the authors state:

Teens from all classes in our study positioncd themselves within moralist
narratives ofheahhy eat ing by rt"Citing three basic hlst food-related narratives:
teens believed fast food to be unhcalthy, and clainKxl to completely avoid fast
food for health reasons: teens regankxl fast lood as unhcalthy_ and cl,limed \0
consume fast food but feel guilty and bad for doing so: and less ollen_ teens
c1aillllxl to consume and enjoy faSI 1000 without feel- ings of guilt or concerns for
health, even while knowing fast food was bad and unhealthy (I'. 306)

While there remains a gcneraJ assumption within the mainstream literatllTelhat
children and youth afe not cognizant of the consequences offo(}(l choice and consumption
and thcrc!Ofcmust beeducatt'(/about nutrition, this research illustrates the complcx

IS)

relationship that exists for children and food. 1\ is csscmial that we continue to explore the
ways in which children negotiate lifestyle and discourse and how these messages serve to
shape thc way they conceptual ize fornI, themselves and those around them. As will be
discussed in thc following chapter which examines Ihe messages delivered within thc
trealment program, although the children were taught within the program that there is
room for fast food in their diets and that they should not

(l'Cl

goihy about it, the children"s

views o(food while impach:d by thc program arc vcry much informed and shaped by thc

domillantdiscourscs.

l3 io pcdagogics and th e Mo th eri ng ": ~pcric' n c c

Earlier in this chapter r explored the manner in which the children in my study
grappled with the regulation of behaviour with attentiOIl to 1l(.'O-liberal healthist messages
that suggest we must learn to control our desires as a component of the work we do to
maintain health. In Ihis s(.'Ction I consider the experiences ofparc11ls in relation to their
ehildren's health and how Ihey themselves utili".e the discursive resoun;es available to
them in striving to promote the health of their children. This, I argue, is a pertinent
exploration as parents arc viewed as i11legral role models in teflllS of the values, beliefs
and behaviours of their children (Golan & Crow, 2(09). In Ihis st.'Ction r also consider
ho w within the dominant health paradigm, parents and filmilies become the focus of the
various hiopedagogies that serve to guide and instruct us on how to live properly
(Burrows, 2009; Fullagar, 2009). TIlrough these biopedagogies fmnilies arc fore(.'(] to
negotiate discourses that although provide instruction, rnay simullam:ously function to
"mobilize emotion, or affect, through 'fear' of bodily decline llnd 'guilt' about a lack of
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self-discipline" (FuHagar, p.l 13). Throughout this discussion r argue that the
responsibility placed upon parents in relation to healthy lifestyles, is

11

gcmlcn:-d issue.

There is much literature to support this contention considering the ideological foundations
of mol her hood and how mothers are positioned as being responsible for the care and
llurturancc of the child and in most instances carry th e burden of blame (Arendcll , 2000;
Elvin-Nowa & Thomsson, 200[; Henderson, Hannon, & Houser, 2010; Jackson &
Mannix, 2004; Nakano Glenn, 1994; Singh, 2004). This is a partiwlariy salient argument
with respect to obesity where mothers arc regularly blamed for their children's weight
status and health related behaviours (Herndon, 2010; Maher, Fraser. &

Wri~t,

2010;

Warin, Turner, Moore, & Davies, 2(08). Given this line of reasoning and the fact that the
mothers were the predominant presence in the program and the ones who chose to
participate in th e focus group, I chose to utili ze the tern] 'mother' in the remainder of this
dissertation. This is by no means an attemp t to undemlinc the fathers and their familial
contributions, as fathers did attend the program periodically, but rather it is an
acknowledgement of the gendered naturc ofheaithy lifestyle discourse and biopedagogies
as taken up in fimlilies and society in general. As Jackson and Mannix (2004) suggcst,
wh ile there has been a "call for the word 'parent" to replacc 'mother' in resean.:h praeti(;e.
. . this perhaps could presenlthe reader with an incomplete and imprc(;ise pi(;ture" (p.
157). Only through acknowledging thl,; gendered aspect they contend can we fully
appreciate the gendered nature of people' s experiences.
The mothers in my study wcre eager to talk and share Also , as is largely the case
wit hi n western and global societies, mothers within the program look un the bulk of
responsibilit y lor the promotion of healthy behaviours with their children. Like other
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mothers in our society, they arc the om:s who bear the responsibility for their children's
food intake and ultimately arc the one's who arc blamed when children arc identified as
obese and not in keeping an acceptable bodily standllrd (Gard & Wright, 2005; Mannix &
Jackson, 2004; \Varin et aI., 2004). "As mothers, the behaviours and actions of women
arc subject to scrutiny in ways that fathers arc nOI, and these behaviours arc often linked
10 fillnily and child health outcomes in ways male activities arc not" (Jackson & Mannix,
p.150). As noted by Maher, Fraser, and Wright (2010), the obesity rclah:d literature is
replete with research that examines everything from matcmal employment,

(0

the

mother's role in the 'lost family meal", to mothers' perceptions relnted to fccding
ovcnveight or obese children. They also argue that matemal re~ponsibility is a notable
theme arising from media coverage of the obesity epidemic. The expeetation~, according
to the authors, arc that mothers arc re~ponsible for ensuring the health of their children
through thc regulation of their own bodily activitil'S during pregnancy and beyond. as
well as in the preparation and coordination oflamily meals and regulation ofthcir
chi ldren 's eating behaviour within and outside the home.
I! is reeogni/.cd that while the social construction ofnlUthcrhood is contingent
upon social and cultural idcologie~ of a given time, thc vision ofthc mother as the lifi:
giving nurturer responsible for the growth and wellbeing ofhcr children has endured
(Nakano Glenn, 19(4). As ~uggested by DeVault (199 I), dc~pite elwngcs in strue ture~
and division of labour, mothcrs arc still constructed as thellurtuTers. She states:
In spite ofsomc recent change, the id,;o]ogy of the !;unily is still gendcred and
class biased. Women arc still expected to take primary responsibility for the
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caring part

or family life, and so(;ial discourse continues to emphasize a model of

family life that assumes and builds upon a gcndcrcd based division of labour
(p.16).

Even as mothers have moved outside of the home for work and leisure, they arc still
regarded as primarily responsible for their children's health promoting behaviours and
hence carry the burden of the contemporary at-risk child identity. GaTd and Wright
(2005), for example, highlight the work of Ebcrstadt (2003). who sUgJ;csts that as mothers
have moved into the workforce and left the home, children arc forced 10 spend more time
in front orllle television and arc left to their own devices as 'latch-key children". This
nOlion of gcndercd n!sponsibility is highlighted by Fullugar (2009), in her work on
families embodied experiences of healthy lifestyle discourses. She states

Women in particular identified genderc<l difTerenee in tenllS of the responsibility
lor undertaking the emotional work that infonns the rela tional basis offamily life
and also conduct the healthy lifestyle practices (planning meals, organizing
l1etivities, negotiating with others and planning time (p.I23)
Beyond the concept of mate mal responsibility is the realization that the push
toward thinness is, in itself: a gendered issuc. Women regularly dcal with the pressure to
prevent obesity in their children while simultaneously negotiating discourses tlwl suggest
successful healthy women should be thin. As stated by Maher, Fraser, and Wright (2010).
"childhood obesityofTers a unique location where women's nesh, women's engagement
in the iSSUl'S of ideal weight, and their socially generated responsibilities for mothering
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can be combined'" (p. 243). As a component ofnon1lalivc female 1mbodimcnt the authors

argue that the bodies of women and children arc thus "interlinkcd', Along with com:cms
regarding one's own appearance and how one should 'present' hcrsc1fto the world,

mothers also take on concerns about their children"s appearance as this appearance is
onen seen to rcfTcrt their identities as 'good mothers' (Collett, 2005). Throughout my
conversations and imcraclions with the mothers within the course ormy study, r noted
that they arc caught in a paradollical quandary. On the one hand they arc sensitive to the

moral imperatives inherent in the contemporary health discourses that define a
responsible and loving parent as one who follows the health promotion dictatcs ofa
'healthy lifcstylc'. Thcsc dictatcs call for an awareness of weight related risk f<lctors as
well as the consistent monitoring of their children's eating and activity 1mbits in order to
control their children's weight. On thc other hand thc mothers, being large women
themselves, arc sensitive to the impact of such monitoring on their childrcn's body image,
,lIld self-esteem with consideration to the already marginalizt'1i jXlsition in which they arc
socially locatt-d, This is consistent with the findings of a qualitative study by Jackson,
Wilkcs, and McDonald (2007) in which lhey examined women's cxpericl1!;es of
mothering overweight or obese children. The authors Slate'
As mothers, they experienced tension between trying to promote a healthier
lifestyle (tor, example through supervision of diet and encouraging exercisc) and
being ovcrly restrictive ,Ioout food. Thcy were conccmed that monitoring 100
strictly could makc thcir childrcn rcbel and bc less willing to makc bcttcr lifestyle
choices (pp. 33-34)
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Mothers in my study were very aware that they arc held responsible for their

children's health within the present social (;ontcxt where health is very much measured in
temlS of weigh I and how the body looks. They struggled with these pressures and the
social responsibility to develop health-promoting skills in their children while grappling
at the same lime with their own health promoting behaviours. TIley also voiced frustration
in relation to the social imperative to achieve lean bodies. They felt guilty about their
children's size while simultaneously articulating the genetic COITIJXlrlcnl of weight
reiterating that their children have a 'tendency' 10 be larger bast"(\ upon family traits,
something that is completely out of their control. This is supported by Gard and Wright
(2005) who state'

TIle imperatives to change lifestyle behaviours thus 1;111 to parenls
(particularly mothers) and schools ... TIle expeclation Ihat individuals will take
responsibility for their own health, wilh respeet to children, is handed over 10
parents. If children show signs of being overweight then parenls are blamed and
assumplions are made about the <luaJity of parenting. Sueh an approach draws on
particular idcas about parenting Ihal again ignore Ihe social contexts of children's
and tiunilies lives and lind it easier to hold 1l10tht."TS responsible (p.184)

The following excerpt from the parent focus group elucidates some of the
C01l(;erns mothers voict.x\ regarding the health risks for their children and explicates how
mothers draw upon the discourse of risk in striving to ensure their children's health and
wellbeing. The narratives underscore the pressures that these mothers feel in the present
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health conscious environment where they arc produced through the risk discourse as
being ultimately responsible for their child's visible measure of health: weigh!.

Pam: Arc there anyconcems right now, thaI you have, for your kids ... arc there
any concerns that yOll have, in particular, for them? In tern];; ofhclllth, in tcnns of

school?.

Moth er # 1: Adam's health issue is all around his middle. I hrought it up to my
doctor because r was concerned because they say in ovcr\\lcight people that's the
dangerous weight

to catTy around your middle. That's when you get risk of

diabetes, which is in his family on his lather's side, and high blood pressure, and

stuff like thaI. To me, thaI was a growingconccm, because [sec Adam growing
that way, right? And then the doctor refern:d us here

Mother #2: Well, Joers always eaten healthy, like you - saklds - he has snacks,
we eat out once a week, or every second week, you've got to live too, you can't
withhold everything. BlIt self esteem issues, and just to learn so that down the
road, because there's a lot of everything arthritis, cholesterol, blood pressure,
everythingclse

Moth er #3: So really, I never thought about it, he never thought about it. We
never went looking, you know? I' ve always encouraged healthy eating,
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encouraged him to label read anyway, because iCsjust what I've always bC\:1l
doing, and just figured it was his genes.

In this exchange the mothers arc drawing upon the dominant risk discourse that
suggests that obesity is the ultimate risk factor for disease. Mother #1 for example in
staling that her son's health issue "is tiff arOlilld his middle" is drawing on the widely
louled scientific data that suggest that health risks increase as abdominal girth increases.
As she refers to Ihc science of obesity as she states: "they say ill ol'erll'cighl people thai's

the daflgermls Weigh'''. This is a clear example of what Gard and Wright (2005) refer to
as 'obesity science for the people'. Conclusions based upon scientific data arc regularly
conveyed 10 the lay population in an ellort to affect behavioural change. Such practices,
according to the authors, serve to shape a knowledge basc of obesity in the population
that is based upon fragmented evidence and allow those in a position to sell quick
solutions to act upon the popUlation. Therefore while Mother # 1 eoneeptuali/es
abdominal girth above the nOnll[ltivc standard as "d(lllgcI"olis" and articulatcs how this
may increase her son's health risk, the discourse also directs her to seck out hclp
rcgarding how to corrcct it. This mother along with mother #2 notcd distinct risk factors,
including, hypertension or "blood ""/,ssurc", high cholestcrol, arthritis, and diabetes.
whcn asked about their eonccrns for their children. Discussion of these risk factors is
predominant in hoth lay and scientific articles about ohesity, within the mainstream
media, and population focus(:d health promotiun campaigns. The mothers' knowledge or
the discoursc and the way obcsity is constructed within the discourse prompted some of
them to seek ml--dieal attcntion ror their children.
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While IwO of the mothers in the previous exchange discussed risk as a concern for
their children. thc third mother emphasizes that she has always "encouraged heafthy
calillg. encouraged him 10 label r('ad anyway" This ! argue reflccts thc mothers' need to

defend their lifestyle practices and assert th emselves as responsible cating parents. The
discourse, I postulate necessitates such statements and defensive reactions as thc parents
of obese children arc often positioned as irresponsible, indulgent, and lacking in restraint
(Jackson & Mannix, 2004: \Varin cl. aI., 2(08). Mother # 3, in a resistive moment, goes

on to assclilhal hcr son's weight is directly related to genetics that arc out of his or her
control. TIle mothers on a number of occasions attempted to rcsistthe notion thcir
children 's size is merely a consequence of imbalance in th e input of calories versus the
output of energy; something which can hc more elearly blamed upon the family. This is
consistcnt with critiques within the li terature that suggest such II conceptuali zation of
obesity is short-sighted and over simplistic, negating the rolc of gencties and other factors
th,lI are out ofa person's control (Campos, 2004; Campos ct al., 2006; Evans & Coils,

2009: Gacsscr, 2002; Gard & Wright, 2005). Interestingly, as noted by Saguy and
Ahncling (2007), in an cxamination ora large samplc ofseientilic artieles and news
articlcs, while the complcxity oflhe obesity issue in relation 10 genctics are limited in the
scientific literature (20%), this asp(.'Ct was almost non-existcnt in the news m(.'(lia articles
(3%). This leaves few resistive di scursive resources for parents to avail of.
I fUl1her argue that carrying the burden of producing the 'health y" child,
particularly for those mothers whosc children arc considered at 'ultimate risk', positions
mothers in a location of continual stress and guilt. The mothers in this study were
stmggling to find balance in regulating their children's diet while simultaneously they
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were concerned about not inflicting harm on the children who they know are alrc.1dy
impacted by their fat subjcctivilics. While they realize that they arc charged with the
responsibility of policing Ihe food intake of their children they aTC also concerned about
their children's self-esteem, body image and innicting a diet mentality that could result is
disordered eating and eating disorders. As Fullagar (2009) staled:
Despite the sccmingly ncutral1anguagc of science that is deployed in health
ml'Ssagcs about reducing lifestyle risks, affect is cvoh:'d through fcars about
illness, incapacity, and death as well as the pleasures of family fun. Guilt also
arises in relation to body size, appearance and parental decision making about
!:hildrcn's wellbeing, while anger, frustration and despairean arise from the
impossible demandsofmanagingonc's own, or onc's family's hcalth, as a
rational sc1f-resourccpfOject (p.122)
The mothers in this study artieulah:-d how thcy wcre continuously negotiating
these elements of the obesity discourse in an effort to achieve somc halance with regards
to thcir children's wellbeing, This dynamic is excmplified again in the following excerpt
from the parcnt focu s group when the mothers were discussing their concerns for their
children'
Mother # 1: Just learning more about food
Mother #J: .. ,its hard, I think, So they don'! forget.
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Moth er #4: Summer can very casily forgel. She Ciln go up to the slore, buy the
bi!;gcsI kind ofajunk IUlll:h and go back 10 her room and forget everything, if]
don"t keep after her.
Molher #6 : Then you have 10 look al1hc time factor.
Molhl'r #2 : You"re nagJ;illgallhcm then.
1\'10lhcr #4 : You ream here, and Ihey forgel. And you have lives, because people
all havc busy lives, and then the time factor, trying 10 remind them, and Ihen the
arguments break out. Then you make

II

comment and her feelings gets involved,

and it goes fromjusl a simple COlllment that you make, to something bigger.
I'am: So do you find that you struggle wilh that

Ihou~'!

How do you balance ..

MolheT #2: They'd rather that you nOI keep nagging them about il. about eating

righ1. They thinks Ihallhcy know.
!\1othc-r #6: But that's the way it is with kids anyway, J think, I'm just goi ng
from my thing - no mailer what I say, you're going on,
" '[ othc-r #2: ... so what I've been saying to loel, sinee wc'vc been coming herc, is
that I' m trusting you to makc the best choice. Beeausc hc wcnt to Don Cherry's
[local restaurant] Friday night with his fricnds and r said 'what arc you going to
order?' 'I really don't know. Now Mom, I'm not going up there with no salads', I
said 'no, you don't have to have a salad. but r hope you make the best choice th'lt
you can make'

The mothers in this discussion arc struggling with thcir position in the survcillanee
of both the nalure and amount oflheirchildren's food selection. They utilize temlS such
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as "reminding them" and "//agging al {hem "'0 illustrate their continued roles in ensuring
'proper" food intake and helping them make "the besl ('hoice" Again this reiterates 10
thc child thc responsibi lity in

mainlainin~

what is considered appropriate food intake

within thc dominant health discourse. Thc 'bcst choice' emphasizes firstly that thc child
should possess Ihc knowledge of what is the most health conscious choice while
simultaneously rcaffinning that thc child is in

11

position of contr01 to make that choice.

By conveying this infonnation the mother may have thc opportunity to alleviate some of
the burden ofrnatcmal responsibility by rcsponsibilizing thc child. This also illustrates
how thc mother strives 10 meet Ihc expectations placed upon a 'good' mother by teaching
her child how to 'do the right thing' as is dictated within the dominant discourse (Evans et

aI., 201 I)
The mothers also point to the pressures of family life in contemporary society
with regards to the "time/actor" and their livL'd realities of having "busy {il'es" These
statements again reflcet the complexities of the family embodied experiences that arc
most ollen not taken into consideration in the obesity science literature. The mothers also
draw on discourses ofheahhy versus junk food in striving to promote a balance for their
children. Again a tension arises between trying 10 change the children behaviours and
hence the way they look and accepting them in the bodies they presently have. The
tollowing excerpt highlights the mothers' quandary

Mot he r #4: She's eating a lot less though, since she came here. She used to drink
a two litre of pop and a big bag of chips, that was like a snack .. But I think the
weight bothers me more than my daughter.
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Pa m : Oh rcally'!

i\1 olh l' r #4: Because [was afmid what might happen if] kept after her, because
some gi rls 'well, I'm not eating that because I m ight gain' and all this, right? But

she couldn't care less. ' [fthey don', like me, well, tough!" And that's a good
attitude to have .,

Pa m: Well, that's a wonderful way to be
1\1 0lher #4: But then, I'mjust a bit scared for her, of she's going to continue
eating, and then 'Mom, why didn't you stop me?,
1':101 : So you're sort of clwghl?

1\'101h r r #4: Yeah, and [ don't want to push it because I don', want to give her ..

Moth er #5: A bad image.
Mother #4 : I'll worry that maybe she'll slaTt not eating and get anorexic or
someth ing.

Interestingly, while thc mainstream obesity literature ollcn doesn"t consider Ihc
association between obesity discourse and disordered eating and eating disorders (ClifT &
Wright, 2010: Evans et aI. , 2002; EV<lnset al.. 2008; Neum,lrk- SZlainer. 201 I). lhese
mothers arc sensitive to it. In keeping with how modem 'motherhood' is constructed
through risk discourse, the Illothers in Illy study strive to continually monitor and balance
risks tor their children. T hey recognize lllld fear the impaetllll1t discourses that endorse
the thin ideal have, par1ieularly on larger children like their own. As parent 114 noted she
is eoneemcd Ihat if she pushes her daughter too hard in relation

10

her weight that she will

"slart 1101 eatillg ami g('1 allorexic or some/hillg" elifrand Wright (2010) suppor1 this
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concern slating that body pedagogics "provide a set ofrcsourccs through which
individuals come to understand the relationship between bodies and health in relation to
the social and cultural contexts in which they are mobilized" (p,222). This conccOl is
supported in th e literature as the pressure to be thin has been argued to increase levels of
body dissatisfaction, disordered eating and eating disorders, particularly for children who
arc considered obese (Epstein ct al., 2001; Latner & Stunkard, 2003; Rich & Evans, 2005;
Vander Wal & Thelen, 2000).
While this study focused largely on the embodied experiences oflhe children. the
experiences of the parents and in particular, the experience of mothers in relation to
caring for and promoting hC<llth in their (hildren, is an important avenue of exploration
While contemporary health promotion stratcgies arc very much fows(."(1 on the Ennily, in
recognition of family intluence and the incrcased participation offathcrs in the (are of
their children, women continue to eafTY the burden of blame that penneates from the
healthist approach.

Women are not the only ones who can perfoml the lKtivities, but the concept of
'"family" (maintained over lime in ils shifting fonns by a variety ofinlerlo<.:king
dis<.:ouNcs) incorporales a strong and relatively cnduring asso(iatioll of<.:aring
m:tivilY with the woman's position in Ihe household Cwife" or ""molher"'r
(DeVault, 199 1, p.12)

J argue Ihat researchers ne(."d to lKknowkdge Ihe gap in research in Ihe exploration

of the lived experiences of women in relation to the contemporary health promotion
milieu. While exploration with the mothers consisted of only a small portion of my
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research, it illustrates thc need for more qualitative research that considers how mothers
negotiate thc dominant health discourse. Further research into how risk and the ncolibcml
approach to health construct mothers and the concept of'mothcrhood" is needed. Such
research, that is sensitive to the embodied experiences ofmolhcrs, can help to infoml
present practice in an attempt to alter our present he-11th ideologies.

Chapt(,T S ummary
In this chapter r moved beyond the examination orlhe children's constructions of
health to consider how the children in my study shape their identities within a ncolibcral
healthisl paradigm \hul teaches them that they arc responsihle for their own health
outcomes. nlis paradigm r argue, suggests that those who rollow a prescriptive approach
to health and who rail in line with the dictates or this approach arc held up as 'good' or
'descrving' citizens, Those pl'Ople who deviate rrOrllthe characteristics orthe responsible
healthy citizens arc produced as ' railed ci ti zens' The mcasures orhealth I have assened,
within the context of the current obesity panic, arc very much ticd to the eorporcal self
Given the conflation of health and wcight and the hegemonic power of the thin ideal
within thc realm of health promotion, media, and broader society (l3eausolci1. 2009;
Burns & Gavey, 2004; Dwarkin & Wachs, 2009; Jute! & Buetow, 2(07), J have argued
within this chapter that weight has come to represent a significant marker of the Ieve! to
which one deserves the 'healthy' status. Those who deviate from thc idcal standard of
weighVhealth arc thus viewed as less deserving and in need of bodywork or re-fonnation
In this chapter, I utilized examples from the children's narratives to draw attention
to their attcmpts to negotiate this discourse and the implications ofthc dominant
Illcssages that mark obesity as a product of a flawed character (Brownell, 2005; Campos
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C\ aI., 2006; Jutcl , 2005; Lcbl'SCO, 2004; Murray, 2005; Saba!, [999). The children, I have
contended, arc aware

or the social implications of obesity as is explicated through our

discussions. They drew regularly upon the disooursc ofpcrsonlll responsibility for health
in describing their embodied experiences. 111roUghouI the chapter I have drawn on thc
work of Foucauh, utilizing his COIl(;CplUalizatioll of govemmclltality. From this

perspective J have argued thaI thc so-called ;healthy' identity is very much tied 10 issues
of power and control. While governments do not violently force the 'thin equals healthy'
cOllflation upon children and their parents, biopcdagogics which arc endorsed through

health promotion strategies that pcnncatc thc school system and broader society, (;all for
pl'Oplc to work upon themselves to fall in line with what government dictates as healthy.
These biopedagogies, as I have argul-o within this chapter, frame health as

,I virtuous goal

to which all fiunilies should aspirc (Burrows, 2009; Fullagar. 2009; Halse. 2009). These
biopedagogics also provide the instructional criteria that guide fiuni lies toward positively
reinforced health behaviour. While they provide the resources for the p,lrents and
(;hildrcn. I also argue that these biopedagogies arc value laden.
Throughout this chapter I provide cxccrpts from child and parent narrmives that
expli(;ate the manner in which the techniques of domination, and the techniques of the
self(which are articulated in the biopedgagoies) intersect. The children in this study
utilized the biopcdagogies to frame thcir idcas almut how bodies should look. and the
pra(;tices they need to undertake in order to attain a 'healthy' identity. They drew on the
discourse of responsibility in voicing not only their eoneeplUalizations ofheahh, but also
how they view themselves in light of the domimmt messages. I have demonstrated within
this chapter how they struggle in temlS of where they fit in this paradigm that categorizes
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them as unfit (lnd therefo re not in keeping with the broader social ideal. 1 have also
explicated how this discourse reinforces the concem with health risk that serves to shnpc
the way they view thei r bodies and their relationships with activity and food.
The concept of risk is

it

significant clement of this chapter. Within the chapter I

have considered how risk discourse is central to the contemporary health promotion
milieu and is pivotal in terms ofddining the healthy responsible m:olibcral subject.
Healthy citizens, I argued, are defined by not only their knowledge ofso-calk-d risks but
by the degree to which they act to contain or thwart those risks. Given thaI children in
general arc constructed in contemporary society as at-risk (Burrow & Wright, 2004), and
given that obesity has been constructed as the ultimate risk (Campos, 2004; Gaesser,
2002; Gard & Wright. 2005), I contend in this chapter Ihat obese children arc produced as
the 'ultimatc at-risk' children. I have demonstrated here, with specific reference to the
children's talk, how the children in my study both utilize the risk discourse and how they
recognize how they are positioned in it. This I have argued serves to shape an identity that
suggests a lack of willpower or a weakness in character. I have also highlighted how the
children have taken up the notions of guilt and pleasure that arc inherent in the dominant
discourses, demonstrating how the children conceptuali"c health as bcing achiewd
through Ihe den ial of pleasure and how 'giving in' to thosc pleasures prodw;es feelings of
guilt ,md disappointment; the 'giving in' again representing

,I weakness or lack of

fortitude
In exploring the role of the healthist discourse in the emerging identities of the
children in my study I also felt it was important to consider the experiences of the parents
in light of the imperatives for fami ly which arc central to the biopedagogies (Ful1agar,
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2009). In this chapler I have demonstrated that the concept oflifcstylc, particularly in
relation to food and health, is a gcndcrcd issue. Mothers, r have argur.!d, carry the burden
of responsibi lity for following thc health dictates of the responsible healthy lifestyle and
in ensuring this lifestyle is practiced within thc realm of the family. Within this cha pter [
expound upon the mothers' talk 10 describe how the mothers feci compelled to 'fall in
linc' with or lollow the 'rules' of health ellting. The narratives r have contended reveal
how the mothers drew on Ihc discourse of risk and responsibility in their approach 10
caring for their children. As highlighted in this chapter, thc tensions between fl'Cling
responsible for directing their children's health promoting behaviours and functioning in
a survci llance role was difficult for the mothers. Thc narrativL'S cxpose the tomlCil1 that
these mothers endure in the struggle to promote ilnd maintain heillth in their children
while simultaneously trying to promote a positive sense of self Through the use of risk
rationalities mothers arc responsibilised in relation to their children's lifestyle habits and
hence their wcight. leaving mothers in a position where they must continually negotiate
th e risk discourse in the care of thei r children. This experienec of mothers, r argue, has
implications for the emerging idcl11itics of their ch ildren and is an area that should bc
explored furthcr
Finally. this chapter has provided an examination of how the children navigate the
ollen-confusing cfTcets of this healthi st ncoliberal risk discourse. I have argued that this
discourse is not only self-limitin g but damaging to the emcrging idell\iti es or th e children
in general and in particular the children in my study who arc conceptualized as thc
. ultimate at risk' children. I question. ifehildrenand parents are to accept theJXltelltial for
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ham] that risk ("'mploys than how do they ever attain a satisfying level ofhcalth or
enjoyment of living? As Hunt (2003) stutes:
Everyday risks present us with the necc~sily of making a seemingly never-ending
sct of choices. The significance of these choices is compounded by the disparate
pressures of the mechanisms ofresponsihiliz.11ion that demand lIIe make them in a
context that requi res us \0 treat out lives as a project oyer which we should
exercise deliberate and long Icnn calw!ativc effort" (p.169).
I question therefore, if health is something to bcachicved, then al what point do we
succeed? If children and parents arc positioned through the discourse as 'failed citizens'
in the-ever elusive search for health, where docs that leave them in ICnTIs of our societal
possihilitil'S? I explore these issues in the following dmpter in considering the rotc of
alternative discourses in moving beyond the present healthist discourse to consider
different conceptualizations of health.
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C HAPTER 6
ALTERNATI VE M ESSAG ES AN I) Til E C RE ATION O F A SAFE: IIA VEN :

" I FE EL SAFE II ERE"
In previous chapters I cxplored the ways in which the children in my study
negotiate the contemporary health discourses that construct obesity as a controllable risk
factor that is placing burden upon an already overburdened system. TIle large child, I
argued, is in this eOlllext, discursively produced as unheahhy and undeserving,
representing the ultimate risk and moral deeline of contemporary western society. These
consl!llctions [ cOlllended function to frame the way these children arc positioned in teons
of social space and provide few discursive resources that support the development of
positive self-esteem and identity. In this chapter [go on to explore the ehi ldrcn "s
experiences within and opinions of the ooesity trealment program in which the n.-search
took place. Given that this program, as outlined in the introductory chapter of this
dissertation, focu ses on the promotion of positive self r..-steCIll and not weight loss, while
maintaining that health can he experienced in different sized bodies, I was curious about
how the children negotiate messages that arc in contrast 10 the dominant obesity messages
they have been subjr..'Cted to and how these alternative discourses were taken up by Ihe
children in their struggle towards achieving positive subjcctivitics
Within this chapter r present examples from the narratives that provide insight into
the children's initial impressions of the progr.un and, givcn the broader discursive
context, how they initially envisioned thc program. Thcir familiarity with the dominant
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discourse is undcrscOTt'(l by their descriptions of how they were surprised when

introduced to the messaging orthe program that suggested weight loss was not thc goal or
underlying intention. r also frame this chapter within Ihc exploration ofnarmtivcs elicited
from interviews with thc program coord ina tors that provide insight into their
conceptualizations of obesity, obesity treatment, and their rationale for thc program they
have developed. These narratives helped me in exploring Ihc conceptual foundations of
the program and in explicating thc manner in which the children produced meaning, as
their constmclions ofhcahh and the hody intc~cctcd with messages that were 110\
consistent with what they considered 10 be 'general knowledge'. TIlrough the narratives, I
highlight in this chapter, how the children, while at first hesitant, were drawn to
tli~eursive resources that allow them 10 experience thcir bodies in ways that represent

health, as they arc excluded from healthy ~ubjeetivities within the present biopedagogil'S.
I provide examples of how the children bcgan to utilize the al ternative mes~ages in
discussion of health and the body. The~e messages that were endorsed by health
professionals, provided the children some leverage to resist some of the dominant
messages. I also consider the limitations of ~uch an approach as these messages, provided
in the !;Ontcxt of a small soci,d bubble, are tempered by the more powerful discourses of
hcalth and obesity that pervade our daily experiences, making it difficult for these
children to utili/.e alternative ways of experiencing health and their bodies.
I also discuss in this chapter, how in my exploration ofthc discourse I came to
recognize a dynamic produced within the program that was in many ways more
meaningful to the children than the introduction of alternative messages alone. The safe
social environment or 'safe haven' produced within the program emerged as a dominant
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theme. 8y removing the clement of bodily wmparison, bringing together children with
similar experiences in

11

positive accepting environment, lind in that context providing

thelll with alternative discourses that suggest the possibility of estab lishing a 'healthy'
identity in non-normative bodies. the children dcyclop<:d a sense of comfort that they
themselves stated they often did not experience in other venues. The pcrnlission to
exercise their agency and voice their resistance, [ argue, scrvt:d as a powerful tool for
these children. Finally, within this chapter I examine the cimllcngcs of the treatment
program utilized in this study and how it functions within a dominant medical paradigm
that reinforces obesity disCQUl1icS whi le simultaneously attempting to shift the dominant

views, perceptions, and understandings of obl'Sity. These challenges I argue when
articulated provi(kd impetus for further (;hange, re-examination of the concept of obesity
treatment, and program development that may servc to benefit the health of not only
larger children but of the broader community.
Shiftin A COIll"'cptu:IILmtiolls of Obesity Treat me nt
As outlined in the introduction of this dissertation, the treatment progrmn utili zed
in this study, while functioning within the dominant health paradigm tha t produ(;es
over\lleight and obesity as major threats to one·s health, adopted an ahemative
rcrspeetive that (;alls into (tuestion the effectiveness ofwcight loss as the answer to the
so-called obesity epidemic. In keeping with a growing body ofrescarch, the program
coordinators have suggested that the moral undertones inherent in the current obesity
discourse may have dirc implications when it wmes to the children's growing sense of
self and so(;ial inclusion (Burrows, Wright, & Jungerson-Smith, 2002; McDcmlOlt, 2007;
Rail. Holmes, & Murray, 2009: Wright, 2009). The program, whilc still utilizing a health
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promotion approach in promoting healthy eating and activity, was developed with a sc!fcsteem focus that, according to the coordinators (a psychologist and a physician), centres
on activities that promote self-acceptancc, the positive aspects of diversity, and the
health-in-many sizes paradigm. The childrcn upon cntering the program, arc inlonncd
that wcight is not the conccrn of the program, nor that ofthc program facilitators. They
arc provi(k-d with mcssages relatcd to hcalth and wcight that arc often in direct opposition
to many orlhe messages they receive in school and through the broader obesity discoursc
which suggests that a person's body size and shapc are a direct reflection of health and
that the thin body is one to aspirc to. Thc program, while emphasizing balanced nutrition
in a manner consistent with health promotion campaigns, docs not focus on weight
reduction and children in thc program arc weigh(,'-d only in the clinical sctting outside of
thc progmm as a component ofthc clinical physical assessmen1. They are rcassured thai
weight loss is not the goal and that people can be healthy in non-nomlativc hodil-'S. While
I remain critical of the ways in whil:h thc promotion of healthy eating and activity
endorse a larger governmental framework, my intention here was not to critique Ihe
program itselfbut rather to provide an examination or how the messaging was ncgotiated
by the childrcn. Based upon this examination I will provide recommendations for the
program l:oordinators that will be outlin(:d in chapter 7 of this dissertation _The following
excerpts from Illy interviews with cach of the two program coordinators providc some
insight into how the program coordinators conl:cptualize the program:
Pam: So when they'rc corning to you, in tcnns of when thcy're coming to you,
it's lor all these various reasons, not nec(.'Ssarily onc specitic focus?
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Courdin ato r fl ilpsycholog istl : No, I think primarily though, the history of the
program, and it really is, was born as an obesity program - so the issue is weight.
That's 110t the take we take on it, that's not the way we look at it, but that is the
identifying issue. The message should not be different for people who have the

weight on than it is for people who struggle with an eating disorder, bl'Causc
otherwise, [ think you will actually produce eating disorders, or vice versa. So we
had to have the same message, that was the vitality message, it still is - we

haven't changed the message, irs the foundation orthe philosophy of the
progrum. Things have changed other than Ihm. At that point, there was no other
program that [ had read, or could sec, that had that third pillar. So there was a lot
about ealing well, a 101 about being aetive _The third pillar is to fCeI good aboul
yourself and Ihere was very few, if any, programs that actually ineluded that
within this field. And Ihafs changing now, t think. BUI we started Irom that
premise, now it sccms thaI a

10\

of the obcsity treatmcnts arc moving towilrds that

-they'rc including hody imagc, they're including sel fcsteem and that sort of
Ihing, as opposed to weight loss as their goal, which is not the goal lor us. And if
you'rc measuring weight loss as a mcasure of su(.:cess of a program, thell they'rc
all fail ing

Pam: Ycs ...
Coordin:lfur # 1: llhink Ithc physi(.:ianJ is probably o nc ofthc biggest proponcnts
of that - she' s very clear that thaI's nol thc goal, and shc·s vcry committed 10
t"(lucating peoplc aboullhat, and to makc surc Ihal therc's not prcjudice _ thai
wc'rc not increasing prejUdice, and that we'rc not increasing body image issues,
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o r damaging kids in any way, I mea n, that's abso lutely the very first thing ... we
want to make sure thill we're not hUrling ki ds and we're not hurting their self
esteem, and we' re not hU r1 ing the ir body image. A nd if we arc, then we need to
change. But we've built it, trying to prevent that, as the first, th e underlying

ph ilosophy.
The points raised by coordinator # 1 in our interview were then reiterated hy coordinator

#2 in a separate interview:
Coordinator #2

Iph ~'s i cia nl :

TIlC kids always come fi rst, so

OUT

number one

priori ty is Iha!: helping them to b(."wtllc as healthy as they can and feci good about
themselves. And

ir, at Ihe end, they arc feeling beller, they're happier -

for lack of

a better word - and they arc, you know, engaging in healthy behaviours,
regardless of whether they've lost weight, most ofthc timc they cat tairly well,
and if they arc doing llctivitics end enjoy it, thcn I think we've donc a good job.

The coordi nators point out that while wcight is the identifying issuc

01'

often the reason

for referral, once thc children become pan ieipants in the program the focus shins from a
weight foeus to a health focus. Coordinator /I 1 highlights their attention

(0

the Vitality

message. This message was introduced by Health Canada in 1990 with a shift in
elllphllsis fmm weight loss to healthy living. "Rather than focusing on weight loss.
VITA LITY aims to enhance Canadians' physical, psychological and social well-being by
encouraging them to enjoy eating well, being active ;md feeling good themselves" (l lealth
Canada, 2000, p. 7). While this message has been erilieiZ(.'d for being complicit in touling
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the same rhetoric as many other hiopedagogics lhal endorse sc1fsurvciHancc lind
individual responsibility (Beausoleil, 2009; MacNeill, 1999), the coordinators emphasize
thaI tlley place much emphasis on the third pillar, the promotion of feeling good about
oneself. TIley stn:ss thaI this locus is what initially made them much different than other
obesity treatment programs, as coordinator #2 states "so aliI' /lumber one priorily is that·

helping Ihem to become as healthy as they can (l1/{/fe el good abollilhemsch'cs·'. The
focus therefore is largely on the promotion of healthy living rather than livi ng to achieve
a spl'Cific body type. The view of the program coord irwtors is consistent with the work of
Ncumark-Sztainer c1 al. (2007), who suggest that supporting people in the promotion of
health rather than the promotion of weight loss for the sake of health may enhance the
hcalth of youth today. Like Neumark-Stzainer and her colleagues, the coordinators also
draw on the notion that eating disorders, disordered eatin g and obesity all exist within the
same realm and hence can be both examined and addresslxl in a unified approach. As
coordinator # 1 Slates: "The me.I'sage should 1101 be d(fJerenlJor people l1'ho hare Ihe

weighl 011 l/ten it is/or people II'ho struggle Idth WI eatillg disorder. because otherwise, I
think ),011 wilt aclllal(" produce eating disorders. or I'ice I'ersa" The panic around
obesity, it is argued, produ(':es a disordered eating mentality that promotes the usc of
unhealthy diets, further glorification of the thin ideal (Campos ct aL 2006; O'I-lam &
Gregg, 2010; Ridl & Evans, 2005), and ultimately marginali~ation of those who arc
considered overweight or obese. It is argued that if the locus shi fis Irom the nced for the
thin body to health in many differcnt si:tes then improvements lTlay be seen in the rates of
body dissatisfaction, unhealthy dieting, obesity and eating disorders (Gaesser, 2003;
Miller, 2005)
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The position in which the program coordinators lind themselves is 11 difficult one to
manoeuvre however. As noted by Beausoleil (2009) in hcr discussion of community
action in the prevention of disorder cd ellting, uth:mpting to promote positive body image
while simultaneously promoting healthy eating and activity is often complex and
sometimes wntradictory, leaving people working in this realm with what she proposes
may be an "impossible task" She goes on to suggest, however, that working loward
change is "worth attempting nonetheless" (p. 105). Shifting the focus from weight to
healt h in general may be

11

place to begin (Bums & Gavey, 2004).

Given that the children arc introduced to this conceptualization of obesity
treatment that is not consistent with dominant messagcs the ehildrcn receive on a regular
basis through a myriad of sources, the program coordinators state that the children arc
onen surpriscd and sometimes confused whcn they are infon1lCd that the focus of the
program is not weight loss. The children, according to the .:oordinators, most ofkn enter
the program with the expectations that th.: program is a wcight loss program in which
they will be weighl>(\ and pla.:ed on rcstrietive diets, This is illustra!(;d by the tollowing
cx.:hange wh.:n I asked the physicillll ahoul th.: children's tirsl reaction to the program
Coordinator # 2: I think Ihey'r.: vcry surpri sed, actually .. , Thcy'rc .:xpccting to
come and be weighed cvery week and be given a specifi.: diet to follow, or

Ihis

is your exercisc r.:gime, or somelhing like Ihat. And I think too, thalth.:y're
e)(p.:cting, although they might nOI b.: verbalizing this, I think they're .:xpecting 10
be in an atmosphere more of blame type of thing, wh(;fe that it's all about them
'you'r.: not doing Ihis, you're nol doing this' sort oflhing "
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Pam : Where do you think that comes from'?

Coord inator # 2: I think il come~ from society. And if you look at what a lot,
when people talk about health, and especially body size and things like that, you
know almost everything yo u read is all individua!ly based. It's rare to talk about
how society has changed things. It's al1 about this person's not eating well, and
how can they do that?

The physician in this instance highlights the impact orthe Obl:sity discourse and
the healthis! approach that it engenders when she states, "yoll klloll' almost C)'cry/fling YOII
rClId is all intiil'idl/ally based'. Such 1m approach .• promotes an individualistic

conception ol"hcalth, a view that health can be sustained and illness prevented through
sheer effort of will and dctcnninatio n of individuals" (Kirk & Colquhoun, 1989, p.4l9).
The children, she sugges ts, arc surprised when they enter the program as they expect the
program to be in keeping with the dom ina nt heahh message to whic h Ihey arc so
aceusIO!m:"d ; Ihal weighl is indicative ofheahh and Ihat it is the sole rcspon~ibility orlhe
individual. TIlCY arc, she suggcs ts, expecting to " be ,t'cighed e)'elJl week {lnd be givcn {/

specific die//%lto,,"'". I was intrigued that she also suggestcd that the children might
expect 10 be introduced to an environment of blame and ri(liculc. This is consistent with
much orthe critical obesity literature thul prcsents the argument tlwt overweight and
obcse Jx'Oplc arc regularly ridiculed lor bcing la;:y. sc1!~ ind ul gent, and self.destructive in
conducting a litestylc Ihat is not condu(.:ive

\0

heulth (Guthrnan. 2009; Jutc!. 2005; Rich &

Evans, 2005 ;Tischner & Malson, 20 10), As discussed in previous cha pters. the children in
this stud y were aware of th ese labels and in some cases had integrated these into their
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identities. Such altitudes unfortunately also exisl in the health care realm (Persky &

Eccleston, 201 1; Pull] & Heuer, 2009; Schwartz, O'Neal Chambliss, Brownell, Blair, &
Billington. 2003). As noted by Puh] and Brownell (2001), " very negative attitudes about
overweight individuals have been reported in physicians, nurses, and medil:uJ students
much thc same as in general society" (p.800). This only scrvt'S to increase the challenge
ora program that seeks to dispel and

COlTl'C\

the negative conceptualizations of

ov(:nveight and obesity.
Interestingly, the children's description of their expectations oflhe program, very
much mirrored thc words of coordinator #2. NO! surprisingly, the children, drawing on the
dominant discourses of weight loss and surveillance, assumed the program would focus
on weight loss. They also voie(."<1 the expectation that they would have to offer themselves
up regularly to specific fonns of monitoring. As Nicholas stated for example, '"I thollght

Ihey were inspecting ollr bodies over like.. a 12 monlh pcrioa'. This concept of inspection
is one that is in keeping with the dominant paradigm. We arc regularly bombarded with
advertising that promotes the monitoring of our bodies. For example, we arc reminded
through the media and through health promotion strategies about the importance of
monitoring our weight and 8MI in an effort to remain within the nx;ommend(."(1 standards
of wei gin (Evans. 20Cl6; Evans & Colis, 2009; Ganl & Wright, 2005; Gerbensky-Kerber,
2011; Murray, 2008). These ·teehnologies of the self. as central to Foucault's (1988)
notion ofGovemment<llity. also intersect with 'technologies of regula tion and
surveillance'. TIlUS there exists a subtle (and sometimes not so subtle) underlying
imperative that people offer their bodies up for expert survcillance. It hence beeomcs
'nomml' to expect to be measuf(;x\ and monitorcd in order to promote the health ofa
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nation (Share & Strain, 2(08). This foml of 'normative coercion', as Turner (1997)
describes, it serves to normalize the practice of medical surveillance. Euch body is viewed
as a component of the colh::ctivc health of a popuhtlion (Elliott, 2007; McDermott, 2007)
and it becomes

OUf

duty as governmental citi7.ens tu subject ourselves to survcil1ance, as

this is seen to contribute to the wmmon good (Evans & Coils, 2009; Evans, 2005;
Guthman, 2009; Murray, 2008; Rail, Holmes, & Murray, 2010). Moreover, given that
within the wntcxt uflhe current obesity panic that obesity has been mcdicalized and
constructed as a disease of epidemic proportions, those who present as overweight and
obese, fall under medical authority and hence measurement urlhe so-called condition is
an expe(;tation (Evans & Rich, 2011; JUlcI, 2009). It ha~ thus, I arguc, bt:come takcn for
granh::d that larger peoplc should givc their bodies over to this authority for surveillan(;c
and treatment in our ··totally pedagogised so(;icty" (Bcrnstcin, 200]). This authority is
considered to 'know' the truth of the person·s body and is in a position to cast blame
(lIaise, 2009; Jutel, 2009: JUlc1 & 8uetow, 2007; Murray, 2008). Unfor1unatcly su(;h
practices often ··Iocus on the viewed. measureable body and trivialize the livedexperience oran individuar· (Jutel, 2005, p. 123). The program coordinator; within my
study suggested that they want to move beyond this mode of thinking to locus on the
factors that influence health in the environment and what really represents health. As
coordinator 112 states·

So rhere arc cerrain rhings thar flhillk (Ire gOQd/or people 10 kllow. So olle is ...
aboll! Ihe complexity o/body si:es. and il·s lIor ahour willpower and Ihings like
Ihal. And how Ihings hm'C changed 01"('1' the {as/fl'lt" decades so that riley C(lII see
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//lore clearly' oil that fhere 's a IOf more Icc/wology IIOW, for example, or maybe
)I'e

're moving less as

(l

popllla/ion ... Gnd look (1/ th e strong influence genetics has

011 il and all those SO/"l oj/Iiings. I/'s /lot all abolll individual conlrol. To hm'e {hal

sort o/backgrollnd is nice. ilhink iI's really crilical.
The children in this study were quite aware that there is a gcncml expectation that
larger pmplc ~hould submit themselyes to medical monitoring. The clinical gaze is a
powerful force in

OUf

contemporary health driven society. As noted by Foucault (1973)

the clinical gaze encompasses the power ascribed to the physician who was seen 10 Icam
the 'InJlh' about the patient through the process of observing or gazing upon the visible.
As Foucault slated

The clinician's gaze becomes the functional (:quivalent of fire in chemical
combustion; it is through it that the esscntial purity of phenomcna c.1n cmerge; it
is separating the agcnt of truths .. thc clinical gazc is 11 gazc that bums things to
their furthest truth (p. 147).

rhc cxpert reading of the body is seen 10 provide clarity, the ability to dc/inc discase and
prescribe thc solutions or remedies by which 10 fix the problem. This is in kccping with
Foucault's later discussion ofbiopower. Clinicians Ir01lllhis perspective arc afforded a
substantial degree ofpowcr as society looks to them for guidance on 'how to live and
they arc al"torded the powcr of evaluating and defining ·truth' ofhea1lh related
phenomenon (Jute! & Buetow, 2007; Murray, 2(09). Thc power of the dinical gaze and
the pcnnissions that arc ascribed to the medical community in western society were
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reflected in the children's talk throughoullhis study. For example, as another participant,
Jordan, described hcr expectations o r lhe program, she stated .,/ expected ilIa be moreolmy so II'ha( 's your waisl size today'! !-low milch do YOII weigh today?" This statement

reflects Jordan"s 'knowledge ' of the medical or clinical gaze as 11 phenomenon that entails
inquisition in an authoriwtivc manner. She and the other children in thc group were aware
that the clinicians arc the 'experts' who, because of their position in 'knowing the body',
have the power and the right to inspect their bodies and monitor their bodily practices.
J !cnee, thi~ was the children's expectation of the program. This is reiterated in Nicholas's

statement, ""I thougllt it I)'as going 10 be like aile ofthose progrilll/S
you're fat. Let's It"eigh you/wit" 011

(l

lik.e. all look at you,

scale" rhis is supported by Rail, Holmes, and

Murray (2010) who state;

As a discursive effect of obesity discourse and biopedagogics, obesity
scientists and c1ini(;ians arc presumed \0 know thc 'truth' of obesity and to
have the moral and intel lectual au thority to label it a disease and to prescribe
Ircalmcnt (p.26J).

The children's cxpect,lIions ofthc clinical approach werc in keeping with thc broader
perccptions of ovcrweight and obesity as existing as a consequence of behaviour. This
conceptualization as discussed above provides the so-called expert with pcnnission to
interrogate the ·tilt" person, to place moral judgment, and prescribe a solution. Givcn that
the chi ldren's expectations of the program were very mueh tied to notions of monitoring
and surveillance, they also expected to be plaecd upon a prescriptive dict regimc as
illustrated in the following statements from Adam and Nicholas n:spcclivciy: "f thoughl it
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II'(/S going If) be like (/ diet plan /00" alld "olld if'S like, YOII have to go on diets and crap

like lhal" These notions arc in keeping with the ffil'Ssagcs inherent in the Obl'Sity
discourse that suggest that people, especial ly obese people arc unable or unwilling to
follow a well balanced diet and therefore need professional guidance and prescriptive
programs to ensure they lose weight in an effort to enhance thei r health (Jutd, 2005). I
was intrigued by Adam's usc of the tenn 'diet plan", This Icnn is used so pervasively in

our contemporary thin obsessed environment that this child could safely assume that
everyone in the room understood what he was referring to, The children were generally
well versed in the tcnninology that is refl ected in what Kuter, Rohwer, and Londre (2002)
refer to as the 'diet mentality' that is so pervasive in western society tmlay. These
included ways to lose weight such as restricting carbohydrates or increasing watcr imake
and an articulated knowledge of various diet programs such as Weight Watchers® and
the Atkins Diet® and prcscriptive food systems such as Nutrisystem® and Jenny Craig®.
This reflccts the extcnt to which this mentality has infiltrated our mechanisms of
everyday living. As stated by Kater, Rowhcr, and LOlldre
Thc "diellllclltality"' generato,;'d the hcliefthat caloric or nutrient,restrictive
"dicting" provides an effective means by which all "can and should" achieve and
maintain the desired thin body, While pervasive media glorifying 11 thin standard
of beauty cultivated a preference for a slim physique, the diet mentality elevatcd
this preference into a sociocultural mandate through the falsc bc1iefthat the
"right" (fat-free) appearance can bc achieved by anyone with ··willpower." Thus,
it is assumed that1hose who do not conform

(tl

the desired lean look arc nol
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"doing what il takes:" and, therefore. deserve negative judgment and
discrimination (p. 199),

The children in this s(Udy understood thaI they arc in a position whcrcjudgmcnt
and discrimination arc considered not only acceptable bUI also socially appropriate. As
discussed in previous chapters, Ihey regularly drew upon the messages thaI they interact
with everyday, that weight is a health problem, that the individual is Tt!sponsiblc for doing
something about it, and Ihal the health professional is prcscnllo remind you of what you
arc doing wrong and provide instruction

10

correct your poor behaviour. [ argue that the

underlying punitive and mOTal messages imbedded in biopcdagogics arc read by children
who arc exposed \0 them. In identifying 'iiI!' pl'Ople as representing a threat to the health
of a nation (a threat for which they arc personally responsible) and positioning the health
profl'Ssional as an agent of authority, the children have come to eXpl'Ct an imbalanced
relationship with the hcalth professional that I argue docs not scrve to support or enhancc
theirhcalth. Given the fact that theseehildrcn enter into an alrcad yunbalanced
provider/paticnt relationship simply by virtue ofthcir less powerful position as children,
thcir position as obese children I arguc scrvcs to fUl1hcr complicate the development ofa
tnlsting relationship. By openly challenging dominant health beliefs and cngaging
children in discussions regarding alternativc perspectives, I contend that health
professionals may begin to open up avcnues lor changc and hencc positively impact the
outcomes lor children who are suffering from the social fallout of being consider<."(] 'fat'.
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C halle nging Domina nt I)iscourse: Swimming Agains t the C urrcnt
As noted by Burrows, Wright, lmd lungcrson-Smith (2002), "analyses of health
promotion discou rses and practices in con!cmporary westem society point to thc po wer of
certain constructions of health over others" (p. 41). While the obesity trea tment program
in this study provides room for the children to explore alternative messages that challenge
traditional corporeal views of health, dominant health diswurses, as discussed throughout
this dissertation, arc difficult to challenge, as they arc powerful and deeply imbedded in
the structures lmd practices of our everyday livcs. Given that the program also functions
within a health promotion paradigm that is otten inconsistent with critical perspectives,
the task of providing alternative messages becomes even more dinicult. In order to bcgin
to challenge such decp-rooted notions, it is recognized th at we must be willing 10
critically examine peoplc's present constructions of health (Burrows, Wright, &
Jungerson-Smith; Rail, lIolmcs, & Murray, 2010; Rich & Evans, 2005), As noted by
Lupton (2003), frolll a poststl11ctural perspective, such notions should not he taken for
granttxl as medical progress but rather should be critically exam ined through cultural and
sociallcnses, Throughout my interactions with the coordinators of the program they
discussed the challenges ofaddressillg issut-s rclaltxt to weight and health with the
children, TIley suggested thai in working with thesc children you must bcgin with some
appreciation of or insight into thc children's coneeplUalizations ofhcalth, In kceping with
thc discussion in chapter 4 regarding the children's constructions of health, the
coordinators demonstrated sensitivity to the children's perspcctives upon entering the
program _As can be explicated from the tollowing quotation from an interview with
coordinator # I (Psychologist), the coordinators have demonstrated an appreciatiun for
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the ways in which children arc constructing health and arc sensi tive to the ways in which
health is represented and marked in corporeal lenns. They noted that within the program
they spend ti me ta lking about these notions w it h the childre n and they utilize va ri ous
tcchniques in altempting 10 deco nstruct th ese ideas

Coordi nato r 11 1: Well. the boys an~ felling

/IS

Ihal il/ order fO be heallhy, you h(1l'(:

to have a six ptlCk. (/I/d the girls {/IT telling

liS

that iI's

bella

10 be onorexic Ih(/II

overweight. in order to be healthy. I like that flleY fell

liS.

hOllcsl, alld II'hal f do wilh Ihal as a psychologist

help them opiore rhal. We

(,(Ill

it means Ihey 're being

/lccd somebody wilh expertise lhat call debl/llk some 0/111(1/. which /coordinator
#2} is 100"dy (II doing I},(/{ - I'ely good a/makillg if sensible 10 peoplc.

As highligh ted in the previous excerpt, the coordinator speaks to the genderc<1
nature of the obesity and dominant health discourses. She recognizes, from regular
interactions with the children in the progrwn, that the boys most often desire to be lean
and musc ula r wh ile the girls ge nerally desire to be th in as reflected in the narrative
examples d iscussed in Chapter 4 of this dissertation. Coordinator /1 1 suggested tlwt this is
where they nced to begin. Within the program, the coordinators also demonstrated Ihal,
given Ihe ml.-<iiealizalion of obesity and authority which health care prOfessionals arc
afforded from a societal perspective, that Ihis authorily can be utilized to challenge
dominant messages as Coordinatoril 1 states '·,,·c

lieI'd

somebody lI"ilh expertl~~e

Ihal 1'(/11

debullk some ofllull··. She goes on to suggest that the physician given her position is
",'err good (If making il sellsible fO people" By utilizing this au thority, it is hoped that the

program can provide opportunities for these children and their

!~uTlilies

where they begin
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to recognize alternative ways of viewing health and draw upon alternative discourses that
allow them to identify as 'healthy' lK'Oplc. Offering up alternative discourses "may not
onl y assist those who arc labelled as ·overv.·cight' to rc(position) themselves in alternative
discourses, but also contribute to wider political, social and cultural discussion on how we
arc to make sense of obesity"" (Rich & Evans, 2005, p. 355)
The coordinators go on to say that it is not enough to simply teach the pMcnts and
the children more critical perspectives. As Rich and Evans (2005) emphasize, such
discussions need to occur in larger forums that span the sociocultural environmCnl Ihm
has embraced the obesity as disease concep!. They describe how the y arc hoping to
change perspectives on a wider level as illustrated in the following quotation

C oordin ato r # 1:50

II'C

're pari ofpolicy lIIlhc gOl'cmmelll, Irying ro gllide rhe

policies relaled 10 obesiry ill a positire (Iireetion bccause Ihere is (III obesilY e.!pen
1I'0rkillg gruup guiding policies amulld Ihm wilh gOl'emmelll, So we are pari of
Ihal, Infhcr {coordilla/or #2/ co-chairs ii, so

\I 'e C(lil

pusilil'e dir('('liOIl to e(llIca/(' (lnd be COIISll'llcr;)'e ill
critical alld blaming. As It'cll,
Depanmelll O/1:..'tIIlClllioll,

ill

It'e 'I 'e

ensllre Ihal il goe,\' ill (/

{/UI/

message, ralher IlwlI

lerms o/!l1e {allli-bll/~I'il/gj Schools policv ill !he
become (/ member of IIWI, 11)'illg ro e(lucale

Icachers alld school admilliSlmlOI'S arOlll1d Ihe isslles, So

11'('

""C dOllc sOllie of Ihat

as I\'el/, ill gcneral, like II/ere '.\' be"11 a 101 o/media sll!!fradio, leterision,
whalever to lIy /0 chal/ge Ihe lIIessage, ;1
qllesl;oll that

',I'

/lot abolll weighl, and 10 gel people

If)
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Given Ihc fervour created within the current obesity panic. the coordinators
continue to struggle with working within the dominant discourse. They recognize the
division that exists between thc dominant views of health and more critical perspcctives
and through

OUf

interactions demonstrated sensitivity to Ihe negative implications of the

current obesity discourse. As Ihis quote from coordinator # 2 illustrates for example, even
hcr younger patients arc being impacted by this discourse.

Coordi nator #2: With the

I'Cry

little kids. Ihey lI1igillllO/ be thinking abolll il as

IImel! - bIll! call '/ say Ihar/or every lillie kid.! Because el'en sOllie of the yo unger
olles

IlI'as quite surprised las/week ill olle of ollr /o f/o w lip clinics. olle Ofl!II'!

younger girls. she is jllsl slarlillK !lie program 11011', lellillg II/e Ihal .I'll(' goes dow/I
(she's abm/l 8 or 9 11011), site goes dowl/stairs al/tlte time (lnd weighs herself We
had a LONG disL'llssioll about that

Throughout the interviews the coordinators also dis(;ussl-tl their desirc to be open to
altemative and more critical ways of defining health in relation

10

body size. They stated

they have made an cllort to draw upon those whose have the abili ty to provide thcm with
ahemative perspectivcs and the rcsour(;cs to utilize these perspcctives.
Coordirm tur tI I: So. peopfejrom the criliwl side ofillillgs.
illto the {JI"OXI"(II/I. so

1\'1.' CW!

II'i'

'I'e im'ited thelll

fearnji"Olllth(l{. Alld \1'1.' h(/l'e feamed (lnd gmll'/I so

much, alld I \I'ant 10 hear Ihose me.I'sages. I lIIiXhtllot agree lI'ith Ihem alf. bill a
fol o/them I hm'e, lind it's made {/ difference.
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While the coordinators point out that this can be a difficult position and they do not
always agree with the philosophical position of critical theorists they did demonstrate an
openness to other ways of knowing and

11

desire to challenge the status quo. As suggested

by Moffat (20 10), the rccognitioo that obesity is a social construction may provide the
middle ground that allows those from a biomedical perspective to change the way they
view obesity and health.
Through our communications, the progrnm coordinators also highlighted the
ongoing challenges inherent in helping children recognize that there are other ways to
'think about' and 'do' health. While, as previously stated, they utilize their medical
authority in the dissemination of some alternative messages they also recognize the power
of the obesity discourse that is generally reinforced by the health care professionals and
the broader society. As coordinator #1 illustrates in the following excerpt. it may be nai·ve
on their par1to assume that they can completely change the ways children conceptuali ze
health. The goal therefore becomes the introduction of a critical pcrspeetive and
pemlission to challenge dominant ways of thinking
Coordinato r# 1: And t think thafs

11

big key, actuall y, but in ten or elcven weeks,

r don't think that there's any way weean change. They hear that message
everywhere. All we can do is help them to question it. So we have a session nn
body image, and the focus of that session is to get them thinking and questioning it's not to change their ideas ab-out it, hecause I think that's unrealistic because
there's too much coming at them, ano at the end of the program, many of them, I
believe, think that being healthy means being active, eating well and they believe
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that, but their own practice, I don' , know if they can apply that - il'sjUSI too much
pressure outside. So ifs an uphill b:mle.
Pam: So it 's the thin equals healthy kind ofconcer!?
C oordinator#" I : And even if thin doesn ' t equal healthy, they'd rather be thin than
healthy.
Pam: Bt:causc that, [guess, is the ideal, what's accep\(:d, what's pushed,!

Coordirmlor# 1: What's accepted, whars popular.
The coordinator in this excerpt acknowledges the limitations oflhe program in lcnns of
changing the children's constructions ofhcuhh given Ihe power or tile domilllmt health
messages. In stating, '"They hcar Ihar message cl'clywherc ", the coordinator is
acknowledging the pervasiveness or the dominant messages and the dilliculty inherent in
challenging a powerful discoursc. This assertion is supported by Wright (2009), who
draws on Bemstcin's (2001) concept ofa 'totally pcdagogised socicty', stating;

the discourse ofthc obesity cpidemie arc enacted on the bodies of children and
young people in school s. in pmient consultations in doctors' surgeries and by
individ uals on themsc1vcs Ilia the mechanisms for self-monitoring oflcred on th e
web, in popular magazin(..'S and similar popular media sites" (p. I I).

The coordinator goes on to qualify that statemcnt hy suggestin g, "'All \I'e call do is help
Ihem

to quesliOIl il" This cmphasizes the power ofa critical approach to knowledge

fonnation . By offcring the option of altcrnatives, recognizing their status as social agen ts
and providing the children with the resources to qucstion or challenge such ideas, we may
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support their agency in challenging discourses that limitlhcir opportunities toward
achieving healthy subjcclivitics (Rail, Holmes, & Murray. 2010). As suggcsh:d by
Beausoleil (2009), young people's lack of power in relation to Ihe dominant health
messages "and their lack of power in general, may iro nically position them partiwlarly
well for critical thinking about concrete obstacles to health in people's everyday li ves" (p.
104). By considering the resistive powers of the children and dirc(;t!y focu sing on how
the concepts ofh~llth , fitness and the ideal body arc co nstructed it is hoped children will
have the opportunity to consider how they can begin to resist the dominant messages that
restrict them in tcmlS of healthy identities (Burrows, Wright, & Jungerson-Smith, 2002).
The children, throughout the program, were gillen some opportunity to crit icall y
examine the ways in which we conceptualize the body. The y did begin to dr,Lw more
upon alternatilles ways of looking at the body. Within onc group scssion in the 9 th week
of the program, for example, the group had thc opportunity 10 talk about health, body
image and self-esteem. In critiquing images that they sec in the media and other places
around them, one child raised the issue of mannequins. The following exchange illustrates
their ongoing irustra tion with th e thin ideal mcssages and their resistance to these
mcssages. It also illustrates how the children, gillcn the opportunity to vocalize their
trustrations and ehallcnge thc status quo may gain a sense of cmpowennent:

Pete : Like those mannequins in the store, they don't look like real people .. I'd like
to steal them and bum them all. I think they should halle mannequins that look
like real p!"'Qple in the windows of the store.
Pam: Do you mean that mannequins should look tike people with ditlcrCllt looks?
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Pete: Yeah, J think they should be different sizes and ditTcrcntlooks ... thcy
should be like real people ... real people ... healthy people don', come in
mannequin sizes. They should stand them there so thcy look real, then thc person
who goes in 10 try on thc clothes will know what thc clothes look like on real
people not those stupid skinny mannequins .
•Jenn y: Maybe you could just not shop at those slores .. may be that would change

it.
Pete notes within this rwrrativc that 'heallhy people dOI!" COllie illlll(lIIl1Cqllill 5;:('S'
This may illustrate some change in Pete's conceptualizat ion of health as he stat(.'{\ in the

tirs! session thaI healthy pl."Oplc ure "skinny people who are aI/lOlled Gild ripped
voices his trustration with Ihc "skinny' ideal stating
lIIal1l1equill~".

Jenny, in considering the situation,

"/lOf

He

{hose slllpid skinny

prc~ents

an option that would allow

them to exercise some p-owcr over the storeowners who place the mannequins in the
window. By choosing not to shop at these stores she may exen some resisl<lnce in two
ways; by avoiding the issue ofm,mncquins altogether and removing her-;clf from having
10 deal with being influenced by thc thin idc1l1or by choosing not to spend hcr moncy in
an establishment that suppons the promotion ora hamlful body ideal.
Ad,un provides another example ofthc positive implications ofthc introduction of
altcmative messaging. In the tinal locus group tow,mithe end of the program, for
example, when th e children had the opportunity to talk about health and the body once
again, Adam stated, ')'ou shouldn 'tll'orlY about yOl/r I,·eight. ii's /lot abom how hcavy

YOll arc".

Thi~

is in contrast to Adam's discussion of weight in thc initial focus group
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when he staled he was not hCilhhy bCC1HlSC orthe weight around his belly as he drew a

wide ring around his belly with his hands to emphasize his abdominal girth
Again. while these moments of apparent resistance to the dominant discourse were
interspersed with moments where the children utilized the dominant discourse their
potential for resistance, I argue. should not be underestimated. While the children do
often 'speak the language' of the dominant health discourses and, as previously discUSSI,,'d,

have integrated these discourses into their identity formation, we must consider, as
Markula (2001) points, out that irthe "panoptic grip" as she puts it were complete, people
would not question or critique at.1l1 but would blindly lollow. The fact that peoplc utilize
the discourse docs not mean that they do not take opportuniti(:s to resi~t in difTerent ways,
'The rclationship~ bctwccn individuals and the ~tate, although mc<liated through
institutional spaces such as thc family home, thc ~chool and thc community, still allows
for ngcncy ofthc individu~1 in making ccrtain dccisions" (Rawlins, 2008, p.147). The
ways pcople resist, I argue, depcnds upon a numbcr of factors. One major factor I contcnd
is whcther thcy recognize the powcr or agency thaI they have to excrcise and whether
they have acccss to the rcsources to help IiKi!itate this critical perspective. Thc children in
this program, when provid(:d with pennission to bc constructively critical. were eager to
explore thcir ideas about health and the body
While the children did utilize somc ofthc altcrnativc 111(:ssages as introduc(.xl
through the program, it is also important to acknowkdgc the agency exercis(.-d beforc they
cvcn cnter(.x! the program. I draw from the work of Foucault in recognizing that these
childrcn were not 'passive dupes' upon entering the program. They were active agcnts in
negotiating the dominant messages. Givcnthe negative connotations orthc obesity
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epidemic and the potential negative implications of this discourse on the psychosocial
wellbeing of these children, they entered the program already employing mechanisms that
demonstrate

11

degree of resistance; mechanisms that allowed them to seek stable

identities. Consistent with the work ofSykcs and McPhail (2008) in their study ora group
of , fa" or ovcrwcigl1\ peoplc·s experiences with physical education, even before entry
into the program, the chi ldren in my study found ways 10 usurp the messages that served
to limit their achievement of healthy identities even before the program began. Also in
kccping with Ihe findings afRiec (2005), the children were creative in establishing
idcJl(itics tha t were nOl tied 10 the fat body. Nicholas and Jenny, for inslancc, utilizl'd thcir
creative ahilit ics in the musical arena to draw attention away from their bodies, refocusing
attention on their musical skills. As Jcnny stated, "/ (1 m (/ good mllsician and a good
friend and ,ha/'s what's imporlal//". Pete utilized a eomedic approach thaI his mother (in
a conversation during a regular program sl'Ssion) stated "he /lses 10 cope "'ith his weighl
he's 'he higfill1l1Y gIlY". Joel, on the other hand, describes how he created an intimidating

persona that he fe l! would prevent him from being openly criticized or bullied. lIe
dcscrihes \0 thc other children how he wears a long black trench coat so other kids won't
approach him. The lollowing excerpt from the lirst focus group illustr<l1es how loci
utilizes this JlCrsona to avoid the ridicule of others:

Joe!: \Veil. I have the privilege o f being one of the creepy kids at school, tlw! no
one wants to. like mess with hecause they're afraid I'm going to stab
them ... so ... it's all good. I have my friends, but then there's people that don't like
mebutthat'sO.K
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Pam : You don"! ~[rikc me as the type of person who would stab somebody.
Joel: Of course nOL.There·s this thing -Columbinc- that happened down in the
states, years ago, these guys came in with trench coals at school took shot guns
and started blowing people away

I'alll: So that scares pf...'Oplc?
Joel: That's the kind of coal I have. They had leather ones, r have a cloth one, but
the point is, they don't say anything to me .. Ihey leave me alone ... you know

they're idiots.

I argue, thill the children, even prior 10 the program. were seeking out Wi.lys to usurp the

identities ascribed \0 them through Ihe dominant messages in an efTort to feci good about

themselves. While lhe children were drawn to the ahcmativc messages provided within
the obesity treatment program and seemed to enjoy the opJXlnunity to exercise their
critical perspectives, I must also note however that these moments of resistance were
tempered by instances where the children remained immersed in a weight centred
paradigm and were ultimately framed by it. While they recogniztxlthat weight might not
necessarily define health some of the children continued to tOI;US
in an etlon 10 fillhe social noml

011

weight loss as a goal
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The 1'I'O:.:r:lm as:1 Safe SOci:ll Sp:lce
As highlighted in Chapler 4 Oflhis dissertation, the children throughout th e
narratives alluded to their social positi oning and drew regularly upon the obesit y
discourse wh ich functioned 10 position them on the periphery of social space. While Ihe
children spoke regularly of their marginal social positioning within the school and social

seuing, I noted throughout my research, however, that the children appeared quite
comfortable within the realm of the social space oflhe treatment program. Even c:lrly in
the program, when r had the opportunity to speak wi th the children, Ihey demonstrated a
distinct level of comfort or easc. They spoke about their COIKcms regarding their weigh t,
lhe program, and the impact of their position as so-called 'fa'- childrcn on their daily
activity. Givcn that in my ongoing discussions with thc parcnts that ma ny of the children
had been described as shy and not outgoing in a social se!1ing, I was surp ris(.'{\ by the
children's eagerness to talk and sh,lre their belicfs and opinions on the topics brought
about through the program. I felt it was important to explore this issue with the chi ldren
in examining their views of the program and the social climate that

W,IS

creatcd within the

houndaries of the program
Throughout my interactions with the children it appeanxl to me thaI they
consider(.'tl the progr,UTI

11

sort of 'safe social haven' . Within the context ofthc program

they took on challenges and particip'lted in ilCtivities th,1\ they stuted they would not
otherwise have participat(.'(] in within the school or broader social settings s uch as rock
climbing, gro up activities, and hiking. As one (;hild stated

.of eml

be myself here ".

Drawing on the work of Go ITman (1959) in which the author compares our social
interactions to theatrical perfoml,mces in which the chara(;ter we present to the audience
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may not rellect the preparation or interactions tha t take place back stage, r was reminded
that thc children demonstrated that their periormam.:cs did not have to be as orchestrated
in Ihc program setting. Goffman defines the pcrfonnancc as" all activity aran individual
which occurs during a period marked by his continuous presence before a particular sct of
observers" (p.22). The pcrfonnallcc that Ihey carried out on a regular basis in an
environment that is openly critical of their appearance, motivation and abilities was

110t

alwa ys necessary in thc program. They tried things that Ihey admittedly had not tried
before. The techniques that they used on a regular basis to 'pcrfoml' in thc broader social
setti ng such as hum o ur, intimidlltion, or sp(.."Cifie clothing to hide the body, were not as

neccssary in this sel1ing. The comfort thai developed within the group was reflected in
their discussion of the program itself: The following e:H:crpt illustrates the social safety
that the children experienced in the program b(.."Cause. as many of them stated. they did
not feel diflcrent in this seHing.
Pa m : How do you fcel when you arc here in the program?
Nicholas: Relaxed
Ad:lln : Yes

Billy: Yeah
Joel: Incr(..'(libly so
Pam : Yeah? And why do you say innedibly so?
J oc t: Well. I' m pretty much opening up to everyone here like it's absolutely
nothing
Ada m: And irs extremely private
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Billy: And you barely know us

J od: Exactly! You guys arc practically strangers and ..
Pa m: Why do you think that is? Why don', you do that elsewhere? Whlll is it
about this place that docs that?

Nicholas: Cause by Jaw you can', tell O:lI1yonc elsc.
J orda n: We're all here for the same reason
Ad;lIn: Prelly much
Pam : So you led that you guys have thc same sort of experiences?

J ordan: To some degree
Adam : Yeah
P:lln; And do you think it is safe to talk here?
_'CUllY: Yes

Nicholas: Yes
J enn y: I fed safe here because I feci r can wlk about what I wanlto talk about
Sometimes you can", talk to your friends at s(;hooi because they don"\ know whal
it's like ... they don"' understand .Ihcy haven", had Ihe same experiences and they
don", understand.
Pa m: So do you think that if you talked nOout the things you talkcd nbout hcrc in
other placcs, tha t thnt would be thc cnse?
J oel: Where wc're in n similnr situation, people who haven't bccn in a similar
situation won't sympathize the snme wny hecause they don't know what it's
like ... but people here have been in similar situations, and they cnn sympnthizc
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and see where you're coming from, they listen 10 you. They've probably been in
the same situation.

The children in this excerpt emphasized that they fed comfortable within the confines of
the program group. Nicholas, for example, stat es that he feels "relaxed", while Joel
emphasizes the point sialing "incredibly so ". Through out the program the children
emphasized the faCllhat they did not often feel this comfort in other social settings and
relllhat olhers do nol understand where they arc coming from. This is reflected in Jenny's
statement "rhey dOli '/ kilo\\' what it's like ... Ihey don'/understand ... they IItII'ell '[ had the

same experiences ", The marginalizlltion and stigmatizati on (as highlighted in the
children's narratives discussed throughout this dissertation) that often is inOieted upon
those with non-nonnative bodies is reOeeted in the literature (Davison & Birch, 200]:
Latner & SlUnkard, 2003; Rice, 2007; Sykes & McPhail, 2008; tcn1lave, de l3eaufort, &
Holm,2010) _ As stated by I'uhl and Latner (2007),

The sligmmizution directed at obese children by their peers, pareJ1[s, educators,
and others is pl'Tvasive and unrelenting. It has been c;>;tcnsively documented
across diversc samples of children usin g diversc research methods. As a rcsu lt of
weight bias and di sc rimination, obcse children sutler psychologicaL socia l, and
health relatl"(1 consequcnces (p.574)

Ovcrweight and obese children for exam pic have been seen to suffer Ii-om lower sci 1'estcem and quality oflife (Fallon et al.. 2005: Janicke et aI., 2007: Murtagh, Dixey, &
Rudolf, 2006; Williams el al., 2005). Thcy are ostracized, ridiculed and labellcd as being
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lazy, stupid, less competent and unmOliv<lh:u (Haines ct aI., 2006; Jansen el aL, 2004;
Latner & Stunkard, 2003; Larkin & Rice, 2005; Murtagh, Dixcy, & Rudolf, 2006; Puh! &
Heuer, 2(09). Thus [ urguc, the children's embodied experiences impact how they relate
to others, the trust they place in others, and the tcmlS upon which they can fed free to be
themselves and 'let down their guard' so to speak. The removal of scrutiny and the
introduction of an cnvironmcnllhat proves ilsc1flo be free from ridicule and the moral
underpinnings of the obesity discourse, I contend,

c..111

provide a space where larger

children cun feel free \0 experience their bodies in positive ways so they can more easily
come 10 identity themselves as healthy indi vidual s.
Interestingly, in discussing thc con1l0rt that the par1il:ipants experienced in Ihe
program, Nicholas drew on his knowledge oflhe medical environment and the notion of
confidentiality in Slating, "Calise by law YOIl call 'Ilelf ollyolle else ". The program, in this
respt.."\:t, can be wnceptualized as a protectt..xl space. Nicholas recognizcd that al:wrding to
the concept of confidentiality within the hcalth care field, health professionals ilrc Icgally
bound to maintain the p,l\ient's privacy and arc obligatcd 110t to share patieT1l information
J had also previously e.xplaint..x\ to Ihe children, Ihat as a rescarcher. I am also bound to

maintain confidentiality and that while the thin~ they say may corne up in the repor1ing
ormy rt..'Scarch, their nanws would never be repcated or known. This providcd a level of
comfor1 for the l:hildren
Also, as can be explicated from the previous exccrpt, the l:hildrcn ar1iculated how
shared experie nces and commonalities wi thin the group pCnllitted a sense of safety. As
Jenny suggested, she felt she could talk morc openly within the program because the
peoplc within thc group would understand. Joel emphasizes this point when he statt..'S "bill
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people here havc been in similar sililaliolls, and they call sympmhi=e and see lI'her('
YOII 're comingfrom, they IiS/CIIIf) you". Such shared characteristics and experiences

may, as noted by Puhl and Brownell (2003) provide a mechanism for coping for people
experiencing stigmatization based upon their size. Drawing on the work of Levy (1993),
the authors state that health care providers may "help their stigmulizl"d cliems participate
in positive inlCnlctions with other members or tile stigmatized group who can afliml their
identity" (p. 59). It has also been suggested that consideration orthe lnrgcr child's point
of view as well as attention to individual difference can positively impact on the child's
path toward achieving 11 positive sense ofself(l3romlicld, 2009). I argue here that the
social satety that was produced within the program allowt-tl the childrcn an outlet to
discuss their shared experiences and in doing so also share their resistive messages.
As the notion of social safety was a distinct characteristic of the program that the
children were quite evidently drawn to, I decidt"(lto further explore this dynamic with the
program coordinators in ,In interview. Coordinator II I in the lollowing excerpt for
example suggests that the social comlort crcated within the program is a key clement that
the children arc drawn to.

P:lIU : So that leads me back a bit, in tcrms orthc concept of safety, and the kids in
thc program, and when they go consistently, so Ihat cleven weeks when they're
together caeh week. you know, you say they do develop \hat sense of c(lhcsion,
that sense ofsafclY. Do you wanlto just comment on that?
Coordinator II I: SUfC. And I think that thaI's prohahly what you're asking ..
Pam: and I know wc're dcviating a bit, hut as the issues comc up
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Coordin ato r II I : ThaI's fine ... Put that in! [ think thars why people come. I think
that parents may come fo r inlonnation, in tcmlS of they're concerned about their
kids health or whatever, I'm not

SUfe

the kids arc quite as concerned about that. I

think that what the kids get here, Ihat they don', get other places, is they actually
experience not bcingjudgcd. And for many ofthcrn thaCs a unique and first lime
experience. And even having that feding can help create th at in other sellings, and
that is the hope. One kid said, when we did

11

body image session, I told you this

before, tha t when we talked about body image and bodil'S, and situati ons where
you feci good about you r bodies. and the person that asked the question, it was
one of the group leaders, he said, "1 feel good about my body around my fmnil/,
and one kid said, 'well, r feel good about my body here', And thaI wa~ a powerful
message for me, because kids arc willing to try things Ihat Ihey nOnllaliy will not
try, If they feellha! they could be ridiculed, they willnol wanl to go rock
climbing, bUI r think Ihey've always felt, many oflhem fclt in~eeure aboullrying
Ihal, because you're really being on display from a body per~peetive, but it's abo
harder, if you have weighl on, \0 actually pull yourself up. But when Ihey corne
with us, it's so encour;lging, like alllhe other kids arc grouping around, saying
'Iry Ihis, Iry Ihat one', and they love it. They wanllo go again and again, because
they get 10 do it wi thout worrying abou t their pertonnanee or their appearance. So
it's a

p~ychologiea l

safe space.

Pam : And have you seen where they have sort of started something in a
eomlortable, safe setting, and continued, been ready to do that outside of the
program?
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Coordinator II I: Oh yeah, dclinitcly. Not every activity hooks every kid, but the
goal, or what r would like to see, if we do adifTcrcnt activity, and we get onc kid
that enjoys it - bccau~c IhaCs all it's about. If they enjoy it enough to do il again,
and then they can gel hooked on it. Because activity is about, when you're a kid,
it's about being fun. It's not about having exercise. J mean, who wants to do that?
[don', cven want to do that, and J'm in my40's. rfl 'm not having fun, J don't do
it. So we'll try different things we'll try cross-country skiing, we'l! try gco<.:aching
or [wall climhing], or drama, or we"1I do music, or we'll do whatever. But we'll
do different things because different things will hook difTerent kids.

The previous narrative provides some insight into how this coordinator conceptualizes the
program based upon her experiences with the children. Within the narrative she
emphasizes the freedom from judgment that the children experience, pointing to this
fn:edom as a key 10 enhancing the children's comfort levels and allowing them the
frel"Xlom to explore being active and comfortablc in their own bodies as she states: ./
Ihillk Ihal what fhe kids gel here. Ihm Ihey dOIl'1 gel Olher places. is Ihey aClually

experience 1101 beingjudgcd. Am/for many ofrllCm Iflm S (j fillique (lnri/irsl time
c.\fJCI"icllcc·· The coordinator asserts that Ihe ti-eedom and comfort Ihat comes Ii-om nol

Icelingjudged should be aehiev<lbic whcn she slatcs: '"Alld c,'ell having IIU/lfedillg C(III

hcfp Creale Ihm ill olher sellillgs. (lnd Ihm is Ihe hope" By opening up channels of
conversation, recogni zi ng that so'ealled health knowledge is contestable and that there arc
other ways of viewing health, it is possible to begin to change the present weight obsessed
culture to which these children are exposed on a daily basis. By having the opportunity 10
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consider the contradictions in the obesity discourse and given the permission \0 do so in a
protcctL"d space can afford these children the room to explore their subjective positions.

As noted by Rail. Holmes, and Murray (2010), who drew on the work ofUutlcr (1997),
identity is a fluid statc. While, as in their study of youth, children in my st ud y
discursively produced their identities through utilization of the dominant discourses, they
di d utilize pcrformativc aels thaI created room for the introduction of more fluid transition
into more positive healthy subjl.'Ctivitics.

St ri ving toward

;1

Sharl'd Vision of HNllth

While the g0.11 of the obesity treatment program uti lized within this study was
10 create a comfortable non-judgmental environmen t for the children to enhance the
likelihood that they may engage in enjoyable activities and ultimately feel good about
themselves (with the assumption that this will lead to good health), this vision is often
contradictory to many of the mcssages endorst-'d through our contemporary
biopedagogies. As discussed previously this can pose challenges for program
coordinators who must combat these messages within the design and implementation of
their program. The vast nu00rity of health care professionals have been l'{\ucated within
the dominant health paradigm in whieh they arc taught to monitor weight as an indicator
of health and ultimately work to help people lose the weight in order to positively impact
the health of the communi ty. As this is a generally accepted conceptu,lli'-;<Jtion, the
coordinators indicated that somc issues do arise within the program with regard to both
staff turnover and introducing staff to thcir more cri tical perspcctivc. As the program is
provided only a small budget and the coordinators have little control over who is hired,
Ihe introduction ofa more critical approach 10 obesity treatment is both time consuming
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and at times frustrating. While some stafTarc naturally drawn to other ways of vic wing
health and body size, morc ingrained attitudes in relation to body size arc hard to
overcome as mallY tirm:s even those who have education in the area still display negative

aUiludcs toward obese people and continue to utilize u h~dthist ilppT03Ch

or individual

responsibility (Itch] & Xu, 200 1; Schwartz ct al., 2003; Wigton & McGuphic, 2(01). As
illustrated in Ihe followil1); excerpt the high number ofSlaff changeovers continues to

make the process difficult for the program coordinators.

Coordinator #1: 111111/0,

Ilhillk

Ihe olher people

011 th e le(llll, (IS ),011 kllOw, pori

ofollr biggest s /l"lIgglc has beell IlIrIIOI'Cr ill some ofthe olher professiolls 011 the
tcalll. because'
bllllhc~

\I 'C

I/(/\ ·c por/lime positiollS, alld we \ 'e had some materllity lem'es,

parllimC' posiliolls has a 101 o/problems, so 'I'e hal'e had, ill the/ollr years

probably had SC'I'C'II dijJerel1l dielicians alld fOll r dijJerelll social workc'rs, olily 111'0
(lijJerelll physiolherapisls,

8111

il has a big impaci II'hell YOII 're lookillg at foste rillg

a sellse 0/ commlmity, So el'erybody II'ho comes ill

!had olle dietician say to me

ajier beil1g here/ol'(lbollllllree It'eeks 'oil Illy God, if's 1/01 (lbolllil/('food', (lnd I
IlIillk Ihat 'sfairly CO II/II/OII, and II/osl o/Ihem gN Ihere, bill I'm 1101 SlIre Ihat Ih(I'
all have Ihe same IIl1lil'rs/(lI1dillg

As previously stated. the

eoordin~tors

also I'oiel."(l their concern with the focus on obesity

in tenns ofhea[th outeoilles. They argued that Illany orthe symptoms that their obese
patients are presenting with arc al so symptoms that oecur in p(.'Oplc who do not

f~ll

within

the parameters of ob(.'Sity, This, they argue, suggests that obesity in lind ofitsdfis not the
problem, Thus, the move toward the treatment of obesity itsdfmay be contradictory to
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their own messages. Even though, as they state the program began as an obesit y treatment
program, they arc now in thc process of changing the perspective to a chronic disease
perspective. In the following exchange, coordinato r #2 explains her perspective.
Coordiu ator # 2: But it always shlr1ed out as a being a management thing for kids
with extra weight on. But it's become vcryclcar to us over lime, that it's not about

weight, its about health ... welllo!s more needs to bedooe, thafs why we're
involved in so many other things, initiatives at different levels of government,

community, and things like that. But also that there arc othcr - the messages thai
we say apply to everybody, and that th ere arc kids out there who might really

nCl,{\

our help, bUI because their weight isn't up, then thcy aren't hearing it. This is
going to be more of,1 helping to prevent chronic disease sort of group, which is
what we're going to be starting in the fall .... And 1 think health C<lre professionals
really need to understand the complexity of it. It's one of those arcas that even
health care professionals think they know a lot about ... which is a lot of the
problem. Because there's so much written about it
Pa m: because when you rC;ld about it ifs vcry interesting. everybody .. ifs like
socially we'vc been given pcrmission. because it's such a perceived problem that
cvcrybody can talk about it in an authoritative kind of way .
Coord inato r #2: And there's so much written about it in literature and
everyone has an opinion about body sizc, about nutrition, about physical activity,
about all that sort of stuff; so it' s ... um

anyway. Ifs interesting. And the

health care professionals are no difTercnt. Sometimes they might know more. but
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thcydon't always know the right thing to say. You know, [hope they truly
undct1itand the wmpicxily urit all, and lhallhey don', use the word 'willpower'

and things like that when they' re talking 10 people, and they offer help that is
appropriate, or know who

10

ask. Like, here' s a good group, lets get them

involved.

As previously stated, the coordinators made the dClcnnination that the progmm

would no longer focus strictly on obesity but would ralher take on a <;hronic disca~e
prevention focus. In keeping with this the children who enter the program would no
longer have 10 be those above the 95 th percentile hut ralher any child who may be

displaying negative health uu\wmcs that may be improved through support and
education. This focus is supported by Egger and Dixon (2009) who, although having
written extensively on the negative repercussions of the so-called obesity epidemic and
the 'obesogenie environment', are now beginning to question whether it is obesity per se
that is leading to poorer health outcomes or wllelher there arc other factors at play.
It is proposed here th,lt it is the environment driving modem lifestyles. which

is the true cause of much chronic disease, rather than obesity per se, and that
obesity may be a marker of environmental derangement, rather than the
primary cause orthe problem. Attempls 10 clinically manage obesity alone on a
large scale arc therefore unlikely to he successful at the population level without
significant lifestyJc or environmental change (Egger & Dixon, 2009, p. 237).
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This approach is supported by a number of authors who suggest that in focusing on
obesity we may be missing an entire segment orthe population and creating a hostile
environment toward larger people (Cooper, 2009; Guesser, 2002; Robison, 2005).
While the move away from

11

focus strictly on obesity by the program coordinators

may not be the most popular approach within the biollll.'{iical context orlhe present
obesity panic, their acceptance ora morc critical way of examining the issue may be
promising in tenns of promo ling a more collaborative and progn:ssivc approach to
supporting health in people of many sizes. As noted by Moffat (2010), a more
collaborative approach that brings an appreciation of how childhood obesity is socially

constnlctcd is necessary. By utilizing Ihe medical authority that comes along with their
posilions, the program coordinators have the opportunity to positively impal:t policy, 10
work colJahorativdy on research in this field to infiltrate the mainstream literature and
disseminate

3

more progressive approach within the research and health

1:3rl:

communities. While this move may prove beneficial in changing perspectives related 10
health and weight, there arc a number of questions that the program coordinators must
consider however. For example. if the program changes its fOnll<lt and opens up to
children oral! sizes. how will this impact upon the sale social space that has been
established lor the largcr children? Also, in accepting the argument that health outcomes
arc not the repercussions or individual hehaviour alone and that larger societal processes
arc at play, should the program continue to focus on the promotion of nutrition and health
hehaviour based upon individual behaviour? J will refer back to these qucstions in the
conduding ehapler.
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C hapter S Ulurna ry
In this chapter I have shifkd away from my exploration of how the children in my
study negotiate pervasive obesity discourses in general toward an investigation of the
treatment program itself. Through an examination of the children's narratives and those
orthe program coordinators, J have provided some insight into how the program was both
intended on the part orlhe coordinators and rcceiwd from the children's perspective
Given that the intcrJctions throughout the program point to the complex rciationships of
knowledge and power as articulated by Foucault, I thou);hl it was important to explore
how the children experienced the program, how they negotiated the altcrnmivc lllcssagL'S
introduced and how ultimately this can inform further program devclopmen1
Bas('"(l upon my exploration, r have discussed within this chapter how both the
children and the program coordinators stmgglc with issues related to the dominant health
p<lradigm. From the children"s perspective I have illustrated how their initial views of the
ohesity treatment program and the meanings they derived were a product of their daily
experiences with and knowledge of the dominant health messages. r have demonstrated
how the children utilized this knowledge in fOnlling their ideas about obesity treatment
These ideas. as I have expounded upon within this chapter, were very much tied to
notions of weigh I reduction and individual responsibility. While I have demonstrated that
the children did draw upon the altemative discourses and did integrate thell1 to some
degree into their conversations throughout the program, I have also noted within this
chapter that the children continued to utilize dominant discourses as well. It would be, as
I have argued throughout this dissertation, naIve to assume that the program messages
will be fully integrated and utilized hy the children given the powerful health messages
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tlm1 infonn so many of th eir daily experiences. [ have illustrated within this chapter
however, that while the children arc infiucnced by the dominant messages, the key here
may he recognizing and fostering their agency. I have SUggl'Stlxi tha t we must first
consider the agency with which these children enter the program. The children entered
with their own ideas about th emselves and the world around thelll. As 1 have noted within
this chapler, they utilized their agency in modes of self-expression lhat, tor some, helped
them cope with the negative rcpcn.:ussions ofbcing obese in a thin obsessed society.
8cyon1l the specific messages related to weight and obesity, the program as wel l played

an important role in allowing the children the opportunity to exercise this agency. This, I
argue, is an important point that should not be underestimated. While the progmm did not
necessarily countcract the negative clements of the biopcdagogies that endorse the thin
ideal, it did provide the children with a safe space where they felt COlll lortllble to talk
about thcir cxperiences and share and challenge their ideas llbout he,IIth llnd the body.
[n this chapter I have also pointed to the power of the clinical gaze as articul,l\ed
by Foucault. I take the stance in the chapter that the authority granted to physicians may
be utilized in a su bversive manner to help children challenge dominant ideas. As I h,lVe
argu(.."(! within this chapter, the children eagerly utilized this pCnJli ssion to challcnge 11
num ber of ideas about heallh and the body. While thc coordinators hope to providc
children and their families with helpfu! information, the 0PP0l1unity to mobilize their
agency may be more effective and in fact much morc important in tcnllS of establishing
change within this field. Whi[e, as presented in this dlllpter, the coordinlltors have
struggk"(! with high stafTturnover and a systcm that often contradicts their own messages,
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this clement of the program may be instrumemal in striving toward

11

shared vision of

health
In the following concluding chnptcr, [ rcvisil1his concept. I also provide an
overview of other clements of my research discuss(!ti in this dissertation. I provide
n:commendations for future health care professionals and critical researchers alike with
consideration to how we can begin to approach this issue in a manner that can result in

positive outcomes for children of aU

si~es.
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C HAI'TER 7
CONC L US ION

"'T'S THAT RIPPLE EFFEC I'- ONE SMALL DROI' CA N PRODUCE A IWGE
C HA NGE"

In this disset1ation I have provided an overview ora research study in which r

sought to explore the embodied experiences ora group orso-called 'obese' children that
has not been seen before in the literature. It

1110Vl'5

beyond the rhetoric Ihal is produced

throu!;h the obesity panic to consider how powerful discourses serve to influence and
shape the experiences and subjcclivitics of children who have been marginalizl'{] due to
their body size. Jronicllly, the mere fact thaI Ihey have been referred \0 an obesity
'treatment' program illustrates how the biollll"dical approach 10 health produces such
marginalization
Throughoullhis dissertation I have drawn on the work of Foucault with
consideration to the power of discourse and the complex relations tha t privilege ce11ain
discourses over others. The contemporary obcsity and health discourses, r havc :ugued,
hold a privileged position that has allowed thelll to infiltrate the institutions to which
children arc cxpos(.'(1 cvcl)'day ;md in doing so inhibit altemative discourses Ihal allow for
morc positive hcalthy subjcctivities. These discourscs, I contend, arc very much tied to
the ncoliberal heahhist paradigm thaI has gained powcr in conlemporary westem society
and is becoming more powcrful worldwide as globalization has taken hold. The
marketing of the thin ideal, I have argued, h,lS lranscended the business seclor and the
'selling ofheallh' as outlined by Moynihan, Heath, and Henry (2002) has b(''Co111e
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intcn.vovcn with expert discourse and mainstream obesity research (Campos, 2004; Gard
& Wright, 2005; Oliver, 2(06) that functions to guide the way people 'should" live
(Burrows, 2009; Leahy, 2009; Wright, 2009).

[t

is from this critical standpoint that, r

cOnlcmJ, we must begin. It is the recognition and acknowledgement ofthe role and power

of discourse, I argue, that may have the greatest impact in tcnns of changing the way we
view the body in the health field and ultimately within the broader community in an effort
to support people in achieving and maintaining what Ihey consider to be a positive health

status. I postulate that only when we can begin to scrutinize and critically examine our
own practices. their origins. llnd their meanings. will we begin to come closer to the gaul
of health for all. As stated by Ruil (2009):

Unless subversive discourse about health and obesity arc given a more prominent
place, young people's acquisition of new subject positions will remain limi((:<i.
and health will remain elusive purtieularly for marginulizcd youth. For progressive
change, we need to raise awurelless about obesity discourse, its problematic
discursive effects, and particularly how and why it constructs particular subjects

(p.IS2)

I~dl cc t i o n s

0 11 My n csc:lrch

This doctoral research arose Olli of my own discomfort with the status quo in
rclation to health and thc intense focus on the normative body. I questioned how we could
condone an approach to heulth promotion that marginalizes an entire segment of the
poPu/;l!ion in the name of health while simultam:ously fostering a pervasive and growing
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level of body d issatisfaction within the population (Evans ct ai., 200S). [n examining the
issue through a feminist lens I considered how the dualisti c messages of "thin is good'
and 'fat is bad'

aTC

impacting our children, particularly those children who arc

discurs ively produced as fat, lazy, and ultimately unworthy. I have, in this dissertation,
dt'Constructcd these binaries in hopes ofopcning up our conversations about health und
the body (within the field ofhcahh and beyond) drawing aHcnlioll to how binaries,
described as natural, "give us only one option- of mimicking one part and abjccting the
other'· (Gannon & Davies, 2007, p. 75). J have demonstrated that when provided with the
social pcnnission, social safety, the tools 10 critique the dominant messages, and
alternative modes of conceptualizing the issues, that there is great potential lor children to
move beyond these binaries to manoeuvre within multiple discoursl'S to forge positive
identities, allowing them to be positioned as 'healthy'
As discussed in my introduction, this research grew out of my concern for the
children whose identities arc shaped and influenced by a discourse that may bc viewl'(l as
detrimental and not consistent with the promotion ofovernl1 health. As a health
professional, I have been privy to .md h'lve wken p::U1 in many conversations and
initiatives that have drawn on the main tenets that arc so often perpetuated in the obesity
panic messages. The concerns swirl around a society that is argued to be progressively
more gluttonous and lazy, producing an environment that fosters inactivity .lnd.1
generation of children who many have argued, will not out live their parcnts (Cliff&
Wright. 2010; Evans & Coils, 2009; Gaesser, 2003; Gard & Wright, 2005). As a
professional, however, I have also become more discontent with the way we 'promote'
health. I question whcther we truly arc concerned with people's everyday lives and the
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complexities of their embodied experiences. [agree with Kelly Monaghan (2010) in her
rcOcelion on health promotion documents:

I faih::d to find any substantive elaboration of social or cultural theory; any
interrogation of power dynamics in society, or thc processes ofcngagcmclll and
knowledge co-crcution; any reference to the epistemological debate waging
elsewhere in social science; or any exploration or standpoint in regard to the
structurclagency question or its platfonll for social change (I'. 23).

As health professionals we often, with good intentions, nwkc decisions for )x:oplc. We
decide how they should behave in tcmlS of following specific diet, activity, and treatment
regimens. We outline sJX'Cific 'rules' \0 good health that we expectlhem 10 follow. We
draw conelusions bascd upon what we consider reliable evidence oOell without
considcration to who produced this so-calk'd knowledge or the processes in place that
may privilege one mode of thinking over another. Wc, ourselves, take up subject
positions in which we utilize and reinforce the dominant dis(;Qurses. only to enhance their
power and in doing so, restrict and inhibit ahenwtive perspcctives. Also. as rese;lrchers
and so-called experts in our given fields. we are oncn grantcd the authority to spc.Jk for
given groups as wc arc considered to be in a position of'knowing' Throughout my initial
cxploration of the literaturc or the mainstream 'cvidcncc', I recognized that it was thc
voice oflhe health professional or health researcher that I was hearing. I was not hcaring
thc voice ofthc research particip;mts. In fael, it was nOI until my introduction to the
cri tical feminist literature Ihat I began to hear that voice. Th rough this literature J found
the resourCl'S through which I could effectively explore what r felt was missing in the
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mainstream obesity research, the voice of th ose most greatly impacted and framed by the
present obesity discourse. I recognized how important that voice is and how as health
researchers it is incumbent upon us to provide for research opportunities that a110w that
voice to be heard.
The overall purpose of my research, therefore, was 10 explore the embodied
experiences of my participants, thc children, through observation and direct interaction in
a setting designed 10 be supportive, without judgment or ridicule. In exploring how the
children interacted with the dominant health discourses, considering how they both
utilized and resisted the discourse, I h,IVC demonstrated within this study how these
chi ld ren read the biopedagogics, how they integmte them into their evolving sense of self
and also how they can exercise their own agency in finding ways to resist the dominant
messages and he receptive to altemative ways of conceptualizing the body and health. As
discussed throughout this dissertation I was not surprised that the children drcw upon the
dominant discourse to construct their ide,ls of health. As was consistent with other post
strn(;tural studies on youth and constrn(;tiolls of health, he,llth for them was construc\{.'(1
predominantly in (;orporcal ten11S (8causoleil, 2009: Burrows, Wright, & JungersonSmith. 2002; Rail. 2009, Wright & Uurrows. 20(4). This fo(;us on the body, as rdlected
in the dominant health dis(;ourses, was int(;rtwined with a healthist moml impcrative of
p(;rsonal responsibility that the children l:Onsist(;ntly struggled with. This imperative and
the con temporary health promotion milieu, I have postulated, discursively produel-d these
(;hi!dren as the ul timate at-risk children thus further limiting the availabili ty of positive
subject positions and altemate discursive resources. The voices oflhe mothers also
pointed to the production of the ultimate at-risk child and further reinforced how mothers
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(particularly oflargcr children) struggle with their assigned responsibilities of ensuring a
"healthy lifestylc' for their children while simuitan(.'Ously trying to promote positive sdf-

esteem in their children. To accomplish both tasks, [ argue, is extremely diflicult in the
context of the present health driven environment that limits the space for positive

subjectivity in larger IX-"Oplc and places them on the periphery of social space, 11 theme
that I noted repeatedly throu ghout the narratives.
Wha t did surprise me however in reflecting upon the narratives and my
interactions with and observations orthe child ren in this study, was the signiticanl role
tha( soci<ll safelY played within the trea tm ent program. As noted in chapter six, this was a
consistcnt theme throughout the weeks I spcnt with the children. The children, when
provided with safety from scrutiny and penllission to cxamine and opcnly critique the
dominant health messages, werc very reccptivc and spoke of the comfort thcy felt.
Through this study. therefore, r have dcmonstrated the significant role the immediate
social environmcnt plays in thc utilization of the discourses and the exploration of subject
positions. Such positions arc always being negotiated lind the comfort expericnced by the
children within the Ire'ltment program utiliz(."(l in this study, [ arguc, allowed them 10
consider diffcrcnt subject positions and Ihei r ability to oppose or take on such positions.
Like Rail, Holmcs, and Stuarl (20[0) while [argue thaI the subj(.'Cls in my study arc
shapcd through th e discursive resources available 10 them"' they nonetheless exist as
thinking. fceling subjccts and social agents. capablc ofrcsistancc and innovations
produced out ofthc confrontation of contradictory subjcct positions" (p.274). When
children in this study were provided with discursive resources (in addition to the
resources thcy alrcady possessed and utiliz(."(I) and thcse resourccs wcrc supplcmcnted by
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a safe environment in which the resources could be utilized, the results (as highlighted in
chapter 6) were quitc positive. The significance of this point cannot be underestimated. It
highlights the importance of an environment that provides room for open exploration of
body issues and expression ofsclfthal is not limited by corporeal categories that define
who we arc in tcnns of dominant "healthy living' goals. Given thc safelY that was

produced within the program utilized in this study. Ihe children were eager to voice their
ideas about themselves, health, and the body. In the absence orthe intense scrutiny
produced by the predominant hiopcdagogies, with full endorsement of tile medical
authorities who can legitimize the altcmmivc or resistive narratives, and when presented
with altemative ways of considering health, the children took the opportunity to voice
their opposition and discomfort with the dominant messages and take up positions that
they previously h,ld not.
While I do recognize and acknowk'dge thc powcr orthe dominant discourses and
I am not nai've in my conclusions to assume that the children will takc up and utilizc all
altenwtive discourscs presented within the program or thm all messages within the
program were free from the imperatives thm arc dictated within the 'healthy lircstyle'
approach. thc issue of social safety is one 10 bc furthcr cxplored. I3y critically examining
the social situations that we arc creming through the prescnt biopedagogies, we may begin
10 disrupllhe currCT1\ notions of health Ihat foster a negalive social environme11l for many
people and begin to open up opportunities for the expression and appreciation of
diflcrenee. In recognizing how the language we ut ilize in our so-ealkxl 'health' messages
serves to shape the discursive environment we can begin to appreciate their impact and
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mo rc careful ly frame our health promot ion initiat ives with aHcntion to the power of
language

Once we let go afour desire for uni tary subjectivity and acknowledge the

wllstitutivc rules of discourses, including those of finding the truth, achieving
mastery, and "pinning down" the subject once and for all. we open up to
in terrogating the ways in which we hllVC been producing knowk-dgc (Ban-ctt,
2005, p.89).

Reflexivit y in the Resea rc h
This rescllfch has provided a snapshot of the experiences of one group of children

in a bricfpcrioJ of time. While working toward

,I rcncxivc modcofrcsean:h I remain

wgnizulll ormy role in the co-constrlll.:tion of knowledge as it relates to the children, their
constructions ofhcahh and their negotiation orlhe dominant discourses. Through feminist
poststnletural research, it is the production of such knowledge that is my interest. My part
in this construction therefore should be acknowledged and considered. While I reminded
the children on a regular basis o f my role and they appeanxl quite comfortable with my
presence, they still may have coneeplllalized me as a health care professional. I recognize
thaI their talk may be different withoUlmy presence, however, I also recognize that the
building of knowledge and meaning occurs through the process of dialogue. J strove to
integrate and appreciate how Illy presence and my participation in that dialogue interacted
with the expression of their experiences moving beyond the notio n of'insider' and
' outsider' (Hesse-Biber & I'iatelli, 2007). Thus, while I have allempted to grasp the true
essence orthe children's expcriences, I recognize lhat this is not entirely possible. In

2S2

keeping wit h the co nstru ct ivist perspect ive I acknow ledge that [ have not b(;cll striving
toward a truth (as reality in and ofitsclfis a prod uction) bUI rather I have sought to
explore and give voice to thc children's multiple realities that arc constructed through

complex processes,
Implicatio ns for Research, Education, a nd CliniC:11l'raClicc
Health research, education, and clinical practice aTC interwoven, dynamic
processes, As health n,"Scarchcrs we oftcn utilize the literature and conduct our research
with aHcntioll to rigour and validi ty, in search afan attainable 'truth', As health
professionals, we draw regularly upon rcscnn.:h lindinw; to inform both our client
teaching and practice. As cduci.ltors. we w nsistcl1tly remind students of the imp0l1anee of
evidence-based practice suggesting that they can find the most reliable modes of thought
and pT<lctice within the mainstream literature. I contend thai within each ofthcse realms,
however_ we rarely reflect upon our cpistcmological standpoints in critically examining
what constitutcs cvidence, how knowledge is produced, or how or what voices arc heard
\Ve draw on the frameworks that we arc taught, the framework s tha t we know and assumc
to be ·correet'. ollen without consideration of the fact that there arc alternative ways of
examining variou'S issues tha I may provide us with greater insight into the subjective
cxperiences of the peopic wc arc research ing (Barrett, 2005; Gard, 2004: Kineheloc.
2008). In relying upon cxpcr1 testimony tor example do we stop to eonsidcr what dcfines
' cxper1'? 11 is with these considerations in mind that I make a numbcr of
recommcndations. To begin, I contend that

,IS

he,llth professionals, educators. IIld

researchers, we must start to change the present heahh promotion milieu by n:cognizing
the ne{.'(l for a more critical examination of the literature. by opening up our exploration of
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the literature to draw on research that provi(ks attention to and room for the exploration
of embodied experiences oflhose we arc expected to "teach', and by exploring new ways
of'doing' research. While this may be more challenging in the realm of present practice,
r co ntend that through COlle.1guc presentations, th rough introducing our peers to more

critical modes of thought, to new forms of research that span beyond the positivist camp,
and through asking questions that explore the meani ngs \\Ie derive from so-called
cvidcnce-basc<1 practice, that we can begin to accomplish some change. "These questions
attempt to open up discourses, making them .lnd the power relations within them visible
and thus accessible for examination and possible revision" (Barrcll, 2005, p.84). This is
supported by Morgan (2007) who dr;l\ving upon the work of Kuhn, notes that the
ooundaries that define paradigms arc not definit ive but rather may be negotiated through
a process ofcommuniC,liion thai infonllS one party of the other party's epistemological
perspcct1ve
As illustrated by Neunwrk-Szlaincf (2009), the work of health l·ducators.
rescarchers. and health professiorwls docs not have to occur in sepamtc philosophical
silos. In hcr cxmnination ofwcight relatcd issues in the adolesecm population, this author
notes that we must work together by aecepling a broader approach tlwi incorpmates
differcnt ways of researching that arc sensitive

\0

issues of stigmatiZlIlion. body image

dissatisfaction and the 'do no haml' approach. While the various approachcs may in many
ways appear in OPllOsi tion to one another, thcre is great potcntial whcn they arc utilizcd
togcther in a manner that recognizcs thc strengths, limitations. and contributions of cach
one. While differenccs in thesc approaches may cx ist, and the positivist and constructivist
perspectives may never be fu ll y commensurablc, they do have the capacity 10 infonn one
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another and provide a more comprehensive examination ofpcoplc's experiences when

researchers arc open to examining and challenging their own cpistcmologic.ll
foundations.
Researchers, educators, and health professionals, I argue, arc in a particularly

good position to begin to implement change. As articulated in this disserta tion, exploring
alternative discourses with children is an exciting prospect. The children in this study
were drawn to exercising their agency and displayed enthusiasm when given pcnnission
\0 critique the status quo. By providing children with the space and pcnnission to
examine their own beliefs and explore more critical ways of examining heal th and the
body through alternative discourses, we (health professionals, researchers. and teachers)
may allow them to sec and do health in different ways. We can change the present
environment that limits the ehildren"s possibilities in relation to positive identity
fonnation. It is my contention that we can begin to accomplish this by working in a
subversive manner within the very structures that produce and reinforce the

prl~ent

bioPl'{lagogies. By drawing atten tion to the way this knowledge is produced and
reinforced and by ehallen~in~ the present view o f health and the

pro~rams

that arise out

orthe present biomedical p,]T<ldigm, we can begin to open up and make availahle a
broader pool of discursive resources that do not limit pt.'Oplc to narrow categories of
discuNive SUbject positions. To accomplish this it is important th,lt such cri tical
peNpcctives be addrcssed at the level of curriculum and rcsource devclopmcnt within the
school system and at a broader community level with consideration to how ··sehool based
body pedagogics mediate, categorize and select on the basis of health discourse which has
as its referent a nonnative vision of the ideal body" (Evans & Rich. 2011. p. 375). We

,------------ -
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must also continue to reinforce such perspectives and highlight the politics of pedagogy

with the teachers and health professionals who utilize these resources through
involvement with the employer driven continuing education workshops and through
active involvement with the various professional associ ations through newsletters,

journals, conlCrenccs, and pro fessional development opportunities.
This requ ires engagement in a politics of how 'we' (Ieachers, teacher educators,
health workers and researchers) arc to construct the experience of education for
young people in a way that does nol aliena te them by separating 'body' from
'mind' , 'subject" from 'object" or individuals trom the communities and cultures
to which Ihey belong (Evans el al., 2008, p.129)
lt is also vital that we consider the postsecondary cnvironmcnts in the education of
our future teachers and health professionals in particular. Students at this stage need to be
given the oppor1unities to critically analyze various perspectives. We must recognize, as
illustra ted hy Kincheloe (2008), that students arc most often denil"(i an introduction to
olher ways of knowing through our restrictive curricula which is steeped within a
positivist parmiiWl1
In college their liberal ar1s and science courses many times simply delivered lacts
in biology, physics, sociology, psychology, or literature. The idea that these
courses presented only one narrow perspective on the tield in question, that they
left out competing fonns ofknowkxige prodU(;ed by scholars Irom dill"erent
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schools of thought or from different cultures was never mentioned (Kincheloe,

2008, p. 9).
TIlrough the introduction of critical perspectives we can allow students the

opportunity to explore what constitutes knowlL-dgc. In doing so they will have the
opportunity to examine their own beliefs amI the discursive foundation oflhose beliefs.

As Butler (2005) slaled, "nIUS, if J qucstion the regime of truth, I question too, the regime
through which being, and my own ontological status, is tll1ocatcd" (p.2). Students need
thc SPUl:C to consider how subjects arc fonned through the rc-articul<ttion of discourses
that arc cmbt-ddtxJ in cultuml notions of health, gender, race, sexuality and su forth. This

could be addressed through the introduction of a critical studies clement in the students'
curriculum through a specific critical studies course or integrat(:d through courses such as
research and professional issues. The importance of introducing students to the
examination of varying perspectives is rciterated by Grix (2002) who argues that in order
for students to becomc cngaged in constructive dialogue and criticism of others work,
they necd to bc schooled in thc notions of ontology and epistemology so they an..: aware
that people from different perspectives draw on different discursive resoun.:es.
An understanding of ontology and epistemology is important for students because
they need to understand the logic behind the approaches laken by othcrs and they
ne(."(\10 make their own approach very clear. This will allow them to detend their
own positions, under- stand other researchers" positions and fully gmsp the
directional relationship of key components or the research process. The laller is
csscntial irstudents wish \0 go on to engage properly in academic debate and
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produce quality and transparent research projects (Grix, 2002, pp.184-185).

By introducing students to varied ways of knowing, educating them in the presence
of other disciplines and introducing sociul theory infonm,:d by fem inist and cultural
studies, we can help students allain a broader view or the human experience. As stated by
Gingras (2006), in rcnccling upon the field of dietetics "One way to start is to create
multidisciplinary !earning environments for health profession students, including in the
curricula know ledges from the domains of sociology, feminism, aboriginal studies,

I.'ducation, and anthropology" (p.204). It is the hope that through collaborative learning
and exposure to other ways of knowing that students can recognize thc constitutive power
of languagc in their future carcers while maintaining an opcn pcrspectivc in tenllS of
resource and policy devciopment and the practices that affcct people in their cvcryday
li vcs. We must rccognize that these studcnts will bc thc future rescarchcrs, educators,
practitioners and policy makers and, like thosc bcforc thcm, they will dmw on thc
rcsourccs to which they have becn schooled. While I recognize that dominant discourses
arc decply embeddcd in powcrlill processes that span bcyond the field of health. I am
110peful and optimistic that these proccsses C'Ul be interruptcd and discourscs can begin to
bc modified to allow for enhanced recognition of and scnsitivity to peoplc's lived
expcnences
While education is vital, funher research into thc way subject positions arc
produced through hcalth discourse is also cssential. lam not arguing that poststructural
fcminist research is the only way to conduct rcsearch, as this contradicts many of the
arguments I have made about thc nature ofknow1edge production. It docs, however,
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provide us with the means to disrupt certain notions, to break them do wn, 10 consider
where Ihey arc situated in terms of power and privilege and how they impact on people's
everyday lived experiences. It also allows us to consider the perspectives of others and
the wlIy 'science' is donc. As Baxter (2002) states, "it provides a way of understanding
the world through a rich plurality of voices and perspectives, which may lead to a greater
recognition and connection between people of competing viewpoints and ultimately may
prompt soei1l1 and l"()ucationat IransfomUltion" (p. 5).

[ have demonstrated in Ihis dissertation that this connection can be useful and
productive. Working critically with those who work within Ihe positivist biomedical

framework is possible and can be benclieial
lfwe hopc to dcvelop a more i,.'<luitablc and engaged scholarship and practice to
eliminate health disparities, we must promotc a morc inclusive intcllectuul
lundscapc to support dialoguc and collaboration across intersectional , critical
public health and biomcd icully derived paradigms (Weber, 2007, p.675).
This type of work has provided me with further insights into the challenges of
clinical practicc wi thi n this framcwork and the possibilities when those within the health
care systcm urc opcn to other ways o f 'knowing' and 'doing' research. The presence of
critical researchers, therefore, on interprotCssional research teams, working groups, and
practice and policy committees is vital. Through collaborative ctTorts we may have the
opportunity to "'inject some critical retlection on the construct ion of the soeiu l problem of
child hood obesity" (Moffat, 2010, p. 13). There arc opportunities here to move beyond
what 10hnson and Onwuegbuzie (2004) refer 10 as the ' paradigm wars' , to acknowledgc
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the diflcrCllCCS in paradigms whi le drawing upon the strengths of both in the interest of
those we arc researching. [n valuing the positive aspects of the different paradigms and
the valuable contributions Ihey can make, 1 argue that we must also be open to the
limitations of our own standpoints and be willing to rccognize and engage in other ways
ofkllowillg.
I must note that the concept of obesity treatment, while contrary to many of the
arguments 1 have made thro ughout this dissertation, is a reality for many lind for some
people such treatment may provide an avenue to help improve health outcomes. It is thus
imperative that the research into this practice be broadened \0 consider the embodied

experiences of lhose involved. In tcnns orthe treatment program utilized within this
study, I have a number of recommendations. An identified strength of this program that
was elicited through this research was the level of involvement the children had in both
the choices of activities and the space to explore their beliefs regarding health and the
body. It is vital that the program coordinators continue to involve the children in this
process. Given that the program coordinators (in recognizing the limitations of focusing
on weight rather than health) are considering a change in the program philosophy from
obesity treatment to chronic disease prevention in which children will be admitted to the
program based upon health risks and existing concerns rather than body size, it is
important that the children previously involved in the program be consulted. The
ehildren·s input may help guide decisions regarding how the program should be further
developed and provide professionals within the program with greater insight into the
experiences and expressed needs of the program participants. This is supported by
Schwartz et al. (2003), who state ··interventions that enhance personal appreciation of the
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experiences of ob(:sc indivi duals may be useful in changing attitudes" (1'.1039). While

children arc ollen not considered valuable contributors to the pl ann ing process, the
children who have experienced th is program (as articulal(:d in this dissertation) can
provide valuable and reflective feedback that may be quite helpful to the program
coordinators.
The program coordi nators should also examine the issue o f soeia! safety as
discussed in Ihis dissertation. It wou ld be hclpful lo explore this issue with chi ldren who
have previously been involved with the treatment program. Should the program

philosophy change 10 incorporate ch ildren who arc not considered obese, it would be
important to cval UlllC how this change affects the dynamic produced when the children
share experiences in rdation to the body and social marginalization. As this appeared to
be one of the most effective component of tile program, it wi ll be important to study how
this dynamic chang{..'$ as thc program opens up to children of all sizes not just childrcn
with a BMI over thc 9S'h pcrccntile. Will thc children continue to feci safc to critique thc
dominant messages, will they continue to challenge specific subjcet positions in laking on
roles that they had previously avoidcd, and will this setti ng continue to support thc
devclopmcnl and utilization of agency in margillaliz{..'(1 children? Considering that
rcsearch has found that larger childrcn who have expericneed stigmatization dCTllonstrate
improved outcomes when providcd with social support and a non-judgcmental
environment (Haines & Neumark-Sztainer, 2009), I highlight the recommendations of
Zeller, Reiter-Pertill, and Ramey (2008) here who slale, ··peer-based educational
interventions arc needed to increase acceptance of obese children and 10 reduce the
negative altitudcs and behaviors directed at them·· (p.8). The coordinators should cxplore
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whether the integration of children of all sizes into thc program will foster positive
learning experiences that address issues of marginali 711tion and enhance thc acceptance of
larger ch ildren. Finally, should thi s approach be developed and utilized with success, thc

coordinators should consider how it could be modified and integrated into the school
setting to impact the broader community.
Also, given thc challenges that the program coordinators have highlighted in terms of

high slafflumovcr and working with messages that are often inconsistent with the
dominant paradigm, it is important that program coordinators be provided input into thc

screening and selection of staO' chosen to work within the program, As highlight(,.·<J
throughout the li terature, many healtheare providers arc not sensitive to the issues faced
hy those considered obese and arc resistant to a 'health in many sizes' approach (Puhl &
Brownell, 2003; Puhl & Latner, 2007). To ensure they ' do no hann' those working within
such a setting must value the experiences of these children and recognize their potential
for healthy identi ties outside ufthe culturally established binaries of ·tl1in' and 'fat".
Givcn that most health care providcrs have not been (.1.lueated in a more critical paradigm,
it is important that program coordinators be provided time and resources to educate and
orientate facilitators inthcir altcrnative approach. This should include an introduction to
and exploration orthe critical literature in the areas of health promotion and body image.
This oriciltation could be enhanced by working collaborativcly with a person educated in
the nitical perspective. Also, drawing on recommendations out lined by Evans ct a1.
(2008), both coordinators and slatT could benefit from exercises that enhance [Iwareness
of body related issues, opportunities to examine their own body rd ated expericnccs and
how this impacts their behaviours and relations with thc childrcn, and opportunities to
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work collaborativcly to integrate their knowledge and ideas into program related activities
to benefit the children.
Also, while parents were not the intended focu s of my research study. the narratives
orlhe mothers illustrate the struggles these mothers experience and the guilt they fccl in
striving to support their in achieving healthy identities. Further research with parents, in
particular mothers, is essential as fceding and nurturing of children has emerged as a
gcndcrcd issue (Jackson & Mannix, 2004; \Varin ct aI., 2(08). Consideration in this
research must be given to how mothers construct thei r own meanings of health and the
body and how these meanings intersect with the various biopt.'dagogics that produced
their children as at-risk and unhealthy,
Finally, the positive critical aspects of this program should be disseminated through
professional conferences, peer reviewed joumals, health care forums, and professional
association avenues. The quantitative data that is col le<;ted from all participants and
parents upon admission into and completion of the program by the coord inators cou ld bc
utilized in conjunction with qualitative methods to further explore the cxpcrienccs of tile
children involved within this program. The examination of th is data could serve to infonn
the researcher in areas not explored in the qualitative research and open up areas of
exploration that have not been previously considered.
Co ntributions of This Rcsc:lreh

This research lills a major gap in the literature in the cxploration of children's
embodied experiences within the cutTcnt obesity panic that serves to marginalizc children
who do not fit the prescribed or desired nonn. While there is an abundance of research
studies that consider the physical or even psychosocial ramifications of obesity, this is the
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first study that considers Ihe role of discourse and the production of health "knowledge' in
shaping the embodied experiences of children defined as 'obese' [\ is also the first study
of its kind to be conducted within an obesity treatment program. lnlhis research [was not
concemed with the exploration of barriers \0 weight loss (as noted in other studies) and [
moved beyond the examination of psychosocial effects of obesity to consider how large
chi ldren arc positioned by and work with the broader discourses available \0 them. By
acknowledging and working with the assumption that there is no defined truth to be
revealed hut rather exploring how discourse constitutes the social world for these
children, this research contributes to a growing body of critical poststructural feminist
rescarch. II challenges current notions ofheallh by drawing atlention to the role discourse
plays in how we shape our ideas about health, the body and our own identities. Through
the use of multiple methods and the employment of an ethnographic approach I had the
opportunity to share in the children's co-construction of meaning in exploring issues of
health, the body, and subjectivity. The use of an ethnographic approach allowed me to
consider discourses as they were enacted in the selling of the obesity treatment program.
Through the use of interviews, focus groups and observations, and participation in regular
program activi ties, I was able to question many ofthc notions thattllC childrcn took to bc
!lonnal as these notions were created in and through the discourses that producc thcir
reality on a daily basis. The use of multiple methods within this rcscarch project
highlights the strength of exploring people's experiences from various perspectives. As
suggested by Hemming (2008), researching the expericnees of children through a variety
of methods including ethnography, interviews, and participant observation allows the
researcher to gain a greater sensitivity to and undcrstanding ofehildrcn's livcd
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experiences. Simultaneously the usc of multiple methods or as Padgett (2008) refers to it,
a 'family' of methods, also helps us 10 expose the often taken for granted roles of adults
and children and consider the fluidity of identities within various settings. Finally, in
examining the processes through which the 'healthy' subject is produced and reinforced
and having done so within a program that works within the biomedical framework (while
navigating a fine linc, pushing boundaries and opening spaces for nOll-normative children

to explore altemative ways of occupying their subject position), r have been able to
disrupt and make visible some of the power relations that make them possible.
The work, therefore, may provide an impetus for change in the way we 'do' health
promotion

liS

it builds upon a growing body of research that illustrates the negative

discursive effects oCtile broadly endorsed obesity discourse and the biopedagogies that
utilize and simultaneously reinforce such discourse. This dissertation has also built upon
previous studies that suggest that the present biopedagogies provide little room for the
limmltion of positive identities and demonstrates how they function to restrict the
enjoyment of activity in the non-nonnative body. 11 could be utilized in the fields of
health and education, therdiJre, as a framework tin examining how children draw upon
speeitie {iiscoufscs and how critical perspectives can bc effectively integrated into
program planning initiativcs.
rhis dissertation also contributes to a growing body of literature in the
examination of risk construction, healthism, and the neoliberal agenda. It highlights the
construction of the at-risk child as a relevant and timely argument that must be addressed
through further research with consideration to people"s everyday lives. The data
generated in this dissertation point to the negative implications of the ever-expanding risk
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categories. They reinforce Ihe argument that the development of risk categories and
notions of self-responsibility and the neolibcral citi7,Cll may in fact be counterproductive

in promoting and fostering "healthy' subjcctivilics. In an effort to control and prevent
disease they simultaneously decrease room for discursi vely positive subject positiolls and

enhance risk anxiety (Crawford, 2004), This research calls for us to move beyond the
categorization of children in tcnns of obesity and risk. While using the children's

narratives along with narratives from the mothers and the program coordinators, I have in
this dissertation provided rationale for changing the emphasis on the thin body to
promoting health in many sizes. II calls for a critical awarcness ofthc implications ofthc
usc of risk as a health indicator and the implications of risk eatcgorization in creating
hostile social environments for those who do not fit the prcscribed nonll.
Hence, this research also emphasizes the importance of creating supportive social
environments and, as Evans (2004) argues, moving beyond dualistic thinking in relation
to children and health. This element of social safety should be further explored and could
become 11 key consideration in the developmcnt of programs within the school system and
in broadcr community programs. Tilis study highligltts thc potential in creating safe body
spaces that ·do no hanll', that provide the discursive resources that allow c1lildrcn who do
not fit the prescribed noml to scck and situate themselves in subject positions thaI can be
considered ·healthy" Further research is necessary to explore the degree to whidl such
safe havens bcncfit the children involved and to considcr the extent to which, what Lyons
et al (1998) refer to as 'communal coping', may in fact reinforce the notion of being
differcnt and hcnce limit the child's perceived ability to ' fit in· within the broader social
context.
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Finally, in considering how this dissertation contributes to the field of health
research, I must ucknowlcdgc that conducting a feminist poststructural study within the
realm of an obesity treatment program was a worthwhile endeavour. Through this study I
have cxpos(''11 the challenges fac(,"(] by those working within the biomedical paradigm that

provides little room for the altemativc discourses. While the study exposes the difficulties
and frustrations of working from competing frameworks and epistemological standpoints,

it also provides an example of how such work can be donc. It opens up the discussion of
working intcrprofessiona!ly to utilize feminist research within a fom1ally positivist
environment. It points to the potential that exists when people from differing paradif:,'111S
are open to new and different research that can help them explore the meanings of their
clients! patients/students' experiences. While I am not so nai·ve as to assume that feminist
epistemologies and methodologies will be fully embraced , we must work with those who
display an openness to such perspectives, as this has the potential to positively impact on
practice and ultimately serve to enhance the lives of the people we choose to research.
Research ill the field of obesity treatment has been primarily limited to
quantitative research tOCUSl-'(t upon criteria to measure success: most olien the main
criterion being weight loss. This dissertation has illustrated the need tor qualitative
research in exploring the embodied experiences of participants. The utilization of a
feminist poststruclllral framework goes further. 1110ving beyond attention to the subjl-'Ct"s
social world to consider how that world is constituted through broader discourses. Such a
framework Ciln provide great insight into the Wily we 'treat" pl-'Opic. It functions to brcak
down the notion of the clinician as the expert by allowing for recognition and
examination of the clinical gaze and could be uscd further to provide practitioners the
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tools to examine their own constructions of health and wellbeing. While this research was
conducted in one small treatment program it can infonn those who arc involved in future
practice in supporting those rcfcm:d for obesity treatment. in problcmalizing Ihe mere
notions ofobcsity and obesity treatment and ultimately in changing what constitutes
·success".
Final Remarks
The writing of this dissertation has been ajoumey of exploration not only into the
ways in which we as a society utilize discursive practices 10 take up subjective positions
and frame our daily experiences, but also into implications ofthesc practices in tcnns of
the embodied experiences orlllose navigating such discourses. It has also provided me
with a deeper understanding of how I as an individual contributc to a largcr production of
mcaning through both my personal and professional interactions. This research has
functioned for me as a means of self rcflection while also providing thc tools to make
sense of how biopedagogics arc produced and disseminated and the overarching
consequences ofthc way we use language to guide our health teaching. rescareh. and
clinical practices. As thisjoumey draws to a close J am more convinced that we have the
capacity to produce change. to destabilizc dominant discourses. and contribute to
opportunities for opening up new subject positions that move he,IIth beyond a strict
corporeal goaL The following quote from my intcrvicw wi th program coordinator # 1 in
my research setting rcflects this point:
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Yeah, I dOli" expect cI'crYllting to change because o/who! we do, bill ii's that
ril)!)/e effect, one small drop cGlIlJroduce a huge change ...
,)rofessional.~

if olher health

change holV they think imagine what we COli do

It is my hope that this dissertation will serve as a valuable contribution not only to

the field of critical obesity research but also to the fields of health education and practice.
While the contemporary health ideals could leave one with a sense of discouragement, r
look forward in optimism. [remind mysclf lhat as Foucault suggests, discourse is

contestable, The mere nature of discourse means that hegemonic forces can be contested,
they can be ovcrt umcd and new more enriching ways ofhcing and knowing can be
realized. By examining such issues through a feminist lens I realize that I am in a position
to contribute to an ongoing discussion that helps to break down hegemonic discourses, to
di ss~'(: t

them and in doing so open up opponunities 10 inscn discourses that provide rool11

for positive embodied experiences.
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Appendix A

Consent Furm- "arent/C hild

Memorial Un iversity of Newfoundland, SI. John 's, NL
Consent to Take Part in Resea rch
(Parents/Children)
TITLE: Exploring thc Impact of Health Messages on Children Enrolled in a Lifestyle
Program
INVESTIGATOR(S): Pamela Ward 8N RN MEd

You have heen invited to take part ill:l researc h stud y. II is up to YO II 10 decide
whether to be in th e shld y or not. Before yo u dccidc, YO II IIccd 10 understand what
the stud y is for, what risks you mig ht take and wh:ll benefits you might receive.
T his cOllSenl form cx pl:Jins th e slud y.

T he researcher will;

discuss th e study with yo u
answer yo ur qu('stions
ke ep cunfidential a ny information whic h could identify ~' uu pcrson:l ll y
bc available during thc stud y to dcal with problcms aud answcr {Itlcstions

I . Ilitrod ucl ioIl/R:u:kgrolllld:

Children arc grcatly impactcd by the messages they receive regarding health, fitness, and
their bodies or the way they should look. There arc many powerful messages that tell us
how we should look and act in order to fit iuto soeicty. These tlll'Ssages can place great
pressure on children and affect how thcy fcel about themselves. Many of these issues arc
Progrmn at thc _
Hospital. This program is
addressed within the _
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designed to promote positive self-esteem and body image in the children involved with a
locus on the child not on weight. A team of health care workers including doctors,
psychologists, dietitians, occupational therapists amI other health professionals work
together to provide care for your child. It has been suggested that this model of care that
focuses on the promoti on of healt hy behaviours, movement, the promotion ofsclf-cstccm
and positive social relationships while limiting the focus on weight, can have a positive
impact on the children involved.

2.

Pur pose of stud y:
T hc purpose oflhis study is to learn morc about Ihe experiences of children who have
been referred to a progr<lm as a result or weight and health concerns. The study will
examine how these children take in the messages about health and body size and how
Program.
they react to new messages introduced within the _

3.

D('s('riplion of Ih(' study pro('cdu r('S and I('sls:
111is study is made up ofa numhcrofdifferent elements. You and youfehild will be
asked to participate. Your child may be asked to participate in two faee to face interviews
(one before or within the first 2 wl'Cks of the program and one after the program is
completed) which will take place at a time and location that is best for you and your child
Children will be asked about their ideas of health. fitness. and their leelings around their
bodies. This interview w ill take approximately 45 minutes and will be audio-taped

The children will also be asked to participate in two focus groups (one within the iirst 2
weeks of the program and one at the end of the program). The focus groups will be held
in a room at the _
Hospi tal. Children again will be asked to discuss their ideas of
he,llth, litness, and what makes them feel good about themselves. In the second foeos
group children will have the opponunity to create a piece of art that reflects the way they
think ahout being healthy and feeling good aboul oneself. They may chouse not to
participate in Ihis project. They will be asked not to place their names on their artwork as
the art pieces will be photographed for later analysis. Your child will .!!.!!Lbe
photographed. In Ihe focus group, they may he asked again ahoutlhings we discussed in
the first focus group. They will be asked about their experiences in the _
Program
and if or how it has changed the way they think about themselves and others. These
sessions wi ll take approximately 60-90 minutes and will be audio-taplx!. They will be
scheduled at a time Ihal is as convenient as possible tor most participants and the
researcher.
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Parents will also be requested to participate in onc focus group session \0 discuss their
ideas o f health, thc _
Program and any conccm s they ma y have for their child ren
related to the program. This focus grou p will take place within thc last 2 wccksofthc
program and will be held in a room at thc _
Hospital. This session will take
approximately 60-90 minutes and witl be audio-taped, Again, a lime that is convenient
for most will be arranged.

If you choose not to have your child participate or yo u choose not to participate yo urself
in Ihis stud y this will in no wa y impact upon your child's participation in thc _
Program. While Ihe principal invcstigator will be present at program activities for thc
purposes of observation, if you or your child chooses not to participalC, no specific
obscrvation notes will be made on your child

4.

Length of time:
Interviews will take approx imately 4S minutes. Focus groups will take 60-90 minutes.

5.

Possible ris ks a nd discomforts:
You amVor your child may feci uncomfortable talking about your o:.pcriences. At any
time you ma y decide to stop the interview and leave the study. You may also exclude
yoursclffrom a focus gro up at any point. _ _ , clinical psychologist, (_
Hospital) will be available lor imfm:d iate referral should this happen.

6.

IJcll cfit s:

It is not known whether this study will benefit

7.

Li :lbilil ~'

yOll.

sl:lIe menl:

Signing this roml gives us your consent 10 be in this study. It lells us that you understand
the infonnation about the research stud y. When you sign this fonn, you do not give up
your legal rights. Researchers or agencies involved in this n:search study still have their
legal and professional responsibilities.
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S.

Whal a bout my privacy a nd confidcnli:lii l:y?
Protecting your privacy is an important part of this study. Every effort to protect your
privacy will be made. However it cannot be guaranteed. For example we may be required

by law to allow access to research records.
When you sign this consent foml you give us permission to

Coll(,"Ct infomlation from you
Share infonnation with the people conducting the study
Share infomlation with the people responsible for protecting your safety

Access to record s
The principal investigator will sec study records thaI identify you by name.
Other people may need to look at the study records that identify you by lUllm:. This might
include the research ethics board. You may ask to sec the list of\hcsc people. They can
look at your records only when the principal investigator is present.
Use of rccords
Thc researcher will collect and usc only the infonnationneeded for this research
study.
This infomlation will include your
date of birth
•

infomlUtion from study interviews and focus groups

Your name and contact infonnation will be kept secure by the reseurcher in
Newfoundland and Labrador. It will not be shared with others without your pemlission.
Your name will not appear in any report or article publi shed as a result of this study.
lnfonnation collected for this study will kept in a locked cabinet on the premises of the
Centre for Nursing Studies for 5 years
lnfonnation collected and used by the researcher will be stored by Pamela Ward in a
locked cabinet in her office at thc Centre for Nursing Studies
Your a ccess 10 reco rds

You may ask the researcher to sec the infonnation that has been collected ubout you.
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9.

Question s:
[fyou have any questions about taking part in this study, you can meet with the
investigator who is in charge of the study at this institution. That person is: Pamela Ward.

Principallnvcsligator's Name and Phone Numher
Pamela Ward
777·8 141 or

pward@cns.nfca

Or you can talk to someone who is not involved with the study at all , but can advise you
on your rights as a participant in a research study. This person can be reached through:
Office orlhe Human Investigation COl11milli..'C (HIC) at 709-777-6974 or

Email: hic@mun.c<l

Aller signing this consent you will be given a copy.
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Signature Pag{" (ParenUC hild)

Study title: Ellploring the Impact of Health Messages on Children Enrolled in a Lifestyle
Program

Nllmc of principal ill V<'Slig:lfor: Pamela Wanl

To be jif/cd 011/ and signed by (he participant
I'lcasccheckasappropriatc:
r have read the conscnt.

Yes { )

No {}

I have had the opportunity to ask questions/to discuss this study.

Yes {}

No { }

I have received satisfactory answers to all of my questions

Yes { }

No { }

[have received enough infonnation about the study.

Yes { }

No { }

I have sp·okcn 10 Pamela Ward and she has answered my questions Yes {}

No {}

I understand that I and my child/ ward arc free 10 withdraw
from thes/udy

Yes {}

No {}

at anytime
without havingtogivca reason
withoul affecting my or my child/ward" s future par1i<.:ipation in the _
Progralll

r undcrstand that it is Illy <.:hoicc 10 be in the study and that r Illay not bcnelit.

Ycs {l

No {}

I understand Ihal il is my choi<.:e for my child/ward to be in the study and

hc/shc may not benefit.

Yes { }

No { }

- - -- --

- --
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I agree to be audio taped

Yes {}

I ag,rcc formychild/ward to he audio taped

Yes {}

No {}

I agrcctu take part in this study.

Yes {}

No {}

I agree for my child/ward to take part in th is study

Yes {}

No {}

Signature of participant

Datc

Signature of witness (ifapplicablc)

Date

No {}

To he- si"lIcd In' th e in w.·st igaIOl' or person ohlainin"{'Olls('nt
I have explained this study to the best army ability. I invi ted questions and gave answers
I believe th at the participant fully understands what is in volved in being in the study, any
pOlential risks or the study and th aI he or she has freely chosen to be in the study.

Signature of investigatorl person obtai ning wnscn\

Datc

Trkphon r numher :

A .'·SI'IIf ()(m i llor parliripull':

Sigl1tllllre of millor participall/

D(I{c

Relalionship 10 parlicipalllllllllled aOOI'e

Age
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Appendix B
Consent Form- l>ro:;r:11I1 Cuu rdill:llo rs/l:acililato rs

Memorial University of Ncwfoundlltlld, St. John ' s, NL

Consent to Take Pari in Research
(program Facilitators)

TITLE : Exploring thc Rolc of Discourse in the Emerging Identities of Children Enrolled
in an Obesity Treatment Program

INVEST IGf\TOR(S): Pamela Ward 8N RN MEd

YOII have beell invited 10 1:lkc p:lrl in a researc h sindy. It is up to you to decide
whether 10 he ill til{' stud y or not . Before you decide, yo u need to understand what
the s iudy is for, what risks yo u mig ht I:lkc and what hCIIl'fils yo u mig ht receive.
This con sent form ex plain s the study.

ThcrcscarchcrwiJl:

di sC IiSS th e slud y wil h yo u

answer yo ur (1lu'stioll s
kc cp confidential an y info rmatio n whi ch could idcnlify you persona ll y
bc available during thc stud y to d ca l with pro hlems a nd answcr qucs tions

If you d ccid c lI ot to hlkc part or' to leavc th c s tud y this will not :lffccl yo ur work in
thc
Program
2,

Introductionlllac kv,ro ulld :

Children are greatly impacted by the messages they receive regarding health, fitness, and
their bodies or the way Ihey should look. There are many dominant messages Ihal dictate
how we should look and aCI in order 10 fil into sociely Ihal ean plaee great pressure on
children and how they vicw thcmselves. Many oflhese issues arc addressed wilhin Ihe
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_

Program at the _

Il ospitai. This is a proactive program which has been

designed using a multidisciplinary approach which promotes positive self estccm and
body image and reinforces thc acceptance of natural sizes. It has been suggested that this
innovative model orearc that focuses on the promotion of healthy behaviours, movement,
thc promotion ofsclf-cstccm and positive social rel ationshi ps while limiting the focus on
weight, can produce positive outcomes.

2.

Purpose of study:
The purpose of this study is to leam more about the experiences of children who have
been referred to a program as a result of weight and health conccms. The study will
examine how these children take in Ihc messages about health and body size and how
they react to new messages introduced within the _
Program.

3.

Description of th e st ud y procedures a nd tests:
This study is mlulc up ofa number of differcnt elements. The parents, the children, and
the group facilitators will be asked to participate. Thc children may be asked to
participale in a semi-structured face to face interview which will take place at a time and
location that is best for the parent and child. Children will be asked about their ideas of
health, fitness, and their fcclings around their bodies. This interview will take
approximately 45 minutes and will be audio-taped.

The ch ildren wi ll also be asked to participate in two focus groups, Children again will be
asked to discuss their ideas o f health. fi tness. and what makes them feel good abou t
themselves. In the second focus group children will have the opportunity to create a piece
of an that reflccts the way thcy think about being llCiJlthy and feeling good iJbout oneself:
They may choose not to participate in this project. They will he asked not to place their
names 0 11 their iJrtwork as the art pieces will he photographe{llor later analysis. The
children will .!!.!!the photographed. In the focus group. they nwy be askeu iJgain about
things we discussed in the tirst focus group. They will be asked about their experiences in
the _
Program and if or how it has changed the way they t/link about themselves
and others. These sessions wil l take approximately 60-90 minutes and wil l be audiotapL'<i. They will be scheduled at a time that is as convenicnt as possiblc for most
participants and the researcher.
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Parents will also be n.,"qucstt.."(1 to participate in one focus group session to discuss thei r
ideas of heal th, the _
Program and any concerns they may have for their chi ldren
related to the program . This session wi ll take approx imately 60-90 minutes and will be
audio-taped. Again, a time that is convenient for most will be arranged.
Finally, facili tators of the program will be asked to participate in a face to face interview
to discuss the goals of the _
Program and your ideas regarding the children's
participation.
If you choose nOI to participate in this study this will in no way impact upon your work in
the _
Program.

4.

Length of lime:
Interviews wi ll take approximately 45 minutes.

S.

Possible risks and disco mfor ts:
You may feel uncomfortable talking about your experiences. At any time you may decide
, clinical psychologist, (_
to stop the interview and Ie-we the study.
Hospital) will be available for immediate referral should this happen.

6.

Benefit s :

7,

Li ability statelllent :

It is not known whether this study will benefi t you.

Signing this foml gives us your consent to be in this study. It tells us that you understand
the information about the research study. When you sign this form, you do nol givc up
your legal rights. Researchers or agencies involved in this research study still have their
legal and professional responsibilities.

8.

\ Vh at a bout my pri vacy a lld co nfid elltia lity?
I'rotl..'Cting your privacy is an important part of this study. Every efl()rt to prolCct your
privacy will be madc. Howevcr it cannot bc guanllltccd. For cxample we may be rcquirl..'(]
by law to allow access to research rccords.
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When you sign this consent fonn you give us rennission to

•
•

Collect infonnation from you
Share illfonnation wilh the people conducting the study
Share information with the people responsible for protecting your safety

Access to records
The pri ncipal investigator will sec study records that identify you by name,
Other people may need to look at the study records that identify you by name. Thi s might
include the research ethics board. You may ask to sec the list of these people. They can
look at your records only when the principal investigator is present.
Usc of records
The researcher will collect and usc only the infonlllltion needed for this research
study.
This infomJation will include your
•
•

sex
infomlalion trom study interviews

Your name and contact infonnation will be kept secure by the researcher in
Newfoundland and Labrador. It will not be shared with others without your pennission.
Your name wi li not appear in any report or article published as a result of this study.
lnfonnation collected for this study will kept in a locked cabinet on the premises of the
Centre for Nursing Studies for 5 years.
lnfonnation collected and used by the researcher will be stored by Pamela Ward in a
locked cabinet in her office at the Centre for Nursing Studies.
YourllCCCss to record s
You may ask the researcher to see the infonnation that has been collected about you.

9.

Questions :

If you have any (IUestions about taking part in Ihis study, you can Illeet with the
investigator who is in charge of the study at this institution. That person is: Pamela Ward.
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Principallnvcstinator's Name and Phone Numher

PamclaWard
777-8 141 or
pward@cns.nf.ca

Or you can talk to someone who is not involved with the study at all, but can lIuvisc you
on your rights as a participant in a research study. This person can be reached through:
Office of the Human Investigati on Committee (J-l IC) ut 709-777-6974 or
Email: hic@mun.ca

After signing Ihis consent you will be given a copy.
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Signature Page (Program Coordinators/l-' acililators)

Stud y title: Exploring the Role of Discourse in the Eml."fging Identities of Children
Enrolled in an Obesity Treatment Program

Name of principal in\'cstigator: Pamela Ward

To befillcd 0111 and signed by the participolIl:

rl casechcck asapproprialc:
[haveread the consent.

Y("'S {}

No { }

I have had the opportunity to ask questions/to d iscuss this study.

Yes {}

No { }

I have received satisfactory answers to all ormy questions.

Yes {}

No { }

I have received enough infomullion about the study.

Yes { }

No { }

I have spoken to Pamela Ward and she has answered my questions Yes { }

No { }

I understand that 1 am free to withdraw from the study

No { }

at anytime
without having to give a reason
without affecting my ruture work in the _

Yes {}

Program

I understand thaI it is my choice to be in the study and thaI I

!

Yes {j

No {

I agree to be audio taped

Yes I }

No Ii

I agree to lake part in Ihis study.

Yes {}

No { i

m~ly

nol benclil.
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Signature of participant

Date

Signature of witness (if ap plicable)

Dale

To tu' signed hv the invcsti"ator Of pcrsnn ohlainin" COll se nt
I have explained this study to the best of my ability. [ invited questions and gave answers.
I believe Ihat the participant fully understands what is involved in being in the study, any
potential risks orthe study and thai he or she has freely chosen to be in the study.

Signature o f invest igatorl person obtaining consent

Telephone number

Date
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Appendix C

Interview G uide (Interview # 1)- C hildren

I. Can you tell me about the things you enjoy doing Ihat make you feci good about

yourself!
2. Can you describe for me what you like to do for fun?
3. Arc there aClivitil.'S that you prefer not to bc involved in? Why?
4. Are there times when you don't feel good about you rselflbody? Why? How?
5. Describe for me what you think "healthy" means?
6. Can you dl,,'Scribc for me what you think a healthy body looks like?
7. What arc the things we need \0 do to feci or be healthy?
8. Where did you !cam about the things you need to do to bc hcalthy?- School, Home, T.V, Interne!, Other?
9. CUll you tell me a lillie bit about school?
-Do you enjoy il?
-What arc your t:wourilc subjects? What do you enjoy most?
-Do YOII have special fricnds who you hang out with in school? What do
you likc to do togcthcr? Arc these your alicr school fricnd s?
-Arc there things about school that you don't like? Can you tell me about
thcm? Why do you not like them?
10. What do you hope 10 leam from the _
program can help you?

Program'! How do you think this
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Appendix D

Interview Guide (Int erview #2)- C hildren

I. Can you tell me about the things you enjoy doing that make you feci good about
yourself?
2. "Iave you found any new activities that you enjoy since we talked last? What arc
they? Why arc they enjoyable?
3. Arc there activities Ihlll you prefer not to be involved in? Why?
4

Arc there limes when you don", feci good about yoursclflbody? Why? How?

5. When do you feci good about yourself !body? I'lellse explain.
6. Describe fo r me what you think ··he.1lthy" means?
7. Can you describe forme what you think a healthy body looks like?
8. What arc the things we need to do \0 feel or be healthy?
9. What have you learned from the _

I'mgram'! Do you think Ihis program

has helped you? If so how?
10. Has this program changed the way you feel about health, yourself, and your
friends? [fso how'!

[ I. Would you recommend this program 10 olher people'! Why?
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A ppend ix E

Foc.lIs G rollp Inter view G uide (Focus G rou p # 1)- C hildren
I will begin the first grou p discussion with an icebreaker activity as outline by Gibson
(2007). During this time r wi ll engage the children in an activi ty whi ch is designed to gel
them thinking and moving. r will begin the first focus grou p wi th a ;'desert island"
scenario, The participants will be asked to list three things they wo uld need to feci good
and hcnlthy iftrnppcd on a desert island. They will be asked to write these down or draw
them on a whiteboard and come 10 some agreement about what they should take as a
group
Other guiding questions:
I.

How would yo u describe a healthy person? What docs a healthy person looks
like?

2. What arc the things we 11(,'(,:<1 to do to be healthy?
3. What do you like to do to ha ve fun? Do you thin k these act ivities are healthy?
Why or why not?
4. What activities do you prefer not to do? Why?
5. Are there activities yo u would like to try but have not? If so why not?
6. Where did you learn about the things you need to do to be health y?
- School, Home, T.V, Internet, Other?
7. Can yo u tell me a little bit "bout school- Do yo u enjoy it?
-What do you enjoy most? Why'!
-What do you enjoy least? Why?
8. What do you hope to learn from the _
program can help you?

Program? Ilow do you think this
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Append ix F

Foc us G rou p Interview G uide (Focus G roup #2)- C hildren

This focus group will begin with an art project. Parti cipants will be given the option of
opting out orlhe project if they prefer not to take part. The children will be provided with
a choice of doing a drawing or collage. They may integrate words into the piece. They
will then have the opportunity to display and discuss these projects wilhin the group.
They will be asked to create a piece that rcnects the way they feel about themselves, their
surround ings, the messages Ihey receive about health, and what they have learned in the

_

Program.

Questions will be derived from the art pieces and the previous focus group?

1. What makes a person healthy? Lisl some words that come to mind when you think
ofa heal!hyperson.
2. What are the things we need to do to be healt hy?
3

What arc the things we need to feel good about ourselves?

4. Have you participatcd in any activities lately that you would describe as heal!hy?
Can you describe thcm and lell mc why thcy arc good for your health?
5. What activiti es do you prdcr nol to do? Why?
6. 1·lave you found any new activities that you like to do? What are they?

Ar{\\·ork
7

Please explain whllt your artwork says about being healthy?

8. What other things docs your artwork tell us? Please explai n it to the group.
9. Has this becn a fun activity? Why?
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Program
to. I-low do you fecI about being involved in the _

progmm this fall? (e.g. has

it made you happy, rc1u)(cd? Have you mulle friends? Has it madc you ft:c1 good

about yourscl f'?
11. What have you lcaml-d'!
12. lias this program changed the way you feci about health, yourself, and your
friends? Ifso how?
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A ppendix C

Focus G roup Int er view G uide- 1':lrcnts

1. What dOl-'S the teml "healthy"' mean to you'?
2. '-low do you think we can achieve health?

3. Can you describe your children for me?
4. What do you sec as your children"s strengths?
5. What types of activities do YOUT children enjoy!
6

What Iypes of activities do your children pilr1ici patc in?

7. Can you tell me about any concerns you have for your children'!
8

Do you fccl your children arc healthy?

9. Can you tell me about your children's cxp-cricllccs in school? Arc there concerns
regarding school or friends?

10. Do you feel your children have concerns rclatoo to their bodies?
11. How do you know? E.g. - do your children talk about these concerns or have yo u
observed Ihis in your children'!

12. If yes, can you tell me how you have addresst:d these concems wilh/for your
children'?
13. Whal do you feel you and your children have achieved through the _

I'rogram?
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Appcndix 1-1

Interview G uidc- Program Coordin:l lors/ Facililalors

I. What arc the goals of the _

Program?

2. flow docs your ap proach compare to other obesi ty treatment programs?
3. What arc thc main issues Ihal you address through this program?

4. How do you address these issues?
5. How do YOll lecl chi ldren in the program conceptualize health and healthy bodies?
6. J low do yo u fi:d they deal with domi nant health messages regardi ng health,
lilness and body size?
7. What do you hope that chi ld participants will gain from this program?
8. Can you provide me with examples of how you feci this program hus impacted on
the way children view health and the body? (i.c. do you feci their ideas change?)
9. Can yo u explain your process lor follow-up wilh these children?
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ABSTRACT

An invened body posture is not common. During unusual situations (e.g.
overturned helicopters or motor vehicle accidents) when the body is inverted. the
neuromuscular responses can change. In order to manage these situations. it is necessary
to examine changes in muscle force output and activation.
Although the exact mechanisms arc unknown. it is believed that both centra! and
peripheral factors can contribute to changes in muscle force output. Increase in cerebral
blood pooling,

inc rea~

in hydrostatic pressure. and decrease in sympathetic activity

during rapid and slow transitions from upright to inverted seated position are considered
to be the main central factors leading to decrease in inversion-induced muscle force
output. Peripheral factors such as decreased blood flow to the contracting muscle
resulting in decrease perfusion pressure and oxygen deficit within the muscle are most
likely to summate along with central factors inducing neuromuscular impaimlents during
rapid and slov,'er inversion rotations.
There is no evidence examining possible impairments in neuromuscular
functioning with more rapid versus slower inverted rotations as compared to an upright
seated position. Maximal voluntary contraction (MVe) and electromyographic (EMG)
activity were recorded and analyzed in biceps and quadriceps, concurrently and
individually. lor maximal lorce output and activation with upright seated position, and
inverted within Is and 3s rotations. It was anticipated that changes in muscle force and
activation within 1sand 3s inversion rotations would suggest impairments in the
functioning of neuromuscular system. as compared to the upright position. In addition.
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INTRODUCTION
The human body is adapted to work in an upright position. In situations when an
individual is required to manage circumstances where the body is forced into inverted
positions (e.g. completely overturned helicopter or motor vehicle accidents).
physiological responses can change. [t is important to know the neuromuscular and
cardiovascular responses when a person is inve rted from an upright position.
Only two studies have been published which exam ine the elbow flexion (Hearn
ct. al. 2009) and the knee extension (Paddock and Behm 2009) torce and activation
during inverted seated position. Both studies were performed to detennine the changes in
neuromuscular responses between upright and inverted seated positions. The results for
both studies illustrated decreases in neuromuscular performance with an inverted scaled
posture. Also, both studies exhibited significant decreases in heart rate and blood pressure
in the inverted position attributed

to

alterations of sympathetic nervous system

stimulation. [n addition, Neary et al. (20 1I a, 201 1b) demonstrated a tendenc y tor
quadriceps maximal voluntary contraction (MVC) force to decrease in inverted position
but no significant difference was found for biceps brachii MVC between upright and
inverted positions. They also found a significant decrease in heart rate as well as cardiac
output with inverted position as compared to upright position. which v,.ere in accordance
with the results from Hearn et al. (2009) and Paddock and Behm (2009). Hence. it can be
established that an inverted seated posture results in neuromuscular and cardiovascular
system unpmrments
There are a number of physiological mechanisms involved whcn the body
responds to an inverted position. Hydrostatic pressure (pressure exerted by a tluid due to
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the force of gravity)

i~ con~ idered

as one of the major contributing factors related to the

decline in the muscle force output during inversion. Mechanisms to reduce hydrostatic
pressure in the lower body when upright, such as respiratory

mu~cJe

pump (Miller ct ai.

2005). skeletal muscle pump (Delp and Laughlin 1998), and veno-vasoconstriction
(Vissing et ai. 1997) offsct the effect of increased lower body hydrostatic

pres~ure

and

ensure adequate venous return to the heart. Bosone et ai. (2004) demonstrated ten
minutes of 30° head down tilt caused a significant increase in arterial

prcs~ure

at the

(fanial level due to the development of the hydrostatic pressure gradient between the
heart and brain leve ls. It is speculated that the inversion-induced increase in hydrostatic
pressure could have a negative impact on the ability of the brain to function
appropriately. This n:sponse could afTect optimal perfonnance during sport, and
occupational tasks or emergency situations
Furthennore, inhibition of sympathetic activity during head down body tilt
(Bosone ct ai. 2004: Cooke and Dowlyn 2000: Cooke I:t al. 2004: Fu et al. 2000) is
associated with decreased heart rate (Schneider and Chandler 1973), blood pressure
(Bosone et a!. 2004), and total peripheral resistance (Goodman and LeSage 2002). This
inhibition orthe sympathc!ic

nervou~

system adversely affects the peripheral perfusion

(Thomas and Segal 2004). resulting in decreased muscle force output. Head-down tilt
postures also lead to decreased oxygen supply to the working muscle via compensatory
increases in the inspiratory muscle cOlllraction force (Aleksandrova et ai. 2005),
decreased lung compliance (Donina et ai. 2009). impaired gaseous exchange (Prisk et al.
2002). and increased airflow impedance of the respiratory

~ystem

(Donina et al. 2009),

which further adds to the factors causing reduced muscle force output with inverted
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position. However. all inversion studies 10 date have involved slow and delibe rate
transitions from upright 10 inverted positions. In most situations such as overturned
vehicle accidents and ditchcd heliwptcrs. these events will occur rapidly. Duc to thc
rapid transition of the body from an upright to inverted position. there is the possibility
that force output will be augmentcd abruptly due to the activation of the sympathetic
nervous systcm (fight or fligh t phenomenon). However, it is unknown whcthcr the typical
inversion·induced decrements are more predominant than possible sympathetic system

Consequently. it is important to observe the changes in force output, muscle
activation and cardiac functioning when invcrted at diffcrcnt rotationaitimcs comparcd to
an upright seilted position. The following sections will provide a critical and in-depth
evaluation of the physiological responses and undcrlying mechanisms related to inverted
body posture

I. EFFECTS OF INVE RS ION O N NEUROM USCULAR PROPERTI ES
An inverted seated position is nO! a common body posture. Neuromus(;ular
re~ponses

(;hange with an inverted position as compared to an upright position. Hearn et

al. (2009) and Paddock and Behm (2009) demonstrated decreases in force production and
muscle activation. Hearn et al. (2009) found significant decreases in elbow flexor MVC
force. voluntary rate of force development. and biceps electromyographic (EMG) activity
with complete inversion. A similar study by Paddock and Behm (2009) focusing 01110wcr
limb quadriceps muscle activation. showed a significant reduction in maximal voluntary
contraction force, rate of force development. and EMG activity with seated inversion. In
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addition. Ncary et al. (201Iu. 2011h) also found a tendency for quad riceps MVC 10
decrcase in invcrted position but no significant difference was fou nd for biceps MVC
between upright and inverted positions. Hence. it can be inferred that the inverted
position genemlly has a negative impact on an individual"s neuromuscular fu nc tioning.

2. PERFUSION PRESSURE
Inversion-induced muscle performance impediments may be auributcd to a
number of mechanisms. Peripheral perfusion pressure: a graded difference between
artcrial blood pressure and venous pressure (Ganong 2003). is an important factor
affecting muscle force output During activity. regulatio n of blood pressure plays a vital
role in optimizing perfusion to the worki ng muscles and supplying essential nutrients and
oxygen needed for proper functioning. Hobbs and McCloskey (1987) found a decrease in
blood flow ami force production near maximal workloads when an isolated cat so leus
muscle was treated with a reduced mean blood pressure. This suggests that the amount of
workload is associated with the altcrations in the perfusion pressure and force production.
Perfusion pressure in the muscle can increase or decrease depending upon the distance
the muscle is /i·om the heart. Raising the arm above the heart level leads to a decrease in
the perfusion pressure in hand, resulting in lower force production (Fitzpatrick et al.
1996). Sundberg and Kaij ser (1992) found the same effect in lower limbs. They found a
decrease in muscle perfusion followed by a decrease in muscle force when a positive
pressure of 50 mmHg was applied.
All the above-mentioned studies support the changes in neuromuscular responses
demonstrated by Hearn et al. (2009) and Paddock and Behm (2009). These studies
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exhibited decreased elbow flexion (I-Ieam et al. 2009) and knee extension ( Paddock and
Dehm 2009) muscle force when upright se3ted position was compared with inverted
seated posture. Doth the studies attributed inversion-induced reduction in peripheral
perfusion in contracting muscles as a major contributing peripheral factor.

3. HYDROST ATIC PRESSURE

Hydrostatic pressure is defined as a pressure change caused by fluid changes in
the capillary network (Guyton and Hall 2006). A number of studies on animals and
humans have demonstrated a significant effect on working capacity of the muscles due to
alteration in hydrostatic pressure with or without changes in body position. The majo ri ty
of the studies related \0 hydrostatic pressure are conducted on animals. Both rabbit psoas
(Fortune et al. 1994) and rat extensor digitorum longus (Ranatunga and Geeves 1991)
muscles have responded with decreased tetanic force when subjected to high hydrostatic
pressure. Ranatunga and Geeves (1991) also found that the peak tension. the time to peak
and the time to half-relaxation of a twitch contraction increased when the muscle fiber
bundles isolated from the rat extensor digitorum longus of the rat were exposed to
increasing hydrostatic pressures. However. when a maximally calcium activated rabbit
psoas muscle fiber was subjected to high hydrostatic pressure. a 15% decrease in
isometric active tension was repo rted (Geeves and Ranatunga 1987). It was hypothesized
that a lower number of active-cross bridges or decrease in the force per cross-bridge was
responsible for this impaimlent due to an increased pressure. Alternatively, twitch tcnsion
was potentiated with an increase in hydrostatic pressure in response to enhanced release
of calcium ( Vawda et al. 1996). High hydrostatic pressure causes pulsing acetylcholine
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receplor release. decreasing muscle firing frequency (Heinman el at. 1987). and
enzymatic activity of lactate dehydrogenase (Schmid el al. 1979). Therefore, based on
animal research. the increased hydrostatic pressure can have adverse effecls on
neuromuscular performance
In humans, a number of mechanisms work in vh'o in uprighl position to
compensate for the effect of increased hydrostatic pressure and consequent blood pooling
in the lower limbs. These mechanisms. such as respiratory muscle pump (Miller ct al.
2005). skeletal muscle pump (Dclp & Laughlin 1998), and veno-vasoconstriction
(Vissing et a1.1997) ensure adequale venous relurn to the heart. [n addilion,
vasoconstriction triggered by venous distension and a local neural veni-arteriolar
response is important for counteracting increases in capillary hydrostatic pressure during
upright posture or limb dependency (Henriksen 1991). Bosone el al. (2004) found that 10
min of 30° head down li[t caused signiticant increase in arterial pressure at the cranial
leveL dw: to the development of the hydrostatic pressure gradient between the heart and
brain. Furthermore. minimal changes in hydroslatie pressure and perfusion pressure arc
observed in a supine position (Laughlin and Scharge 1999).
In conclusion. previous published studies related to complete seated inversion
(Hearn ct a!. 2009; Paddock and Behrn 2009) illustrated decreases in muscle activation
and force production with an inverted body position. Neither of these studies investigated
hydrostatic pressure directly. but suggested it may be an important central factor leading
to impainnents in neuromuscular system responses.
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4. LOWER BODY NEGATIV E !' RESSURE AND BARO RECEPTOR REFLEXS
A lower body negative pressure (LBNP) is the application of an external negative
pressure below the waist under well-controlled conditions. LBNP is most often used as a
perturbation to the cardiovascular system and has been applied to simulate gravitational
stress (Levine et al. 1991; Savard and Stonehouse 1995: Zhang et a1. 1999). During
upright body posture. vasomotor sympathetic activity plays an essential role in
maintaining arterial pressure via the baroreceptor reflex mechanism (Fu et a1. 2006).
Daroreccptors arc the stretch receptors that are located in the aonic arch and the carotid
sinuses (Fo .... 2006). These receptors playa vital role in maintaining the blood pressure
within limits. With the change in position from lying to standing there is a shift of blood
from the veins in the thorncic cavity to the veins in the lower extremities. This results in
lower blood pressure due to decreases in venous return and cardiac output, which is
counteracted via activation of the baroreceptor retlex (Fox 2006). Thus. it helps in
maintaining homeostasis by playing an imponant role during changes in body posture
I-l ughson et a1. (1993) investigated the effect of cycling exercise in upright and
supine positions. and compared it with -40 mmHg lower body negative pressure in supine
position. The:: baroreceptor retlex was activute::d during supine exercise. as LBN P caused
more pooling of blood in lower extremities as compared \0 upright position. Cooper and
Hainswonh (2001) determined that -40 mmHg LBNP has no effect on cardiac responses.
However. they illustrated a significant increase in vascular resistance response during
LBNI' afong with the increase in the peak gain of the baroreceptor retlex. They also
suggested that an increase in baroretlex gain may help in maintenance of blood pre::ssure
during orthostatic stress.
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Baroreceptor reflex also helps to maintain <ldequatc cerebral perfusion (Ponte and
Purves 1974). The sensitivity of the baroreflex control of sympathetic nerve activity
decreases from upright to tilted position due to an increase in central venous pressure
(CVP) (Clmrkoudian et <II. 20(4). Hearn et al. (2009) and Paddock and Behm (2009) have
illustrated significant decreases in blood pressure. both systolic and diastolic with
complete seated inversion. A subsequent study from the same laboratory reported similar
inversion-induced decreases in mean arterial pressure and cardiac output (Neary et a!.
20 II a, 20 II b). Thus, it can be hypothesized that with the increase in hydrostatic pressure
du ring inversion, CVP may also increase, resulting in reduced sensitivity of the
baroreceptor reflex with inverted body posture. However, no research has been conducted
to determine the role ofbaroreceptors during complete seated inversion: therefore, the
adjustments made by baroreceptors have not been fully clarified.

S. VESTIRULA R SYSTF. :\-l
The vestibular system assists with the control of balance and equilibrium. It
accomplishes this function by assessing head and body movement and position in space,
generating a neural code representing this information. and distributing this code to
appropriate sites located throughout the central nervous system. Vestibular function is
brgely retlex and unconscious in nature (Ganong 2003). The otol ith organs and semicircular (;amlls arc the two main components of the vestibular system associated with
postural adjustments. The semicircular canals respond to rotational movements of the
head. whereas oto lith organs sense linear motion (Ganong 2003).
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Gravity also plays an important role with the vestibulosympathetic reflex. Tanaka
et al. (2006) found that vestibular deficient rats are less able to regulate blood pressure as
compared to gravitational stressed rats with the inner ear intact. Therefore, it can be
proposed that the vestibulosympathctie reflcx is vital to maintain homeostasis during
gravity related changes with inversion. However. further research is necessary to
determine the possible mechanisms andlor adjustments. and the role played by thc
vestibular system during complete inversion.
Ray (2000) found that the vestibulosYillpathctic rcflex, via an incrcasc in
sympathetic outflow. plays an important role in maintaining orthostasis in humans.
During upright standing, vestibulosympathetic reflex assists in regulating blood pressure
changes in humans (Ray and Carter 2003). Kerman et al. (2000) also suggested that the
vestibular system plays a role during postural adjustments by regulating aU/onomic
oUiflow. Thcy illustrated. that based upon the anatomical location and innervation target
ofa particular sympathetic nerve; the vestibular sympathetic reflexes may result in local
blood Oow changes. Though none of these studics werc dircctly related to rapid and slow
scated inversion of thc human body. they would insinuate that changes occur in
neuromuscular performance during downward rotation.

6. SYMP ATH ETI C N ERVOUS SY ST Ei\'1
In order 10 maintain arterial blood pressure, sympathetic nerve activity decreases
blood tlow to the active muscles via vasoconstriction (Fox 2006). However. it has been
notcd that even though the sympathetic neural discharge increases with the increase in
intensity of the activity, the muscle blood flow also incrcascs. indicating a reduced
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responsi\'eness to sympathetic activation (Thomas and Segal 2004). Wallin and Sundia l"
( 1982) reported vasoconstriction in skeletal muscles during a standing upright posture.
During standing. an increase in the sympathetic activity to the vessels is accompanied by
an over-activity of the sympathetic system leading to an exaggerated increase in the heart
rate (Furlan 2001). As the response of muscle nerve sympathetic activity is not directly
swdied in inversion. it is reasonable to expect thc opposite (decreased heart rate) with an
inverted body position
The sympathetic nervous system also influences muscle force contractility.
alertness through stimulution of the reticular activuting system, glycogen utilization. and
muscle tone (Martini and Nath 2008). Additionally, a decrease in heart rate (Schneider
and Chandler 1973). blood pressure (Bosone et al. 2004). and total peripheral resistance
(Goodman and LeSage 2002) are also attributed to inhibition of sympathetic nervous
system acti vity. Significant increase in intracranial pressure and inhibition of sympathetic
outflow (Bosonc et al. 2004) may reduce thc ability to sustain maximal force output by
decreasing the neural outflow to the motor neurons.
Furthennorc. tilt studies have also shown a decrease in sympathctic activity.
Acute head down body tilt studies have reported lower sympathetic nervous activity
(Cooke and Dowlyn 2000: Cooke et al. 2004). which could play a role in the ability of
the central nervous system 10 adequately activate motor neuron activity (Roatta et al
2008). DUring 6" head down tilt the muscle sympathetic ncrve activity decreased by 27%
(Fu et al. 2000). A recent study by Wang et al. (201 I) also demonstrated that a 6· headdo wn bed rest decreased the working capacity of the muscle. Additionally. Bosone ct al.
(2004) have re portcd that 10 min of 30· head down tilt inhibit the sympathetic nervous
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system response along with a decrease in hean rate and arterial blood pressure. Hean rate
and cardiac output dccrcased significantly (Yao et al. 1999) with 24 h- 6· head down
body tilt bed rest. Kawanokuchi et al. (2001) demonstrated that vcstibulosympathetic
reflcx rather than cardiopulmonary baroreceptors suppress sympathetic outflow with 6-8·
head down body-tilt with LBNP
Howevcr. when encountering vulnerable situations in which the human body is
forccd to be invcrtcd (e,g. overturned helicopters, motor vehicle accidents etc.). the
sympathetic nervous systcm will typically be highly activated (fight or flight
phenomenon) (Guyton and Ha!l 2006). Stimulation of the sympathetic system results in
an incrcascd hcart ratc and blood prcssure to provide better perfusion of the vital organs
and muscles, and decreases the threshold in the reticular formation, reinlorcing the
arousal and alcrt statcs (Ganong 2003). 1·learn ct <II. (2009), Paddock and Bchm (2009),
and Neary et al. (2011(1, 2011b) have illustrated significant de(reases in heart mte,
systolic, and diastolic blood pressure with complete seated inversion. They have
suggested that changes in heart mte and blood pressure during inverted body posture are
due to the alterations in sympathetic nervous system stimulation. Since seated invcrsion
has shown significant reductions in cardi ovascular activity, which have been proposed to
be due to altered sympathctic activity. it would be of inter cst to cxaminc the
(ardiov<lscular responses with mpid and slower transi tions from upright to in verted
positions to determine whether the more rapid and slower rotations elicit a sympathetic
response that may overcome typical inversion-induced decrements
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7. UEA RT RATE AN D BLOOIJ PRESS URE
An inverted seated posture alters the cardiovascular responses. Hearn et al. (2009)
and Paddock and Behm (2009) demonstrated significant decreases in heart rate. systolic
and diastolic blood prcssures with complete seated inversion. Furthennore, two published
abstracts (Neary et al. 201 la. 20 11b) also demonstrated significant decrease in heart rate
and cardiac output with inverted position as compared to upright position. These studies
attributed this decline in heart rate and blood pressure with reduction in sympathetic
nervous system activity.
In addition to the studies performed with seated inversion, a number of studies
have been pcrfomled
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demonstrate the changes in cardiovascular responses with anti-

orthostatic posture. Anti-orthostatic posture is defined as a posture in which the body is
upside down or inverted at an angle with head down and feet unsupported. Antiorthostatic posture has s hown an association with alterations in systemic circulation in
both humans (Gavrikov and Isupov 1999) as ""CII as rats (Osadchii ct al. 1997: Byc hkova
et al. 1990). In addition, Bychkova et al. (1990) have also illustrated changes in skeletal
muscle blood flow during anti-orthostatic position.
Moreover, 8alueva and Sergeev (2010) found that 45' head-down tilt decreases
blood pressure and cilrdiac output in rats. Bosone et al. (2004) also illustratcd decrcase in
heart rate and blood pressure during 10 min of 30" head dO\VT1tilt. due to the inhibition of
sympathetic nervous system. Vestibular system also plays an important role in
maintaining arterial pressure during changes in body postures (Tanaka et al. 2009).
During upright body posture, the baroreceptor reflex counteracts the decrease in blood
pressure due to gravity and maintilins adequate cerebral perfusion. However. it is still

unknown whether this retlex adequately regulates the changes in blood pressure during
seated inversion
In contrast to the aforementioned studies. Yao et al. (1999) and Butler et al
(1991) demonstrated an increase in cardiac output and decrease in stroke volume (SV)
with head down tilt. 80th these studies suggest an increase in heart rate, which proposes
that some other cardiovascular mechanisms are also present which assist in regulating thc
changes during alterations in body position. RafTai ct al. (2009) also showed an increase
in heart rate and blood pressure after 45' head down tilt in rats. Therefore. it would be of
interest to investigate the functioning oflhe cardiovascular system to respond to possible
changes during rapid and slower seated inversion

S. RESPI RATO RVSVSTEM
lIead down ti lt (HOT) position impairs functioning of the respiratory (Henderson
ct a1.2006) and cardiovascular (Soubiran el al. 1996) systems. Aleksandrova et al. (2005)
found Ihat HOT posture decreases orthostatic stability and leads to contractile failure of
the diaphragm musculature due to alteration in excitation- contraction coupling. In
addition. impaired gaseous exchange (Prisk et al. 2002). decreased lung compliance
(Oonina et al. 2009). and increased airllow impedance ofrcspiratory system (Donina et
al. 2009) also contribute to the changes in the ventilatory system functioning during
1lOT. Furthennore. there is a possibility that inversion may lead to an augmentation of
intrathoracic and/or intra-abdominal pressure, resulting in increased work for inspiratory
and expiratory musculature followed by fatigue. These responses could lead to
difficullieswithbreathing.

2S

Lu et aL (2000) proposed that HOT might lead to a reduction in pulmonary
vcntilation :lr1d lung capacity, but an incrcase in pulmonary difTusion. They suggested
that this rise in the pulmonary diffusion might be associated with the uniform distribution
of the pulmonary blood flow and increased effectiveness of the pulmonary vascular bed
On thc contrary, Hillebrecht ct al. (1992) found alterations in the pulmonary blood flow
due to HOT
Acute HDT posture also causes compensatory increases in the inspiratory muscle
contraction force (Aleksandrova et a1. 2005). Reduction in oxygen supply may n:sult in
altemtions in the force production capacity of the muscle due to reduction in levels of
creatine phosphate ( Brechue et al. 1995) and impaired excitation,contraction coupling
(Aleksandrova et al. 2005). However, it is not known if the respiratory system responses
could contribute to the changes in inversion-induced ncuromuscular performance
impairmcnts with rapid und slowt:r rotations to inversion.

CONCLUSION
This literature review has presented a number of mechanisms that may lead to
alterations in both neuromuscular and cardiovascular functioning. Al l previous published
inversion studies (Hearn et al. 2009; Paddock and Behm 2009; Neary et al. 201 la,
20 11 b) demonstrated the inversion-induced alterations in neuromuscular and
cardiovascular response during upper limb and lower limb muscle activity. These studies
suggested the involvement of ccntral and peripheral factors in allering the muscle force,
cardiac OUlpUl. and arterial pressure changes during seated inversion
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rn addition. there is evidence to show the probable decrease in baroreflex sensitivity
and increase in hydrostatic pressure are associated with altered responses during
inversion. due to excessive pooling of blood towards thc brain. These can be considered
as major contributing factors influencing changes in upper and lower limb muscle activity
functioning during complete inversion.
Furthermore. inhibition of sympathetic nervous system and

~timulation

of

vestibulosympathetic reflex arc also strongly associated with reduction in neuromuscular
system activity in both upper limb and lower limb during inversion. Both these factors
also lead to a decrease in heart rate and blood pressure, resuiting in less peripheral blood
perfusion oxygen delivery, and ultimately low force output during contractions
Additionally, alterations in the respiratory system functioning during inversion also lead
to reduced oxygen supply to the contracting muscles and may lead to impairments in
neuromuscular performance
Consequently, no research has been conducted to study the effectiveness of the
above-mentioned mechanisms during scated inversion. However, it is speculated that
Ihese ntechanisms play an important role when body is inverted. The rapidity of the
response is an important question for basic physiology while there can be functional
applications lor sport. work and emergency environments. Therc!ore.the focus of the
research portion of this thesis is 10 delermine the changes in muscle fo rce output, muscle
activity. and heart rate and blood pressure during rapid and slower transition from upright
10 seated inversion at different rotalionaltimes
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AUST RACT

The purpose of this study was to determinc and compare the changes in
neuromuscular and cardiovascular responses with rapid and slower transitions from
upright to inverted seated positions. Twcnty-two subjects performed concurrent unilateral
biceps and quadriceps maximal voluntary contractions (MVCs) in the upright position,
and when inverted within I sand 3s. Ten of the 22 subjects also performed individual
biccps and quadriceps MVCs in all three positions. Ma.ximal force of biceps and
quadriceps: muscle activation ofbiccps. triceps. quadriceps and hamstrings; and heart
rate (HR). systolic blood pressure (SBP) and diastolic blood pressure (OBP) were
measured. Whether the biceps or quadriceps was contracted concurrently or individually.
significant (p < 0.05) decreases in MVC fo rce were found when inverted within Is and 3s
rotations compared 10 the upright position. Similarly, biceps and quad riceps EMG
activity with either concurrent or individual contractions significantly (p < 0.05)
decreased when invcrted within Is and 3s rotations compared 10 the upright position.
Quadriceps MVC demonstrated significant (p < 0.05) increase from the first second 10 3os time period. Triceps and hamstrings EMG activity significantly (1' < 0.05) decreased
when inverted within 1s rotation compared to the upright position. HR. SB P. and OBP
demonstrated significant (p < 0.001) decreases when inverted within Is and 3s rotations
compared

10

the upright position. [n conclusion, similar to the slow and deliberate

rotation of previous inversion studies. rapid and slower transitions from an upright to
inverted seated positions also [cad to neuromuscular impairments and decreases in HR
and BP.
Key words: tilt. force. EMG. heart rate. blood pressure
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INTRO DUCTION

In day-to-day life. humans hardly perform any activities in which the body is
invened. To date, only two studies (Hearn et al. 2009 and Paddock and l3ehm 2009) have
examined the level of muscle activation. force output, and changes in cardiovascular
functioning during complete seated inversion compared to lin upright body posture. Both
studies demonstrated decreases in force production.

mu~cle

activation. hcan rate, lind

blood pressure. In addition, two studies (Nellry et al. 2011a, 2011b) also demonstrated a
significant decrease in heart rate and cardiac output with inverted position as compared to
upright position. They also fou nd a tendency for quadriceps maximlll voluntary
contraction (MVC) to decrease in inverted position but no significllnt difference
found for

bieep~

All the

WlIS

MVC between upright and inverted positions.

~tudies

related to inverted seated posture (Hearn et al. 2009; Paddock and

Behm 2009; Neary et al. 2011a. 2011b) have suggested inversion-induced inhibition of
sympalhetie

nervou~

system activity liS a rationale for decrease in neuromuscular and

cardiovascular responses. A number of tilt studies have also supported this rationale. The
most similar protocols to the inversion studies utili zed head-down body tilt. Acute headdown body tilt inhibits sympathetic activity (Bosone et al. 2004; Cooke and Dowlyn
2000; Cooke et al. 2004 : Fu et al. 2000). which is associated with decreased heart rate
(Schneider and Chandler 1973). blood pressure (Bosone ct al. 2004), total peripheral
resistance (Goodman and LeSage 2002). and muscle blood flow (Thomas and Segal
2004). Other factors thllt could contribute to the decline in the muscle force output du ring
inversion include lin inereasc in hydrostatic pressure (Ranatunga and Geeves 1991). an
increase in central venous presslIfc (CVP) (Charkoudian et al. 2004), and altered
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functioning of the respiratory system (Henderson et al. 2006). Hence, it can be inferred
that while an individual is inverted neuromuscular and cardiovascular systems may not
function normally. In contrast to the above-mentioned studies. there arc also head-down
tilt studies. which suggest an increase in heart ra te (Yao et al. 1999: Butler et al. 1991:
Raffai et al. 2009) and arterial blood pressure (Wilkins et al. 1950). Furthermo re, Hobbs
and McCloskey (1987) found an increase in clectromyographic (EMG) activity of soleus
and medial gastrocnemius as the contracting muscles were raised above the heart level.
It is known that when an individual encounters a vulnerable situation, the
activation of the sympathetic nervous system prepares the individual to cope via flight or
fight reactions. Stimulation of the sympathetic system results in increased heart rate and
blood pressure (Guyton and Hall 2006). Since the previously published seated inversion
and head-tilt studies were conducted with slow rotation speeds. it is not known whether
the typical inversion-induced responses (i.e. impaired force. decreased heart rate and
blood pressure) found in these studies would be offset during a rapid rate of inversion by
possible stimulation of the sympathetic system.
Accordingly, it is imporlant to know the alterations in human body systems due 10
encounter of in vcrsion-induced situations. To our knowledge no research has been
published examining the changes in neuromuscular and cardiovascular systems and their
related responses during rapid and slower invcrsion of human body posture. The purpose
of the study was to dcterminc the rapidity of changes in force output, muscle activation
and cardiovascular functioning due to seated inversion at differcnt rotation times. It was
hypothesizcd that inversion of the body position within 1-3 seconds would initially
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increase force production, muscle activation, heart rate and blood pressure subsequently
followed by reductions over 3-6 seconds
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l\lETHODOLOGY

I.

Subjec t.~

Twenty-two (24.2 2: 7. 1 yrs., 76.5 2: 19.9 kg. 167.5

± 10.6 cm) healthy and

physicall y active subjects from Memorial University of Newfoundland volunteered for
the study. All twenty-two subjects did simultaneous unilateral biceps and qU lldriceps
contractioll. Tcn of thc twcnty-two subjccts also perfornlcd unilateral biceps and
quadriceps contraction both indi vidually and concurrentl y. This was done to compare the
effects of rapid and slower inversion rates on both uni lateral concurrent and individual
contractions. No participant had previous history of any hypertensive or cerebral related
cond ition or scrious injury. All subjcets were verbally infoffiled oflhe procedure of sludy
and read and signed a consent form and Physical Activity Re adiness Questionnaire
(Healt h Canada. Canadian Socicty for Exercise Physiology 2004) prior 10 participation
Thc study was approved by Memorial University of Newfoundland Human Investigation
Committee

2.

[x peri mental

Design

2.11'rotoco1
Subjects we re instructed to not cat food for at least 2 h prior to testing and to not
smoke. drink alco hol. or exercise at least 6 h prior to testing (Health Canada, Canadian
Society for Exercisc Physiology 2004). An initial orien tation session was given to all
subjects to allow them to become familiar with the protocol under both upright and
inverted seated position. Prior to tes ting, subjects performed a 5 min wann up on a cycle
ergometer set at an intensity of 1 kp and 70 rpm. All subjects we re tested in both upri ght

and inverted scated positions. Among the twenty-two subjects. twelve subjccts pcrfonned
only concurrent unilateral contractions of biceps and quadriceps in upright and inverted
positions within Is and Js rotations. Tcn other subjccts perfonncd unilateral biccps and
quadriceps contractions. concurrently and individually in upright and inverted positions
within Is and Js rotations. The conditions (upright. inverted within Is. and invcrted
within Js rotations) were randomly allocated during the experiment.
All subjects were rotated from a seated upright to a seated inverted position by the
primary investigator within Is and 3s viaa manual wheel attached to one side of the
rotational chair. During data collection (experimental trials). a research assistant timed
the manual ro tation and any rotations that deviated by more than 0.3 seconds were not
included in the data analysis.
Changes in neuromuscular activation were tested for a period of 6s for each trial.
All participants were tested for right clbow flexors and right knee extensors force and
activation in both upright and inverted positions. During uprigh t and inverted positions
within Is and 3s rotations. all subjects performed 2 isometric MVCsof6s duration for
each condition.
The subjects started the muscle contraction at the initiation of inversion rotation
lor both Is and 3s. The time whe n all subjects initiated muscle contraction for both
upright and inverted sealed rotations is defined as time zero. To prevent the discomfort
related to an increase in pressure around head and eyes during seated inversion. a 3 min
rest period was provided to every subject between each voluntary contraction. The 3 min
rest period allowed the cardiovascular system to adjust
pressure (BP) and heart rate (HR) to return

(0
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(0

the uprigbt posture and blood

baseline in < 1 min (information obtained

from pilot studies). Both upright and inverted positions were tested in the same
experimental session. In the present study. rotation in Is was considered rapid and
rotation in Js was described as slow in comparison to Is rotation. For the purpose of
analysis. the MVC force and EMG activity n:eordcd overa period of6s was divided into
three phases - the first second. the first three seconds. and J·6s. The first second provided
infonnation regarding the effect of rapid rotation. the second phase (0·3 seconds)
provided infonnation regarding the effect of slower rotalion. whereas the third phase (3·
6s) provided information regarding the effect of inversion on the dependent variables.
Consequently. the significant changes were detennined by comparing these three phases
for upright position. lind inverted within Is lind 3s rotations.

2.2 Apparatus
The subjects sat in II specially constructed rotational chair (Technical Services·
Memorial University of Newfoundland) capable of being rotated over a 360' range. AU
subjects were rotated from lin upright to an inverted position within Isand Js via a
manual whL"t:1 attached to one side of the rotational chair. Subjects sat in an upright
position with hips. knees and elbows flexed at 90' with foreanns supinated and resting on
padded support. The Velcro straps were secured to the upper anns at biceps (mid·belly)
The upper torso rested against the backrest and was secured via straps around the waist.
shoulder. tlnd groin. Both legs were secured using a padded tlttachment placed over the
thighs. The non-contracting leg and foreann were also placed in a strap so thai it would
not dangle while inverted. The right wrist and the right ankle were inserted into the
padded straps attached 10 a Whetl\slone bridge configuration strain gauge (Omega
Engineering Inc., Don Mil!s. Onl.) to metlsure the force output during the isometric

elbow !lex ion and knee extension MVCs. During data analysis, the mass of the resting
arm was subtracted from the force output readings of the inverted MVC since in the
upright position the elbow tlexors had to overcome the mass of the arm associated with
the pull of gravity, The mass of the n:sting arm in the inverted position was measured by
inverting the subject 180' with arm hanging in a padded strap attached to a Wheatstone
bridge configuration strain gauge (Omega Engineering Inc., Don Mitls, ant.). The mean
mass of the arm when hanging inverted was 39.26 N ± 17.32. All forces de((:cted by the
strain gauge were amplified (Biopae Systems Inc. DA 100 and analog to digital (AI D)
converter MPIOOWSW; Holliston, MA) and monitored on computer (Dell Inspiron 6000,
SI. John's, Newfoundland) at a sampl ing rate of 2000 Hz. Data was analog to digitally
converted lind was stored on a computer for further analysis on a commercially designed
software program (Acqknowlegde 4.1 . Biopac Systems Inc .. Holliston, MA).

3. Dependent Variables
3.1 MVC Force

For all subjects, MVC trials were recorded fo r upright as well as Is and 3s
rotations to an inverted position. During testing, subjects contracted biceps and
quadriceps concurrently or individually at least twice in each position. Each contraction
lasted 6s. A six-second MVC duration was chosen since from previous expcriem:e from
this laboratory (Button and Behm 2008); this duration was the maximum that could be
endured without eliciting a fatigue response (decrease in force). If more than 5%
difference was found between the first two MVCs, a third trial was performed. Threeminute rest periods were allocated between each MVC to diminish the effects of fatigue

To collect MVC data for biceps and quadriceps the padded velcro straps holding right
wrist and right ankle were attached to a Wheatstone bridge configuration strain gauge
(Omega Engineering Inc .. Don Mills, Onl.). When performing individual contractions,
the non-contracting right forearm and right leg were securcd using different velcro straps
to avoid dangling while inverted. All participants were provided verbal motivation to
push

a~

hard and fast as possible, to promote the maximal response. The highest

difference between the baseline value and the greatest force amplitude was considered as
peak force
),2

Electromyography

Muscle activation of the right knee extensors and right elbow Ilexors were
recorded during concurrent and individual voluntary contractions. Thorough skin
preparation for all electrodes included shaving of hair. removal of dead epithelial cells
with an abrasive sand paper around the designated areas followed by cleansing with an
isopropyl alcohol swab. Four pairs of surface EMG recording electrodes (Kendall Meditrace 100 series. Chikopee. Mass) were placed approximately 2 cm apart ovcr the
midbelly of the vastus lateralis, semitendinosis, mid-portion of biceps brachii (in
alignment with the muscle fibers), and triceps with ground electrode placed on the fibular
head. The electrodes were wrapped to ensure no movement during inversion. EMG
activity was sampled at 2000 I-Iz, with a B13ckm3n 61 dB band-pass tilter between 10 and
500 Hz, amplified (Biopac Systems MEC 100 amplifier, Santa Barbara, Calif; input
impedance '" 2M. common mode rejection ratio > 100 dB (50/60 Hz); noise >5 UV). and
analog

10

digitally converted (Biopac MP150) to be stored on a personal computer for

further analysis (Dell Inspiron (000). EMG data was integrated (rectified), averaged over

3 samples. and th(: root m(:an square (RMS) of the signal calculated using the software
(AeqKnowledge 4.1. Biopac Systems [nc .. llolliston. MA). From this transformation the
rectified RMS mean amplitude of the signal was calculated by the software over the three
segments. EMG was analyzed over I s during the first phase. over 3s (0-3s) for the second
phase and over 3s (3-6s) for the third phase. Co-contraction ratios were detennined by
dividing the antagonist (hamstrings and triceps) into the agonist (quadriceps and biceps)
rectified RMS mean amplitude values.

4. Hcar l ra le a nd blood pressure
Prior to testing, heart rate and blood pressure were monitored in the upright seated
position and immediately after subjects were inverted within 1s and 3s rotations. /·kart
rate was monitored with a Polar Al monitor (Woodbury, N.Y.), Blood pressure was
measured with a battery operated A+ Med 7-62 pressure cuff (AMG Medical Inc ..
Montreal. Que.).

5. Statistica l a nalys is
Two-way analysis of variance (ANOYA). Ox3) with repeated measures was
conducted on force and EMG variabks. The factors were body position (upright, inverted
within Is. and inverted within 3s). and time periods (first sec. 0-3s. and 3·6s). HR and OP
data was analyzed with a 2 way ANOYA

0 ..

2) with factors being body position and

time (upright and completion of inversion). Data was analyzed using SPSS (SPSS for MS
Windows. version 17.0. Polar Engin(:cring and Consulting), Differences were considered
significant when p values were below an alpha level of 0.05. A post hoc Bonferonni-

Dunn's procedure test was also utilized to determine the values of pair-wise comparisons
Jnd to detect thc location of significJnt differences between upright Jnd inverted
positions. Data was reported as mean ± SD
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RESU LTS
I. Fo rce

When both biceps and quadriceps were contracted concurrently (n "" 22). the
average biccps MVC force significantly (F(2 .189) "" 15.01.p < 0.05) decreased by
35.4% when inverted within Is and 15.9 % within 3s as compared to the upright position
(Fig. I). Compared to the upright position, the avcmge quadriceps MVC force was
significantly (F(2.189) "" 31.S9,p < 0.05) lowered by 37 .2% whcn inverted within Is and
12.1% within 3s (Fig.2). Additionally. biceps and quadriceps MVC significantly (p <
0.05) in(;feased 30.1% and 39.8% respectively when inverted withi n a 3s rotation
compared to inverted within a Is.
When only the biceps was contracted (n "" 10); the average biceps MVC fo rce was
significantly (F(2. 81) "" 5.03.p < 0.05) lower by 21.1% and 18.9 % when inverted
within Is and 3s respectively as compared to the upright position (Fig.3). During
quadriceps only contraction. MVC force significantly (F(2 . 81) "" 4.29, P < 0.05)
decreased by 19.2% and 19.6% when inverted within Is and 3s respectively as compared
to the upright position (Fig A ).
Based on the analysis or the main effect of time when both hiceps and quadriceps
arc eontmcted simultancously (n "" 22). the average quadriceps MVC force significantly
(F(2. 189) '" 4.25,1' < 0,05) increased 16.9% from the firs! second 10 ]·6s time period.

and demonstrated a tendency (F(2.189)

=

4.25.1'= 0.06) for a 14.7% increase from tirst

second to the tirst three seconds time period (Fig. 1 J). Biceps MVC force demonstrated
no significlUlt m[lin cffcct. No significant results were found with individual biceps and
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quadriceps MVC contractions. Additionally. table I demonstrates average (n

=

22)

changes in the upper and lower limb MVC force values ovcr thc time period of the fi rst
second. 0-35. and 3-6s for thc upright position. invened within Is. and invened withi n 3s
ofrOfations.

Z. Electrom yography (EMG)
DUring simultaneous contraction of unilateral biccps and quadriceps (n = 22). the
average biceps EMG activity demonstrated significant (F (2. 189) = 7_63.p < 0.05)
decrease of 40.9% and 39.5% when inverted within Is and 3s respectively as compared to
the upright position (Fig.5). The average triceps EMG ac tivity significantly (F(2. 189) =
3.80. p < 0.05) decreased by 43.9% when inverted within Is compared to the upright

position (Fig.6). The average quadriceps £MG activity significantl y (F (2. 189) = 11.67.
1' < 0.05) dcereased by 50.1% and 27.3% whcn inverted within Is and 3s respectively as

compared to the upright position (Fig.7). The average hamstrings EMG activity was
significantly (F(2.IS9)

=

6.23.1' < 0.05) lowered by 44.1% when inverted within Is

compared to the upright position (Fig.S)
During individual biceps contraction (n = 10). the average biceps EMG activity
was significantly (F(2. SI) = 3.51.1' < 0.05) decreased by 21.7% when inverted within
Is and 35.9% lower when inverted within 3s compared to the upright position (Fig.9).
When quadriceps was contracted individually. the average quadriceps EMG significantly
(F(2. 81) '" 6.91.1' < 0.05) lowered by 39.1% and 40.2% when inverted within Is and 3s

respectively as compared to the upright position (Fig. 10).

No significant results WCrt: found for triceps to biceps and hamstrings to
quadriceps co-contraction ratios for force and time when both hiceps and quadriceps were
contracted concurrently as well as individually. The average (n '" 22) changes in the
upper and lower limb EMG values over the time period of the first second. 0-35, and 3-6s
for the upright position. inverted within Is. and inverted within 3s of rotations arc
illustrated in table 2.

3. Heart Rale and Blood Pressure
Heart rate significantly (F(2. 63) '" 26.21, P < 0.001) dec reased 16.8% and 21.1%
when inverted within Is and 3s respectively as compared 10 the upright position (Fig.l2)
Similarly. average (n '" 22) systolic blood pressure significantly (F(2 , 63) = 29.36. p <
0.001) decreased by 10.8% whcn inverted within Is and 12.4 % within 3s as compared to
thc upright position (Fig.lJ). Average (n = 22) diastolic blood pressure also significantly
(F (2.63) = 29.32, p < 0.001) decreased by 14.1 % and 17.1 % when inverted within Is

and 3s respectively as compared to the up right position (Fig.14).
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DISCUSS ION

This study investigated changes in neuromuscular and cardiovascular functioning
with rapid and slower rotations from seated upright to seated inversion. Whether biceps
and quadriceps were contracted concurrently or individually, MVC force and EMG
decreased significantly when inverted within 1sand 3s compared to upright position. In
addition. both biceps and quadriceps MVC increased significantly when inverted within
3s compared to Is during concurrent contraction. Quadriceps MVC force subsequently
increased from the first second to 3-6s time periods, but demonstrated a tendency for an
increase from the first second to 0-3s time periods. No significant changes were found for
elbow flexo r MVC force for main effect for timc. Triceps and hamstrings EMG activity
significantly decreased when inverted within 1s as compared to upright position. Heart
rate, systolic blood pressure. and diastolic blood pressure demons trated significant
decreases when inverted within Is and 3s compared to upright position.
Neuromuscular impairments may be attributed to both (;entral and peripheral
fac tors with rapid and slower transitions from upright to inverted seated positions. When
inverted within Is and 3s both biceps and quadriceps MVC and EMG activity decreased
suggesting the involvement of central mechanisms. The major possible central factors
include inversion-induced increase in hydrostatic pressure (Parazynski et al . 1991) and
dccreased baroreflex a(;livity (Charkoudian ct al. 2004) due 10 elevated cerebral blood
Ilow or intracranial pressure. However. the mechanisms underlying changes in force and
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EMG during rapid nnd slower transitions to sented inversion arc unknown. Further
research is needed to determine these mechanisms.

It

\\ ,\ S

hypothesized that rapid and slower transition to seated inversion would

initially increase neuromuscular and cardiovascular responses followed by a drop-off.
However. the results of this sllldy demonstrated significant decreases in neuromuscular as
well as cardiovascular responses suggesting rapid inversion-induced inhibition of
sympathetic nervous system activity. Hearn et a1. (2009). Paddock and Behm (2009), and
Neary et a1. (20110. 20 11 b) exhibited simi lar responses with slow deliberate transitions 10
sented inversion compared to upright posture and proposed an inhibition of sympathetic
nervous system activity. The significant decrease in heart rate and blood pressure
(Bosone et a1. 2004) and total peripheral resistance (Goodman and Lesage 2(02) with
hend-down body tilt position abo suggests a possible sympathetic system inhibition
Moreover. the adverse effects of sympathetic nervous system inhibition on musele blood
!low (Thomas and Segal 2004) and muscle force contractility (Martini and Nath 2008)
might be related to a decrease in MVC force output and EMG flctivity with rapid
movements at different rotational times from an upright to an inverted position. A decline
in blood volume (Cerretelli et a1. 1977) ofuppcr and 10\\'er extremity working muscles.
resulting in reduced oxygen and nutrient supply, may also be considered as a factor
contributing to the lower force outpul and EMG activity with rapid and slowcr transitions
10

seated inversion.
lmpaimlent of respiratory system functioning with head-down tilt (Henderson et

a1. 2006) might also contribute to inversion-induccd neuromuscular deficit. Oxygen is
necessary for the proper functioning orthe skeletal muscles (Hepple et al. 2002). Head-
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down tilt interferes with adequate gaseous exchange (Prisk et al. 2002). decreases
pulmonary vcntilation ami lung capacity (Lu cI al. 20(0). and incrcases airllow
impedance by decreasing lung compliance (Donina et al. 2009). Muscle hypoxia should
have a greater detrimental effect upon prolonged muscle contractions. which have a
greater reliance upon oxygen utilization. An altered oxygen supply 10 the commcting
muscle during head-down tilt has been reported 10 alter muscle force output due 10
impaired ex,itation-comraction coupling (Aleksandrova et al. 2005). However. the very
mpid response in the present study would suggest that the respiratory mechanisms would
not have played a substantive role in neuromuscular impainnents as the adverse effect on
oxygen supply would in all probability need duration of greater than 3-6 seconds.
Secondly. a brief MVC would nO! be as affccted by a hypoxic environmem as more
prolonged contmctions.
In commst to the stud y of Hearn et al. (2009) and Paddock and Behm (2009), no
changes were observed in upper extremity co-contraction (triceps to biccps) and lower
extremity co-contraction (hamstrings 10 quadrice ps) when biceps and quadriceps were
contracted concurrently. Similar results were found with indi vidual biceps and quadriceps
contractions. Hencc. the inversion-induced decrcases in force could not be attributed to
,hanges in motor control or inter-muscular co-ordination.
Qundriceps MVC force changed over different time periods (O-Is. 0-3s, and 3-6s)
was indcpendent of the condition (upright. inverted within Is. and inverted within 3s).
The force generated over a period of6s reached its maximum value after three seconds.
Button and Behm (2008) used 4s MVC to ensure maximum force was achieved. Hcarn et
al. (2009) and Paddock and Behm (2009) dcmonstrated significant impairments in
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neuromuscular responses using 4s MVCs in upright and inverted seated positions. Thus.
it can be concluded that MVC forces need approximatciy 3 10 less than 65 to reach
maximum whether the individual is upright or in the process of being inverted.
The m<lin limitation of the present study was that the subjects were manually
inverted within Is and 3s rotations via a detachable wheel attached to the rotational chair
Rotating manually with the help ofa stopwatch to maintain Is and 3s rotations made it
difficult to attain exact rotation times for all the subjects. The variability in times was
recorded for subjects when inverted within Is and 3s rotations. The mean rotation times
were 1.14s ± 0.07 when inverted within Is and 3.l3s ± 0.04 when inverted within 3s
rotations. To overcome this limitation. future inversion-related research should usc a
motorized rotational chair. Additionally. the contraction of the biceps and quadriceps
concurrently and unilaterally could lead to a disruptive torque to the trunk. However. the
subjects were securely strapped into the chair so this possibility was minimal. There was
,,]so the possibility of a similar bilateral deficit mechanism whcreby the contraction of the
same two muscles bilaterally results in decreased force compared to the contraction of the
two muscles individually. Since. no significant diffcrcnces wcrc found when upright_
inverted within Is. and invcrted within Js concum::n! unilateral biceps and quadriceps
contractions were respectively compared with upright, inverted within Is. and inverted
within Js individual biceps and quadriceps contractions it was not considered a maj or
limiting factor in the present study.
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CONC LLSION
\Vith rapid and slower transitions from upright to seated inversion. the hiceps and
quadriccps MVC force. EMG activity. hcart rate. and blood pressure decreased for
concurrent biceps and quadriccps contraction, as wcll as individual biceps and quadriceps
contraction compared to the upright position. This inhibition of neuromuscular and
cardiovascular measures occurred within approximately Is of rotation to inversion. These
rcsults were in contradiction to the proposed hypothesis, which was based upon the
activation orthe !light or tight response of the sympathetic ncrvous system. Thc incrcasc
in sympathetic activity typicaUy increases the heart rate and blood pressure, resulting in
possible increased hlood flow to the working muscles and the required force output.
However, the expected increase in sympathctic nervous system activity seemed to be
inhibited with rapid (I s) and slower (3s) transitions from upright to seated inversion.
Another contributing factor could have been related to increased hyd rostatic pressurc
The aforementioned mechanism could immediately impact ncuromuscular and
cardiovascular responses when individuals are forced into inverted positions such as
overturned helicopters or motor vehicle accidents. Further research is recommended 10
determine thc effectiveness of these mechanisms and their practical implications
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TABLES
Interactions
with
Conc urrent
Contractions
Biceps MVC

I" sec

251.3263 ± 101.28*

152 .6702 ± 62,87+

202.68 [9

Force (N)

0-3s

261.9656 ± 112.56 +

160.3608 ± 71.89+

215.6326 ± 100.03

3-6s

258.0059

± 119.06·

156.1803 ± 72.88·

217.5324

Quadriceps
MVC

I"sec

467.3115 ± 161.65*

285.3885 ± 101.23·

400.8303

0-3s

527.8818 ± 170.38 +

330.9764 ± 11 8.39+

3-6s

530.7031 ± 141.23+

342.6585

Force(N)

Upright

Inverted in Is

± 1[7.41+

Inverted in 3s

± 83.06+
±97.49
± [35.30

464.7685 ± 153.76 +
474.9801

± 139.47+

Tab le 1. fhe interaction of time and condition fo r the changes in the uppe r and lower limb
average (n = 22) MVC force (N) values over the time periods of the first second. 0-3s. and
3-6s in the upright position, inverted within Is and inverted within 3s rotations when
biceps and quadriceps contracted together. Asterisk (t) sign denotes significant
differences between upright and inverted within Is and 3s rotations ovcr the time periods
of the first second, 0-3s, and 3-6s.
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BicepsEMG

1" sec

1.3721 ! 1.06

0.7724 + 0.54·

0.9005 ± 0.62

(mv)

0-3s

1.4174 ± 1.19

0.9438 ± 0.66

1.0899 ± 0.83

3-65

1.6852 ± 1.49·

0.890 1 ± 0.64

1.1613 ± 0.96

Tricl!ps
EMG

III sec

0.1330 ± 0.09

0.0707 ± 00.05

0.1695 ± 0.04

0-3s

0.1572 ± 0. 11

0.0908 ± 0.06

0.1182±0.07

(mv)

3-65

0.1752 ± 0.12

0.1000±O.07

0,1358 ± 0.Q9

Quadriceps

l" sec

0.5987 ± 0.51

0.2546 ± 0.21·

0.3736 ± 0.29

0-3s

0.6561 ± 0.49·

0.3268 ± 0.25

0.4389 ± 0.3 1

EMG
(mv)
Hamstrings
EMG
(mv)

3-65

0.5700 ± 0.42

0.3271 ± 0.28

0.5\30 ± 0.37

I" sec

0.0539 ± 00,05

0.0281 ± 0.D2

0.0370 ± 0.03

0-3s

0.0603

± 00.05

0.0319 ± 0.03

0.0538 ± 0.05

3-6s

0.0614 ± 0.04

0,0399 ± 0.04

0.0411 ± 0.04

T 3ble 2. The interaction oftimc and condition for the changes in the upper and lower limb
avcrage (n = 22) EMG (mv) values over the time periods of the first second, 0-3s. and 3-6s
in the upright position. inverted within Is and inverted within 3s rotations when biceps
and quadriceps contracted together. Asterisk (.) sign denotes significant differences
bem'cen upright and invertcd within Is and 35 rotations over the time periods of the first
second. 0-35. and 3-6s

Main Effect for Condition
with Concurrent
Contractions
Bicep~ MVC (N)

Upright

Inverted in Is

Inverted in 3s

252.134 ± 134.49·

162.901 ± 62.94·

211.949 ± 92.93·

Bi(;cps EMG (mv)

1.4916 + 1.24·

0.87&6 ± 0.60·

1.0506 ± 0.81·

Tricep~

0.1551 ± O.IO ·

0.08716 ± 0.06*

0.1412 ± 0.08

508.632 ± 158.53*

319.674 ± Il3.63·

446.859 ± 114.67·

EMG (mv)

Quadriceps MVC (N)
Quadriceps EMG (mv)

0.6083 ± 0.47·

0.3028 ± 0.25·

0.4418 ± 0.33·

Hamstrings EMG (mv)

0.0585 ± 0.049·

0.0333 ± 0.03*

0.04497 ± 0.04

Tab[e J. The main effect for condition for the changes in the upper and [ower limb
average (n = 22) MVC force (N) and EMG (mv) values in the upright position, inverted
within Is and inverted within 3s rotations when biceps and quadriceps arc contracted
together. Asterisk (.) sign denotes significant differences between upright and inverted
within [s and 3s rotations

Main Effect for Time
Coneurrenrl
Contractions
Bicep~ MVC (N)

First second

0-3s

3-6s

200.88 ± 91.57

213.58 ± 102.59

212.50 ± 103.42

Biceps EMG (mv)

1.0249 ± 0.80

1.1503 ± 0.93

1.2455 ± 0.99

Triceps EMG (mv)

0.1244 ± 0.10

0.1220 ± 0.09

0.1370 ± 0.09

Quadriceps MVC (N)

384.51 ± 152 .98·

441.20 ± 168.49

449.44 ± 153.29*

Quadriceps EMG

0.4901 ± 0.38

0.4739 ± 0.39

0.4700 ± 0.37

0.0396 ± 0.02

0.0487 ± 0.03

0.0485 ± 0.03

(mv)
Ham~trings

EMG

(mv)

TlI blc 4. The main effcct for time for the chllngcs in the upper and lower limb average (n
= 22) MVC force (N) and EMG (mv) values for the time periods of the first second. 0-3s.

and 3-6s when biceps and quadriceps contracted together. Asterisk (.) sign denotes
significant differences for the time periods of the first second and 3-6s.
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MainE/Teet for
Condition with
Individual
Contr:Lctions
Biceps MVC (N)

Upright

Invertcd in Is

Inverted in 3s

318.675 ± 94.39 ·

251.3507 ± 78.23-

258.2243 ± 89.988 -

Biceps EMG (mv)

1.5719 ± 0.98-

1.2303 ± 0.8365 ·

1.007 ± 0.59-

TricepsEMG(mv)

0.1592 ± 0.0760

0.137 1 ± 0.3230

0.1462 ± 0.0906

Quadriceps MVC (N)

551.8389 ± 174.15·

446.0418 ± 157.69'

443.750 ± 150.26-

QlIadriccpsEMG

1.0002 ± 0.60-

0.6092 ± 0.40-

0.5984 ± 0.37

0.0870 ± 0.1206

0.0681 ± 0.0381

0.0596 ± 0.0464

(mv)
HamstringsEMG
(mv)

Ta ble 5. The changes in the uppe r and lower limb average (n "' 10) MVC force (N)and
EMG (mv) values in the up right position. inverted within Is and inverted within 3s
rotations whe n biceps and quad riceps contracted individually. Asterisk (*) sign denotes
significant differences between uprigh t and inverted within Is and 3s rotations

Main Effect for
Condition
HR

Upright

Inverted in Is

Inverted in3s

± 9.50-

68.5455 ± 8. 1?-

65.0455 ± 7.45'

SBP

130.1818 ± 8.06"

116.0909 ± 8.23-

113.9545 ± 6.48'

DBP

78.6364 ± 7.39"

67.5455 ± 6.33-

65.1818 ± 4.64 -

82.0491

T a ble 6. The main effect for condition with average (n '" 22) values for the changes in
heart rate (HR). systolic blood pressure (SBP). and dias tolic blood pressure (OBP) in the
upright position. inverted within 1s and inverted with 3s rotations. Asterisk (- ) sign
denotes significant diffcrences betwcen upright and inverted withi n Is and 3s rotations.
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FIGURES
1. Main effects for Condition: Forte

Biceps MVC
'00
350

Fig. I. The average (n " 22) biceps MVC force (N) in the upright and inverted within Is
and 3s rotations when biceps and quadriceps contracted together. Columns represent
average values of the force and bars represent standard deviations (± SD). Asterisk (t)
sign denotes significant differences between upright and inverted within Is and 3s
ro tations.

Quadriceps MVC

600

Fig.2. The average (11 eo 22) quadriceps MVC force (N) in the up right and inverted within
Is and 35 rotations when biceps and quadriceps contracted together. Columns represent
average values of the fo rce and bars represent standard deviations (± SD). Asterisk ( t )
sign denotes significant differences between up right and inverted within Is and 3s

6S

Biceps MVC

300

250

so

Fig.3. nlC average (n "" J 0) biceps MVC force (N) in the upright and inverted within Is
and 3s rotations when biceps contracted individuaHy. Columns represent average values
ufthe force and bars represent standard deviations (± SD). Asterisk (*) sign denotes
significant differences between upright and inverted within Is and 3s rotations.

Quadriceps MVC

;: I
I
600
500

I

'00
300 ,
200
100

I

a

r igA. The average (n = 10) quadriceps MVC force (N) in the upright and inverted within
Is and 3s rotations when quadriceps contracted individually. Columns represent average
values of the force and bars represent standard deviations (± SO). Asterisk ( ' ) sign
denotes significant differences between upright and inverted within [s and Js rotations.
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2. l\lain effects for condition: Electromyography (EMG)

Biceps EMG

Fig.5. The avcrage (n = 22) biceps EMG activity (mv) during the MVC of the biceps
whcn biceps and quadriceps contracted togethe r in upright and inverted within Is and 3s
rotations. Columns represent average values of the EMG and bars represent standard
dcviations (± SO). Asterisk (+) sign dcnotcs significant diffcrences betv,·een upright and
inverted within Is <lnd 3s rotations.

Triceps EMG

0.05

Fig.6. The <lverage (n = 22) triceps EMG <lctivity (mv) during the MVC of the biceps
when biceps and quadriceps contracted together in upright and inverted within Is and Js
rotations. Columns represent average values of the EMG and bars represent standard
deviations (± SO). Astcrisk (+) sign dcnotes significant differences between upright and
inverted within I s rotations.
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Quadriceps EMG

Fig.? The average (n = 22) quadriceps EMG activily (mv) during the MVC of the
quadriceps when biceps and quadriceps contracted togethe r in upright and inverted within
1sand 35 rotations. Columns represent average vtllues or the EMG and bars represent
standard deviations (± SO). Asterisk (t) sign denotes significant differences between
uprigh t and inverted within I sand 3s rotations.

Hamstrings EMG
0.12

I

Fig.B. The average (n = 22) hamstrings EMG activity (mv) during the MVC of the
quadriceps when biceps and quadriceps contracted together in upright and inverted within
Is and Js rotations. Columns rt:prescnt average values of the EMG and bars represent
standard deviations ( ±: SO). Asterisk C+) sign denotes significant differences between
uprightund inverted within Is rotations
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Biceps EMG

2'

F'ig.9. The average (n = 10) biceps EMG activity (mv) during the MVC oftht: biceps
when biceps contracted individually in upright and inverted within Is and 35 rotations.
Columns represe nt average values of the EMG and bars represent standard deviations (±
SO). Asterisk (.) sign denotes significant differences between upright and inverted within
Isand3srotations.

Quadriceps EMG

O.
0.2

o

F ig. IO. The average (n = 10) quadriceps EMG activity (mv) during the MVC of the
quadriceps when quadriceps contracted individually in upright and inverted within Is and
3s rotations. Columns represent average values of the EMG and bar.;: rep resent standard
deviations (± SO). Asterisk ( . ) sign denotes significant differences between up right and
inverted wilhin Is and 3s rolations
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3. Main dfccis for Time: Force

Fig.11. The average (n "" 22) changes in quadriceps MVC foree (N) in the first sec, 0·3s,
and 3-6s time periods when bil:eps and quadriceps contracted together. Columns
represent average values of the force and bars represent standard deviatio ns (± SO)
Asterisk ( ~ ) sign denotes significant differences between the first second and 3-6s
periods. A tendenl:Y (P "" 0.06) was observed from the first second to 0-3s
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.t. Heart Rate a nd Blood Pressure

Heart Rate

"''' I
90

80

6"'"

'"
30

'"
"
Fig.12. The ave rage (n '" 22) heart rate (beats/min) in the upright and inverted within Is
and 3s rotations. Columns represent average values ofbeatslmin and bars rep resent
standard deviations (± SO). Asterisk (t) sign denotes significant differences between
upright and invcrted within [s and 3s rotations.

Systolic Blood Pressure

""
"''' I
120
""8"
60

Fig. 13. The average (n = 22) systolic blood pressure (mmHg) in the up right and inverted
within Is and 3s ro tations. Columns represent average values of the pressure and bars
represent standard deviations (± SO). Asteri sk (*) sign denotes significant differences
between upright and inverted within I s and 3s rotations

"

Diastolic Blood Pressure
>00

90

"

60

'0
30

Fig. I". The average (n = 22) diastolic blood pn:s~urc (mmHg) in the upright and inverted
within Is and 3s rotations. Columns rcprcst:nt average values of the pressure and bars
represent standard deviations (± S O). Asterisk (.) sign denotes significant differences
between upright and inverted within I sand 3s rotations
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5. Foree Profiles

Fig. 15. Image represents the fo rce proli!e when invcned within Is rotation. The lines
represent three different phases ofana!ysis(O-ls, 0-3s. 3-6s).

~I -

-II

""ig. 16. Image represents the rorce profile when inverted within 3s rotation. The lines
represent three different phases of analysis (O- Is, 0·3s, 3-6s)
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A PP ENDICES

Variability in Rot a tion T imes
Time of inversion in Is

Time of inve rsion in 3s

Subject 1

1.12

3.07

Subject 2

1.23

3.21

Subject 3

1.09

3.14

Subject 4

1.11

3.11

Subjcct 5

1.17

3.17

Subject 6

1.21

3.01

Subject 7

1.08

3.26
3.04

Subject 8

1.19

Subject 9

1.14

3.12

Subject 10

1.02

3.13

Subject II

1.17

3.00

Subject 12

1.00

3.22

Subject 13

1. 24

3.03

Subjcct 14

1.l6

3.19

Subject 15

1.19

3.14

Subjcct 16

1.23

3.17

Subject 17

1.12

3.26

Subject 18

1.27

3.08

Subject 19

1.05

3.20

Subject 20

1.14

3.16

Subject 2 1

1.11

3.21

Subject 22

1.02

3.02

Table I. The variabili ty in rotation times when subjects were inverted wi thin Is and 3s
with concurrent biceps and quadriceps contraction.

Timc of invcrsion in Is

Time of inversion in 3s

Subject I

LIS

3.01

Subject 2

1,09

3.20
3.16

Subject 3

1.21

Subject 4

1.17

3.11

Subject 5

1.23

3.11
3.09

Subject 6

1.07

Subject 7

1.19

3.19

Subject 8

1.02

3.05

Subject 9

1.11

3.16

Subject 10

1.06

3.18

Table 2. The variability in rotation times when
with individual biccp~ contraction.

~ubjects

were inverted within Is and 3s

Time of inversion in [s

Time of inversion in 3s

Subject I

Ll3

3.23

Subject 2

I,ll

3.02

Subject 3

1.24

3.19

Subject 4

1.07

3.14

Subject 5

1.19

3.18

Subject 6

1.15

3.11

Subject 7

1.17

3.00

Subject 8

1.05

3.13

Subject 9

1.22

3.05

Subject 10

1.04

3.17

T able 3. The variability in rotation times when subjects were invcrted within Is and 3s
with individual quadriceps contraction
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Figure: Photo ofrotatiollaJ chair in upright position.
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Figure: Photo of rOlational ehair in inverted position
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